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THE FIVE OLD TESTAMENT PLAYS OF THE CHESTER CYCLE:
A PARADIGM OF SALVATION HISTORY
Abstract of the Dissertation
During the nineteenth century critics looked upon the English
medieval cycle drama, or 11 Corpus Christi plays" as colorful folk
art, having value to antiquarians but not meriting systematic
critical at-tention.
Consequently 1 the plays were treated chiefly
from the standpoint of literary history.
In more recent decades
scholars have been making a fresh effort to understand and judge
the Corpus Christi cycles as coherent •.wrks of religious dramatic
art.
Of the four English cycles extant in mannscript---from Chester 1
York, ~'lakefield, and Li.ncoln·--the cycle at Chester, though considered
by some to be crude and simple, is widely regarded as the most highly
unified and clearly structured cycle of all.
The Chester playwrights
endeavored to emphas:i ze in their cycle the objective, doctrinal ou-tline of salvation-history as seen by medieval man. The cycle contains abundant. evidence of their formal .intent Rnd ca:L-eful, consistent
attention to structure, type patterns, and symbol.
The five OlC. Tes tamen"t plays alone form a complete paradigm .of salvation-his tor_;- extc-mc1ing from the Fall of Lucifer to Chrisi:.'s Final
,Judgment of the human race.
These Old 'restamcnt plays do not merely
provide narrative prologue to the NeN Testament events.
They adumbrate, prefigure, and define these coming events of salvation-history.
'l'he first bm plays, which treat Lucifer's E'all in heaven and Adam's
upon eart!1, establish t.he spiritual conditions of human life in a
fallen world.
'l'lw next three plays show God entering into successive
covenants v,'ith the human race through Noah, Abraham, and Moses.
'l'ypologically, these three covenants prefigure the Christian Church in
preparation 1 operation, and culmination.
More specifically they_ prefigure Baptism, the Eucharist, and Final Judgement.
In addition, all
the five plays contain thematic motifs tvhich recur as the material of
didactic burlesgue, parody, and ironic inversion in the remaining plays
of the. '..::ycle.

When closely examined, the apparently uncomplicated Chester cycle ther.a:fore .reveals itself to be a multi-levelled, closely structured work of
religious dramatic al.-t thu.t richly reNards critical attention.
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INTRODUCTION
The present study focuses upon principles of structure and upon
typological patterns in the English Corpus Christi cycle drama.
examines just one English cycle: the one at Chester.

It

Moreover, it

restricts detailed analysis to the cycle's Old Testament plays.
With respect to typology as an important selective principle and
reinforcing device in the structure of the English cycle drama,
V. A. Kolve has pointed out the need for detailed critical studies:
Students of the Corpus Christi drama have occasionally recognized that some episodes had importance as playing tyPes of Christ,
but no one has ever explored the range of this typological meaning
episode by e.~isode, or its effect on action and speech and cycle
form . . .
Typologies, Kolve affirms, are important.

Together with the influence

of the medieval conception of historical dispensations, they account for
the selection and for much of the dramatic form in the Old Testament
plays in the Corpus Christi cycles.

2

Concentrated analyses of their

implications for dramatic meaning, he implies, will stimulate related
studies that afford intensity of illumination rather than merely widen
the already broad spectrum of critical" awareness.

Such studies, nar-

rowed in scope but sharpened in focus and in density of detail, should
shed new light upon the nature of medieval dramatic experience.

1

v. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford University Press, 1966), p. 100.
2

"Together they [the typologies and the "ages," or dispensations] can account for the protocycle of the Corpus Christi drama, the
generic thing in itself"; ibid.
v

vi
This study, confined to the Old Testament plays in one cycle, is
written in the spirit of Professor Kolve's appeal.

It is written also

in a vein of scholarship on medieval drama--one bearing rich fruit in
recent years--which assumes the readiness to find in the mystery plays
something more than a formless folk art not susceptible to literary
criticism.
Earlier scholarship did not perceive any place or need for such
studies.

The German scholar Wilhelm Creizenach opined near the turn of

the century that little of positive value could be said about the mystery plays; the playwrights, he thought, had never intended to produce
works of art. 1

Characteristically for that day, Sir Edmund Chambers also

avoided writing critical opinions of medieval drama as art, preferring
instead to amass data which he interpreted in the nineteenth-century
English tradition of anti-clerical empiricism, evolutionary thought, and
"myth-ritual" presuppositions.

Later, rejecting Chambers' anti-cleri-

calism, Karl Young denied the development of the liturgical plays from
"folk" drama and pagan customs, yet he also worked primarily to amass
objective data,

Concentrating upon antecedent influences of the Latin

liturgy upon the drama, Young devotes relatively little space to literary criticism of the liturgical drama proper.

As late as 1955, Hardin

Craig, though encouraging scholars to view the Corpus Christi cycles as
legitimate church drama in terms natural to the medieval mind, writes
primarily as a literary historian.

While recording scattered aesthetic

judgments, he avoids systematic criticism of individual plays or cycles.

1
Wilhelm Creizenach,. Geschichte des neueren Dramas, I (1893;
rev. ed. 1911; rpt. New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1965), 209-10.
2

See E. K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage, 2 vols. (Oxford:

2
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Influenced by Joel Spingarn and other early spokesmen for the
"New Criticism," however, some scholars began five decades ago to view
the English cycle drama from a new, more truly literary standpoint.
George R. Coffman's plea for a reconsideration of the Corpus Christi
plays

1

marked the beginning of a stream of monographs written along lit-

erary-critical lines that has continued to the present day.

During

this past decade the work of 0. B. Hardison on the liturgical drama and
of V. A. Kolve and Rosemary Woolf on the English Corpus Christi plays
has done much to encourage scholarly use of critical principles appropriate to the Corpus Christi cycle drama as a genre and also to the
medieval mind and spirit.

2

0. B. Hardison assesses the present stage of

critical work on English medieval. drama and joins Professor Kolve in
calling for further work clarifying specific dramatic meanings and
structures:
Chambers, Young, and Craig believed deeply that medieval drama
constitutes a unique opportunity for the study of literary form. If
they were right, the opportunity deserves to be exploited. The documents and facts which they so painstakingly assembled should be
used creatively, In 1929 Norman Foerster complained of the scholarly "mystique of the brick," according to which each new literary
monograph is a brick stored in a gigantic brickyard for use by an
architect who never comes, The section of the yard marked "History
of English Drama" is particularly rich in bricks. It is high time
that scholars began building with them.3

Clarendon Press, 1903); see also Karl Young, The Drama of the Medieval
Church, 2 vols. (1933; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951); see also
Hardin Craig, English Religious Drama of the Middle Ages (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1955).
1
George R. Coffman, "A Plea for the Study of the Corpus Christi
Plays as Drama," Studies in Philology, XXVI (October, 1929), 411-24.
2
see 0. B. Hardison, Christian Rite and Christian Drama in the
Middle Ages (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1965); see also Rosemary Woolf, The En~lish Mystery Plays (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972 .
3Hardison, pp. 33-34.
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The purpose of this study will be to show that the Old Testament
plays in the Chester cycle were not written merely to provide "background" for the cycle's New Testament plays.

The five Chester Old Tes-

tament plays do of course serve this purpose.
an infrastructure peculiar to themselves.

But in addition they have

This infrastructure binds the

five plays together as a dramatic unit and enables them to function as a
complete, self-contained dramatic paradigm.

This study will define the

nature of this paradigm and will analyze its dramatic purpose.
Chapter One reviews the development and manuscript transmission
of the English Corpus Christi cycles, emphasizing the Chester cycle.
This chapter has a threefold purpose: (1) to highlight medieval religious sensibility as an important element in shaping the structure of
the cycle drama; (2) to summarize the relevant historical facts of the
development of the English Corpus Christi plays; (3) to begin to show,
partly through contrast with the other cycles, the distinctive nature

or

the Chester cycle's dramatic unity and balance.
Chapter Two examines the overall dramatic structure of the Chester cycle and considers specific modes of medieval consciousness.

The

restriction of the present study to the first five Chester plays
requires that some preliminary attention be given to the cycle's overall
structure, for the functional effectiveness of any segment of its plays
depends upon congruencies developed throughout the entire cycle.

This

chapter discusses three modes of medieval consciousness which formed
dramatic awareness and thus caused the playwright to shape specific patterns of dramatic meaning: (1) medieval man's perception of historical
time, of the cyclic year, and of mystical number combinations; (2) his
"figural" and iconographic way of perceiving truth--as taught by the

ix

Fathers, as presented on the stage, and as depicted in the visual arts
and in sermons; (J) his sense of "up-so-doun" absurdity and its role in
modulating his comic sensibilities.
Chapters Three and Four deal with the Old Testament plays, which
fall into two groups, the first comprised of Play I, the fall of angels,
and Play II, the fall of man.

The second group comprises the remaining

three: Play III, the story of Noah's flood; Play IV, the story of Lot,
Abraham, and Isaac; Play V, the story of Moses, Balaam, and Balak.
Chapter Three begins with a full statement of the present study's thesis
concerning the nature and purpose of the five-play Old Testament paradigm in the Chester cycle, and then deals with the evidence for this
thesis in Play I ("The Fall of Lucifer") and Play II ("The Creation").
Chapter Four restates the main thesis, then evaluates evidence for the
thesis in Play III ("The Deluge"), Play IV ("The Sacrifice of Isaac"),
and Play V ("Balaam and Balak").
Concluding this study is a short chapter reviewing major points
and drawing conclusions that might prove of interest and value in similar critical studies of segments of other Corpus Christi cycles.

Chapter 1
DRAMATIC PURPOSE AND STRUCTURE
The main problem for critics of the English medieval cycle drama
is the genre's structure.

A major difficulty may lie in the fact that

in modern Western society the cycle drama has no dramatic

e~uivalent.

Certainly, if judged by standards for art in a pluralistic, secularized
world, its structure seems loose or even non-existent.

But for the

medieval spectator, it reflected a coherent pattern of Biblical lore and
doctrine familiar to everyone; as V. A. Kolve has written, the vernacular English playwrights of the Middle Ages were "builders, not architects. " 1

They built from selected Biblical materials that were already

arranged in a cyclic pattern dictated by the seasons of the liturgical
year.
The Mass, itself, in its solemn, highly structured celebration
of the Eucharist, had strong dramatic features.

2

The colorful vestments

of the clergy, the measured movements of priest and acolyte, the fra-

1

v. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford University Press, 1966), p. 57.
2
Scholars differ about the essence of the dramatic element in
the liturgy and its importance to the new beginnings of the drama.
Chambers assumes it; E. K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage, II (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1903), 3-7. Karl Young, denying the influence of classical drama, pagan ritual, and folk drama upon the early church drama,
denies especially· that the Mass itself constituted drama; Karl Young,
The Drama of the Medieval Church, I (1933; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1951), 1-12, 80, 85. Yet 0. B. Hardison contends that the Mass itself
was "sacred drama"; 0. B. Hardison, Christian Rite and Christian Drama
in the Middle Ages (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1965), pp. 35-79·
1

2

grance of the incense, the chants, the prayers, the antiphonal singing-all these orchestrated liturgical elements evoked in the worshipper a
structured response to the sacred mysteries of God.

The greatest drama

of the ages was being performed before the congregation's very eyes: the
Alpha and Omega had become flesh, had died, had risen again.

During the

solemn elevation of the Host, the worshippers sensed deeply that they
were not merely onlookers; they themselves were members of the mystical
body of Ghrist; they themselves were participants in the profoundest
drama ever devised.

Medieval
worshipped
Christ in terms of
-........ .. --·"·· Christians
.
'
·-··-·,

~-

--~ ·---~- ~

His Incarnation, Death, and Resurrection.

--

~

More broadly, they viewed all

of history chiefly in the light of God's three climactic "Advents": His
coming to create, His coming to redee1n 1 and!{is coming to judge •1 They
saw in these three Advents God's absolute power, love, and holiness.
Built into history itself were these three divinely synchronized waves
of dramatic tension and

r~i~~~~ ..

Medieval Christians knew God Himself

-tcfbe the master playwright, His universe His vast created stage, and
they

themse:l:Ves'"''-'incr~dibly""His fellow actors in the' sa~red ~ama. 2
Given this great thematic interest, human beings in any age
,r> •"

-~

"'"•""·-,-._._, ___ ,

-<'-~"··-->'"'""' ~~-~-._.,_""""_., •••• .-~----.-~-'""-·'-'"'<·.,..~~.-.-.~·'"" ~-., "' "" .-- ~ ~, • • '"···-~·--··• ·'"

·~""''~•" .,- -··

would have found it difficult not to shape, embellish, and improve their
·• •···•· ""'-""-·•, ~···~···•"--.·-•·•"·'"""'"'"'·""····~•-•·w,,..., "'"~··-1·~·'"<<"""'•··~~"'' -v•" • ,.-., . .,,,,,.,

roles in the '':bivine pe·:r::r;;rmance.
-.

Such shaping and improving had in fact
·--.--,._.,

The Mass of the Roman rite was itself

1G. R. Owst, Literature and Pul it in Medieval En land (1933;
2d rev. ed. 1961; rpt. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1966 , p. 65; see also
Kolve, pp. 58-59, 97.
2

rt should be noted that the "world as stage" was an influential
metaphor derived from classical literature but frequently used by Christian writers; Ernst Robert Curtius, Euro ean Literature and the Latin
~iddle Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask New York: Harper Torchbooks,

1963), PP• 138-44.

3
the result of a long liturgical development.

The Canonical Hours of

Prayer, the Breviary, the growing influence of monastic discipline as an
ideal, the profound impact of the ordered life within the monasteries
upon the public imagination,

1

the growth of the Latin liturgical drama--

all these developments yield evidence of the perennial human craving to
impose firm sacramental structure upon the surging tensions and rhythms
of life.

2
As convenient as these familiar celebratory and dramatic litur-

gical patterns might seem, the cycle-drama playwrights were confronted
by an initial structural decision.

They had to rearrange the liturgical

materials in connected fashion on the linear model of the Biblical story
itself.

For, paradoxically, the distinctive feature of the "cycle"

drama lies in its linear structure and completeness.

Within a brief

period of dramatic time, the cycle drama begins and i t ends.

J_t~~~,,

of action covers the salvation-history of mankind from Genesis to the
,.,.~

__

,_._

,,-<c

Apocalypse.
With regard to mere chronology, this initial restructuring posed
no special problem.

The linear pattern of Biblical events was as

familiar to the playwrights as the cyclic round of the liturgical year.
Nevertheless, the initial rearranging of materials for the cycle drama
involved important choices affecting subject matter and structure.

How

many of the Biblical episodes commemorated in the course of the litur-

1
For a succinct summary and evaluation of these developments,
seeR. W. Southern, The Making of the Middle Ages (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1959), pp. 158-61.
2
The dramatic expression of this craving in the Corpus Christi
procession has been seen as a "way of sanctifying the secular world";
see Glynne Wickham, Early English Stages, 1300-1660, I (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1959), 313-14.

4
gical year should be included?

Which apocryphal or non-liturgical mate-

rials? Which Biblical motifs should have doctrinal-dramatic centrality?
Which should remain peripheral?

Certain precedents and guidelines for

dramatic practice existed in the Latin liturgical drama, a dramatic tradition already old before the Feast of Corpus Christi stimulated the
development of the vernacular cycle drama.

1

Beyond these, however, the

structure depended upon the playwright's view of his cycle's major
emphasis.
pose.

The playwrights had a strongly didactic and religious pur-

As reverent men, they wanted to honor God.

As sinful men who

,._ .•.. ~"""·"·~.

,.-""''""'"'

'"

hoped for heave;, "tfiey»d~"si:r~d "to enjoy Him forever."
•""''~r••~'.>.«.,

-, "'·- _

, , .... , •

'-""'·c.,,,,_ O-··''"' '"•

.,, .. "

, •'' ...

·'·''"·'· ,-,

~.

..~

..... .

As committed

-,•_,-.-·• ,-,\.,_,, , ''"·"•'> ,, ' '' '>,'<

"''"

artists·; they tffere:l'o:i:-e worked faithfully within the generous limits of

they tried to give their cycles the most convincing and effective dramatic structure possible.
The cycle dramas have on occasion been compared to the great
medieval cathedrals, and the cathedrals themselves have been likened to
"frozen music." 2 These mighty buildings silently embody the structured
harmony of God's great redemptive plan.

In glass, wood, and stone their

surfaces bear ornamental representations of Old Testament events and
New, of lives of saints and martyrs, and of popular apocryphal legends.
As massive encyclopedias of a vast lore, they are the reflection of a
world-view that was reverent, coherent, all-encompassing.

1Karl Young's The Drama of the Medieval Church and 0. B. Hardison's Christian Rite and Christian Drama in the Middle A es (seep. vi,
n. 2; p. vii, n. 2, above are the definitive works on the liturgical
drama, Hardison's book concluding with one essay devoted to the earliest
vernacular drama;

~mile Male, The Gothic Image, trans. Dora Nussey from 3d Fr.
ed, (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), p. 22.

5
While embodying the profound religious beliefs and hopes of
medieval Christians, each cathedral, within the broad design imposed by
some theologian-builder, has its peculiar individuality.

1

According to

art historian Emile Male, each of the great thirteenth-century French
cathedrals retains within the all-embracing doctrine of medieval Christianity its own special emphasis, whether messianic-prophetic (Amiens),
hagiographic (Bourges), or scholastic (Laon).
celebrate the Virgin Mother (Notre Dame).

Some cathedrals clearly

Others reserve honored places

to the kings of France and seem even national; of the cathedral at Reims
Male has written, "Others are catholic, she alone is French. "

2

In important respects the English Corpus Christi dramatic cycles
can be likened to the great cathedrals of medieval France.

They deal

with the same subject matter and manifest the broad common structure
imposed by the beliefs and traditions of medieval Christendom.

They too

bear profound witness to the coherent, all-embracing Christianity of the
Middle Ages.

They, too, like the cathedrals, portray the failures,

vicissitudes, joys, and triumphs of the human race.

They trace the

story of fallen man from darkened Eden to the blinding Judgment Seat of
Christ.

Their prologues depict the fall of proud Lucifer, and their

epilogues afford a glimpse of the eternal ages to come.

Yet in details

of structure and religious lore, the cycles are in ways different.
has its own emphasis.

1

The Biblical story is vast.

Each

It required conden-

The impression of unity amid diversity as manifested by cathedrals is gained also from a reading of Malory's Morte d'Arthur, an analogy used by C. S. Lewis and cited by R. T. Davies (ed ..), The Corpus
Christi Pla of the En lish Middle A es (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman and
Littlefield, 1972
29-JO.
2Male,
'
p. 391.

6
sation, severe editing, symmetrical arrangement.

In condensing, edit-

ing, and arranging, each playwright sought to give his own cycle effective form and clear thematic structure.

1

Thus, while bearing the stamp

of a grand common design, the four extant English cycle dramas are different in interesting ways.

The plays from York, Wakefield, Lincoln,

2

and Chester are arranged in patterns that seem distinctive.
THE ENGLISH CORPUS CHRISTI CYCLES
Intermediate Shaping Influences
No one knows exactly how the English Corpus Christi cycle
came into being.

ru~ama

Though an occasional scholar has sought to minimize

the degree to which the liturgy influenced the development of the English cycles, 3 most scholars now agree that the liturgy remained a very
important influence, as it had been upon the earlier Latin plays.

4

1

Each cycle of course underwent change; plays were added,
revised. "Playwright," then, signifies the collective intention as
realized by author, revisers, and redactors. In one case, that of the
Chester cycle, strong internal evidence indicates that the plan of the
cycle's original author was known and respected as integral to the
cycle's form and emphasis.
2
The Ludus Coventriae, or "N-Town" plays, very probably had
Lincoln as their home; see Davies, pp. 54-55.
3The French scholar Marius Sepet, in Les Prophetes du Christ
(Paris, 1878), originated the widely accepted view that the vernacular
mystery plays simply developed from the Latin liturgical drama, but this
view has been sharply challenged by Oscar Cargill, Drama and Liturgy
(1930; rpt. New York: Octagon Books, 1969), p. 140.
4

Young, I, 542-43; Young, finding "a considerable proportion of
Dr. Cargill's monograph , . . unintelligible," cites several articles also criticizing Dr. Cargill's work: Grace Frank, in MLN, XLVI
(1931), 62-64; N.C. Brooks, in JEGP, XXX (1931), 433-39; ~R. Coffman,
in Speculum, VI (1931), 610-17. For thorough analysis of the liturgical
element in the English cycle drama, see Marjorie D. Downing, "The Influence of the Liturgy on the English Cycle Plays" (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, Yale University, 1942).

7
Unlike the liturgy, however, and unlike the Latin church plays, the
cycles were in the vernacular, were acted by the laity rather than the
clergy, and were staged in the open outside the church.

The precise

nature of the relationship between the Corpus Christi cycles and the
Latin liturgical plays, or even of the relation between them and the
Feast of Corpus Christi itself, remains an open question.

Documentation

to clarify this relationship--documentation covering roughly the twelfth
to the fourteenth centuries--is lacking. 1 What stands as undisputed
fact is the emergence during the fourteenth century, in close connection
with the Feast of Corpus Christi, of the Biblical "cycle" drama.

The

cycle drama is distinguished from the Latin liturgical drama--which consisted of single plays not performed in dramatically coherent groups

2

by its overall thematic unity as arranged in a linear dramatic pattern
spanning the whole Biblical history of man's salvation.

Each play or

group of plays forms a vi tal segment in the longer complete march of' the
Divine-dramatic advance.
Whatever the nature of the relationship between the Latin ll.turgical plays and the Corpus Christi cycles, comparison shows that a uumber of the Biblical motifs and dramatic conventions long established in
the Latin plays were also used in the cycle drama.

Serving in some

1Wilhelm Creizenach, Geschichte des neueren Dramas, I (1893;
rev. ed. 1911; rpt. New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1965), 162-64; see
also E. K, Chambers, En lish Literature at the Close of the Middle A es
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1945 , pp. 10-11; see also Hardin Craig, ~
lish Religious Drama of the Middle Ages (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955),
p. 88; see also Rosemary Woolf, The English Mystery Plays (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1972), p. 355, n, 1.
2
An exception would be the Visitatio, Adoratio, Depositio, and
Elevatio, "all four [being] linked by continuity of theme and by the use
throughout them of one dramatic property, namely the cloth which represents the grave-clothes of Christ"; Woolf, p. 6.

8

sense as connecting links were probably some Anglo-Norman plays.

The

well-known Mystere d'Adam of the late twelfth century, for example, has
a provisional three-part, possibly cyclic structure.

It contains the

Fall of Adam and Eve, Cain's Murder of Abel, and a "Procession of
Prophets" play.

This last motif was familiar ln the Latin liturgical

drama at least as early as the eleventh century. 1 A "Procession of
Prophets" foretells the coming of Christ.

In various forms it survives

as a device in the vernacular English cycle drama, serving to link the
Old Testament plays with the New Testament ones.
Adam is left chained in Hell.

In Le Mystere d'Adam,

The play in an earlier form possibly

ended with a Harrowing of Hell, thus achieving nearly complete "cycle"
form. 2
The existence of this play in Norman French, and another called
La Seinte Resureccion, is significant.

It makes probable the perfor-

mance of "a fully-developed vernacular religious drama in England in the
second half of the twelfth century; that is, more than two centuries
earlier than the surviving English mystery-play cycles.'.3

In fact,

William Fitzstephen refers to sacred drama performed in London in the
preface to his Vita of Saint Thomas
A.D. 1180.

4

a Becket--a

work that he wrote in

The next surviving reference to drama in London, however,

or at least to,drama having a reasonably complete cycle form, is the

1

Richard Axton, and John Stevens (eds. and trans.), Medieval
French Plays (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1971), p. J,
2
Ibid.

3Ibid.
4

creizenach, I, 154-55; see also Chambers, Mediaeval Stage,

II, 379-80.

9
well-known one to the performance at Skinners' Well in A.D. 1411.

1

But long before A.D. 1411 a new and significant ecclesiastical
feast day had been instituted.

The Feast of Corpus Christi was insti-

tuted for the whole Church in A.D. 1264 by Pope Urban IV, and in A.D.
1311 it was confirmed,

The feast was celebrated on the second Thursday

after Pentecost, sometime between the end of May and the first three
weeks of June.

2

It was declared a principal feast of Canterbury in

1317, and in the same year Rome decreed that the Host should be carried
through the streets in sacred procession.

No one knows how the Feast of

Corpus Christi gave rise to the cycle drama, or what relation the cycle
bore to the procession through the streets.

The degree to which the

cycle form was determined by the Corpus Christi procession itself has in
fact been emphatically minimized by some noted scholars.3

No one knows

either by what means the Corpus Christi drama reached cyclic fullness.
Presumably Biblical motifs and dramatic conventions were adapted from
the Latin liturgical plays and new pieces were composed.

This fairly

heterogeneous mass of material was presumably then pulled together into

1
Chambers, Mediaeval Stage, II, 381; Chambers quotes from the
Grey Friars Chronicle: "'This year beganne a gret pley from the
begynnyng of the worlde at the skynners' welle, that lastyd vij dayes
contynually; and there ware the most parte of the lordes and gentylles
of Ynglond. '"

~avies, pp. 23 ff,

J , ..

3"This latter festival [the Feast of Corpus Christl
was
brought into contact with the drama most prominently in Spain and England. In the dramatic histories of this latter country [England],
indeed, the procession of Corpus Christi has probably been given an
importance hardly justified by the known facts"; Young, II, 425; see
also Lawrence Blair, "A Note on the Relation of the Corpus Christi Procession to the Corpus Christi Play in England," MLN, LV (February,
1940), 83-95; see also Hardin Craig, "The Corpus Christi Procession and
the Corpus Christi Play," JEGP, XIII, 4 (1914), 589-602.
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a full

cycl~

of plays depicting the world's salvation-history from the

Fall of Lucifer to Doomsday.

1

Regarding authorship, most scholars agree that the Corpus
Christi plays were written by clergymen.

The Biblical episodes drama-

tized varied from cycle to cycle, selection, number, and arrangement
depending upon local conditions.

2

The plays were not, as some earlier

scholars have suggested, the product of a burgeoning "folk" spirit
rebelling against ecclesiastical restraint. 3

(Even such festive wild-

ness as the Festum Asinorum and the "Boy Bishop" feast had long been
contained securely by the tolerant but effectively constraining structures of the Church.)

On the g_uestion of authorship, V. A. Kolve

believes that "the cycles could only have been written by men schooled
in theological traditions and trained by the pulpit in the techniques of
holding the attention of a large and heterogeneous audience."

4

E. K. Chambers is more specif:i.:c:
When the governors of a town, in the fourteenth century,
wanted to establish a dramatic cycle, they would naturally turn for
a text to some local ecclesiastic, able to compose in English metre
and free from theological prejudices against miracle plays. He
might be a gild priest, or more probably, in a large place, a
brother from some monastery, such as St. Werburgh's at Chester. The

1

rn France important groups of Biblical plays evolved showing
chronological seg_uence, such as the massive Le Mistere du Viel Testament, but they did not achieve the full cycle form characteristic of the
English Corpus Christi plays.
2

Kolve, p. 55; Kolve nevertheless isolates certain plays that
seemed to constitute the "core" of all the cycles and thus establishes a
theoretical protocycle.

3For a typical expression of this earlier trend in criticism,
see Frederick M. Tisdel, "The Influence of Popular Customs on the Mystery Plays," JEGP, V, 3 (1904), 323-40.

4
Kolve, p. 277.
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tradition of the liturgical drama would be behind him. And for its
expansion he would have a considerable library at his disposal. He
could gloss the narrative of the Bible itself with much legendary
material that had grown up around it throughout the ages. , , ,1
On the other hand, some scholars consider it improbable that any cycle
was composed originally by just one man.

Most agree that, whatever the

facts of original composition or compilation, all the cycles then underwent a long period of growth, revision, and redaction.

2

But R. T.

Davies has succinctly stated the point perhaps most important to remember about matters of authorship:
. The Corpus Christi play was a corporate venture. It was
popular art in the best sense of the word, but with this reservation, that its relationship with the learned clerical traditions
of Europe was integral, since it was almost certainly written and
compiled by clerics. Moreover, to say the least, it is scarcely
likely so to have flourished contrary to the will of the Church
authorities in an age of such ecclesiastical power.3
Manuscripts and Backgrounds
The Ludus Coventriae, York, Chester, and Wakefield plays are the
only cycles that have survived more or less complete in manuscript.

4

Corpus Christi cycles are of course known to have been performed at a
number of other cities in England.5

1

Individual plays and some fragments

chambers, Close of Middle Ages, p. 20.

2
The original design of a cycle was not necessarily lost; see
p. 6, n. 1, above; the possibility remains, of course, that in some
cases a thorough revision became at some point definitive; manuscript
evidence is too sparse to permit certainty.

3Davies, p. 37.
4The reason for the survival of so few records may be the later
Protestant animosity toward the plays; for a detailed account of this
developed animosity and its effects during the sixteenth century, see
Harold C. Gardiner, S, J., Mysteries' End (1946; rpt. Hamden, Conn.:
Archon Books, 1967).
5The cycles were evidently more popular in the north of England
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also survive in manuscript, several of which may once have formed part
of a complete cycle. 1
as the oldest. 2
and unified.

Of the four, the Chester cycle is widely regarded

Thematically, it is the most balanced, straightforward,

In structure, it is the most firmly knit of the four.

Its

unity, balance, and firmness of structure become especially striking
when one reviews the emphases and arrangements of materials in the other
cycles.
The so-called Ludus Coventriae, latest of the four, appears in a
unique manuscript: British Museum MS. Cotton Vespasian D. viii.

This

cycle is sometimes called the "Hegge plays," after Robert Hegge of
Durham, owner of the manuscript before Sir Robert Cotton's purchase of
it.

A librarian's labelling mistake caused the cycle long to be

regarded as containing the plays from Coventry, a city widely famous up
until 1580 for its own mystery plays.3

Scholarly evidence, however, has

than in the south, where as on the Continent the Passion play predominated; Hardison, p. 26; see also Craig, "Corpus Christi," p. 590; Craig
lists Newcastle, Kendall, Preston, Beverly, Louth, Norwich, Ipswich, and
Worcester, besides the cities of the four extant cycles, as having plays
of a Corpus Christi type, and suspects that, in addition to the probable
existence of plays and a procession in Dublin and some plays in Scotland, there were perhaps such plays in as many more English cities; see
also Davies, p. 23.
1

These plays have recently appeared in a new edition; see Norman
Davis (ed.), Non-Cycle Plays and Fragments, EETS, SS 1 (London: Oxford
University Press, 1970).
2

On MSS. Harl. 2124 and Harl. 2013 appear copyists' notes, the
latter MS. giving 1327 as the year of earliest performance and ascribing
authorship to "Randall Higgenett, a monk of chester abby"; Hermann Deimling (ed.), The Chester Plays, Part I, EETS, ES 62 (1892; rpt. London:
Oxford University Press, 1968), pp. 1-2, F. M. Salter has argued for a
much later date, 1375, and thinks that Sir Henry Francis was the author;
F. M. Salter, MediaevalDrama in Chester (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1955), PP• 55-80.
3craig, Religious Drama, p. 239.
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pointed to Lincoln as the cycle's true home.

The dialect is that of

j
Lincolnshire, or at least of North-East England, and not that of the
Midlands. 1 The cycle has a set of banns describing the pageant plays,
but the banns do not match the forty-two plays represented in the
cycle's extant version.

The cycle has a heavy Marian emphasis, includ-

ing no fewer than seven plays devoted solely to pre-Nativity events in
the life of the Virgin and one to her Assumption.

The Ludus Coventriae

has a "procession of prophets" which some maintain is simply a "tree of
Jesse" play further underscoring the cycle's strong preoccupation with
the Virgin Mother.

2

The cycle contains but a single play drawn from

Jesus' ministry--the raising of Lazarus--and a Passion

se~uence

so long

that it falls into two larger parts extending over nine separate plays.
The cycle is alone among the four in having (like the morality The
Castle of Perseverance) several personified abstractions as characters:
Death; Contemplacio; and the Four Daughters of God, who conduct their
debate in Heaven.

In addition to these personified abstractions, the

cycle includes a large amount of rather loosely integrated apocryphal
matter; for example, the legend of Saint Anne and the "bending cherry
tree" episode from the Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew.

The cycle shows unmis-

takable evidence of extensive revision and redaction.

Its meter mani-

fests considerable variation, ranging from thirteen-line stanzas to

1

Craig, Religious Drama, p. 240.

2

The role of the Blessed Mother has nevertheless been asserted
to be "Christocentric" in all the cycles; see Brother Cornelius Luke,
The Role of the Vir in Mar in the Coventr
York Chester and Townele
Cycles Washington, D. C.: The Catholic University of America, 1933 ;
concerning the Chester cycle, Brother Luke writes, "Chester, aside from
its Magnificat . • . offers no material for special comment, inasmuch as
it is but a paraphrase of the Gospel narrative," which itself, he adds,
is "purely Christocentric"; pp. 55-56.
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single and double q_ua trains and to rime couee.

1

Thus in add.ition to its

complex Marian emphasis the Ludus Coventriae has a number of heterogeneous metrical and thematic elements that do not conduce to unity.

2

The origins of the York and Wakefield cycles are closely connected.3
- i

Like the Ludus Coventriae, each cycle survives in a unique

manuscript.
The York plays appear in British Museum Additional MS. 35290.
Though in fairly good condition, the manuscript lacks two plays at the
beginning and several other short passages throughout the cycle.

The

York cycle is the longest in the number of its plays (forty-eight), but
most of these plays are short.

York resembled Lincoln, the probable

home of the Ludus Coventriae, in that it was a flourishing religious and
commercial center.

It boasted a large number of affluent guilds which

were willing and able to assume the responsibility for production.

The

large number of York guilds, along with natural limits upon production
time, perhaps explains the large number of plays and their unusual brevity.4 Theologically the York cycle has good coherence, and its tone

1Rime couee, or tail-rhyme stanza, has two or three r~m~ng
lines, usually tetrameter, followed by a shorter line, usually trimeter,
the short line then riming with the next short line, as aaabcccb, where
the a and c lines are tetrameter and the b lines trimeter; rime couee
dominates almost the entire Chester cycle~ strengthening the impression
of that cycle's unity.
2The most recent edition of the Ludus Coventriae is marked,
especially in its treatment of the Marian plays, by efforts to trim
excrescences; see Davies, pp. 57-58, 120-70.
3In Craig, Religious Drama, pp. 199-238, these two cycles are
discussed together.
4Ibid., p. 202.
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remains consistently reverent.

1

In performance, however, its long

series of short plays presented in one day may have produced a rather
"staccato" effect, since as in other English Corpus Christi cycles the
plays were performed on wheeled pageant wagons that had to be hauled up
to and away from their appointed stations.
dence of far-reaching revision.

2

The York plays show evi-

The meter of fourteen of the plays was

rewritten into the Middle English alliterative poetic style having a
revival in northern England during the second half of the fourteenth
century.3

This revision evidently took place subsequent to 1415, for in

that year York's city clerk, Roger Burton, made a list-summary of the
plays.

The extant cycle includes some characters and episodes not rep-

resented in Burton's list. 4

The alliterative effect in these revised

plays is admirable, but not being distributed over the entire fortyeight plays, it does not reinforce the impression of unity given by the
cycle's coherent theological emphasis and reverent tone.
At some time, probably prior to 1390, the city of Wakefield, not
far from York, almost certainly borrowed the whole York cycle.

In later

1Lucy Toulmin Smith remarks the strong parallel in both unity
and comprehensiveness between the York cycle and the Cursor Mundi,
noting too that like the poem the plays are "free from;nuch of the
coarse jocularity and popular incident which were introduced into the
Towneley and Coventry plays"; Lucy Toulmin Smith (ed.), York Plays
(1885; rpt. New York: Russell and Russell, 1963), p. xliv.
2 "Auch muilten die Dichter jedesmal den Gang der Handlung unterbrechen, wenn ein bewegliches GerUst wegfuhr und dafUr ein anderes herannahte," writes Creizenach of pageant-wagon performances in general;
Creizenach, I, 290. The Chester cycle, with its fewer, generally longer
plays performed over a three-day period, would have made a deeper, more
sustained dramatic impact. See also Martial Rose (ed. and trans.), The
Wakefield Mystery Plays (New York: W. W, Norton and Co., 1961), pp. 29-45,
where Professor Rose describes some less mobile ways probably used to
stage the Wakefield cycle and the Ludus Coventriae.
3araig, Religious Drama, p. 225.

4 Ibid., p. 202.
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years, a Corpus Christi cycle of thirty-two plays developed in Wakefield
which bears unmistakable resemblance to the cycle in York.

1

The Wake-

field plays appear in what is now Huntington Library MS. HM 1,

2

but they

are usually referred to as the "Towneley" plays, after John Towneley, of
Towneley Hall, Lancashire, from whose library the manuscript was sold in
1814.

Regrettably, the manuscript is lacking quite a few pages.

Twelve

leaves, in fact, are missing between Plays I and II, leaves which presumably contained the story of Adam and Eve's Temptation, Fall, and
Expulsion from Eden.

The cycle's "prophet" play has been shortened and

now seems to serve as but a weak link between the Old Testament plays
and the Annunciation.

Local allusions in the cycle, like the reference

to the village of Horbury, near Wakefield, in the Secunda Pastorum have
convinced scholars that the original home of the cycle was Wakefield.
No official records document the performance of a Corpus Christi cycle
in Wakefield before 1554, .but other kinds of evidence make the probability of such performances there at an earlier date very strong.3

One

of the cycle's striking features is an unmistakable correspondence
between six of its plays (and some scattered passages) :J.nd related plays
in the cycle at York.

4

Like the York plays and the Ludus Coventriae,

the cycle has obviously been extensively revised.

One of the glories of

its revision, however, is the presence within the cycle of six plays

1

Craig, Religious Drama, p. 214.

2
A. C. Cawley (ed.), The Wakefield Pageants in the Towneley
Cycle (Manchester University Press, 1958), p. xi.
3craig, Religious Drama, pp. 209-10.

4
The correspondence goes beyond mere thematic parallels to
include, in places, series of almost word-for-word line identities.
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from the hand of a versatile metrist and comic genius who has since come
to be known as "The Wakefield Master. "

1

author of the famous Secunda Pastorum.

This unknown playwright is the
The cycle is rich in bumptious

matter, notably the lively antics of the shepherds and, in the Doomsday
play, of the brash demon Tutivillus.

It contains a fair amount of apoc-

ryphal material, including a Caesar Augustus, a Thomas of India, and two
shepherds' plays.

This cycle, too, contains but a single play from the

ministry of Christ, namely, the raising of Lazarus.

2

Owing to borrow-

ings and revisions, as well as to the rich innovations of the "Wakefield
Master," the cycle's meter is profusely varied.
The Chester cycle includes twenty-five plays (arranged in one
manuscript as twenty-four).

Its staging and production over a two-hun-

dred-year period seem not to have differed markedly from the production
of the other cycles.J

The only striking difference, mentioned in the

cycle's Banns, is that the plays were not performed on Corpus Christi
day but began at Whitsuntide and extended over a three-day period. 4
Craig agrees with Chambers that the yearly performance date was probably
shifted to Whitsuntide before 1447 to resolve possible conflicts with
the Corpus Christi procession itself.5

1

Cawley, pp. xvii-xxxiii; Professor Cawley's commentary on these
six plays is the most detailed and valuable to date.
2The Raising of Lazarus appears, however, in all the cycles, for
it was a traditionally important type of Christ's resurrection.
3see Salter, pp. 45-53.
4
Deimling, p. J, lines 29-35. The Chester cycle has two sets of
Banns. Both sets are dated late (1600) and show clear signs of Protestant bias. These late Banns are also written in a sixteenth-century
metric style quite different from the metrics of the plays.
5Chambers, Mediaeval Stage, II, J5J; Craig, Religious Drama,
p. 166.
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In contrast with the three other cycles, the Chester plays survive not in a unique manuscript but in five different texts.
late transcriptions dated between 1591 and 1607.

All are

One is Brit. Mus. Add.

MS. 10,305, copied by "George Bellin," dated 1592 (here designated as W);
another, a slightly more precise transcription, also by Bellin, is Brit.
Mus. MS. Harl. 2013 (h), dated 1600; a third is the Oxford MS. Bodley
175 (B), by "Gulielmus Bedford," dated 1604-; the fourth and latest,
Brit. Mus. MS .. Harl. 2124- (H), is the work of two scribes, only the second of whom, "Jacobus Miller," is known, who signed the end of the manuscript, adding the date: 160?.

The fifth and oldest is the "Devonshire"

manuscript, now Huntington Library MS. TM2 (D), transcribed by "Edward
Gregorie, a scholar of Bunbury" in 1591. 1
Dr. Hermann Deimling's work of editing the Chester plays was
stopped by his death. 2 Dr. Deimling's edition of the first half of the
cycle (EETS, ES 62)--ending at line 282 of Play XIII of the H text--was
published in 1892.

Dr, Matthews' completed edition of the second half

(EETS, ES 115) appeared in 1916; but, as the prefatory note by Sir
Israel Gollancz makes clear, requests from scholars had made the already
long-awaited publication of the EETS edition a pressing matter.

The

Chester plays therefore appeared "without the usual apparatus," i.e.,
with an incomplete and undependable glossary and with no discussion of

1This manuscript was not available to Dr. Hermann Deimling while
he was working on his critical edition of the Chester plays for the
Early English Text Society; it apparently lay at the time in the library
of the Duke of Devonshire, but Dr. Deimling's inquiries and efforts to
find it there remained fruitless; Deimling, pp. vii-viii. The D manuscript had not been lost, and so Dr. Matthews had it at his disposal
while he was finishing the task of editing the plays.
2

See Furnivall's sad note; Deimling, p. vii, n. 1.
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backgrounds or of the circumstances of actual production at Chester.

1

All five manuscripts are more or less blurred and defective in
minor ways.

But though each lacks some short passages, none has lacunae

comparable to those that occur in the unique manuscripts of the cycles
of York, Wakefield, and Lincoln.

Dr. Deimling chose H as his' basis; he

believed that, despite its being the latest manuscript, it represented
both the best text and the earliest tradltion.

2

Dr. Matthews retained H

as copy text, including in his edition a collation of D through Play
XIII, line 282.3

D clearly belongs with W, h, and Bin a group.

Roughly, an "H" text and a "DWhB" textual group exist, though minor differences occur among all. 4

The greatest departure of H from DWhB comes

in Play V, the Cappers and Linen Drapers' play of "Balaam and Balak."5
1scholars have since appealed for new editions of all the
cycles; see Kolve, p. 276; see also Arthur Brown, "The Study of English
Medieval Drama," Franciplegius: Medieval and Linguistic Studies in Honor
of Francis Peabod Ma oun, eds. Jess B. Bessinger and Robert P. Creed
New York University Press, 1965), pp. 267-68.

~. M. Salter argues, instead, that H probably represents the
latest tradition, one subsequent to 1422, whereas the DWhB group represents a tradition prior to that date; see W. W. Greg and F. M. Salter,
The Trial and Fla ellation With Other Studies in the Chester C cle
Malone Society Studies, 1935, pp. 4-11; nevertheless, W. W. Greg continues to support Deimling's view of H; see pp. 74-83 of Trial.
3comparing the 1591 D MS. with the 1607 H MS., A. W. Pollard had
already collated Chester Play II and Play III through line 40; see Deimling, pp. xxx-xxxiv. Dr. Matthews began his collation at this point,
continuing it through the material already edited by Dr. Deimling; see
Dr. Matthews (ed.), The Chester Plays, Part II, EETS, ES 115 (1916; rpt.
London: Oxford University Press, 1959), pp. xxxv-lx.
4
For a thorough comparison of all five MSS. see Bernice Coffee,
"The Chester Plays: Interrelation of Manuscripts" (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, University of Missouri, 1956); Miss Coffee concurs with
Deimling, Matthews, Greg, and Craig in regarding H as representing the
oldest tradition of all.
Snr. Deimling analyzed differences among the four textual variants of this play accessible to him and found the distinctive H version

20

The overall structural unity of the Chester cycle, however, is not in
any case greatly affected by the differences among these manuscripts,
All five texts agree in their selection and arrangement of plays.
Except for infrequent minor variations all five are also written
throughout in the regular rime couee "Chester" stanza.

Thus in arrange-

ment and metrical consistency, the five manuscripts together can be
thought of as highly homogeneous.
But the relative abundance of textual materials underlying the
Chester cycle complicates somewhat the task of criticism, for any judgment about the structure which depends upon a close reading of a partieular play raises the question of manuscript variants.

Besides, a critic

might simply prefer the textual tradition which, in his opinion, represents the most dramatically effective version of the play.

This matter

becomes especially acute in a consideration of Play V, where differences
between H andDWhB are extensive.

1

Professor Paul Strohm, in his recent work on rhetorical method
in the Chester cycle, posits official playwright consensus as an explanation of the cycle's striking unity in verse structure, action, and
religious purpose: "In my opinion , . . the unity of the cycle is most
likely the result of a general agreement about the aims of the cycle
shared by a succession of official revisers . . . , each having the

the best, H being free, he believed, especially in Play V, of several
very "crude contradictions" that appear in the texts of the BWh group;
Deimling, pp. xviii-xxii.
1
For an analysis of these differences and for the entire text of
the play as it appears in the D MS., see Lawrence Mason Clopper, "The
Structure of the Chester Cycle: Text, Theme and Theatre" (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Ohio State University, 1969), pp. 14-63, 244-81.
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entire cycle in view." 1

The Chester plays manifest a unified consis-

tency of tone and emphasis commensurate with their metrical scheme.

The

"tone" of the Chester plays, scholars have generally agreed, is decidedly religious, serious, elevated, restrained.

Pollard commends the

author of the Chester plays for "an unusual share of good taste"; that
is, for keeping "the humour

. more within bounds, the religious tone

• far higher" than in the other cycles.

2

Though regretting a mea-

sure of what he terms "obtrusive didacticism," he nevertheless feels
that the "Expositor's" speeches in the cycle do represent "a real effort
. • • to serve the religious object to which all Miracle plays were
ostensibly directed. ,3

The Expositor appears infrequently--in only four

plays--and always to explicate typological meaning, prophetic utterance,
or ethical teaching.

As objective spokesman for the official Church, he

mediates in matters of crucial doctrinal importance between the action
and the audience.
In the Chester plays an earnest,
.---·"·-

concern is indeed evident.
n• •,

''>,..,•~' •

•'•,_

st~aightforward
.' '"··.-.,,.,.,_• . .
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admired by literary myth-ritual critics or by c:r-ltics conceding only a
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"pre-Shakespearean" significance to the cycle
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1Paul Holzworth Strohm, "The Dramatic and Rhetorical Technique
of the Chester Mystery Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Berkeley, 1966), p. iii.
2
Alfred W. Pollard (ed.), En lish Miracle Pla s, Moralities and
Interludes (8th ed. rev.; Oxford.: Clarendon Press, 1927 , p. xxxvii; for
a brief summary of some conflicting critical views of the Chester plays,
however, see Eleanor Prosser, Drama and Religion in the English Mystery
Plays (1961; rpt. Stanford University Press, 1966), p. 8.
3Pollard, p. xxxvii.
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fewer than in any other cycle.

1

Yet Chambers has surely gone too far in

writing that "the element of farce has as yet [italics not in the original

J hardly

obtruded itself. "

2

By the words "as yet" Chambers shows

that he holds the view that saw in the comic episodes only a gloriously
encroaching secularization that one day was to ripen into Shakespeare's
wonderfully droll low comedy scenes.

Chambers concludes that medieval

audiences "found their relief in episodes which involved an element of
humour."J

Consequently, viewing the Chester plays as the earliest

cycle, he simply assumes in turn that the comic element had not "as yet
obtruded itself. "
The Ch~_ste_:r: ?!C!le cer~~-~ly does ha~':.... ~ ~-~. . own comic appe~1,
including some roundly trad:i,tiona1p/3_ssages
of knock-about
hum()r--:-JI!oah's
-..
'
.. ·. ---·-:·
., .
-

wife
'·
... and the Shepherds' antics.
__

_~

-

'

'

.

'

Chambers is right, however, in seeing

this appeal as more subordinated than in the other cycles to serious
theological and homiletic concern.

Other elements in the cycle's compo-

sition have been accordingly affected.

McNeir has noted, for example,

that the tone of the Chester "Conspiracy," or Betrayal of Christ, is
almost "businesslike.,'+

The machinations of Judas, Annas, and Caiaphas

are presented as a straightforward business deal.
is, a transaction, and it is presented as such.

Indeed, a "deal" it
In keeping with this

metaphor, the blood of the glorified Christ flows again from His wounds

1

For a succinct summary and searching analysis of myth-ritual
"evolutionary" criticism, see 0. B. Hardison's chapter "Darwin, Mutations, and the Medieval Drama," pp. 1-34, in Christian Rite and Christian Drama in the Middle Ages.
2
Chambers, Close of Middle Ages, p. 2?.

4

3Ibid. , p . 21 •

waldo F. McNeir, "The Corpus Christi Passion Plays as Dramatic
Art," Studies in Philology, XLVIII (July, 1951), 604.
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at the end of the cycle, to symbolize His "payment" for redeemed mankind,

The "transaction" atmosphere is deliberately stressed.

refers to Himself as the "Byar" of the human race.

1

Christ

He will present His

blood to His Father, so that men will know that He has "bought" them and
has purchased the Devil's "rights" to a fallen humanity.
ter Crucifixion is businesslike.

Even the Ches-

While it contains a grotesque swollen

dialogue among the torturers, gruesome description, and something of the
burlesque "game" element in the jerky action familiar from other cycles,
nevertheless all is shortened and condensed.

2

Familiar dramatic conven-

tions are dutifully followed, as it were; but the cycle quickly moves
on, not devoting lindue space to merely lurid matter,3

Some scholars

have theorized that the lurid portrayal of the Crucifixion in the other
cycles, especially in the one at York, the details of which seem emphasized out of all proportion to their theological import, is due mainly
to the new "humanized" mystical pietism of Saint Bernard and his col-

4
leagues of the twelfth century,

This may be true.

Yet the Chester

cycle appears little affected by the new emotional pattern.5

The cycle

1

Chester Play XX, "Christ's Ascension," lines 113-52; see
Matthews, pp. 368-69.

Zv.

A. Kolve perceptively analyzes the dramatic import of the
"game" motif in the crucifixion scenes; see Kolve, pp. 175-95.
3"Der Autor hat sich . . , mit gro/Jem Erfolg bemi.iht, grelle
Akzente zu vermeiden und dem erhabenen Stoff durch eine wirklich erbauliche Darstellung gerecht zu werden"; Paul Melchers, Kul turgeschichtliche Studien zu den mittelen lischen Misteriens ielen (Wlirzburg: Konrad
Triltsch Verlag, 1938 , p. 52.

4
See, for example, Thomas John Jambeck, "The Elements of Grotesque Humor in the Passion Sequences of the English Medieval Cycle
Drama" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Colorado,
1969), pp. 22-80.
5 This conclusion is supported by Sister Mary Margaret Walsh,
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has its pathos, notably in the dialogue between Abraham and his son,
Isaac.

But pathos, like all other merely emotional matter, remains sub-

ordinated to doctrinal concern and to an austere structure and style.

1

In other ways Chambers sums up the cycle's subject-matter emphases well.

He points to its preoccupation with prophecies, doctrinal

exposition, religious formularies, and ritual.

2

The Chester plays con-

tain some apocryphal matter, but perhaps less than the other cycles;3
when apocryphal material is treated it becomes clearly functional for
the cyele' s main homiletic purpose.

The homiletic purpose of the Ches-

ter cycle is not to induce intensity of emotional response.

It is to

clarify and celebrate the successive saving acts of God in human history.

The
hypothetical
question being ",!J,nswered"
by ... the Chester cycle
-.....,_,,,....-"''',-' .,· ..
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reality
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In no other cycle is the corporeal reality

of Christ's advent so emphasized as in the Chester cycle.
·-

-·-

-

In no other

--"··------.,,_ ---

, '~ycle are God's major "covenants" with man so ,earefully''delineated.
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"The Judgment Plays of the English Cycles," The American Benedictine
Review, XX (September, 1969), 394; Sister Mary Margaret praises the
Chester Judgment play for its objective balance, a critical view that
could apply to the whole cycle.
1

It has been said that the cycle's stark, simple language is in
the "liturgical" rather than the "rhetorical" or "colloquial" style; see
Henry W. Wells, "Style in the English Mystery Plays," JEGP, XXXVIII
(July, 1939), 366.
2

Chambers, Close of Middle Ages, p. 27.

3see William Hone, Ancient M steries Described (1823; rpt.
Detroit: Singing Tree Press, 1969 , p. 203, where the fact is interpreted with Protestant bias.
4

Lawrence Clopper points out the importance of the "covenant"
principle for Chester Plays III, IV, and V; Clopper, pp. 65, 131-35.
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These covenants have an important dramatic function, for in their placement and progression they help to adumbrate and shape the cycle's elimactic eschatological closure.

In no other cycle are the important

building blocks of God's redemptive structure put together with such an
overriding concern for interrelated historical-dramatic correspondences,
which dovetail like beams, walls, and buttresses,

V, A. Kolve has cor-

rectly observed that "repentance" is not, as Eleanor Prosser has urged,
the unifying principle of the cycle drama: " . . . the morality plays
preeminently teach [repentance]. , . . The cycle-plays cqncern som~thing
\...,_"·~.-,.,- •• ~---,~·--•·,.- . . . -,,~-"-''"'·•··• ·-~,,7, 4"·•"" ~~ .,, __ .,_._e·,<''·''' """z~r""" ''·,~ >'-"'~'~ ''" •.

larger; their subject is human history and God's interventions in it." 1
If this statement legitimately characterizes the cycle drama at
large, then it is especially true of the Chester plays.

Among the most

influential of the older historians of medieval drama, Wilhelm Creizenach early noted the concentration of the Chester plays upon salvationhistory.

He remarks the cycle's hierarchic, ordered dramatic paral-

lelism, set dialogues, formularies, rites, ritual gestures, prayers,
songs, prophecies, and Bible paraphrases.

He recognizes this pattern as

a calculated delineation of salvation-history:
. . . tlberhaupt treten die graBen Umrisse der mittelalterlichen
Geschichtsauffassung . . . deutlicher hervor [in den Chester-Spielen] als in den Spielen von York und Wakefield, die Uber der Hervorhebung des dramatisch wirksamen das ursprlingliche lehrhafte Element
des Prozessionsspiels fast g~nzlich auGer acht lassen.2
It is thus with an analysis of the relation

-..._____,.~" ·•·-'--'"'"-·-...-~---··•-'" ""·'"••··" ,, "
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Je,tructural
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elements of the Chester cycle to salvation-history
that a critical
._,
.. _.,, ...•. ,.,,_,..".
,,,_.. _,__
~-"·-:

__

--~---

statement about the ....
cycle's
Old Testament plays must begin .
_. __ _. __,
...... ·. ·"•"!-''"•'""'' • ,,.,
~·-

1

Kolve, p. 287.

2
creizenach, I, 297.

Chapter 2
THE CHESTER CYCLE AS SALVATION-HISTORY:
TIME , SYMBOLISM, AND TONE
Emphasizing salvation-history, the Chester plays show Divine
revelation to be occurring steadily in a series of linear time·:..perlods
delimited by God's redemptive "covenants."

Dramatizing the progressive

phases o:i"God's red~mptrVe strategy·;·tne Chester cycle renders strongly
vivid the complete Divine reality that transcends yet fully embraces
man,

From man's his tori cal perspective time "moves, " yet from God's

perspective it has stasis.

Historic persons and events appear in static

configurations mirroring timeless Truth in past, present, and future.
The Chester cycle's Biblical types and antitypes are arranged in clear
patterns, comprising a stark iconography of salvation.
Despite their sober didacticism, the Chester plays reflect in

Viewing his world as in a way "up-so-doun," medieval man could
"-~~

•,,_
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--·-,,

fa ugh heartily, yet 'l1"6 seldom laughed vac~?usly.
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Nurtured by a deep

'"'>o•

religious sensibility, his mirth remained close to what could be cal],E)d
"· '-·.·_;lh"--

"thoughtful laughter."

Perceiving even in rough farce
subtly ironic
:.<•
'•<--•''<,•.'-

-
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echoes of Biblical theme and phrasing, the spectator
of. t)1e' Chester
"·--.,,,., ,.
.. -.
cycle sensed an earnest meaning in scenes of the crudest drollery.
·"'''"'"-"~r"·o,','->.-."c,
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TIME-SPACE ARCHITECTONICS
In the Chester cycle these elements receive due attention in a
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set of plays singular for balanced, thematic grouping, clear symbolic
impact, and careful modulations of tone.
all manuscripts in the following order:

The Chester plays appear in

1

From narratives of the Old Testament:

(1) The Fall of Lucifer
(2) The Creation, Fall, Death of Abel
Noah's Flood
Lot, Melchisedek, Abraham and Isaac
(5) Moses, Balaam and Balak

m

From narratives of the Nativity:

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

Annunciation, Taxing, Octavian and Sibyl, Birth
The Shepherds
The Adoration of the Magi, Herod's Fury
The Magi's Oblation
Slaying of the Innocents, Herod's Death

From narratives of Christ's Life and Ministry:

(11)
( 12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Mary's Purification, Jesus and the Doctors
The Temptation, the Adulteress
Healing of Cheldonius, Raising of Lazarus, Mary Magdalene
Visit to Simon, Triumphal Entry, Cleansing of Temple, Judas' Plan
Lord's Supper, Agony in Garden, Christ's Betrayal

From narratives of the Passion and Resurrection:

~~~l

The Buffeting, Trial] 2 plays in Wright's 1843 ed., "W" MS.;
Crucifixion, Burial
1 play in EETS ed., 1892, 1916, "H" MS.
Christ's Descent into Hell
(18 Christ's Resurrection
(19) Appearance to two Disciples, the Twelve, Thomas

j

From narratives of the Church, Antichrist, and Judgment:

~

20)

21)
22)
(23)
(24)

Christ's Ascension
The Sending of the Holy Ghost
The Prophets and Antichrist
The Coming of the Antichrist
Last Judgment

1Titles are expanded from those in the Wright edition (1843) and
the EETS Deimling-Matthews edition (1892, 1916) to represent more accurately the full contents of each play. For convenient reference, however, the numbering of the more accessible EETS edition is retained,
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As listed here, the plays are divided into five fivefold groups.
This division is not indicated in any manuscript, but it serves to show
something of the balanced arrangement of the cycle.

The group of five

Old Testament plays constitutes a sort of prologue leading up to the
central events of the cycle.

These pertain to the life of Christ, por-

trayed in terms of His Incarnation, Ministry, and Death-Resurrection,
and fall into a series of three fivefold groups with the plays of His
ministry at the center,

The Age of the Church and eschatological events

such as the coming of Antichrist and final Judgment are represented by a
final group of five which balances the initial group.

No period of sal-

vation-history is stressed at the expense of any other, though Christ's
life receives an emphasis commensurate with its central meaning in
Christian history.

The plays at the beginning and at the end of the
1
The
cycle necessarily "cluster" in symbolic-expressionistic groups.

1
These play-groups are "symbolic-expressionistic" in the sense
that they employ instead of strict realism the symbolic paradigmatic
modes of typology as a means of objectifying spiritual tensions and
molding these tensions into effective dramatic patterns having not only
symmetry but coherent meaning within the context of salvation-history.
Marilyn Malina mistakenly views the cycles as being "without a principle
of symmetry operating to equalize the narrative length before and after
the events of the Incarnation"; Marilyn Joan Malina, "The Middle English
Cycle Play: A Preface" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of
Virginia, 196?), p. 94; Lawrence Clopper, also searching'for dramatic
symmetry and coherence, sees tight thematic and structural patterns in
the Chester plays on the life of Christ but thinks that the Chester Old
Testament plays tend to "break down in to separate units because there is
a lack of narrative continuity"; Lawrence Mason Clopper, "The Structure
of the Chester Cycle: Text, Theme and Theatre" (unpublished Doctoral
dissertation, Ohio State University, 1969), p. 1J6. Murry Roston, however, correctly identifies the unifying element in such plays as being
the "medieval penchant for mingling expressionism with realism by superimposing the spiritual significance of a scene upon its physical representation"; Murry Roston, Biblical Drama in England (Evanston, Ill.:
Northwestern University Press, 1968), p. 17. As will appear, the Chester Old Testament plays together make up a coherent typological construct having unified spiritual significance in which conventional narrative length and continuity would be not only irrelevant but even
inappropriate.
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ability to "limn" history in this way was congenial to the medieval
mind, which had been schooled in worshipping the "interventionist" God
Who met His children at crisis points in their history and Who lived in
types and figures. 1

This dramatic progression can be thus represented:
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Such a schematic continuum is of course deceptive, since the life of
Christ retains a strong element of the symbolic-expressionistic.

The

Gospels themselves are not biographies but rather biographical sketches,
and the selection and arrangement of the material in each depends upon
the theology, emphasis, and rhetorical design of each Gospel writer.

2

In these plays, biographical time and space are even more radically condensed, yet despite such condensation the narrative-historical principle
clearly dominates the "middle" of the Chester cycle in a way that it
does neither of the two "ends."
1Erich Auerbach describes this mode of seeing Divine meaning in
types and figures as the "sort of interpretation [meant] to show that
the persons and events of the Old Testament were prefigurations of the
New Testament and its history of salvation"; Erich Auerbach, "Figura,"
Scenes From the Drama of Euro ean Literature, trans. Ralph Manheim (New
York: Meridian Books, 1959 , p. JO.

~atthew, for example, sees Christ as Messiah; Mark, as Servant;
Luke, as Man; John, as God. Matthew is rich in Old Testament prophecies
and genealogies; Mark in the actions of Jehovah's mighty Servant healing
men and casting out demons; Luke in fac~of geography and history; and
John in theological concepts; cf. Eugene A. Nida, God's Word in Man's
Language (New York: Harper and Row, 1952), p. 26.
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Time and Cyclic Progression
The Western historical mode of thought, often spoken of as "linear," is supposedly the diametric opposite of the Eastern, or "cyclic,"
mode.

The Hindu mind, for example, is said not to think in terms of a

"beginning" or an "end."

Spirit and matter have always "been," spirit

sinking into flesh and rising again, as the "wheel" of life rotates.
Life "came" from nowhere and is "going" nowhere.

A belief such as rein-

carnation--souls continually entering lower or higher forms of life--is
natural to such a world-view.
Eastern mind.

Such concepts are not confined to the

They are natural to the Middle Eastern and, in some mea-

sure, to the classical Greek and Roman mind, as well.
history was unknown to classical pagans.

Goal-directed

Mystery cults offered ecstatic

union with fertility gods, and Stoic pantheistic thought offered comfort
to men of philosophical mind.

In Plato, Herodotus, and Thucydides, the

"cyclic" bent remains evident.

In its extreme form, the cyclic view

tends to Gnosticism, or a complete denial of matter.
The Hebrew mind, however, was different.
of a beginning and an end.
and the earth."
was real.

1

It did think in terms

"In the beginning God created the heavens

For the Old Testament Hebrew, matter was real, history

Further, God had chosen one earthly nation to represent Him:

Israel, the "children of Abraham."

Jerusalem was the spiritual center

of the world; the history of Abraham's children was the key to human
events.

God was acting, in time, and history was going somewhere.

lt

was moving towards the time of the Messiah, whose glorious Advent was
always yearned for and expected.

1

John Warwick Montgomery, The Shape of the Past (Ann Arbor, Mich.:
Edwards Brothers, 1962), pp. 35-41.
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The Eastern-Classical and the Jewish modes of historical thought
can be represented by a circle and a line respectively:

1

OLD TESTAMENT, JEWISH

EASTERN - CLASSICAL

(

0

CREATION

:ADVENT
-----------! of

:MESSIAH
l.

Linear

Cyclic

After the birth of Christ, men came to see history in still a
new way.

The eXJlected Messiah had come, Christians believed, and "Gen-

tiles" had been offered redemption; history was no longer moving towards
a nebulous Messianic era.
by the Cross.

An historical midpoint had been established

A true "split" had occurred at the Cross in total real-

ity, historical and trans-historical.
come again.

2

The Saviour had come, and was to

Christ's second Advent, now described in the Gospels, the

Epistles, and the Apocalypse, would put an end to all things.
tory remained "linear."
in the present.

So, his-

But for Christians the future was now implicit

History was moving towards final Judgment at Christ's

Coming, the third Advent of the Creator-God upon His Creation: 3

REDEMPTION

1Montgomery, pp. 41-43; see also Malina, p. 59; Miss Malina,
writing from a Jewish perspective, is especially concerned with the
implications for Christian time-patterns of Jewish Messianic expectations.

~alina, pp. 51-52.
3Seep. 2, n. 1, above.
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A final modification of this scheme will reveal its significance
for the cycle drama.

In a Biblical sense, the "linear" view and the

"cyclic" view are not mutually exclusive to the degree some have
thought. 1 Along the "linear" progression of Biblical salvation-history,
a cyclic, or at least a "spiral," pattern continues to manifest itself.
The pattern can be called SIN-JUDGMENT-GRACE.
they are judged; they receive grace.
again; they receive grace again.

2

God's creatures disobey;

They sin again; they are judged

This cyclic movement is nevertheless

"going" somewhere, for each "spiral" representing God's latest confrontation with a sinning human race is a progressive step in God's sovereign strategy designed not merely to "save" man but tc "destroy the
works of the Devil"3 and to completely renew the heavens and the earth.

4

The two schemes combined can be thus depicted:5

-TION_.ruDG_
REDEMPTION

SPIRALS REFLECTING SIN, JUDGMENT, AND GRACE
1Miss Malina assumes somewhat inflexibly that "typology presupposes the existence of a linear time continuum on which the events of
history exist in rigidly sequential order"; Malina, p. 84.

~ontgomery, p. 45. Lawrence Clopper anticipates this thought
in his view of the Chester cycle; in analyzing the essence of Lucifer's
rebellion, he writes, "We shall see that throughout the plays that follow God continually offers his friendship, but that with few exceptions
it is spurned"; Clopper, p. 98.
3"To this end the Son of God appeared, that he might destroy the
works of the devil [In hoc apparuit Filius Dei, ut dissolvat opera diaboli ]"; I Jn. 3:8b.

4

Isa. 65:17; Rom. 8:19-21; II Pet. 3:13; Apoc. 21:1.

5Montgomery, pp. 43-45.
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Sin pulls men below the median, and judgment comes, and then men
rise again on an arc of grace.

This recurring "spiral" of movement

along the historical time continuum is important.
reflected in the Chester cycle.

It is clearly

It is the source, in fact, of "core"

dramatic tensions and releases engendered during the course of twentyfive plays.

The Chester cycle depends for its unity and dramatic effec-

tiveness upon the pulse of these timed theological-dramatic rhythms, not
upon some more modern device dominated by "psychology" or "realistic"
character development, 1

In the course of the Chester pageants there

appears much evidence of conscious art in the modulations of these spirals: scenes of calm, stateliness, and reverence mirror the rising, progressive arcs of grace; scenes of demonic chaos, coarseness, and dispute
reflect the sinking, regressive arcs of sin.
A more instructive way of viewing this "spiral" tension-and-release device functioning in the plays is to see the "sin-judgment-grace"
cycles as portraying variations of the idea of order, or hierarchy.
First, God's hierarchy, or order, is established; then it is defied; it
is reestablished; again it is defied, questioned; it is reestablished;
it is tested, challenged; it is reestablished; etc.

Axiomatic, of

course, in God's cyclic reestablishment of hierarchy is the fact that it
brings personal consequences for God's creatures: the man who resists
God's hierarchy is punished, the man who accepts it is rewarded--if not
literally, during the play itself, then typologically, in terms of the
1

n. W. Robertson has explained this objective, iconographic representation of character in medieval literature: "Most commonly, human
behavior was thought of in terms of abstractions which retained their
individuality without reference to the psychological condition of the
subject"; D. W. Robertson, Jr., A Preface to Chaucer ( 1962; rpt. Princeton University Press, 1970), p. 34.
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audience's historical-theological perspective.

Though pervasive

throughout the cycle, this kind of "spiral" movement is especially evident in the Chester Old Testament plays.

Laid out in a graphic pattern,

the Old Testament spirals look like this:
I. The Fall of Lucifer
Hierarchy Established"'
/Hierarchy Vindicated
(Nine Angelic orders) ~
(God expels Satan)
Hierarchy Defied
(Satan rebels)
II. Creation, Fall of Man
Hierarc!w Established"'
~Hierarchy Vindicated
(Creation)
~
God expels Adam, Cain)
Hierarch Defied
Adam, Cain, sin)
III. Noah's Deluge
Hierarchy Established"'
~ Hierarchy Enforced
(Ark built)
~
(Eight saved in Ark)
Hierarchy Defied
(Noah's wife)

V. Moses, Balaam and Balak
Hierarchy Established'
/
(Moses, Law)
~

,_,H i;,e=;.r:::ac:o.r.o::c:;h~y_V,_lc:o.'n"'d"'l;t.'c:::a:;.t-"e<"d"'

7(Star, 7 prophets)

:;H7
i=e=r~a=r.o::c:;h~D~ef~l~·e~dr

The question suggests itself: if this rhythmic pattern is discernible throughout salvation-history, that is, throughout the Bible,
why were only these five particular plays selected to represent the
entire Old Testament?

What selective principles are operative through-

out the Chester Old Testament "prologue" that "limn" the future meaning-
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fully?

As prologue, these five plays must effectively adumbrate the

coming redemptive acts of God.

To achieve fully effective adumbration,

Old Testament time and space have to be radically collapsed, condensed.
Events must be gathered

~uickly

1

into a compact dramatic configuration.

In Play V the "Expositor" reminds his audience of this principle before
summarizing events behind Moses and the Mosaic Law (v, 69-72):
This storye all if we shold fong,
to playe this moneth it were to longe;
wherfore most frutefull there amonge
we taken, as shall be sene.
Of course, this principle of selection and condensation has relevance
for the composition of a complete cycle.

Yet since the Old Testament

plays not only must provide narrative prologue but also prefigure New
Testament events, they had to be chosen and condensed with special care.
The other cycles have slightly different sets of Old Testament
plays treating somewhat different events.

The Ludus Coventriae contains

the Old Testament events represented at Chester, but (in its Noah play)
adds the apocryphal death of Cain, while omitting the story of Balaam's
ass.

The closely related Wakefield and York cycles each add a play

about Pharaoh and the Exodus, while also omitting Balaam's ass.

2

The

Wakefield cycle adds a pair of plays about Jacob and Esau and Jacob's

1Edith Gold suggests interestingly that on the stage, time and
space were effectively "collapsed" for the audience partly by the wearing of contemporary costume; Edith Zubrin Gold,"Comedy and Theology in
the Medieval Mystery Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, 1966), pp. 29-30; for an interesting analysis of this
principle as it relates to the Secunda Pastorum, see Robertson, pp.
301-2; for a stimulating general discussion of the dramatic impact and
import of anachronisms, see V. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi
(Stanford University Press, 1966), pp. 101-23.
2
The Towneley MS. is also missing some leaves which are presumed
to have contained the Fall of Man and Man's Expulsion from Eden; see
p. 16 above.

wanderings.
What is striking, of course, is the fact that all the cycles
include the Fall of Lucifer, the Fall of Man, Noah's Flood, Abraham and
Isaac, and Moses. 1 The Chester Old Testament plays consist of only these
and the bizarre story of the ambivalent prophet Balaam and his ass.
The Covenants
One reason that all of the cycles have plays about Lucifer,

~-~-"""--~-•"
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is that these figures receive the five
2
A
major Old Testament "covenants" between God and His created beings.
Jl!o~E:)S
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covenant,--_..,,._.,___
ls, in essence, a contract
instituted between
two parties.
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Divine Biblical covenant is made with man at God's initiative.

Jean

Danielou has succinctly summarized the characteristics of a Divinely
initiated covenant:
.• Now it is the essential nature of the covenant to be an
act of God's·love by which He binds Himself to dispose of His blessings in favor of the man with whom He makes a covenant • • • . But
what characterizes this contract is the fact that it is irrevocable,
that is to say that, though the infidelities of man may cause him to
withdraw himself from the benefits of the promise, they can never
cause the promise itself to be revoked. It constitutes a stable,
definitive order, to which man can always appeal.3
The Church Fathers recognized that in the Old Testament three major
post-Adamic covenants had been made with Noah, Abraham, and Moses, each
different, yet each a planned phase in God's redemptive intervention on
1

See V. A. Kolve's "protocycle"; Kolve, pp • .51-.5.5.
2
Though not first suggesting this "covenant" principle, E. Catherine Dunn acknowledges it; yet she uses the term in a broadly extensive
way that includes Isaac and Jacob, with whom as individuals no new covenant was initiated by God; E. Catherine Dunn, "The Medieval 'Cycle' as
History Play," Studies in. the Renaissance, VII (1960), 81.
3Jean Danielou, The Bible and the Liturgy, trans. from orig. Fr.
19.51 ed. (19.56; rpt. University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), p. 6?.
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man's behalf.

Modern Catholic teaching continues to emphasize these

three: "At the heart of the Old Testament there stands the Sinai covenant.

This however is preceded by two other covenants, that with Noah

(Gen. 9:8-17) and that with Abraham (Gen. 15 and 17) ."

1

The Fall of Lucifer is, of course, not given in the Bible.

The

legend was based on the highly regarded apocryphal Jewish Book of Enoch
and was developed by Christian writers who drew upon Enoch, Satan becoming clearly identified with "Lucifer" (see Isa. 14: 12) by the time of
Anselm (1034-1093). 2

In Genesis Satan simply appears in Eden, having

evidently already abrogated his "covenant" with God.

It is interesting

that the Chester plays explicitly refer to the relationship between God
and His Angelic Host as a "covenant,"

God sets limits of behavior for

His angels (I, 69-72):
Looke, ye fall not in no dispayre,
touche not my trone by non assent.
All your beawty I shall apayre,
and pride fall ought in your Intent.
Later He adds (I, 85-88):
I haue forbyd that yow ne sholde,
but kepe yow well in this stature,
the same Covenant, I charge yow, hold,
In payne of heaven ever forfeyture.
The angels are not to touch God's "Chayre."

When Lucifer touches it, he

falls.
1Johannes Schildenberger, "Covenant," Sacramentum Verbi, ed.
Johannes Bauer, trans. from 3d rev, and enl. ed., I (New York: Herder
and Herder, 1970), 142. Though not even priests in the Mosaic sense,
both Noah and Abraham are depicted in dalmatics in a window of the
Malvern Cathedral; see M. D. Anderson, Drama and Imagery in English
Medieval Churches (Cambridge University Press, 1963), p. 162.
2
charles Mills Gayley, Plays of Our Forefathers (1907; rpt. New
York: Biblo and Tannen, 1968), pp. 236-45; cf. also Isa. 14:12-15;
Lk. 10:18,

J8
Though the word "covenant" is not used in the second play, the
essential condition also of Adam's relationship with God is simple obedience.

God speaks to Adam (II, 113-20):
Here, Adam, I geve thee this place,
thee to comforte and solace;
kepe to yt, while thou yt hase,
then doe, as I thee saye.
of all the trees that be here in
thou shalt eate and nothing synne,
but of this tree for wayle or wynne
thou eate not by no waye.

Of course, Adam eats.

The condition of harmonious God-creature rela-

tionship, then, for God's highest heavenly creature and God's highest
earthly creature is simply this: each has something he is not to touch.
Yet each does.

This thematic parallelism welds Plays I and II into a

tight configurative metaphor.
Critics have observed that since these first two plays record
.
1
the Fall, they are the essential ones for any cycle.
Without the dual
Fall, no further "covenants" would be necessary.

For without the Fall

there would be no salvation-history, no pulse of sin-judgment-grace, no
spiral of hierarchy-tension-hierarchy.

The cyclic rhythm of dramatic-

Divine love and justice--in human history, in the liturgy, in each human
life--would not be necessary or even possible.
The three respective covenants made with Noah, Abraham, and
Moses, however, are different from those made with Lucifer and Adam.
Each is a progressive phase in God's sovereign plan to redeem a fallen
race and restore all things to primal harmony.

2

Each specifically new

1

Kolve, p. 61.

2

"The covenants demonstrate that God is willing to give men
chance after chance to amend their lives"; Clopper, p. 1JJ.
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covenant in its particularities embodied the special essence of a new
step by God in His progressive redemption of man.

After the abrogated

covenant with Adam, God makes a covenant with Noah, establishing his
family as the first in a renewed race of mankind governed by conscience
and reassured by God's promise of the future stability of Nature in the
regular round of yearly seasons.

Later God makes a covenant with Abra-

ham, prophesying that his "seed" will prove the vehicle of mankind's
blessing and promising him and his descendants a "land" forever.

Still

later God makes a covenant with Moses codifying the rules for Israel's
behavior, a covenant predicated upon God's holiness and ordaining judgment for disobedience.

Each covenant proceeds with certain new suppo-

sitions, and it carries new privileges and responsibilities.

1

These facts demonstrate clearly enough why all the cycle writers
include, in addition to Lucifer and Adam, at least these three Old Testament motifs.

Critics, however, have been less than precise in tracing

the particularities of each covenant and in judging the quality of dramatic structure conditioned by these particularities.

2

The fact that

the Chester playwright included only the key covenant figures is. presumptive evidence of his persistent structural attention to objective
salvation-history.

Sister Mary Margaret Walsh, in evaluating the Corpus

Christi Judgment plays, has made the illuminating observation that in
the Middle Ages and later Middle Ages two types of piety developed in
the liturgy of the Church; one stressing "salvation-history--universal,

1

For these covenants see Gen. 8:20 to 9:17; Gen. 12:1-3 ff.;
Exod. 34:27-29.
2see p. 36, n. 2, above.

4o
objective, Biblical"; and another, "less objective, more sentimental,"
more oriented to emotional homiletics. 1

Clearly the Chester cycle as

drama is strongly in the service of the former kind of piety.
The Historical Ages
In the thinking of the Fathers, the concept of the "covenants"

was seminal.
history.

It set them to devising plausible "time schemes" for human

God's crisis encounters with man were felt to be the true

mileposts of historical time.

But the early Fathers by no means agreed

over the time divisions or even over history's importance.

Justin

Martyr, entangled in debates with the Jews over Law and Sabbath, saw
almost no progressive revelation of God in history at all; later, in
Eusebius of Caesarea, Justin's view recurs. 2

Irenaeus, on the other

hand, dealing with the Gnostics, came to stress heavily the successive
historical dispensations marked out by God)

Saint Basil the Great, and

later Clement of Alexandria, both allegorizers in the Philonian tradition, tended to dispense wholly with Christian linear history and to
see only a mystical cyclic pattern. 4
In time, however, several historical schemes were developed
which became influential.

The most influential was that of Saint Augus-

tine, which is succinctly summarized in the concluding chapter of the
City of God.

With certain others, Augustine saw six historical time

divisions reflecting the six days of Creation, plus one day of "Sabbath
1
sister Mary Margaret Walsh, "The Judgment Plays of the English
Cycles," The American Benedictine Review, XX (September, 1969), 379; see
p. 23, n. 5, above.

~anielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 233-34.
3Ibid., p. 235.

4

Ibid., pp. 262-6?.
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rest": (1) Adam to Noah, (2) Noah to Abraham, (J) Abraham to David,

(4)

David to the Captivities,

(5)

Captivities to Christ,

(6)

the present

Church age, and (7) God's "rest. " 1 At one time, Augustine had like many
other Christians expected an earthly millennium, but he later abandoned
the idea as unspiritual.

Still, he felt compelled to pay deference,

somehow, to the "eighth" day, that is, to the first day of the "new"
week.

This day was the day of the Lord's Resurrection, the day of

Christian worship, the day-symbol of baptism into a new life.

2

So he

includes the "eighth" day: ". . • suffice it to say that the seventh
shall be our Sabbath, which shall be brought to a close, not by an evening, but by the Lord's day, as an eighth and eternal day, consecrated
by the' resurrection of Christ .

.. 3 Yet, this "eighth" day dis-

turbed the coherence of his scheme of history.

The distinction between

his "seventh" and "eighth" day remains cloudy.

Plainly Augustine was

not being guided by the "covenants."

He was, instead, as he himself

explains, following a mystical number symbolism.

Between Adam and Noah

were ten generations; between Noah and Abraham were ten more; between
Abraham and David, David and the Captivities, the Captivities and
Christ's birth were three series of fourteen generations apiece, as
4
Scripture itself makes clear.

1Saint Augustine De Civitate Dei xxii.JO.
Zuanielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 255-61.

3saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dads,
A Select Librar of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian
Church, First Series, ed, Philip Schaff 188 -1889; rpt. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956-1971), II, 511; hereafter
referred to as PNF(1); De Civitate Dei xxii.JO,

4rbid.; see also Mt. 1:17.
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A competing philosophy of history was offered by Saint Gregory
in the Liber Responsalis, a work in common use by the ninth century.
Saint Gregory interpreted the "householder" parable of the kingdom of
heaven (Matthew 20) as a paradigm of the complete history of the world:
The householder, then, for the cultivation of his vineyard goeth out
early in the morning, and at the third hour, and at the sixth hour,
and the eleventh hour, to hire labourers into his vineyard. Thus
the Lord, from the beginning to the end of the world, ceaseth not to
gather together preachers for the instruction of His faithful people. The early morning of the world was from Adam until Noah; the
third hour from Noah until Abraham; the sixth hour from Abraham
until Moses; the ninth hour from Moses until the coming of the Lord;
the eleventh hour from the coming of the Lord until the end of the
world. At this eleventh hour are sent forth as preachers the Holy
Apostles, who have received full wages, albeit they come in late.1
He thus sees the history of the world as divided into five ages only:
(1) Adam to Noah, (2) Noah to Abraham, (3) Abraham to Moses, (4) Moses
to Christ, (5) Christ to the end of the world.

This scheme also is

found in Origen, in Cyril of Alexandria, and in the Paschal Homilies of
Pseudo-Chrysostom.

2

These two historical philosophies had no major competitors during the Middle Ages.3

They are worth understanding, however, since sev-

eral noted critics have suggested that they might have influenced considerably the selection of the Old Testament plays for the cycles.
V. A. Kolve has strongly urged the Augustinian scheme as the explanation

1o. B. Hardison, Christian Rite and Christian Drama in the Middle Ages (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1965), p. 88, n. 6.

~anielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 293-95.
3There were some minor ones, however, one being the ideas of
Joachim of Fiore, whose mystical concepts exercised some influence
through the Franciscans; Joachim saw history as falling into only three
ages: (1) Old Testament age of Law, (2) Church age of Grace, and (3)
Kingdom age; J, A. MacCulloch, Medieval Faith and Fable (Boston:
Marshall Jones Company, 1932), p. 291.

of the striking agreement among the cycles in their Old Testament materials.1

As early as 1915, commenting on Hardin Craig's speculations

about the Old Testament plays, Adelina Jenney advanced the Gregorian
system as a possible explanation.

2

The Chester cycle, if thus influ-

enced, certainly seems closer to Gregory's scheme.

Like Saint Gregory,

it sees the "ages" of the world as being marked off by the major covenants.

It is true, of course, that in the Old Testament there was also

a "covenant" with David (II Sam. 7:4-17), containing promises that the
tribe of Judah and the lineage of David would produce the Messianic line.
But, like some "covenants" made with certain other tribes of Israel,3
the Davidic promises, even though they were important enough to be later
confirmed to the Virgin Mary by the angel Gabriel (Lk. 1:30-33), did not
immediately establish new conditions of life for the human race or even
for Israel.

They did not, like the other covenants, establish a new

dispensation of salvation-history before Christ instituted His allimportant "New Covenant" at His last Paschal mea1. 4

This is very likely

the reason that Saint Gregory felt no obligation to incorporate David
into his interpretation of the "householder" parable of Matthew 20.
The Liturgy
There was, too, a related influence governing selection of the
Old Testament plays for the cycles, one closer to the daily lives of

1

Kolve, pp. 88-100.
2
Adelina M. Jenney, "A Further Word as to the Origin of the Old
Testament Plays," Modern Philology, XIII (May, 1915), 59-64.
3A "covenant," for example, was made with the Levites; see
Mal. 2:4-8.
4

Jer. 31:31-34; Mt. 26:27-28; Heb. 12:24.
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medieval spectators and of the clerics who wrote the plays.

The influ-

ence was the sequence of Scriptural readings for the liturgy during the
ecclesiastical year.
It is revealing to note, for example, how closely the Chester
plays that dramatize episodes in the life of Christ correspond in
sequence to identical motifs in the liturgy.

1

The Annunciation, Visit-

ation of Elizabeth, Suspicion of Joseph, Nativity, Shepherds, Slaughter
of Innocents, Magi before Herod, Offering of the Magi, Flight into Egypt
--all these motifs appear precisely in the order prescribed by the liturgy during the weeks following the Advent season.

Except for the Feast

of the Circumcision, the Chester plays do not in fact omit a single
liturgical event connected with Christ's Nativity.

Following the Nativ-

ity, the episodes of Christ and the Doctors and of the Presentation in
the Temple (the Feast of Mary's Purification, February 2nd), are also
included.

Of the liturgical readings celebrating events in Christ's

pre-ministry manhood, only Christ's Baptism is omitted.

Among the major

liturgical events of Christ's life following His Temptation and extending through the Ascension, only the Transfiguration is not dramatized.

2

The influence of the liturgy upon the Old Testament cycle plays
has been a subject of vigorous debate.

For a long time critics accepted

the thesis of the French scholar Marius Sepet.J

Sepet thought that the

1

These episodes do not appear in the Chester cycle invariably as
single plays but rather as motifs in longer, composite plays, of which
the Chester plays treating the life of Christ include quite a few.

~arjorie D. Downing has tabulated liturgical elements in the
English mystery cycles in convenient form; Marjorie D. Downing, "The
Influence of the Liturgy on the English Cycle Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Yale University, 1942), pp. 61-65.
3see p. 6. n. 3, above.
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Old Testament plays completing the cycle form had received their impetus
from the conclusion of a pseudo-Augustinian sermon which had found its
way into the liturgy and which ended with a long "procession of prophets."1

Hardin Craig advanced a new, g_ualified theory that the Old Tes-

tament plays had instead evolved under the influence of a body of existing, epical material which itself had cyclic g_ualities: works like the
Cursor Mundi and Peter Comestor's Historia Scholastica, the latter being
a summary of Old Testament events. 2

Craig also recognized the influence

of the lectiones and the accompanying ritual of the Church, noting the
Old Testament readings scheduled for Septuagesima and the weeks extending into the Lenten period, as contained in the Sarum Breviary.3

In

1930, Oscar Cargill mounted a frontal attack upon Sepet's theory and all
its "evolutionary" assumptions. 4

Still, modern scholars generally con-

cede the significance of the liturgy for the structure of the cycles, an
obvious influence strangely slighted by earlier historians of the medieval drama like Creizenach and Chambers.
Considering the strong influence of the liturgy upon the Chester
cycle's treatment of the life of Christ, it is reasonable to expect an
1Karl Young discusses the widespread influence upon the drama of
this sermon, "Contra Judaeos, Paganos, et Arianos Sermo de Symbolo,"
which during the Middle Ages served freg_uently as a liturgical lectio
for Matins of Christmas; he gives the versions of it in medieval texts
from Arles, Salerno, Rouen, Limoges, and Laon, analyzing the sermon's
role in shaping the "procession of prophets" motif that survives in the
later English Old Testament mystery plays; Karl Young, The Drama of the
Medieval Church, II (1933; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951), 125-71.

~ardin Craig, "The Origin of the Old Testament Plays," Modern
Philology, X (April, 1913), 482.
3Ibid., pp. 483-84.
4
oscar Cargill, Drama and Liturgy (1930; rpt. New York: Octagon
Books, 1969), pp. 60-92; see alsop. 6, n. 3, above.
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influence upon the eschatological motifs at the end of the cycle and
also upon the Old Testament episodes selected to begin it.

The respon-

soria in Saint Gregory's Liber Responsalis for Sexagesima in the preLenten period cover the story of the Creation, of Adam and Eve, of Cain
and Abel. 1

In medieval English Breviaries these readings also appear

during the pre-Lenten period--in the Sarum Breviary, at York, and at
Hereford--except that they have been augmented and moved back to Septuagesima.

2

Then in these breviaries on Sexagesima comes the story of

Noah's Flood, on Quinquagesima that of Abraham and Isaac.3
In austerely structured forms, the Chester Old Testament plays
treat these episodes.

The pre-Lenten and mid-Lenten readings continued,

however, to include other Old Testament stories, such as those about
Isaac, Jacob, and Esau.

In the fourth week of Lent come incidents from

the life of Moses, such as Moses' confrontation with Pharaoh, Moses'
crossing of the Red Sea, Moses' receiving the Law on stone tablets, and
Moses' last commands to Joshua. 4

Other English cycles include some of

these, but the Chester cycle limits itself to a few.

It concentrates,

for example, also, on only one incident in Moses' life--the Law engraved
on the stone tablets--despite the fact that some of the other incidents

1Paul Edward Kretzmann, The Liturgical Element in the Earliest
Forms of the Medieval Drama (Minneapolis: Bulletin of the University of
Minnesota; December, 1916), p. 77.
2 Ibid., p. 78.
Jnowning, p. 137.
4
Marjorie Downing summarizes the responsories for the Septuagesimal-Quadragesimal season as they appear in Saint Gregory's Liber
Responsalis and the Sarum Breviary, showing that the emphasis in them is
on the first three epochs of man: Adam to Noah, Noah to Abraham, Abraham
to Moses; Downing, pp. 137-43.
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had weighty typological significance.

The Crossing of the Red Sea, as a

case in point, was one of the most vivid and familiar Scriptural types
of Baptism.

1

Both the York and the Wakefield cycles include it, and the

Wakefield plays treat in addition the stories of Jacob and Esau and
Jacob's wanderings, Jacob appearing in the responsories of the Sarum
Breviary for the second week of Lent.

2

The Chester playwright omits all

these materials.
Though the liturgy clearly governs the selection and order of
the plays depicting Christ's earthly life, the Chester cycle's Old Testament materials, while represented in the liturgy, have been edited and
shaped primarily according to Saint Gregory's view of the historical
"ages" as marked off by the major covenants.

All liturgical-Biblical

materials not directly serving to define and emphasize these covenantal
divisions in history are omitted.

Aside from the

se~uence

featuring

Balaam and the abbreviated "procession of prophets" in Play V, which
forms the link between the Old Covenant and the New, the Chester Old
Testament prologue concentrates solely upon the major covenants.

The

Chester playwright's sober concern with the progressive phases of salvation-history seems almost as stark as his persistent pattern of rime
couee.

It is instructive to note that in the Sarum Missal the Gospel

following the Tractus on Dominica in septuagesima is none other than
Saint Gregory's "householder" parable of the kingdom of heaven.3

Saint

1

Jean Danielou, From Shadows to Reality, trans. Dom Wulstan
Hibberd (London: Burns and Oates Ltd, 1960), pp. 187-94; see also
I Cor. 10:1-2.

~owning, pp. 140-41.
3J. Wickham Legg (ed.), The Sarum Missal (1916; rpt. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 45; the "householder" parable (Mt. 20:1-16)
still appears in the modern Missal for Septuagesima Sunday.
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Gregory's historical "five-day" exegesis of the parable deepened the
rich symbolic meaning of the Septuagesimal period and all that it pertended for the salvation-history of the human race.
Numerical Composition
As indicated by Augustine's and Gregory's ideas of history, the
structures of the cycles were certainly also influenced by the. medieval
theory of numbers.

In the Bible itself, the parallel numerical con-

structs are many: the 70 elders of Israel, the 70 palm trees at Elim,
the 70 years of Babylonian captivity; Moses' 40 days on Sinai, Israel's
40 years of wandering, Christ's 40 days of Temptation; the 12 sons of
Jacob, the 12 tribes of Israel, the 12 Apostles of Christ.

Such symmet-

rical constructs extend to multiples, such as the 144,000 martyrs,
thought by the Church to be the Holy Innocents murdered by Herod; and to
divisions, such as the three gates in each of the four walls of the "new
Jerusalem."

Examples could be multiplied.

The early Church Fathers were influenced in this respect not
only by the Bible, but by Pythagoras, Plato, and Philo • Pythagoras was
original in exalting the decad for its mystical comprehensiveness and in
viewing mathematics solely as a complex of geometric conceptions. 1
Plato's number system, particularly as expressed in the Timaeus, was
influential.

Hardly a medieval library of any importance lacked a copy
2
of the Timaeus in Chalcidius' version.
Philo, striving for harmony
between Greek and Hebrew thinking, interpreted the Genesis Creation
1
vincent Foster Hopper, Medieval Number Symbolism (1938; rpt.
New York: Cooper S~uare Publishers, 1969), p. )4.
2

Christopher Butler, Number Symbolism (New York: Barnes and
Noble, 1970), p. 18.
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according to Pythagorean theory, finding "6" the "perfect number."

1

As

Christopher Butler points out, however, "the overall strategy of the
Christian Fathers of course differed from that of Philo, for they had to
take the New Testament into account, if possible making the Old prefigure the New."

2

Final approval of numerological modes of thought came

from Saint Augustine, who wrote in De Civitate Dei (xi.JO), " . . , we
must not despise the science of numbers, which, in many passages of holy
Scripture, is found to be of eminent service to the careful interpreter.
Neither has it been without reason numbered among God's praises, 'Thou
hast ordered all things in number, and measure, and weight' [Book of
Solomon 11 :21l. ,.J

Augustine thus linked the Old Testament with the

Greek allegorical tradition,

He recalls in De Civitate Dei (xii.18)

that in the Timaeus Plato had described God as creating all material
reality according to numerical principles.

4

As Butler further observes,

Augustine's De Civitate Dei itself bears the marks of numerical composition: Its 22 books have completeness, since the Hebrew alphabet contains but 22 letters; these books include 2 groups of

5 filled with ref-

utation (the Law's ten negative points) and J groups of 4 stressing positive truths (Trinity x 4 Gospels= 12 Apostles).5
Given this intellectual atmosphere, it is virtually certain that
the Corpus Christi cycle writers not only of course knew the mystical
number combinations but carefully structured them into their plays to

1

Butler, pp. 22-24.

2

Ibid., p. 25.

Jibid., p. 24. Saint Augustine held that the science of numbers
was not invented but rather discovered by man, it having its own existence in the realm of objective truth; see De Doctrina Christiana ii.J8,

4

Butler, p. 24.

5rbid., pp. 27-28.
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enrich dramatic import.

One striking feature of the Chester cycle is

its symmetrical arrangement of five fivefold groups of plays.

But it

manifests further convincing signs of having been composed to some
extent along numerological lines.

At the outset of Play I, God delivers

a rather lengthy introductory monologue beginning "Ego sum Alpha et w"
(I, 1).

Then God proclaims that He is all glory, all power, all light.

At the outset of Play XIII, the cycle's exact midpoint, Christ also
announces that He is " .
1).

filius Dei, the light of this world" (XIII,

"Ego et pater vnum sumus: my father and I are all one" (XIII, 8),

He intones also, in the course of a rather lengthy introductory monologue.

Then, symbolically giving "light," He proceeds to heal the blind

Cheldonius.

Not only are the thematic parallels and verbal echoes

between these two monologues striking: their structured numerical positioning, delimiting the two "12's" in the number of plays, can hardly be
coincidence.
In the Chester cycle, sets of "3's" recur repeatedly as opposed
to counter-sets of "2's" and "4's."

"3" is the Divine number: 3 sons of

Noah, 3 master shepherds, 3 Magi, 3 temptations of Christ, 3 women at
the tomb, 3 angels to receive Christ into Heaven.

1

(Some triads are

Biblical; some traditional, e.g., the shepherds, the Magi).

Sets of

"2's" and "4's" seem reserved by the Chester playwright for contexts
plainly earthly, or evil, or demonic in nature: 2 "Mllites" to slaughter
innocents; 2 Pharisees to mock Jesus at Lazarus' tomb; 2 outraged money-

1
Timothy Fry has traced the influence of the number "3" as
reflecting the Trinity and thus affecting the numerical structure especially of the non-canonical elements in the English cycle drama; Timothy
Fry, "The Antiquity of the Tradition of the Triads in the English Cycle
Plays," The American Benedictine Review, XVIII (December, 1967), 465-81.
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changers driven from the Temple; 4 "Jews" to try Jesus; 4 torturers at
the Cross.

Sometimes godly men or even angels come in sets of "2" or

"4," but usually they appear to announce or to execute Judgment: 4 cherubim guarding Eden; 4 Evangelists vindicating judicial Doom at the end
of the cycle.

1

The negative connotations of "2" and "'+" are so oppres-

sive that godly Abraham, agonizing over the Angel's command to slay his
own "derling deere," can only complain (repeatedly) that his "hart will
break in three" (IV, 253 ff.).

As Vincent Hopper states, "Odd numbers

were universally considered more godlike, more perfect, and (in magic)
more powerful than the even. "

2

And, he writes, "Theologians never grew

weary of dilating upon the Sublime Mystery of the Trinity, One in
Essence but Three in Persons . . .

.. 3

TYPOLOGY
Not only in the mystical doctrine of numbers, but in other ways,
the writings of the Church Fathers have played an important role in
shaping the formal and thematic structure of the cycle drama.

Perhaps

their most significant influence has been that of "typology," the patristic habit of seeing Old Testament events as prophetic "types," or prefigurations, of New Testament fulfillments, or "antitypes."

A "type" in

the Old Testament can be a person, an event, or an institution.'+

Joshua

is a clear type of Jesus, for in Aramaic "Jesus" really means Joshua;
1

In places, of course, canonical Scripture simply dictates number, such as there being .2 angels at Christ's tomb (Lk. 24:4; cf. Chester Play XVIII) or 2 pilgrims on the road to Emmaus (Lk. 24:13; cf.
Chester Play XIX) .

~opper, p. 101.
4

3 Ibid., p. 107.

Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 222-23.
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and as Joshua led the people of the Old Covenant into Canaan, so Jesus
will lead the people of the New Covenant into the Kingdom of God.

1

The

Fall of Jericho is a type of the End of the World, for as a pagan city
it symbolizes sinfulness and alienation from God; but as after the trumpet blasts from the priests who marched about its wall seven times, it
fell, so God's power will prevail at the World's End.

2

Similarly, the

institution of the priesthood, first instituted at Sinai and later organized to conduct the Temple worship at Jerusalem, functions as a "type"
of the coming Christian Church.3

Thus, in their exegesis of the Scrip-

tures, the Fathers constantly sought beneath the historical factuality
of the person, event, or institution its "hidden," typological meaning.
The Patristic Writings
Some typological patterns have their origin right in the text of
the New Testament, not merely in the Scriptural exegesis of the Fathers.
Jesus, for example, points to Jonah's stay in the whale's belly as a
type of His death and Resurrection.

4

The Apostle Paul regards Ishmael

and Isaac, Abraham'.s first sons, allegorically as the pagan bondage of
unbelief and the spiritual freedom of faith. 5
These two New Testament examples, however, adumbrate a key distinction that later developed in the patristic writings.

Strictly

speaking, a "type" exists only in the context of historical realization.
That is, a true 11type" is an historical, literal reality prefiguring a
1
Dan1elou, Shadows, p. 229 ff.; see also Erich Auerbach,~
lo ische Motive in der mittelalterlichen Literatur (2d ed.; Krefeld:
Scherpe Verlag, 19 4 , p. ?.

~anielou, Shadows, pp. 276-86.
3 I Pet. 2:9.

4

Mt. 12:39-40.

5Gal. 4:22-31.
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later historical, literal reality; in conjunction, the two realities
embody a higher spiritual truth on the level of progressive salvationhistory.

Joshua and Jesus were both historical persons; the Fall of

Jericho was, and the World's End will be, literal, historical events;
the Old Testament priesthood was, and the present Church is, an historical institution.
tence.

Jonah and Jesus, too, had literal, historical exis-

But in Saint Paul's teaching about Ishmael and Isaac, the "type"-

meaning already extends a bit beyond the concrete, historical antitype
into a realm somewhat more abstract; in other words toward allegory.
The literal and allegorical streams of thought later complement
each other in the exegesis of the Fathers, but the divergence between
true "type" and pure allegory becomes extremely wide.

Generally, the

Eastern Fathers tended towards allegory, following Philo's example; and
the Western Fathers tended towards the typological-historical.

1

In the

East, Clement and Origen were two early allegorizing theologians of
note.

In the writings qf Origen the pure allegorization of Scripture

first achieved completeness and coherence as a thought system:
. . . Origen challenges the literal sense in particular, for to
him the letter .seemed to contain absurdities and contradictions
which had given rise to every heresy, "Who is stupid enough," he
says, "to believe that God like a gardener made plantations in Eden,
and really placed there a tree named the tree of life which could be
seen by the bodily eye?" Eden is nothing, he explains, but an alle-

1

In the East the dominant Alexandrian school, committed to
Origen's method, was thoroughly allegorical, and it strongly influenced
the Cappadocian school; the Antiochene school, however, whose influence
gradually waned, stood in conscious opposition to allegorizing, stressing typological exegesis and objective salvation-history; Josef Schmid,
"Historical Survey [of Biblical Exegesis]," Sacramentum Mundi, ed. Karl
Rahner et al,, I (New York: Herder and Herder, 1968), 191; for an
account of the essence and waning influence of Antiochene thought, see
Beryl Smalley, The Stud of the Bible in the Middle Ages (2d ed., 1951;
rpt. University of Notre Dame Press, 1970 , pp. 14-20.
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gory of the future church. In his commentaries on Scripture the
letter entirely disappears. . • ,1
According to Saint Jerome, this allegorizing mode was introduced into
the Latin West chiefly by Saint Hilary, who, exiled for four years to
Asia Minor by the emperor Constantine, learned Greek and studied the
writings of the Eastern Fathers; then, returning to Gaul, he composed a
commentary on the Psalms in Origen's mode.

2

In the West, Tertullian, a realist, had already developed an
historically oriented Biblical exegesis that militated against the allegorizing of Origen.3

But Saint Ambrose popularized Hilary's t~achings

in the West and thus helped to give allegorical exegesis a powerful
foothold.

4

Saint Augustine, deeply impressed by the life and example of

Saint Ambrose, developed a vein of allegorizing that remains noticeable
throughout his work, a tendency compatible with his interest in mystical
numbers.5

Nevertheless, Augustine still insists absolutely upon the

necessity of holding to the historical factuality of Biblical events:
. . some allegorize all that concerns Paradise itself, where
the first men, the parents of the human race, are, according to the
truth of holy Scripture, recorded to have been; and they understand
all its trees and fruit-bearing plants as virtues and habits of
life, as if they had no existence in the external world, but were

1Emile Male, The Gothic Image, trans. Dora Nussey from Jd Fr.
ed. (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), p. 1J4,
2Ibid., p. 135.
3Auerbach, "Figura," pp. 28-J?.
4

Male, p. 134.

5Ibid., p. 136; see, for example, Saint Augustine's interpretation of the significance of Noah's Ark in De Civitate Dei xv.26; such
allegorizing was intended, however, perhaps more "by way of spiritual
meditation upon Scripture, and not in the interpretation of it"; PNF(1),
I, 92, n. 1.
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only so spoken of or related for the sake of spiritual meanings, As
if there could not be a real terrestrial Paradise! , . . No one ,
denies that Paradise. may signify the life of the blessed; its four
rivers, the four virtues, prudence, fortitude, temperance, and justice; its trees, all useful knowledge; its fruits, the customs of
the godly . . . .
These things can also and more profitably be understood of the
Church, so that they become prophetic foreshadowings of things to
come, Thus Paradise is the Church, as it is called in the Canti·cles; the four rivers of Paradise are the four gospels; the fruittrees the saints, and the fruit their works , . , , These and similar allegorical interpretations may be suitably put upon Paradise
without giving offence to any one, while yet we believe the strict
truth of the history, confirmed by its circumstantial narrative of
facts [italics not in the originalj.l
Having anchored at least one end of typological exegesis in history, Augustine proceeds to be freely imaginative in developing allegorical parallels.

In Goliath, for example, he sees Satan; in David's :five

stones taken from the dry streambed to slay Goliath, the Law, or the
five books of Moses; in the streambed yielding the stones, the "dry"
course of unbelieving Israel already swept by their transient passions
past the life-giving Law and out into the sea o:f the world; in the single stone David threw, charity, the one principle fulfilling all the
Law, lifted under the New Covenant from its sterile bed to the level of
grace.

2

Augustine's views of Scripture became normative for much of the

Western exegesis that came later.

Augustine successfully reaffirmed the

factuality of Christian salvation-history, yet he retained enough Alexandrian allegorizing to influence Western exegesis in that way too.
The important Question for criticism of the English Corpus
Christi plays concerns the degree to which this vast melange of typolog1
saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans, Marcus Dads, PNF.(1),
II, 256; De Civitate Dei xiii.21,
(Sermo,

pp. 1J6-J7; Male Quotes from a sermon by Saint Augustine
chaps. 5 & 6) to the Christians at Hippo.

ical-allegorical theological speculation affected the internal structure
of the cycles.

Did enough unity emerge to produce a body of teaching

having a formative influence upon the composers of the plays?

Could the

spectators have been expected to see familiar "types" in the dramatic
action?
The answer, of course, is yes.

In the course of time eight

"doctors" emerged whose views became determinative: in the East, Basil
the Great (d. 379), Gregory of Nazianzen (d. 389-90), John Chrysostom
(d. 407), and Athanasius (d. 373); in the West, Ambrose (d. 397), Jerome
(d. 420), Augustine (d. 430), and Gregory the Great (d. 604).

1

The

views of Saint Gregory, especially, notably in his famous commentary on
the book of Job, had an influence second only to those of Augustine.

2

The "types" developed by the various Fathers depended in part on
the particular heresy each was trying to refute, as had their differing
views upon the Christian philosophy of history.

Nevertheless, the shap-

ing influence of Church Councils and the continuing practical need for a
unified body of catechetical doctrine gradually caused a body of typology to emerge that became authoritative in the Latin Church,

Isidore of

Seville, in his Quaestiones in Vetus Testamentum, left a key work of
codification and collation.

In it he summarized the typology of the

Fathers for the generations to follow,3

rrom the great monastery at

Fulda came the Glossa ordinaria, traditionally ascribed to Walafrid
Strabo,

It further codified, arranged, and made widely accessible the

1

Ernst Robert Curtius, Euro ean Literature and the Latin Middle
Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask (New York; Harper Torchbooks, 19 3 ,
p. 259.
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v~ry

essence of orthodox patristic thought, expressed in the form of

glosses upon Holy Scripture. 1
Works of this kind were so thoroughly done and widely used that
Emile Male, in his work on thirteenth-century French cathedral art, considers "ten well chosen books" from the "immense library of the Middle
Ages" more than sufficient to solve all scholarly questions on typology. 2 He goes further: "After reading the Glossa ordinaria," he writes,
"it is as a rule of little use to study other commentaries on the
Bible . .,3

In prefacing his own analysis of patristic thought, Jean

Danielou writes: "We are not concerned with the personal theology of the
Fathers; but what constitutes for us the supreme value of their work is
that in them we meet apostolic tradition of which they are the witnesses
and the depositaries."

4

With respect to catechetical instruction,

Danielou divides patristic treatises of the second to the fourth centuries into two categories: (1) the ones written to refute the heresies
of Jews and Gnostics, and (2) the "liturgical writings," or the ones
written as catechetical instruction emphasizing the sacraments, including homilies delivered on Feast days.5

"The liturgical writings,"

Danielou emphasizes, "give us the traditional typology of the Church;
they form part of its elementary teaching [italics not in the original].
1Emile Male writes that "it remains one of the most valuable
books transmitted to us by the Middle Ages, for by its help may be
solved almost all the difficulties presented by allegorical representations of the Bible"; Male, p. 139. For further discussion of the
Glossa ordinaria, including a refutation of its attribution to the pen
of Strabo, see Smalley, pp. 46-66.

~ale, p. xiv.

3 rbid,, p. xv.

4nanielou, Bible and Liturgy, p. 8.
5oanielou, Shadows, pp.

1-J.
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A more erudite typology is found in the writings addressed to the better
educated Christians . .

,.1

Typology and the Medieval Drama
The direct impact of typological thought on the medieval vernacular Biblical drama can hardly be doubted.

Creizenach cites the Passion

play at Heidelberg, which survives in a manuscript dated 1513, as a
striking, though unique, example of starkly typological staging.

The

play's figural infrastructure is boldly highlighted in sequential pairings of Old Testament types with their New Testament antitypes:
Vor allem aber ist die Heidelberger Passion deshalb merkwlirdig,
weil hier die neutestamentlichen Szenen von Prafigurationen aus dem
Alten Testament begleitet sind. So wird vor der Szene zwischen
Jesus und der wasserschopfenden Samariterin die Zusammenkunft Eliesers mit Rebekka am Brunnen dargestellt; ebenso steht vor der Heilung der zehn Aussatzigen durch Jesus die Heilung Naemans durch
Elisa, vor der Szene zwischen Jesus und der Ehebrecherin die Freisprechung der Susanna durch Daniel und so weiter durch das ganze
StUck, bis endlich der dreitagige Aufenthalt des Propheten Jonas im
Bauche des Walfischs vor der Grablegung des Erlosers als dreizehnte
und letzte Prafiguration vorgefUhrt wird. Als Erlauterer figurieren
die Propheten Jesaia, Jeremia, Hesekiel und Maleachi, sie ergreifen
abwechselnd am Schlusse der Prafigurationsszenen das Wort, urn zu dem
folgenden hinUberzuleiten. . . 2
Admittedly, the Heidelberg Passion play is extreme in its technique.
Its emphasis, however, is characteristic of medieval theological camposition.

Creizenach observes, " . . . diese Art der GegenUberstellung

alt- und neutestamentlicher Ereignisse [war] in der theologischen Literatur des Mittelalters sehr beliebt . .

. ... 3

It is therefore hard to

imagine any writer of Biblical drama in the Middle Ages, cycle or other1
Danielou, Shadows, p. 3·
2wilhelm Creizenach,. Geschichte des neueren Dramas, I (1893;
rev, ed. 1911; rpt. New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc,, 1965), 227.

3Ibid.
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wise, not having Biblical "types" as one of his major shaping principles
--especially in his choice and treatment of the Old Testament plays,
During the last two decades the merits of "patristic" exegesis
in criticism of medieval literature have at times been vigorously
debated. 1 Rosemary Woolf's vivid and convincing typological approach to
the medieval English cycle plays about Isaac's sacrifice by Abraham
(1957) remains widely and favorably cited.

2

Erich Auerbach's "figural"

approach to Dante-criticism and especially his essay "Figura" (1959)
have given typological criticism a very strong impetus.3

John Hurrell's

recommendation of the figural approach to medieval drama (1965) highlights the need for typological awareness and emphasis in teaching.

4

V. A. Kolve argues forcefully that typology is a very important criterion for the selection of the Old Testament plays in the English cycles
(1966) and regards it as in great part explaining the startling agreement among the cycles on the Old Testament plays.5

Occasional illumi-

nating studies of individual plays, such as Louis Leiter's detailed
treatment of the York Creation play (1968-69), ·show the continuing

1

For a review of major points in the debate see papers by
E. Talbot Donaldson in the opposition and R. E. Kaske in the defense,
with a summary by Charles Donahue, in Dorothy Bethurum (ed.), Critical
A roaches to Medieval Literature (New York: Columbia University Press,
1960 ; medieval drama, however, is given scant attention.

~osemary Woolf, "The Effect of Typology on the English Mediaeval
Plays of Abraham and Isaac," Speculum, XXXII (October, 1957), 805-25.
3Seep. 29, n. 1, above.
4

John Dennis Hurrell, "The Figural Approach to Medieval Drama, "

~C~ol~l~e~g~e~E~ng~l~i~s~h, XXVI (May, 1965), 598-604.

5Kolve, pp. 66-88; 289-90, n. 23.
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vitality of the patristic tradition in criticism.

1

On the other hand, a few objections have been raised to what
some consider an undue emphasis upon typology in drama criticism.
Arnold Williams, in questioning some of V. A. Kolve's "close reading" of
medieval drama and also Rosemary Woolf's interpreting Isaac solely as
"Christ," believes that merely citing some of the Fathers like Irenaeus,
Tertullian, Augustine, and Aquinas does not suffice to establish a critical judgment.

2

"The modern scholar seeking to authenticate a typol-

ogy," he writes, "must find his warrant in John Mirk, Cursor Mundi, or
the sermon literature sampled by Owst. ,3

Commenting on the Abraham and

Isaac plays, Williams points out that only the Chester version, in one
of its "Expositor's" speeches, explicitly emphasizes typology; that "in
the other plays [plays on the Abraham-Isaac motif], there is no mention
of typology," the central issue instead being obedience.

4

William

Munson, in the same questioning spirit, tries in his study of the Towneley Isaac to draw a clear distinction between a "liturgical" con text and
a purely "dramatic" one, claiming that the two different contexts
"anticipate different kinds of Christ."5
These undercurrents of doubt about the importance of typological

1Louis H. Leiter, "Typology, Paradigm, Metaphor, and Image in
the York 'Creation of Adam and Eve,'" Drama Survey, VII (Winter, 1968-

69), 113-32.
2Arnold Williams, "Typology and the Cycle Plays: Some Criteria,"
Speculum, XLIII (October, 1968), 680.
)Ibid.

4Ibid. , p. 683.

5william F. Munson, "Typology and the Towneley Isaac," Research
Opportunities in Renaissance Drama, XI (1968), 129; Professor Munson's
view, however, is in reaction to Rosemary Woolf's negative criticism of
the Towneley "Isaac, " since of all the Isaac plays it seems to make the
least use of typological structure.
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emphasis merit attention in criticism of the Chester Old Testament plays,
The two most recent doctoral theses written on the Chester cycle sharply
question the importance of typology as a factor in the composition of
the Old Testament prologue. 1

Both writers are bothered by (1) their

failure to see any explicit textual evidence, other than in the play of
Isaac's sacrifice, that the plays are meant to be typologically understood; and (2) their doubt that the medieval audience knew enough about
typology to absorb without help the significance of any types.

2

A provisional reply to these objections must be given.

Chester

Plays III (Noah's Flood), IV (Abraham and Isaac), and V (Moses, Balaam
and Balak) can serve as an illustrative example.

Of these three, only

Noah's Flood lacks an Expositor; yet only in Abraham and Isaac (IV) does
the Expositor provide an explicitly typological interpretation.
In a general defense of typological emphasis in the Chester Old
Testament plays, two things need to be stressed.

First, the major Bib-

lical "types" cannot be regarded as having constituted esoteric knowledge.

As Jean Danielou has made abundantly clear, they were an integral

part of the common liturgy and catechetical instruction of the Church.
Types were familiar to every medieval Christian, even the uneducated.
They were as familiar to him as the pageantry of a modern July Fourth
parade is to an American elementary schoolchild.

When flatbed trucks

are driven by as "pageant wagons" in an American small-town patriotic
procession, their tableaux require no interpretation: a group of men,

1
Paul Holzworth Strohm, "The Dramatic and Rhetorical Technique
of the Chester Mystery Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Berkeley, 1966), pp. 16-34; Clopper, pp. 64-69.
2

Strohm, pp. 20-22; Clopper, p. 91,
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newly alighted from a ship called the "Mayflower," holding wide-muzzled.
flintlocks and dead turkeys--the Pilgrims; three ragged marching men,
one holding a drum, another a flag, another a flute--the Spirit of '76;
a crowned matron, torch held high, tablets of law under her arm--the
Statue of Liberty.

The spectators know that they are seeing Freedom

celebrated in its promised, sacrificial, and judicial aspects.
Secondly, and consequently, the "Expositor's" function must be
regarded not as primarily didactic, but as "dramatic."

If, for example,

on the second pageant wagon of the July Fourth procession a loudspeakervoice solemnly intoned the "meaning" of the pageant's three marching
men, the spectators would not feel that they were being told something
new.

They would recognize the voice to be reiterating the commonly held

faith of Americans as to the significance of the three men.

They would,

in other words, recognize the sonorous, well-modulated loudspeaker-voice
as being essentially "dramatic," not informational.

They would know it

to be "celebratory," in a festive-patriotic sense.

Certainly they would

not be plagued by doubts concerning the meanings of the tableaux on the
other "pageants."

They would know their meaning.

They would know that,

in spirit, the loudspeaker-voice was also explaining the other two; that
together all three formed a link in.a longer procession celebrating the
freedom-history of America, the symbolic details of which had been
derived from long tradition.
In like manner, the medieval spectators of the Corpus Christi
plays did not need an "Expositor" for each pageant.

The well-known tra-

ditional meaning of the subject matter makes it unwise for a critic to
conclude from the absence of an Expositor or of "textual evidence" from
a play that a typological interpretation is precluded or its importance

even minimized.

Even as the American spectators of the July Fourth

parade already described know that the three passing pageants celebrate
Freedom in its promised, sacrificial, and judicial phases, so also the
medieval spectators of the Corpus Christi plays, on Whitsuntide, at
Chester, England, would have known certain things: that Noah's Flood
meant Baptism, the promise of salvation; that in Isaac's sacrifice they
were witnessing Christ's Sacrifice at Calvary, a fact emphasized by the
Expositor; and that in Moses' stone tables they were seeing the embodiment of God's regulatory justice.

Moreover, they, too, would see these

three plays as three phases--actually, as three "covenants," or three
ages--which together formed an important link in God's long, progressively revealed history of salvation for the human race.
The Visual Arts and Homiletics
The obvious familiarity of Biblical figura to the common people
becomes the more striking in the face of the standardized motifs iconographically depicted in the cathedrals and emphasized also by constant
vivid, colloquial sermonizing.

The early scholar Creizenach was not so

sensitive to sermon influences as later scholarship has indicated he
should have been,

1

but he was fully alive to the common iconographic

language shared by the drama and the visual arts,

2

Already he saw the

drama as the stimulus that often shaped the motifs in the visual arts,
and not vice versa: "

in manchen

F~llen

ist die

bildenden Kunst von der dramatischen unleugbar."J

Abh~ngigkeit

Artists, he writes,

1
G. R. Owst, Literature and Pul it in Medieval
2d rev. ed. 1961; rpt. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 19
2

creizenach, I, 214-19.

3 rbid., p. 214.

der

land (1933;
474.
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were often even asked to serve as stage directors and technical
advisers, further strengthening the mutual influences between drama and
the arts.

1

The motifs shared by these two realms include the most

familiar Biblical types, and thus typology continued to have this double
parallel impact throughout the Middle Ages.

2

M.D. Anderson accepts and

illustrates, with respect to England, Creizenach's early insights; she
offers much evidence that medieval English artisans, with a refreshing
but for modern taste bizarre naivete, often simply copied treatments of
iconographic motifs which they had witnessed on the stage.3
These interrelationships can be demonstrated in terms of some of
the minor iconographic details in the Chester cycle.

One traditional

motif, for example, was the fact that Christ, in rising from the dead,
stepped hard upon the shoulder of one of the sleeping soldiers, a detail
seldom depicted on the Continent but shown in most of the English alabasters from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

4

In reporting

Christ's Resurrection to Pilate the "Primus Miles" in the Chester play
complains (XVIII, 274-77):

1

"Und vor allem ist daran zu erinnern, daB die Maler sehr oft
als Regisseure und sachkundige Berater bei den Aufflihrungen zugezogen
wurden, daB sie also in ihren Schopfungen nicht bloB die szenischen Bilder wiederholten, sondern auch bei der Hervorbringung dieser Bilder
selbstschopferisch beteiligt waren; auch mag es vorgekommen sein, daB
auf diese Art manche ikonographische Einzelheiten, die durch geistliche
Vermittlung den Malern schon gel~ufig waren, sich auch auf der BUhne
einbUrgerten"; Creizenach, I, 219.
2
Anderson, pp. 22-26. The tenacity of typology as a way of seeing Scripture and history is demonstrated by its surviving the Reformation and leading men like Milton and the Puritans to see in their
lives and collective experiences "postfigurations" of Biblical patterns;
see Roston, p. 71.
3Anderson, p. 115.
4

Ibid., pp. 149-50.
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He sett his foote vpon my Backe,
that every lith began to cracke;
I would not byde such another Shacke
for all Ierusalem.
F. p, Pickering points out too that, as Otto

P~cht

had observed, the

costumes worn by the Emmaus pilgrims had become traditionally fixed in
the early Latin Peregrini, and that these iconographic costumes appear
in church windows.

1

Such a detail helps to explain why the Emmaus pil-

grims in the Chester cycle, Lucas and Oleopas, speak so readily to
Christ; they recognize Him--apparently by His clothing--as a fellow pilgrim (XIX, 37-40):
A! Sir, it seeme to vs here,
a Pilgrem thou art, as can appeare;
Tydings and Tales all intyre
thou may hear what is towld?
The major Biblical motifs treated in the medieval drama appear everywhere in the visual arts in English cathedral churches. 3

Of course this

visual impact was not limited solely to churches; V. A. Kolve has commented upon the cyclic-dramatic arrangement of the Holkham Bible Picture

4
Book, organized as it seems to be in terms of the "three advents" of God.
In analyzing the modern lack of a unifying Christian world-view,

as revealed in the art of the twentieth century, H. R. Rookmaaker has
pointed out that "real" art is functional, and so "real" art for secu1
F. P. Pickering, Litera tur und Darstellende Kunst im Mittel·alter (Berlin: Erich Schmidt Verlag, 1966), pp. 107-8.
2The Latin stage direction covering Jesus' appearance, just
before the pilgrim's words, makes the point clear: "Tunc veniet Ihesus
in habitu peregrinae et ait: [Then comes Jesus dressed as a traveler and
says:]"; Dr. Matthews (ed.), The Chester Plays, Part II, EETS, ES 115
(1916; rpt. London: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 353.
)Anderson, Appendices A and B, pp. 209-17; in these two appendices Miss Anderson tabulates many parallels.

4Kolve, p. 38.
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larized modern man therefore probably does consist in the graphic design
of leaflets and in magazine layouts seen every day.

1

But medieval art-

ists had not even begun to lose the unity of their world-view, which
welded the "sacred11 and the "secular" together; accordingly Rookmaaker
reminds his readers that the modern distinction between the "fine" and
"applied" arts is a recent one.

2

To adorn a cathedral, the medieval

artist or artisan simply drew his motifs from the authoritative writings
of the Fathers, that is, from the body of orthodox typology distilled
out of them in works like the Glossa ordinaria,3

Familiar typological

motifs in cathedral art literally surrounded the medieval English
churchgoer,

"No modern artist would dream," as F. M, Salter has

observed in his lectures on the Chester cycle, "of depicting the whole
human race rising from the penis of Adam as it may be seen in the crypt
of Glasgow Cathedral."

4

The Glasgow artist depicted Adam thus because

everybody thought of him thus.

When Adam appeared in a Corpus Christi

mystery play, he evoked precisely the same complex of ideas--absence of
"textual evidence" notwithstanding.
The dramatic influence of late-medieval English sermonizing was
no doubt just as great.

In the early days of the Church in Rome preach-

ing was not the popular, encouraged thing that it became in later cen-

1

H. R. Rookmaaker, Modern Art and the Death of a Culture
(London: Inter-Varsity Press, 1970), p. 195.
2
Ibid., pp. 230-31.
3The agreement among artists in iconographic modes of treating
Biblical motifs is so great that Emile Male posits the existence of a
widely used common handbook on the subject; Male, pp. 230-31.
4
F. M. Salter, .Mediaeval Drama in Chester (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1955), p. 102.
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turies; no homilies were included in the established Eucharistic liturgy .

1

A popular sermon tradition did, however, develop .

When in t!J.e

late Middle Ages the friars came to England, they brought with them a
fresh style of vivid, colloquial preaching that was very "dramatic" in
its own right.

The impact of this fresh style was so great that in the

opinion of M. D. Anderson it even brought about a change in the decorative work being done in English churches.
the dramatic influence of preaching.

2

Emile Male also acknowledges

In his remarks on the Meditationes

of the pseudo-Bonaventura, he is describing, essentially, the kind of
influence that the English homilists also had upon the writers of the
Corpus Christi drama:
L'auteur des Meditations, en effet, a l'instinct du drame, et il se
revele disciple accompli de saint Frangois qui mimait ses sermons et
jouait la scene de Noel ..•. [sic] Les Meditations sont ala, fois
pittoresques et dramatiques, et c'est pour ces deux raisons qu'elles
ant tant seduit les auteurs de Mysteres .•.• [sic] Ils y trouvaient
surtout de l'imagination, de la poesie, de l'emotion, tout ce qui
donne l'elan au drame.3
G. R. Owst writes that English preaching reflected a "tradition of
homely, vigorous exposition . , . , apart altogether from dry and formal
scholastic modes of handling the Scriptures. "

4

He credits it with

making the iconographic language of Christian art and typology the com-

1Down~ng,
.
p. 37·
2
The purely decorative detail and remote, formalized themes such
as Doom and selected episodes from the life of Christ, as depicted in
twelfth-century churches, gives way in late-thirteenth-century churches
to luxuriant, loving depiction of all visible objects, each of which
Saint Francis believed to have symbolic meaning in terms of its heavenly
counterpart; Anderson, pp. 54-55.
3owst, pp. 472-73, n. 5, quoting Emile Male, L'Art religieux de
la fin du moyen age [Paris, 1908], p. 36.
4
Owst, p. 121.
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mon inheritance of the people.

1

For their illustrative materials, the

English homilists drew chiefly upon the writings of the Fathers; but in
their use of these materials they rarely showed innovative activity,
other than to accommodate an occasional exemplum to local conditions and
thus give it added color. 2

This preaching tradition gave rise to pulpit

manuals resembling in nature and function those supposed by Emile Male
to have been used by artists.3
cohesiveness and homogeneity.

These manuals lent English sermonizing
In fact, Owst thinks that this vivid pop-

ular preaching is what was chiefly responsible for moving religious
drama out of the Church and into the streets.

4

The vernacular mystery cycles themselves were in a sense long
dramatized sermons.

It is chiefly in this light that one recent critic,

Eleanor Prosser, has chosen to regard them.5

Looked at in this sense,

the plays might well have had more attentive and responsive viewers in
England than comparable Biblical plays had on the Continent.

Allardyce

Nicoll, though interested in the medieval drama primarily as a preShakespearean phenomenon, has speculated that in France and Italy the
audiences insisted upon many more, and more elaborate, stage effects
than the English audience expected; that consequently the play producers
in those countries had to expend much more time and energy on achieving
what in France were called feyntes.

1

Owst, p. 57.

2

6

The lesson he draws has relevance

Ibid., pp. 154-55·

3Ibid., p. 474; see alsop. 66, n. 3, above.

4

Ibid,, p. 478.

5Eleanor Prosser, Drama and Reli ion
Plays (1961; rpt. Stanford University Press,
6
Allardyce Nicoll, English Drama: A Modern Viewpoint (New York:
Barnes and Noble, 1968), p. 22.
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for criticism of the English Corpus Christi plays, especially for criticism of the Old Testament plays viewed as typological constructs:
. If this conclusion is correct, then we may well believe
that the English spectators were induced to give closer attention to
the oetic dialo ue than to what was resented to their e es
italics not in the original . This might be put in another way by
suggesting that throughout those long centuries audiences were being
trained to listen, and to exercise their imaginations . • . 1
The imaginative patterns imposed by the English spectators upon the
action before them, even if that action were rather "bare" and unpretentious, would surely have been determined by the familiar motifs supplied by artist and preacher.
The probability of the influence of sermonizing especially upon
the Chester cycle is somewhat increased by the fact that Ranulf Higden,
renowned author of the Polychronicon, who is named by the late Chester
Banns as the composer of the cycle,
homiletics.3

2

is known also for his writings on

If the tradition ascribing the authorship of the Chester

cycle to Higden is correct, Owst observes, "then we have at least one
definite case where a clerical dramatist of note was also the author of
a treatise on the Art of Preaching, and other homiletic aids. "

4

The

"Expositor" in the Chester cycle, often deplored by critics as a dramatic weakness, is, whatever the merits of his presence, certainly a
markedly "homiletic" device.5

Owst shows conclusively that the dialogue

of Octavian and Sibyl in the Chester Nativity has as at least its immediate source a sermon tradition of the time. 6 The apocryphal midwives
1Nicoll, p. 22.

~ermann Deimling (ed.), The Chester
(1892; rpt. London: Oxford University Press,
4
3owst, p. 482.
Ibid.
5Ibid., p.
6
Ibid., pp. 498-99; for a convenient

Plays, Part I, EETS, ES 62
1968), pp. 2-3, lines 7-29.
486.
summary of the legendary
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present at the Birth, though deriving ultimately from the Protoevangelium of James,

1

were well known in the sermons of John Myrc,

certainly representative of the preachers of his day.

2

who was

From sermon mate-

rial Owst shows that the Chester Doomsday play reflects well-known
motifs in the medieval preaching of satire and complaint.3

For among

the damned souls that appear in that play are a Pope, an Emperor, a
King, and Queen, a Merchant, and a Lawyer.

These six persons are drawn

from four groups, or social classes, which medieval preachers constantly
excoriated for corruption: the venal clergy, the cruel aristocracy, the
dishonest traders, and unjust judges and lawyers.

4 All are condemned

for not having performed the cardinal acts of Mercy listed by Christ in
the Gospel of Matthew.5
IRONIC INVERSION AND PARADOX
In lashing out against vice and hypocrisy, medieval preachers
continually introduced stinging and often hu1norous'exempla into their
sermons, the ironic tone of which had considerable impact upon the tone
of the drama.

Therefore, already knowing medieval man's consensus in

religion and values, the student of the mystery plays should interpret
characters and events having obvious ironic import according to the

prophecy of the Tiburtine sibyl, which dictates several events in the
Chester Nativity, see Brother Linus Urban Lucken, Antichrist and the
Pro hets of Antichrist in the Chester C cle (Washington, D. C.: The
Catholic University of America Press, 1940 , p. 117, n. 18.
1see Edgar Hennecke (ed.), New Testament ApocryPha, trans. and
re-ed, by Wilhelm Schneemelcher, I (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press,
1963). 384-85.
2
4
3 Ibid., p. 518.
Owst, p. 499·
Ibid., pp. 518-19.
5Mt. 25:34-36.
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stable, iconographic modes of the medieval mind and should avoid judging
them in terms of modern psychological patterns.

The medievalist

D. W. Robertson has reminded modern readers that "psychological" character development and the description of private inner struggles, elements taken for granted in modern fiction, were alien to medieval thinking.

Moderns tend to think, as Robertson contends, in terms of "roman-

tic" dialectic, or the interaction of opposites that produce new syntheses, a psychological process having no basis in objective moral values. 1 Medieval man, however, saw human life as governed by secular and
religious hierarchies having absolute moral worth: "By the second half
of the twelfth century it was possible to think of rather obvious hierarchies arranged in accordance with systematic degrees in almost all
phases of life and thought. " 2 C. S, Lewis, too, has pointed to the tendency of modern readers to impose upon medieval literature their own
romantic, relativistic presuppositions and to arrive at all the wrong
conclusions about it--often admiring the defiant spirit of a character
whom some medieval author has clearly painted as a fool or a villain. 3
Romantic adultery or Promethean rebellion were seen as unfortunate species of madness and folly, not normative ideals to savor.

Defiance of

God's hierarchy was absurd. 4

1
Robertson, p. 6.

2

Ibid,, p. 8.

3Lewis's most trenchant statement of this principle appears in
his attack upon the "romantic" admiration for Satan expressed in some
critical views of "Paradise Lost," a poem not medieval in date of composition but certainly more medieval than modern in its inflexibly hierarchic View of cosmic reality; C. S. Lewis, A Preface to Paradise Lost
(New York: A Galaxy Book, 1961), pp. 94-103.
4The incongruity of rational man's rebelling against the Author
of his own reason and thus incurring death seemed absurdly laughable;
passages in Notkar, Alcuin, Boethius, and Aquinas show that medieval
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Medieval man's firm attachment to the hierarchical, stable, and
iconographic must be especially kept in mind in judging the scenes of
comedy, burlesque, and ironic inversion in the Corpus Christi plays.
The absurdness and incongruity of rebellion against God's established
order, especially in the Biblical cycle drama, understandably tended to
produce a vein of wild humor in dramatic depictions of godless defiance.
Anti-clerical myth-ritual critics are inclined to give these scenes high
marks for the wrong reasons.

Deploring religious didacticism as dull,

they settle precisely on the theologically aberrant as having dramatic
viability.

They even see in it a wholesome reassertion of purely human

personality against unnatural clerical restraints.
The World Upside Down
Grotesque comedy in the cycle drama forms a rough parallel to
the grotesquely indecent motifs in cathedral architecture which seem to
modern sensibilities so irreligious.

D. W. Robertson addresses himself

to this point, stressing the parallel between grotesquerie in cathedrals
and in literature:
• . • The more "indecorous" figures on medieval churches were
thought to represent a kind of defiance of religious convention. To·
this conclusion Emile Male has written a most emphatic reply, warning that it is necessary to renounce our habit of making "our old
artists of the Middle Ages independent and unquiet spirits always
eager to throw off the yoke of the Church." The same sort of thing
might be said with equal emphasis about medieval poets . . . • 1
The fact is that these grotesque materials are inserted into the cycle
drama precisely to illuminate and expose the "underside" of fallen human

thinkers regarded laughter as specifically human, man being "mortale,
rationale" and therefore "risible"; Helen Adolf, "On Mediaeval Laughter,"
Speculum, XXII (April,194?), 251-53·
1

Robertson, p. 10.
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life in a subverted world.

Models for such controlled inversions of

hierarchy are well known from the history of the Church: the Feast of
Fools, the Festum Asinorum; customs like the Boy Bishop, and the Lord of
Misrule,

1

The "up-so-doun" quality of these events demonstrated dramat-

ically what true hierarchy really was; namely, a structure so sure of
itself and so true that foolish antics could but confirm it in truth.
Therefore, even the comic scenes in the drama served the larger didactic
and theological purpose of the cycle, and this fact bothered the medieval spectators not at all.

The spectators no doubt enjoyed the rough

farce and exaggeration; but they also understood its moral point, and
this moral point contributed to their pleasure.

2

Consequently, the Chester cycle, too, for all its serious regularity, has its own goodly share of quarreling shepherds, "Milites gloriosi," shrewish wives, profane peasants, vaunting rulers, and blasphemous crucifiers.

At the end, alone among the English cycles, it even

has a grotesque, aping Antichrist who is Satan's ultimate burlesque of
all the acts of God in history.

When modern critics view these scenes,

especially in a firmly knit cycle like the one at Chester, merely as
charmingly bumptious excrescences providing "comic relief," they shoot
wide of the mark.J

In life's climb up the fifteen-rung Jacob's ladder

1
see Creizenach, I, 90-91; E. K. Chambers, The Mediaeval Stage
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1903), I, 274-419; Cayley, pp. JJ-61.
2
The new piety of the twelfth century (of Saint Bernard and
others; see p. 23, nn. 4 and 5, above) produced a fresh readiness to
laugh, itself in part an expression of the new sense of freedom from ascetic self-denial; but loud, spiteful laughter remained a characteristic
of the Devil; GUnther Blaicher, "tiber das Lachen im englischen Mittelalter," Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift, XLIV (September, 1970), 527-28.
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of virtues, as conceived by Honorius of Autun,

1

even the most morally

steadfast man could lose his footing and take a tumble.

A fresh inspec-

tion of the underside of life from the bottom yielded a lesson hardly to
be gained from any other perspective.

To see life's underside had, in

short, a peculiar value, though the underside was not to be sought for
its own sake.

Such seems to be the function of farce and burlesque in

the cycle drama.

In the Chester plays, especially, comic scenes are

peculiarly striking because of the cycle's generally sober tone.
Ernst Curtius has shown that the "world upside down," as a standard ironic metaphor of inverted value, was received by the Middle Ages
as part of the classical literary heritage.

2

In the Chester cycle, both

Octavian and Herod receive the news of the Divine King's birth with outrage rather than joy; for them hierarchy, their

~hierarchy,

is being

turned upside down.

But truly spiritual men perceive that the world is

already upside down.

Chaucer's Parson sees this truth and thus reviews

its consequences for proper hierarchy and for human life:
And ye shul understonde that in mannes synne is every
manere of ordre or ordinaunce turned up-so-doun./ For it is sooth
that God, and resoun, and sensualitee, and the body of man been so
ordeyned that everich of thise foure thynges sholde have lordshipe
over that oother;/ as thus: God sholde have lordshipe over resoun,
and resoun over sensualitee, and sensualitee over the body of man./
But soothly, whan man synneth, al this ordre or ordinaunce is turned
up-so-doun./ . . . And certes this disordinaunce and this rebellioun
oure Lord Jhesu Crist aboghte upon his precious body ful deere . . .3

1
Male, p. 105.
2
curtius, pp. 94-98.
)Geoffrey Chaucer, "The Canterbury Tales," The Poetical Work:s of
Chaucer, ed, F. N. Robinson (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1933),
p. 279, lines 259-66. Chaucer's use of the "upside down" metaphor is
presumptive evidence of the influence of the classical topos to which
Ernst Curtius directs attention (seen, 2 above); but medieval Christian
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Significantly, the Parson perceives that, in the workings of
God's mysterious Will, the ultimate "up-so-doun" in a fallen world took
place at the Cross, at God's "second Advent," as Redeemer,

The Fall in

heaven together with the Fall on earth had conspired in salvation-history to produce the ultimate inversion: God's Death at the hands of man.
Yet paradoxically the Cross, man's instrument for God's Death, becomes
the symbol of restored hierarchy; in Christ's Church the subverted world
turns provisionally right side up.

To the medieval playwright this fas-

cinating spectacle was rich in possibilities for ironic as well as for
straightforward dramatic exploitation.

teaching on this point was based upon Scripture; see Isa. 29:16a (Perversa est haec vestra cogitatio), the adjective "perversa" deriving from
the verb pervertere, which means "to turn upside down" (RSV: "You turn
things upside down"; Douay Version: "This thought of yours is perverse"); Saint Paul q_uotes precisely this "clay and potter" passage from
Isaiah (see Rom. 9:19-21) to prove the mad absurdity of man's (the
"clay") harboring rebellious thoughts against his Creator (the "potter"),

Chapter 3
THE FALL IN DRAMATIC PARADIGM
The determinants of dramatic structure in the Chester cycle's
Old Testament plays can now be stated in summary: these five Old Testament plays "collapse" time (as do the cycle's last five plays) in symbolic-expressionistic fashion.

Though discrete dramatic units, they

nevertheless cluster in a tight configuration reflecting patristic
thought on the historical-typological level.

They reflect the spiral

march of salvation-history as animated by rhythmic pulses of sin-judgment-grace.

They are not intended primarily to "move" an audience but

rather to inform it, to remind it,
tic.

In spirit they are objective, didac-

Though able to stir laughter or tears, they exist chiefly as com-

ponents in an austere expression of the objective truth of salvationhistory.
They comprise emblematic sketches of phases in God's interventionist activit:y to redeem the human race; in them, Divine hierarchy is
defied and repeatedly, but predictably, vindicated.

They commemorate

irrevocable covenants made by God with an erring and rebellious human
race.

Reflecting the historical "ages" of the world as conceived by

Saint Gregory, they mirror the resolute progression of God's recurring
grace in time and space and its image in the cyclic rhythm of the liturgical year.

They show the influence of Biblical-patristic numerical

patterns imposed by medieval man upon natural chaos.
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Rich in typolog-
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ical significance, they stimulate thought about the absurd ironies
latent in man's life in a fallen world.
Salvation-History
These plays obviously are heavy in import.

The purpose of this

study, however, is not merely to show that the Chester Old Testament
plays have these various functions.

It is to show something further:

namely, that as a unit they subsume these functions in creating a further dimension of meaning.

These five plays encapsulize and define the

entire march of salvation-history.
Plays I (Fall of Lucifer) and II (Fall of Man) dramatize the
subversion of hierarchy both in heaven and on earth.

They establish the

demonic context of life in a fallen world and man's need of salvation.
By contrast, Plays III (Noah's Flood), IV (Abraham and Isaac),
and V (Moses, Balaam and Balak) celebrate the reestabllshment of hierarchy upon earth and its final vindication in heaven.

In three phases

they prefigure the fulfillment of salvation-history through the Christian Church.
While Noah's Flood was a judgment upon the world, it was also
regarded by the Fathers as a type of baptism for Noah and his family;
the Ark itself became a familiar type of the Church.

Thus in Play III

the Church is prefigured in preparation through the typology of baptism.
In Play IV, Abraham's near-sacrifice of Isaac prefigures the crucifixion
of Christ, as the Expositor points out.

Isaac's near-fatal crisis is

preceded by the taking of bread and wine from the hands of the priest
Melchisedek, a clear type of communion.

Thus Play IV contains a para-

digm of Eucharistic Communion and prefigures the Church in operation.
In Play V, Moses appears with the Tables of the Law as an emblem of
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God's Sinaitic covenant with Israel and His character as sovereignJudge.
Judgment falls inexorably upon the heathen King Balak of Moab as awicked
man outside the covenant.

The Israelites, now poised at the brink of

the Promised Land, which was seen by the Fathers as a type of Heaven,
face no further opposition.

Balaam becomes the first "prophet," and

together with seven other prophets, he announces the coming of the Messiah.

God's grim judgment as dominant motif foreshadows the final Doom

that will overtake men outside Christ's New Covenant of grace.

Christ,

antitype of Moses, not only will establish this covenant but will come
again to judge mankind on its terms.

In Play V, there is an implicit

paradigm of final judgment, in which the Church is seen in culmination.
The Old Testament plays as paradigm of salvation-history can be
thus graphically represented:
FALL OF
ANGELS

FALL OF
MAN

NOAH'S
FWOD

ABRAHAM
ISAAC

MOSES
BALAAM,BALAK

(Hierarchy Subverted)

(Hierarchy Reestablished)

Demonic Context

Christian Church

Ironic Reinforcement
The formal regularity, balanced thematic structure, and overall
sober tone of the cycle establish an evenly modulated dramatic rhythm in
which sudden shifts in tonal quality take on special significance.
These shifts, so noticeable when they occur in the Chester cycle, are
thematically functional,
bolic superstructure.

They give tonal-thematic support to the sym-

Specifically, .scenes of ranting dialogue, exag-

gerated gesturing, violent action--the usual components or concomitants
of caricature, farce, burlesque--seem to function in this manner.

They
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serve to connect the Old Testament tests of hierarchy--Lucifer's fall,
Abel's murder, Noah's testing, Abraham's agony, Balak's defiance--to
ironic recapitulations later in the cycle,

The result, dramatically, at

least for an acute spectator of the plays, must have been something like
the Doppler effect: sympathetic thematic vibrations appearing to rise in
frequency as the spectator drew near their source.
For instance, the Fall of Lucifer has a comic counterpart in
Play VII, the Shepherds' Plays; Trowle, the apprentice shepherd, angrily
"throws" the three master shepherds in a wrestling bout.

Even as Luci-

fer had temporarily bested the Trinity in his conquest of man, so proper
hierarchy among shepherds is thus comically though temporarily overthrown even as God is restoring it on a sublime scale,

Abel's murder,

in which an innocent man dies at the hand of a heedless ruffian,
receives an ironic reenactment in Play X, the Slaying of the Innocents;
furthermore, in a savage, satiric inversion of Christ's death, the
tyrant-king Herod loses his own son in the carnage.

Noah's bustling

efficiency in the building of his Ark, making ready for judgment and yet
for salvation, finds a bizarre echo in the Roman soldiers' erection of
Christ's Cross; the soldiers' rude efforts at carpentry in Play XVI, as
they nail Christ to their instrument of judgment-salvation, ironically
recapitulate Noah's work.

Similarly, Isaac's "rising" from the altar of

death, prefiguring resurrection, is burlesqued in Play XXIII,"The Coming
of the Antichrist," by the Antichrist himself.

Finally, Balak's fruit-

less defiance, followed by his admission of futility in resisting God,
has its ironic reflection in Play XXIV, God's final judgment upon those
who have resisted His hierarchy.
These mutually reinforcing tonal-thematic tensions in the Ches-
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ter cycle can be diagrammed thus:

I

Lucifer Abel
'"'

Noah I saac Ba 1a k

Old Testament

___

?I f- c~::_i~t' s r:fr; ----?oj

~ Eschatology~

These recurring ironic inversions, recapitulations, parodies,
burlesques, satiric farces function as a series of flamboyant exclamation points, dramatic road signs along the route of redemptive history.

In thematic and verbal parallels, they probe life's rough under-

side in penetrating stabs of ironic illumination.
probing, as enunciated by V. A. Kolve,

1

The agent of this

seems to be the anarchic gusto

generated by godless men which is the antithesis of the Holy Spirit, a
gusto which nevertheless carries its own moral lesson in the cycle
drama.

Dramatic manifestations of this demonic spirit, which recur at

intervals throughout the Chester cycle, seem to bounce from the paradigmatic block of Old Testament plays in clearly structured patterns.
These manifestations become thematically functional and tonally punctuative in modulating the cycle's overall dramatic impact.
SUBVERSION IN HEAVEN
The "spiral" pattern of salvation-history

2

is clearly dis-

cernible in the Chester cycle's first play, "The Fall of Lucifer."

Like

1
V. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford University Press, 1966), pp. 210-14.
2

See pp. 31-34 above.
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the creator of the York cycle, the Chester playwright devotes a separate
play to Lucifer's Fall.

The Wakefield cycle and Ludus Coventriae com-

bine Lucifer's Fall with Adam's, treating both events in a single play.
The Chester playwright dramatically distinguishes Lucifer's heavenly
Fall from Adam's earthly one, even while linking the two thematically.
The dramatic prominence given to Lucifer's Fall, as critics have noted,
is characteristic of the French Biblical drama of the period.

1

In soli-

tary splendor, before creating earth, God establishes His hierarchy in
heaven, which Lucifer and Lightborne then defy, and which God in judgment reestablishes.
Unlike the rest of the Chester plays, which are dominated by
rime couee, "The Fall of Lucifer" manifests a metrical pattern having
some variety.

The play's lines are largely octosyllabic and have alter-

nating rhyme: abababab.

2

Eight-line blocks of rhyme predominate, with

occasional quatrains interspersed.

The eight-line blocks, which are

often divided between two speakers, do not necessarily comprise independent stanzas.

In the beginning of the play, God Himself speaks four

full stanzas, each consisting of eight lines exceptional for their met-

1

Thomas Wright (ed.), The Chester Plays, I (London: Printed for
the Shakespeare Society, 1843), 234. Heinrich Ungemach even claims 'that
French plays are the direct sources not only of the Lucifer play but of
all the Chester Old Testament plays; Heinrich Ungemach, Die Quellen der
FUnf Ersten Chester Plays (Erlangen: A. Deichert'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1890), pp. 19-39; yet Albert C. Baugh has shown that, though a
French influence may be conceded, the French plays need not by any means
be regarded as direct sources; Albert C. Baugh, "The Chester Plays and
French Influence" in Schelling Anniversary Papers (New York: The Century
Co., 1923), pp. 35-63.

~ardin Craig has noted a similarity in this respect to the metrical pattern of the corresponding play in Le Misters du Viel Testament;
Hardin Craig, English Religious Drama of the Middle Ages (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1955), p. 183.
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rical length.

In the first three of these stanzas God announces His

supreme sovereignty (lines 5-28), and in His fourth He solemnly warns
Lucifer and Lightborne not to exalt themselves (lines 45-52).

The lines

in these stanzas, much longer than those common throughout the rest of
the play, vary in length from fourteen to eighteen syllables and have
alternating rhyme: abababab.

Their sonorous length and balanced rhyme

pattern combine to emphasize the solemnity, purity, and plenitude of the
Godhead. 1 All is balance, all is harmony, all is completeness--before
the Fall into Pride.

The ground for the first progressive "spiral" of

sin-judgment-grace is laid by God in establishing the angelic order.
Hierarchy Established
First, in a long introductory monologue, God establishes His
essential Being and emphasizes His plenitude and sovereignty (1-28).

In

the words of one scholar, He "aggrandize[s J himself through language, "

2

a device awakening a dramatic expectation shortly to be satisfied in
Lucifer's vaunting pre-emption of these motifs in praise of himself.
The cyclic aspect of time in salvation-history is referred to in the
quatrain preceding God's several sonorous eight-lined stanzas (1-4):
Ego sum Alpha et w,
primus et nobilissimus;3
It is my Will, yt sholde be soe,
yt is, it was, yt shall be thus:
1
Rosemary Woolf notes this effect of God's measured diction in
both the Chester and the York cycles; Rosemary Woolf, The English Mystery Plays (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972), p. 106.
2
Paul Holzworth Strohm, "The Dramatic and Rhetorical Technique
of the Chester Mystery Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Berkeley, 1966), p. 10.
·
3 In the B MS. "novissimus" (the newest, or the last) replaces
the "nobilissimus" (the most excellent one) of the H MS.
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God announces His intention to act progressively in historical time,
activating past, present, and future simultaneously: "yt is, it was, yt
shall be thus."
Apocalypse.

This encapsulizing of time echoes a statement in the

To Saint John, on the Isle of Patmos, the glorified Christ

speaks: "Write therefore the things that thou hast seen, and the things
that are, and the things that are to come hereafter" (Apoc. 1:19).
God as the "Alpha and Omega" is, of course, a concept also taken
from the Apocalypse (Apoc. 1:8; 21:6; 22:13).

These portentous words,

spoken by Christ at the beginning and at the end of John's shattering
vision on Patmos, awaken a cyclic expectation which will be nurtured,
then rounded to completion at the end of the series of plays.

Heinrich

Ungemach has made the assumption (certainly true though superfluous)
that these words show familiarity on the part of the playwright with
patristic exegesis: "Die einlei tenden Worte Gottes . . . bilden einen
deutlichen Beweis von der Einwirkung der Exegese der Kirchenvliter auf
die Dichtkunst des Mittelalters.

Jene Worte gehen nlimlich ursprUnglich

auf Augustins de Genesi ad literam zurUck." 1 .Actually, the proximate
source is closer to seek.

The words, found at the beginning of all four

English cycles, are from the liturgy on the third Sunday after Easter
for Vespers, as given in the Sarum Breviary. 2
Having established His Being in time, God proceeds in two sonorous octosyllabic riming double quatrains to elaborate upon His own
divine qualities as reflected in His triadic Being.

Stating as His fun-

1

Ungemach, p. 28.

~arjorie D. Downing, "The Influence of the Li tui'gy on the English Cycle Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Yale University,
1942), p. 148.
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damental proposition that "the wholle foode of parente is set in [His]
essencion" (6), He immediately defines His Trinitarian essence, a triadic
concept that He then abruptly contrasts with the ominous implications of
division: "I am the tryall of the trynitie that neuer shall be twynninge
[italics not in the original]" (7).
The sinister potentiality of the duad as opposed to the celestial perfections of the triad is repeatedly emphasized by the Fathers, a
habit of thought instilled during the Church's ancient controversies
with the Arians and Manichaeans.

Saint Augustine, in his celebrated

reply to Faustus, insists that the Manichaean speaks in his discourses
of two gods. 1 Later, Saint Jerome insists that "two is not a good number because it destroys unity • . . . Hence it was that all the animals
which Noah took into the ark by pairs were unclean.
cleanness."

2

Odd numbers denote

Saint Basil construes the very separation of light from

darkness (which occurs later in the Chester play, after the Fall of
Lucifer) as a sign of the fatal celestial rebellion--a rebellion which,
contrary to the detestable teaching of the heretical Manichaeans, does
not signify anything against God's sacred Oneness and Triadic harmony. 3
The harmonious concept of the Triune God so important to histor-

1saint Augustine, "Reply to Faustus the Manichaean," trans.
R. Stothert, A Select Librar of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of
the Christian Church, First Series, ed. Philip Schaff 188 -1889; rpt.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956-1971), IV,
264-65; hereafter referred to as PNF(1).
2
Saint Jerome, "Against Jovinianus," trans. W. H. Fremantle,
A Select Librar
of Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian
Church, Second Series, eds. Philip Schaff and Henry Wace 1890-1899;
rpt. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1952-1972),
VI, 360; hereafter referred to as PNF(2).
3Saint Basil the Great, "The Hexaemeron," trans. Blomfield
Jackson, PNF(2), VIII, 61.
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ical Christian orthodoxy has its hateful counterpoise in the first Chester play in the characters of Lucifer and Lightborne, the blasphemous
angelic duad' against which the nine faithful orders of angels protes-t in
horror,

The Chester cycle, uniquely among the four English cycles,

opposes a rebellious pair to the Triune God.

Lucifer's alter ego, Light-

borne, thus assumes dramatic significance in terms of numerological doctrine.

A diabolical "2" is opposed to a sacred "J . "

This primal

numeric countertension is exploited in various ways throughout the cycle.
The infrastructure of the Old Testament plays, in particular, underscores the "2" vs. "J" tension.

The five plays form a complete paradigm

of salvation-history: the Lucifer-Adam duadic fall is progressively
resolved through the covenantal Noah-Abraham-Moses triadic redemption.
The formal rhetorical techniques used to establish the Holy
Triad (lines 5-20) deserve some attention.

God announces, in essence,

that He is (or possesses) all Wisdom, Happiness, and Power.

First, He

is Wisdom: "Peareles Patron Imperiall and Patris Sapientia [Wisdom of
the Father]" (8),

He is, secondly, Happiness: "All myrthe is in my

Mansuetude Cum Dei Potentia [Gentleness with the Power of God]" (10).
Thirdly, He is Power: "For all the mighte of the maiestye is magnified
in me" (13).

Yet, in the way this soliloquy is constructed, each of the

three qualities is given in three parts; for "tryal" meant "a group or
set of three, a triad" (OED).

The words "tryall of the trynitie," then,

constitute something more than a pleonasm, or slight redundancy,
God's Wisdom, for example, appears under its triadic character
of sovereign hegemony ("Peareles Patron Imperiall"), tempered justice
("My beames be all beatytude"), and structured harmony ("all blisse is
in my buyldinge").

("Beames" imply the apparatus of a weighing scale,
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not merely a beam of light [oEDl; and "Buyldinge" is a prominent New
Testament figure of the Church,
the end be fully realized.)

1

through which God's "blisse" will in

God's Happiness appears under its triadic

character of gentleness ("Mansuetude"), irrefragibility ("all is my
Weldinge"), and freedom ("all lyeth in mea licentia [all lies in my freedom]").

God's Power appears under its triadic character of infinite

strength ("For all the mighte of the maiestye is magnified in me"), sovereign restraint ("Prince principall proved in my perpetuall prudens"),
and true knowledge ("Caelestiall sapience").

With His repetition of His

principal attribute--His Wisdom, or sapience ("Patris Sapientia"), the
chief quality of a Divinity Who moves with sovereign sureness in history
and reveals Truth--God has completed establishing His essential Being.
Thus the word "tryalls" is not, as the Oxford English Dictionary mistakenly supposes, "confusedly used for each one of the three"
(OED),

The three "tryalls" are the triadically limned attributes of the

one true God, Who is "never but one and ever one in three" (15).

This

triple triadic God is about to create nine orders of angels, and in the
light of these attributes the angels' obedience, and later man's, is to
be tested.

The fact that the modern word "trial" is etymologically

descended from "tryall" may be evidence of more than linguistic coincidence,
God, Who is "thus solemne and set in [His] solation" (21), is
ready to create the heavens.

With the exactitude characterizing Scrip-

tural references in the Chester cycle generally, the H manuscript cites
1

I Pet. 2:4; citing Saint Peter, Saint Augustine also develops
this conception of Christians' being the living "stones" in God's
"temple"; Saint Augustine, "On the Psalms," trans, Cleveland Coxe,
PNF(1), VIII, 593-94.
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the first half of Gen, 1:1: "In principio creavi t deus Coelum . .
(omitting "et terram").

"

The "Comlye compasse" "cast" by God (23) may

reflect an iconographic motif in medieval art.

God appears in CreaHon

scenes in some church windows (for example at Malvern and at St. Neot in
Cornwall) as "tracing out the universe with a huge pair of compasses!'

1

As M. D. Anderson notes, the fact that this compass motif, which "would
have made an admirable stage property, , , . appears in places where the
.
2
influence of drama was strong seems significant."
The emphasis upon
cosmic design is reinforced through Lucifer's hierarchic recounting of
the nine orders of angels (lines 29-36), starting with the "Cherubyn and
Seraphyn" (31) at the top and ending with the "Angeli, also Archangeli"
(36) at the bottom,

Lucifer's listing of angelic precedence follows

roughly the order observed by Dante.3

The frequent repetition that fol-

lows of the words "nyne orders" (lines 24, )0, 37, 42) emphasizes the
mystic-numeric function of the triadic "nine," as opposed to a lack of
any specific dramatic function for it in the other cycles and in other
works of medieval literature, some of which give the number of angelic
orders as ten. 4

1M. D. Anderson, Drama and Imagery in English Medieval Churches
(Cambridge University Press, 1963), p. 141.
2

Ibid.

)Karl Vossler, Mediaeval Culture, trans. William Cranston
Lawton, II (1st Amer. ed. 1929; rpt. New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1966), 381. Lucifer strictly observes three triple tiers of
the angelic orders as established by the Pseudo-Dionysius in "The Heavenly Hierarchies"; see C. S. Lewis, The Discarded Image (Cambridge University Press, 1964) , pp. 71-72.
4

charles Mills Gayley conveniently summarizes the development of
the "angelic orders" in the thinking of the Fathers and thus provides
the context for appreciating the influence of the important Pseudo-
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As Lucifer recounts God's nine orders of angels, however, a hint
of his growing pride and precipitous Fall comes in his reference to himself at the end of his first speech: "And I the principall lord here in
thie sight" (40),

Actually, the last note of undisturbed harmony in

God's created heavenly order sounds in God's concluding words: "Here
haue I wrought with heavenlye might /of angels nine orders of greate
bewtye, /eche one with other, as it is righte, /to walk about the Tr;ynitie" (41-44).

Triadic harmony is thus apotheosized.

The shift from

this triadic harmony to the duadic chaos which is to follow is heralded
by God's abrupt words: "Now, Lucifer and lightburne, lookes lowley you
be attendinge!" (45).
The sudden, ironic juxtaposition of the concept "Trynitie" with
"Lucifer and lightburne" focuses dramatic attention upon the impending
conflict.

God warns these two angels not to exalt themselves nor "for

crafts ne for cunninge [to J cast never comprehendinge" ( 47) .

In this

warning the fall of Man, God's fairest earthly creature, is subtly foreshadowed; for the behavior of Adam and Eve is to conform to the same
infernal pattern--an arrogant grasping for forbidden knowledge and position: "

• , you shall be as Gods, knowing good and evil" (Gen. 3:5),
The carefully structured Scriptural and liturgical resonances

pervading the Chester cycle create a multi-levelled awareness of key
doctrinal motifs arranged in tight patterns of thematic purpose.

It is,

for example, characteristic that God now describes the world as "voyde
and vayne" 1 and that He links this concept with a "dungeon of darkness'!..-

Dionysius; Charles Mills Gayley, Plays of Our Forefathers (1907; rpt.
New York: Biblo and Tannen, 1968), pp. 228-36.
1

Cf. Gen. 1:2a,
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an image of the apocalyptic judging of angels: "The worlde that is both
voyde and vayne, I forme in this formation, /with a dungeon of darkenes
that never shall have endinge" (50-51).

The "dungeon" reference is to

Jude 6: "And the angels also who did not preserve their original state,
but forsook their abode, he has kept in everlasting chains under darkness for the judgment of the great day."

The device dramatically cou-

ples the latent fecundity of a creation yet empty and formless 1 with a
sterile, ruined waste of final judgment.

Prologue and final closure

merge suggestively in patterned verbal-doctrinal echoes.
Reference to the "cleane and cleare" (54) condition of the newly
created angels refocuses dramatic attention upon the newness and freshness of the as yet unfallen heavenly creation.

"Wee thanke the lorde,

full soverayntlie," intone the angels, "that us hath formed so cleane
and cleare" (57-58).

At this point the angels sing a song of praise.

The H MS. has the note "Tunc cantabunt [now they will sing]" (64).

The

B MS. adds "dignus es domine [worthy are you, Lord]," giving some hint
of the nature of the song.

Music, for medieval man, signified harmony;

and, above all, angelic singing embodied in the Middle Ages the ultimate
harmony of heaven. 2

The song at this point in the play is probably the

1Tertullian saw the "latent fecundity" of this as yet "empty and
formless" creation in "the spirit of God [which] moved over the waters"
(Gen. 1:2b) and whose presence over the waters typified Baptism; Jean
Danielou, The Bible and the Liturgy, trans. from orig. Fr. 1951 ed.
(1956; rpt. University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), pp. 212-15.
2
John Robert Moore contends that the tradition of angelic singing goes back only to the Middle Ages; that, since it is not mentioned
in canonical Scripture, it originated in the "Gloria in Excelsis" of the
church choir; John Robert Moore, "The Tradition of Angelic Singing in
English Drama," JEGP, XXII (1923), 89; Eric Werner, however, points out
that the idea of angelic choirs originated in Israel itself, in rabbinic
sources; Eric Werner, The Sacred Bridge (1959; rpt. New York: Schocken
Books, 1970), p. 141.
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antiphon for Palm Sunday. 1

The strongly liturgical and formally celeb-

ratory tone of the Chester cycle is demonstrated in part by the fact
that there are more references to music in it--almost invariably to
liturgical music--than in any other cycle.

2

The establishment of God's hierarchy is complete at this point.
God has created the Trinitarian infrastructure that is to be the pattern
for numerological dramatic constructs throughout the cycle.

Preceding

Lucifer's actual Fall comes a further plateau of dramatic suspense on
which God gives Lucifer and Lightborne His final warning; but this warning functions dramatically as prologue to their Fall, not as epilogue to
a perfected heavenly hierarchy.
Hierarchy Defied
The angels and the archangels having rendered praise (lines 5764), God warns Lucifer and Lightborne against pride,

These two angels

occupy the position of highest eminence, probably to the right and left
of God's throne: "and here I sett you next my Chayre, /my loue to you is
so fervent, /Locke, ye fall not in no dispayre, /touche not my trone by
non assent" (67-70).

These two angels seated thus "next [God's] Chayre"

form an ironic tableau, an emblem of Christ's later answer to the mother
of James and John.

This mother requested that her sons be seated at

Christ's right and left hand in His kingdom, and Jesus answered,
". , , as for sitting at my right hand and at my left, that is not mine

1Nan Cooke Carpenter, "Music in the English Mystery Plays," in
Music in English Renaissance Drama, ed. John H. Long (Lexington, Ky.:
University of Kentucky Press, 1968), p. 5.

~an Cooke Carpenter, "Music in the Chester Plays," Papers on
English Language and Literature, I, J (1965), 195-96.
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to give you, but it belongs to those for whom it has been prepared by my
Father" (Mt. 20:23).

These words constitute an ironic verbal echo of

the truth that Lucifer and Lightborne fail to heed: the fact that neither men nor angels can approach God's throne through personal will and
pride.
Lucifer exults, "bearer of light thou hast made me" (80); immediately Lightborne echoes this thought: "And I am marked of that same
mowld" (81).

No attempt is made in this Chester play to particularize

these two beings.

Both become after their fall simply "Primus Demon"

and "Secundus Demon."

Their drama tic purpose and appeal do not lie in

any waggish individuality such as, say, that of the demon Tutivillus
prominent in the Wakefield Judgment play.

The Chester cycle's unindi-

vidualized light-bearing duo function solely on the emblematic level.
They embody 1) the diabolical "twynninge" capacity of the number "two,"
and 2) the spirit of presumptuous.pride in the God-given capacity to
bear light.

As twin light-bearers they see themselves already as

e~ual

or superior to Christ, Who is "Light of Light," as characterized in the
Nicene Creed.

The light-"doubling" capacities of Lucifer and Lightborne

activate latent doctrinal awarenesses formally expressed in creeds and
in the liturgy.
The origin of the names "Lucifer" and "Lightborne" lies probably
in faulty translation attempts and in later misunderstandings. 1

1

"Light-

"Lucifer" (light-bearing) is probably a direct translation from
"Phosphoros" (see n., OED, under "Lucifer" on Isa. 14:12), and "Lightborne" is probably an anglicization of "Lucifer," later compositors no
doubt mistaking him for a separate personage and the playwrights then
characterizing him as an alternate devil; Weldon N. Niva, "Significant
Character Names in English Drama to 1603" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Pennsylvania, 1959), pp. 12-15.
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borne," related perhaps to "lantern bearer," might be derived from an
occupational surname, the Chester cycle of mystery plays being presumably older than the other English cycles and hence closer to the surname
tradition. 1

"Lightborne" appears only in the Chester cycle, whereas

"Lucifer" appears in all the cycles except the Ludus Coventriae, where
he is called "Sir Satan."

Lightborne's actions and words mimic Luci-

fer's and thus effectively exaggerate the ironic effect of Pride headed
for a fall.

2

Lightborne's functional mimicking depends upon verbal

echoes and thematic parallels; that is to say, it depends upon structure
rather than upon individualized character.

For this reason Lightborne

cannot be rightly classified with Cain's servant Garcio or Brewbarrett
(in the Wakefield and York cycles respectively) as a "gullible buffoon
, easily led by [hisl master."J

Lightborne's role, like Lucifer's,

is emblematic, theological, not comic.
God gives His divine hierarchy its last portentous emphasis
before He temporarily

~uits

the stage and before the abruptly acceler-

ated duadic self-exultation into Pride occurs.

God explicitly terms His

relationship with His angels His "Covenant" (87) with them.

He orders

the angels simply to maintain hierarchy: "Eche one of you kepe well his
place, /And, Lucifer, I make the Governour. /Now I charge the ground, of
grace, /that i t be set in my order" (91-94).

God adds a further com-

mand: "behold the beames of my bright face, /Which ever was and shall
endure!" (95-96).
1

Niva, pp. JO, J6.

'lJonald James Savage, "An Analysis of the Comic Element in the
Chester, York, Coventry and Towneley Mystery Cycles" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1955), p. 128.
Jibid., pp. 91-92.
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The "face" of God, shining in its holiness, is a highly charged
theological concept in Christian orthodoxy.

Under the Mosaic Law, God

tells sinful man, "Thou canst not see my face: for man shall not see me
and live" (Exod. 33:20).

Saint Augustine's comment on the phrase in the

Psalms "his countenance hath beheld righteousness" (Ps. 10:8) is revealing 1 "For God's face is the power by which He is made known to them that
are worthy. " 1

Moses' face shines after his encounter with God and d.ur-

ing his descent from Mount Sinai.

Between the Old and New Testament a

significant typological parallel develops between Moses, the fading
glory of whose face is veiled during his descent from Sinai (Exod. 34:
29-35); and Jesus Christ, in Whose face is revealed God's full, unfading,
eternal glory (II Cor. 4:6).

2

The Chester cycle's unfallen angels

"cleane and cleare" are therefore commanded by God: "This is your health
in every case /for to behold your Creator" (97-98).
(line 100) doubtlessly signifies "face" as well.

The word "figure"

The nourishing holi-

ness and beauty of God's countenance also occasioned certain related
expressions, such as the "food of God's fair face. ,3

Indeed, in affirm-

ing His essence at the outset--"The wholle foode of parente is set in
my essencion"

(6)-~God

obliquely suggests the idea that true spiritual

nourishment can be received solely from His own countenance.

The "gilt

face" of God was, in any case, commonplace among the medieval mystery
players.

It receives mention in financial records of the Chester

1saint Augustine, "On the Psalms," trans. A. Cleveland Coxe,
PNF(1), VIII, 44.
2
Jean Danielou, From Shadows to Reality, trans. Dom Wulstan
Hibberd (London: Burns and Oates Ltd, 1960), pp. 198-99.
3The expression occurs in a passage in the York cycle that will
be quoted and explicated in a more suitable context; see pp. 103-4below.
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Coopers' gild in 1572: "Item we gaue for gelldinge of Gods fase xil "

1

As God exits, the angels sing again (H MS.: "Tunc cantabunt et
recedet Deus" [104]).

Forthwith Lucifer exults in his own beauty.

In

four short lines he covets for himself God's Power, Wisdom, and Happiness (109-12):
All in this trone if that I were,
then sholde I be as. wise as he .
what say yow, Angells all that be here?
some Comforte sane now let me see.
The word "Comforte" echoes God's earlier reference to Himself as the
"Angels Comfortour" (102); it evokes consciousness of the Holy Spirit,
which Jesus calls the "comforter" in His closing discourse to the disciples (Jn. 14:16, 26; 15:26; 16:7).

2

The ensuing dialogue between Lucifer-Lightborne and the other
angels is characteristic of the cycle's emblematic, iconographic structure.

Lucifer asks his fellow angels, formally, at least, for their

opinion of his impending encroachment upon God's throne.

Berthold Cron

perhaps overemphasizes the significance of the fact that in the Chester
play Lucifer shows at least some clear transition from "good" angel to
"bad" angel. 3 Rosemary Woolf evidently does not see any such transition.

1F. M. Salter, Mediaeval Drama in Chester (University of Toronto
Press, 1955), p. 76.
2In the Confraternity version, "comforter" is rendered "advocate" (Paracletus). Actually the term "Paraclete" was regarded as inseparable in its signification from the entire Godhead. In refuting the
heretic Eunomius, for example, Saint Gregory of Nyssa writes, "For the
Son gives the name of 'Comforter' equally to Himself and to the Holy
Spirit; and the Father, where He is said to work comfort, surely claims
as His own the name of 'Comforter.' . . . Now.
in whatever way you
understand the title 'Paraclete,' when used of the Spirit, you will not
. • • detach Him from His community in it with the Father and the Son";
Gregory of Nyssa, "Against Eunomius," trans. William Moore, PNF(2), V,
128-29.
3Berthold Cron, Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der englischen
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She points out that according to scholastic tradition Satan had sinned
"later" and not immediately upon his creation, a concept honored in the
other three cycles.

She renders a negative judgment on the Chester

cycle's treatment of Lucifer's fall into pride:
. . • The author of the Chester cycle who alone does not follow
the scholastic theologians on this issue is much the least convincing, since he inevitably rai.ses in his diffuse play a moral and psychological problem that it was well beyond his capacity and intention to answer: he therefore has to show an abrupt and unmotivated
change of heart in Satan, and his treatment seems mechanical, even
crude.1
The Chester playwright's method does not give prominence to heart motivations, abrupt or otherwise.

Lucifer's emblematic behavior is thor-

oughly in accord with the dramatic intention of the playwright.

As for

Cron's observed "transition" in Lucifer from good angel to bad, the
shift is in any case so brief and formal as to be of slight dramatic
significance.

Rosemary Woolf's remark about "abruptness" is therefore

justified, though the critical judgment based upon her observation is
not.

Far from being diffuse, the Chester "Fall of Lucifer" is distin-

guished by its clear emblematic character and theological balance.
The

~orders

of angels who protest Lucifer's intention are

not differentiated in function or even in precedence as to order of
speech.

2

They are united in their resistance.

The seven orders do not

Misterien Alten Testaments (Marburg: Buchdruckerei Robert Noske, 1913),
p. 53; Cron writes, "Wahrend er [Luzifer] in allen librigen Versionen als
der abtrlinnige Engel erscheint, sobald er das Wort ergreift, l~Bt Ch
[Chester-Zyklus] deutlich den tibergang vom guten zum bosen Engel hervortreten."
1

Woolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 107.

2

Some precedent did in fact exist in patristic thought for discriminating the various angelic orders, if not in essence, then at least
in the principles of their operation; see Gregory of Nyssa, "Against
Eunomius," trans. William Moore, PNF(2), V, 199.

.1
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have a division of opinion as do the "boni angeli" and "mali angeli" of
the corresponding Wakefield play.

Here the Chester playwright's con-

sciousness of numbers and of their mystical connotations remains obvious.

The "angeli" and "archangeli," who have already praised God (lines

57-64), do not speak again.

The angelic chorus of protest thus gains in

dramatic power through the remaining seven orders ("7" being the number
of perfection) 1 speaking in unanimous opposition to the diabolical two.
The coming earthly consequences of the rebellion in heaven are
hinted at in the words of the "Principatus": "And if that yow in thrall
yow bringe, /then shall yow have a wicked fall, /and also all your
ofspringe /away withe yow they shall all" (129-32).

Though the refer-

ence is to rebelling angels, the words "wicked fall" and "ofspringe"
combine with those of Lightborne to suggest the Edenic Fall: Lightborne's advice to Lucifer is to "sit in this trone, bothe cleane and
cleare, /that yow may be as wise withall /as god him self, if he were
here" (138-40).

These words clearly anticipate the very words of the

serpent to Eve (Gen. 3:4-5).
The "Ceraphine" repeat God's warning to Lucifer and Lightborne
not to touch God's throne: "Wherfore beware yow of this Chayre, /lest
that yow have a fowle spume" (135-36).

These solemn warnings not to

touch God's throne were probably inspired by associations with the
"mercy-seat" over the Old Testament ark of the covenant in the Holy of
Holies of the Tabernacle (Exod. 25:17-22).

2

The rigor in the Chester

1

That is, "7" is perfect in the sense of being complete, allembracing, "universal"; see Vincent Foster Hopper, Medieval Number Symbolism (1938; rpt. New York: Cooper Square Publishers, 1969), pp. 95-96.
2
concerning this mercy-seat, the Douay Version has the following
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play of God's earlier command not to "touche [His] trone by non assent"
(70) is appropriate to the extreme holiness of this Old Testament
object; for to touch it unlawfully, or the ark of the covenant upon
which it rested, was to incur death (see II Sam. 6:6-7).
touch" motif so prominent in the medieval mystery plays
its origin in these Old Testament associations.

The "unholy

1

possibly had

The mercy-seat itself

was of pure gold, and the frivolity of Lightborne's blasphemy uttered
near the throne is intensified by his boast that he and Lucifer are made
even "gaier then gould" (83).

2

Undeterred, Lucifer commits the final madness,
place of God.

He assumes the

As he does, his vaunting claims reverberate with ironic

echoes that burlesque God, Christ, the Holy Spirit.

"I am pereles and

prince of pryde" (163), he says, aping God's words "Peareles Patron,"
"Prince principall" (8, 14).

"[B]ehold my body, both handes and head!"

(167), Lucifer adds, in demonic plagiarism of the risen Christ's later
words to doubting Thomas (Jn. 20:25-28).3

In commanding the angels to

note on Exod. 25:17: "A propitiatory: a covering for the ark: called a
propitiatory, or mercy seat, because the Lord, .who was supposed to sit
there upon the wings of the cherubims, with the ark for his footstool,
from thence shewed mercy. It is also called the oracle, ver. 18 and 20
[of Exod. 25]; because from thence God gave his orders and his answers."
1one thinks of the midwife Salome's hand shrivelling in her tentative gynecological probing of the Virgin Mother (see Chester Play VI,
"The Nativity," lines 545-60) and of Janathas losing his hand by touching the Host in the Croxton "Play of the Sacrament"; see Norman Davis
(ed.), Non-Cycle Plays and Fragments, EETS, SS 1 (London: Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 73-74.
2In Chester Play IX, "The Magi's Oblation," the gift of gold is
·
held to signify kingship (lines 65-72), love (lines 97-100), the Godhead
in essence (lines 105-8), and finally the Godhead in Christ alone (lines
115-16).
3see Saint Augustine's intricately spiritualized interpretation
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kneel--"and to your Soveraigne knele on your knee!" ( 170) --he parodies
the words of Saint Paul: "at the name of Jesus every knee should bend"
(Phil. 2:10),

He claims in effect to be the Holy Spirit: "I am your

Comfort, both Lord and head" (171).

Lightborne exults that he and Luci-

fer together are a pair more glorious than "the Trynitie" (179-80).
Ignoring the aghast warning of the "Dominationes" that he has begun a
"parlous playe" (186), Lucifer takes the final step and defies even the
countenance of God.

Claiming to be "repleat with heavenly grace, "

1

he

concludes, "I will not hence, /but sit right here before his face"
(190-92).
Hierarchy Reestablished
The first words of God, as He returns to pronounce judgment upon
Lightborne and Lucifer, contain Scriptural echoes connoting Creation and
Judgment.

God's g_uestion "who is your prince and principall?" (194)

reiterates His initial statement of identity: "Prince principall proved
in my perpetuall prudens. /I was never but one and ever one in three"
(14-15).

This verbal echo reinforces awareness of His Trinitarian

Being, of the Holy Three facing down the demonic duo.
internal dramatic reinforcement, the words "Prince

Beyond this
principall"

recall Scripture that refers to angels, giving the names of four of the
nine orders; Scripture, furthermore, that treats of hierarchic angelic
precedence and of angelic rebellion.

Writing to the church at Ephesus,

of the Cross and of the body, hands, and head of the crucified Christ
with regard to their symbolical transverse and lateral aspects in "Letters of Saint Augustine," trans, J, G, Cunningham, PNF ( 1) , I, 311.
1An obvious burlesg_ue of Saint John's words describing Jesus as
being "full of grace and of truth"; Jn, 1:14.
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Saint Paul describes Christ as "above every Prlncipali ty and Power and
Virtue and Domination--in short, above every name that is named, not
only in this world, but also in that which is to come" (Eph. 1:21). Then
in this same context he dubs Satan the rebellious usurper, "the prince
of the power of the air" (Eph. 2:2).
These Scriptural resonances recall a further passage, found in
Saint Paul's letter to the Colossians, which names Christ as the agent
of angelic creation: "For in him [Christl were created all things in the
heavens and on earth, things visible and things invisible, whether
Thrones, or Dominations, or Principalities, or Powers.
been created through and unto him" (Col. 1: 16).

All things have

Dramatic attention in

the Chester play focuses on this passage through God's words: "Bothe
Visible and eke Invisible, all is my Weldinge" (11).

This intricate web

of artful Scriptural allusions reinforces the major motifs emphasized in
the first Chester play: God's Power, Wisdom, and Happiness as triumphantly sovereign despite angelic rebellion.
By thus evoking latent in-depth doctrinal awarenesses of the
primal heavenly Fall, these Scriptural echoes create a montage effect in
the dramatic action.

That the playwright intended such an effect is

plain even from the Latin stage direction at this point (line 194) for
Lucifer and Lightborne: "Tunc guatiunt et tremescunt [Then they shake
and tremble]," a clause patterned clearly upon Saint James: "The devils
also believe, and tremble" ( Jas. 2: 19a) .

Similarly, a foreshadowing of

the Messiah's sorrow is present in God's complaint to Lucifer: "what
haue I offended vnto thee?" (202).

The question suggests Christ's pen-

sive words "And blessed is he who is not scandalized [who takes no
offense, RSV] in me" (Mt. 11:6).

Even the Christ-Judas polarity is
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reflected in God's words of reproach: "I made thee my frende, thou arte
my foe!" (203),

The reproach evokes Christ's sad confirmation of

Judas's prophesied treachery: "He who eats bread with me has lifted up
his heel against me" (Jn. 13:18b; Ps. 40:10).

By virtue of such doctri-

nally rich verbal patterns, God's monologue keeps God's mercy on a
steady dramatic balance with His justice, thus clarifying His judgmental-redemptive role in salvation-history as both God and Man.
Delicately anticipated by this balanced monologue, God's words
of judgment assume dramatic inevitability: "I charge yow fall tyll I
bydo 'Noe!' /to the pitt of hell, evermore to be!" (207-8).

The Latin

stage direction reads simply: "Tunc cadent Lucifer et Lightburne [Then
Lucifer and Lightborne fall J."

Rosemary Woolf has commented unfavorably

upon the allegedly ineffective (because "unmotivated") abruptness of
this fall. 1 Donald Savage has remarked, also, upon the lack of physical
action in the Chester (and also in the York) cycle's Fall of Lucifer,
contrasting this lack of action with the intense activity of the correspending scene in the Wakefield play, where Lucifer "flies about" in
giddy pride.

2

The formal theological structure of the Chester cycle,

however, obviates the necessity of subtly delineating "motivation" or of
providing for exaggerated physical movement.

The Chester playwright

structures his materials so that, especially in the heavenly realm, all
is stasis, all is emblem.

Lucifer embodies simply instability of

thought--pride in its plainest, most bare-faced, most presumptuous form.
The "abruptness" of Lucifer's fall is therefore appropriate.

Given the

1
woolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 107; see pp. 94-95 above.
2

Savage, p. 130.
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theological categories, superfluous emotion or humanized soliloquies on
Lucifer's part would seem crude, because gratuitous.

Saint Augustine

expresses the key principle thus:
For that there may be an evil will even without any spirit
either seducing or inciting, is sufficiently clear in the instance
of the devil himself, who is found to have become a devil, not
through some other devil, but of his own proper will, , , ,1
The marginal Latin reference at this point in the play to Jude 6
supplies the proper understanding of the "dungeon" (214) which Lucifer
(now "Primus Demon") and Lightborne (now "Secundus Demon") enter until
final judgment.

The parallel Latin reference to Isaiah 14 (more pre-

cisely Isa. 14:4-17) confirms the strongly Biblical context of dramatic
meaning.

The otherwise obscure words "Nabuchodonozor sub figura Luci-

feri [Nebuchadnezzar under the guise of Lucifer]" thus become easily
explainable: the Fathers, who read the passage in Isaiah 14 in the light
of Christ's clear allusion to it in the New Testament (Lk, 10:18), construed the King of Babylon as an earthly figure of Lucifer. 2

This

interpretation was established so early that John Cassian, writing in
the late fifth century, could refer to Satan off-handedly as that "Babylonish king who continually furnishes us with opportunities for sin"3
and be confident that his allusion was clear.

This doctrinal point is

important, because at this stage "Primus Demon" becomes earthbound.

The

phrasing of Isa. 14112--"Quomodo cecidisti de caelo, Lucifer , , , Corruisti in terram, Qui vulnerabas gentes? [How art thou fallen from
1
Saint Augustine, "On Patience," trans. H. Browne, PNF(1),
III, 534.
2

Isa. 14:12 comes after a parable about the King of Babylon
which is begun in verse 4 of the chapter.
3John Cassian, "The Twelve Books on the Institutes of the
Coenobia," trans. Edgar C. S. Gibson, PNF(2), XI, 238.
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heaven, 0 Lucifer . . . how art thou fallen to the earth, that didst
wound the nations?]"--compels the conclusion.

The typological Lucifer-

(and)-King-of-Babylon fusion becomes dramatically significant.

It

evokes awareness of the Antichrist; and the Chester cycle is unique
among the English cycles in having the Antichrist participate in its
eschatological action.

As Saint Chrysostom points out, citing II Thess.

2:4 as evidence, Lucifer and Antichrist are alike in pride: "For as the
devil fell by pride, so he who is wrought upon by him [Antichrist] is
anointed unto pride. "

1

Seen in the light of patristic exegesis, the Lucifer-Antichrist
montage forms the dramatic antithesis of God's "Alpha and Omega" essence.
The chaotic, abusive verbal conflict between "Primus Demon" and "Secundus
Demon" immediately after their Fall (lines 209-52) serves to sharpen the
dramatic antithesis in a doctrinal as well as formally structural sense.
The jangling recriminations traded by the two Chester demons are not
merely in the vaudevillian mode,

2

or in the "flyting" tradition of high-

spirited carnival, as Frederick Tisdel has suggested. 3

The two do not

merely serve to demonstrate the disorder characteristic of the demonic
world. 4

Nowhere, either, does the Chester Lucifer cultivate anything

1saint Chrysostom, "Homilies on Thessalonians," trans. John A.
Broadus, PNF(1), XIII, 378.
2Concerning the York cycle's "Fall of Lucifer," John B. Moore
writes, for example, of the "devil-vaudeville" between Lucifer and the
"Secundus Diabolus" which guaranteed a laugh; John B. Moore, The Comic
and the Realistic in En lish Drama (Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1925 , pp. 7-8.
)Frederick M. Tisdel, "The Influence of Popular Customs on the
Mystery Plays," JEGP, V, 3 ( 1904) , 338.
4

The chaos of the Satanic realm was often stressed from the pul-
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like the tone of grim, jesting comedy hinted at in Chaucer's line about
"the smylere with the knyf under the cloke,"

1

a quality of humor which

"ends in nervous intensity and has an artistic value. "

2

Nor do the

squabbling pair anywhere assume the air of genial ruffians, the air of
"rollicking bravado, and old Nick"3 natural to a tradition of devilish
fun which developed later than the Chester cycle.
As humorous figures, the two Chester demons simply hew close to
the simple early pattern of comic, farcical depravity.
however, serves an important thematic purpose.

4

Their dialogue,

It constitutes a tenta-

tive, demonically perverse, providentially limited preview of salvationhistory.

Fallen, the demons voice thoughts which together constitute a

complex inverted metaphor of redemptive action.

Blind to God's mercy,

and intent upon wrath and revenge, they now comically define their evil
roles under a sovereign Deity.
Instead of God's face for spiritual food, Lightborne complains,
he now has only the odious face of "Primus Demon": "the Devill may

pit; see G. R. Owst, Literature and Pul it in Medieval En land (1933;
2d rev. ed. 1961; rpt. Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 196 , pp. 92, 512, 515,
554; according to Hardin Craig, a fixed theory of a diabolical hierarchy
as the counterpart of the heavenly hierarchy was initiated by the Dominican Iohannes Tauler (d. 1361); see Craig, Religious Drama, p. 183.
1T. McAlindon, "Comedy and Terror in Middle English Literature,"
Modern Language Review, LX (July, 1965), 323.
2
T. McAlindon, "The Emergence of a Comic Type in Middle-English
Narrative: The Devil as Giant and Buffoon," Anglia, LXXXI, 3/4 (1963),

371.
4
The pervasive "lavatorial," or anal, humor of depravity does
not yet appear, though it does in later Chester plays, as it does also
in the York and Wakefield cycles; the Ludus Coventriae seems to have
somewhat less of it than the other three.
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speede thy stinking faoe!" (216), he cries; to which Lucifer defiantly
retorts, "My face, false fayture, for thy fare!" (21?).

The Chester

God's earlier command to "behold the beames of [His] bright face, /Which
ever was and shall endure" (95-96) derives from a theological concept
expressed also by the seraphim in the York cycle: "Lorde!
with

pe

to be fede

fode of thi fayre face. /In lyfe that es lely [truly] ay

lastande, /Thi dale [dole], lorde, es ay daynetethly delande [distributing], /And who so pat fade may be felande [lacking] /To se thi fayre
face es noght fastande. " 1

Saint Augustine regarded the "angel's fooii,"

God's face, as synonymous with the manna, with Christ's body.

2

The

life-giving nourishment of God's face influenced Saint Paul's thinking
when he wrote about perfected spiritual perception: "We see now through
a mirror in an obscure manner, but then face to face" (I Cor. 1J:12a).
Consequently, at this point in the play, Primus Demon's defiant affirmation of his own "stinking face" as the sole "fare" of his followers
has symbolic importance.

But even Primus Demon knows his face to be a

cankered manna, a burning diet.

"I comber," he admits, "I canker, I

kindle in care" (219). Clearly, his "face" will prove poor "fare" indeed.
As an angry retort to Secundus Demon's further reproaches for
their mutual fall, Primus Demon's words now clearly presage the sinful
contention to arise between the first human pair: "Thy wytt it was as

1Lucy Toulmin Smith (ed.), York Plays (1885; rpt. New York:
Russell and Russell, 1963), p. 4, lines 76-80. Cf. also the phrase
"Synne offendyth god in his face" in the Ludus Coventriae "Noah" play;
K. S. Block (ed.), Ludus Coventriae or The Plaie called Co us Christi,
EETS, ES 120 (1922; rpt. London: Oxford University Press, 19 0 , p. J ,
line J1.
2
Saint Augustine, "On the Psalms," trans. A. Cleveland Coxe,
PNF(1), VIII, 625.
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well as myne" (225).

But Primus Demon also clearly foresees final judg-

ment: "the day of Dome that beames shall blowe" (228) . 1 With this recognition comes the first mention of the looming Satanic attack upon mankind: "And therefore I shall for his [God's] sake /showe mankind great
Envie; /as sone as ever he can him make, /I shall send him for to
destroye" (233-36). 2 As "2 feendes blacke" (230),3 the diabolical pair
become the physical antithesis of the glorious light-bearers that they
both had been: "Out!

Harrow!

where is our might, /that wee were wont

for to show, /and in heaven bare so great light" (245-47).

These words

of Secundus Demon hint an awareness of the Harrowing of Hell, when
Christ is to come with a great light to lead human souls out of their
dark prison.

Primus Demon's desire for revenge upon mankind is stirred

partly by .the idea that, as Saint Augustine taught, mankind will be crea ted to replace fallen angels: 4 "That I and my fellowes fell downe for
aye, /he will ordayne mankind againe /in bliss to be with great Aray,
/and we evermore in hell payne" (241-44).
This dialogue clearly constitutes more than carnival "flyting."

1The word "beame" could refer to a ray of light, to the transverse bar on a weighing scale (fig., of justice), to the rood-tree
itself, etc. (OED); though "beames" here evidently refers to "trumpets,"
the word gains in dramatic force by virtue of its other connotations.
2 "Primus Demon" then calls to another demon: "Ruffian, my frend
fayre and free, /Lake that thou kepe mankinde from bliss!" (239-40);
according to G. R. Owst, "the leading devils were already known , , , by
their nick-names in pulpit manuals from the thirteenth century onwards";
Owst, p. 512.
3In medieval lore, generally, demons are represented as "black";
see J. A. MacCulloch, Medieval Faith and Fable (Boston: Marshall Jones
Co., 1932), pp. 58-61.
4
III, 247.

saint Augustine, "The Enchiridion," trans. J. F. Shaw, PNF(1),
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It. is a limited paradigmatic preview of salvation-history from the
underside.

The two demons evaluate their abhorrent situation; they

foresee a judgment; they announce a strategy of revenge; they even
intone a litany of lament that implies an expectation of the Harrowing
of Hell.

One thing, however, they do not seeo Christ's central redemp-

tive act in history.
Devil.

1

This event was traditionally hidden from the

In this extended demonic dialogue, therefore, the characteris-

tic didactic concern of the Chester cycle with salvation-history remains
dominant.
God's final warning to His remaining angels is to beware of
pride.

With conscious verbal irony, God stresses the demonic "2" o "Ah!

pryde, whi hast thou not burst in 2?" (257).
and found its duadic-demonic expression.

But Pride has thus split

Heavily stressing His Triadic

Being, God broaches the Trinity's plans to create mano "I and 2 parsons
are at one assent, /a solemne matter for to trye. /A full fayre Image
wee have I-ment, /that this same stydd shall multeply"

(265-68).

Typi-

cally, the words "I and 2 parsons" suggest not only the three Persons of
the Trinity but also Old Covenant justice, which needed at least "two or
three witnesses" to confirm a sentence (Deut. 17o6; 19=15); and Jesus'
New Covenant promise, "where two or three are gathered together for
[His] sake, there [is He] in the midst of them" (Mt. 18o20).
The "fayre Image" to be created by God is here pre-invoked as

1

Actually, three central mysteries of the Christian faith were
from earliest times traditionally "hidden" from the Devilo Mary's Virginity, Christ's birth, Christ's death; see Saint Ignatius of Antioch,
"Epistle of Ignatius to the Ephesians," Edinburgh Edition, The AnteNicene Fathers, eds. Alexpnder Roberts and James Donaldson (1884-1887;
rpt. Grand Rapids, Mich.o Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1969-1973),
I, 57; hereafter referred to as ANF,
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the divine antithesis of the famous idol-image first dreamed of and then
fashioned by Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon (Dan. 3:1-7), and of the
image to be animated by the Antichrist in the last days (Apoc. 13:13-15).
Adam is intended to be God's instrument in repossessing Satan's realm.
He thus serves as a prefiguration of Christ, the One Who is later to be
called "the image of the invisible God" (Col. 1: 15),

Falling down t:J

down to earth, Satan becomes literally "the god of this world" (II Cor.
4:4).

He becomes a kind of bogus monarch who later offers the real King

"all the kingdoms of the world" (Mt. 4:8-9), which he considers his to
offer.

In the "fayre Image" of Adam-Christ is initiated the Kingdom of

God, God's "counter"-kingdom, which one day is to prevail over the
usurped kingdom of Satanic darkness upon earth.

God now creates the

first day as symbolic gesture: "lightenes, darkenes, I byd yow twyn"
(271), He commands--a cosmic separation viewed by the Fathers as signalling the primal rupture in God's heavenly order.

1

The cosmic struggle

between light and darkness begins.
The Shepherds' Play as "Up-so-doun" Burlesque
of Lucifer's Rebellion
The Shepherds' Plays of the English mystery cycles seemed to
older critics chiefly comic matter, inserted like Noah's impudent wife
to elicit harmless laughter.

The shepherds in the York cycle and the

Ludus Coventriae are at first serious in recalling familiar Messianic
prophecies and then only restrainedly comic in their rustic wonderment
over the angel's Latin announcement.

1

In the Wakefield and Chester Shep-

See p. 84, n. 3, above. Saint Augustine also clearly taught
this doctrine; see "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1), II,
215-16; De Civitate Dei xi.20.
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herds' Plays, however, the dialogue becomes earthy, colloquial;
movement bizarre, violent, problematical.

1

the

Yet in the Mak episode of the

Wakefield Second Shepherds' Play, for example, Creizenach sees merely
comic relief': "

. . in den Hirtenszenen der heiligen Nacht Ubertrif'f't

das Spiel von Wakefield mit seinem komischen Intermezzo [italics not in
the original] alle Ubrigen Mysterien."

2

Though recognizing the Chester

play's unique wrestling match as "one of the originals of miracle comedy,") Gayley seems to dismiss Trowle as being merely in the tradition
of "the impudent underling in English comedy."

4

Modern critics, however, have detected a more serious purpose.
Reconsidering the structure of the Wakefield cycle's Secunda Pastorum,
Margery Morgan stresses the fact that "a considerable number of studies
• . . have forced recognition that the most effective drama in the mystery cycles goes hand-in-hand with a rigorous theological method ... 5
V. A. Kolve, too, after considering actions in the English Shepherds'
Plays as revelations of serio-comic intention, concludes his discussion
with these words:
So wholly are these actions allowed to exist in their own right,
as comedy, that excellent scholars have assumed they were created
for the sake of amusement only. This can no longer be maintained,
for • . . these actions, when properly understood, far from diverting, concentrate and define the . . . Nativity moment. They are
like mirrors arranged in a circle around one center. . . . It is of

1

Henry W. Wells, "Style in the English Mystery Plays," JEGP,
XXXVIII (July, 1939), )60.

~ilhelm Creizenach, Geschichte des neueren Dramas, I (1893;
rev. ed. 1911; rpt. New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1965), 294.
3Gayley, p. 181.

4

Ibid., p. 185.

5Margery M. Morgan, '"High Fraud': Paradox and Double-Plot in
the English Shepherds' Plays," Speculum, XXXIX (October, 1964), 676.
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course true that the cycles sought to make the scriptural story
immediate and real. But as a total explanation, this is to put second things first . . . . So thoroughly is the theological background
assimilated that we seem to be in the presence of nothing more than
ordinary life, closely observed and represented, But the realism of
these comic actions is, as a medieval metaphysician might say, accident, not substance, the effect of the dramatist's expense of art,
not his reason for it.1
The impact of farce in the Chester cycle is unusually forceful
because of the cycle's generally sober tone.

Farce here seems thus all

the more flamboyant and invites especially close critical scrutiny.

2

Chester Play VII, "Adoration of the Shepherds," manifests the classic
hierarchy-chaos-hierarchy structure characterizing each of the Old Testament plays.

Three shepherds first gather to consume an amazingly

sumptuous rustic meal; all is quaintness, order, pastoral charm.

Then

Trowle, the apprentice shepherd, appears, surly, contentious, refusing
to accept food.

He insults the others, "throws" them ih a wrestling

bout, curses them in round contempt.
he:r-ds_li€l~ back~ w@ry_,

depress_ed,~

Defeated, the three master she'p-

re_glgned.

ing the glad tidings of Christ's birth,

sing- __ _

Once again pastoral harmony

Sincerely, but in comically mangled exegesis, they

strive to explicate the angel's Latin.

1

an_angel~_app~ears

Thunderstruck, all four,

including the surly Trowle, are converted.
prevails among them.

Thsm

They themselves sing.

Then they

Kolve, pp. 173-74.
2
Critics differ curiously in their viewsof the element of h~~or
in the Chester cycle; Katherine Bates, for example, seems quite alone in
her opinion that the Chester cycle is predominantly merry throughout-her comments on the plays abound in expressions such as "the Chester
playwright's turn for fun," "hearty realism," "roguery and rollick,"
etc, ; see Katherine Lee Bates, The English Religious Drama ( 1893; rpt.
New York• The Macmillan Co., 1913), pp. 106-17; Frederick Wood, on the
other hand, in commenting on the Shepherds' play, makes the astounding
judgment that "in the seventh Chester [Shepherds'l Play, humour is
almost totally absent"; Frederick T. Wood, "The Comic Elements in the
English Mystery Plays," Neophilologus, XXV (1940), 42.
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troop off to worship the Babe and to offer Him their simple gifts,
What do these events "mean"?

Some critics have viewed the pas-

toral banquet as a burlesque of the Eucharist, and probably rightly so.
The wrestling match has given rise to varying opinions.

1

V. A. Kolve,

for example, sees it as a dramatic enactment of the Boy Bishop tradition, in which the humble rule over the mighty, a feast more popular
in England than elsewhere,

2

Margery Morgan sees it as little more than

a dramatic rendering of natural rustic custom, since, as she believes,
"this Chester play is nearer to folk ritual untransformed than are the
two Shepherds' Plays of the Wakefield Cycle, ,3
A possibility not yet entertained by anyone, yet reasonable in
the light of the Chester cycle's explication of salvation-history, is
that Trowle's defeat of his masters is an elaborate theological burlesque of Lucifer's brief, presumptuous defiance of the Trinity in
heaven--though instead of a "Lightborne" as companion, Trowle has only
-,----

his "good-dog Dotinowle" t187) . 4- The -irony Ia tent iii Trowles low"'comicsubversion of proper hierarchy is sharpened functionally by the luminous
appearance of the light-bearing angel Gabriel to announce the birth of
Christ, God's true "offspring" (Gal. 3:19),

Christ's deeds will nullify

the consequences of Lucifer's rebellion darkly presaged in the words of
"Principatus" in "The Fall of Lucifer": "

yow [shall] have a wicked

fall, /and also all your ofspringe" (I, 130-31),

Viewed in the light of

1see Morgan, p. 684; see also Edith Zubrin Gold, "Comedy and
Theology in the Medieval Mystery Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan, 1966), pp. 112-13.

~olve, p. 156.
4

3Morgan, p. 684.

"Dotinowle" suggests perhaps "doubting owl" or "doubt in all."
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this theory, the converted shepherds' exuberant Latin exegesis and song,
before they kneel before the True Light, serve as an ironically reversed
mirror image of the fussing, confused, malignant dialogue of Primus
Demon and Secundus Demon.

The demons' talk is infernal epilogue; the

shepherds' is glorious prologue.

The two devils, darkly shaping their

diabolical strategy, have just been damned; they embody the everlasting
separation of light from darkness.

The shepherds, gladly entering upon

their spiritual vocations, have just been saved; they embody converted
mankind moving out of darkness towards the Light.
The "Primus Pastor" establishes hierarchy by explaining his
vocation as the healer of sheep 1 "my tytefull tuppes [sheep with full
udders?] are in my thought, /them to saue and heale" (11-12).

His long

commentary, in which he lists the remedies for sheep's diseases (lines
1-40), establishes his symbolic identity as God the Father. 1

It func-

tions somewhat like God's monologue at the outset of Chester Play I.
The first shepherd then moves significantly over to a chair, or throne
(the La tin stage direction is "Tunc ad sedem" [40 ]) .

Regretting that he

has no "fellowship" (41), he takes a reflective drink, then blows his
2
horn to call "Secundus Pastor. " . A=iving, the second shepherd reminds
"Primus Pastor" that, first, their number is not yet complete;3 that,

1

The pastoral imagery of the Bible describing God's relationship
with Israel and later with the Church is pervasive, as in Ps, 22 ("The
Lord is my shepherd, I shall want nothing," etc.); see Ezek. 34;
Jn. 10:1-16.
2

The blowing of a horn seems in a number of plays to mark the
presence of God; Carpenter, "Music in the English Mystery Plays,"
pp. 19-20.
3 The "completeness" of the number "3" for the Shepherds is common to all the English cycles and even the Shrewsbury fragments, in con-
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second, they are to have a feast: "had we Tud here by us set, /then
might we sit and feede us" (55-56).
the "Tertius Pastor," comes.

At the second shepherd's call, Tud,

He, too, elaborates upon his vocation as

healer, listing his remedies for sick sheep (lines 73-84).

1

His words

make clear that he is joining the first two u:p on a hill: "Hankin [first
shepherd], hold up thy hand and haue me, /that I were on height [italics
not in the original] ther by thee" (93-94).
If these three men on the "height" are regarded as Father, Son,
and Holy Spirit, certain bizarre details suddenly stand forth in intereating comic relief.

The "Son" remains nameless, 2 though the "Father"

is "Hankin" and the "Holy Spirit" is "Tud."

The second shepherd's

voice, when he is calling Tud, is in Hankin's opinion "wondrous dym"
(62).

"Tud," Hankin informs the second shepherd, "is deaf and may not

well heare us" (60).

The comic possibility suggests itself that Jesus,

one of Whose later saving acts will be to send the Holy Spirit (Jn. 15:
26), has a weak voice and a deaf messenger.

This comic inference is in

part underscored by the fact that "Tud" means "a very small person or
child,"3 and in several ways Tud's childlikeness is subtly emphasized.
He has to be pampered, to be called by his mother's name, "'Tud, Tibbs

trast with as many as 14 or 15 Shepherds in some of the French and German plays; Timothy Fry, "The An tigui ty of the Tradition of the Triads in
the English Cycle Plays," The American Benedictine Review, XVIII (December, 1967), 466.
1 "Instead of the complaints about winter and hard conditions,
which are the stuff of the introductory section in the Wakefield Plays,
the Chester Shepherds talk of the nature and purpose of their work";
Morgan, p. 682.
2
This namelessness might be regarded as one deliberate means of
"deceiving" the Devil.
3Niva, p. J4.
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sonne'" ( 65), before he will come.

Hankin knows this fact and chides

the second shepherd for not knowing it (lines 63-64).

Tud, Hankin

knows, will not come solely "for [hisl father kin" (61).
cantly, they join in calling Tud.
henpecked husband.

1

Thus, signifi-

Further, Tud, who is married, is a

Fearing his wife, he scours an old pan recently used

to prepare sheep salve (lines 73-76), ruefully admitting that "ech man
must to his wife bowne, /and Commonlie for feare of a clout" (87-88).

2

These sly hints must all be seen in the ironic light of Scripturalemphases upon the childlike, natural qualities of the Holy Spirit: "Out of
the mouth of infants and of sucklings thou hast perfected praise" (Ps.

8:3; Mt. 21l15-16).

The irony deepens in light of the Scriptural ideal

of marriage, marriage itself being a symbol of Christ's nuptials with
His Church (Eph. 5:31-32), a mystical union consummated by the Spirit,
The second shepherd, appropriately the one to give thanks,
obliquely identifies Hankin and also calls upon Tud to perform his doctrinally sui table duty of providing comfort, or solace: "nowe si th god
[Hankin] hath gathered us together, /with good hart I thank hym of his
grace. /welcome be thou, well fayre wether! /Tud, will we shape us to
some solace?" (97-100).

Tud recalls the repast awaiting them (actually,

still in their cloaks): "Yeg, solace wold best be seene, /that we shape
us to our supper; /for meat and drink, well I deeme, /to each dede is
most deare" (101-4).

The meal now consumed (lines 101-56) is not an

1The Spirit was conceived of as in a sense emanating from the
fellowship of the Father with the Son.
2
Thus, even in this rustic Trinity appears a comical hint of
marred hierarchy foreshadowing Trowle's impending rebellion; interestingly, Margery Morgan regards Tud's henpecked state as "a parodic commentary on the exaltation of the Virgin"; Morgan, p. 685.
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imaginary one. 1

Incredibly sumptuous, it includes pudding, ale, boiled

chitterling, sheep's head, pig's foot, and ox tongue.

Despite the sen-

suously gluttonous implications ("and greene cheese that will grease
your cheekes" [116]), the description's endless list of comestibles
evokes awareness of the richest banquet passages of Scripture,

2

in which

the joys of heaven and spiritual nourishment are depicted in terms
which, though less specific, are equally rich in their connotations.
Significantly, the second shepherd introduces bread as first on
the bill of fare: "here is bread this day was baken" (113).

Then, fol-

lowing Hankin's concluding list of items on the menu (lines 141-48), he
offers to drink: "Now to weete our mouthes tyme it were: /this flaggen
will

l [italics not in the original] tame, if thou [italics not in the

original] red us" (151-52).

Immediately Tud significantly remarks:

"such liquore makes men to lyve, /this game may no way be lost" (155--56),
Foreshadowed here is not only Christ's willingness to drink the "cup"
--

---

which God ordained would not pass from Him (Mt. 26:39) but the Eucharist
as such, partaking of which insures that God's "game" (the "parlous
playe" of Lucifer in Chester, I, line 186) will not be lost.
Their "bellies . . . full" (157) after their gourmand experience,
the three decide at Hankin's suggestion to blow the horn for Trowle so
that he might come and share their fare.

Hankin proposes to blow so

that "he [Trowle] and all heaven [italics not in the original] shall
heare" (170).

But the Latin directions at this point are simply "Tunc

1
A. C. Cawley has argued that the corresponding meal in the
Wakefield Prima Pastorum is a sham feast reproduced by magic; Morgan,
p. 679, n. 16, citing A. C. Cawley, "The 'Grotesque' Feast in the Prima
Pastorum," Speculum, XXX (1955), 213-17.

~anielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 152-60.
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cantabi t, et venit Gartius [Then he shall sing, and Gartius comes J."
This first shepherd had declared at the very outset (as God, presumably)
that "a better Shepherd [than himself] on no side /no earthlie man may
haue" (7-8).

Hankin has a beautiful voice.

When he helps to call Tud,

the Latin stage directions make this fact clear: "tunc vocat voce
canora, ut antea [Then he calls in a melodious voice as before (when he
had helped to call the second shepherd)]" ( 64) .

The harmony, the calm-

ness, the voice-tone emanating from Hankin reproduce the mood of God's
immanent presence in Chester Play I.
reputed to be good musicians;

1

In the Middle Ages shepherds were

here their harmony reflects the prelap-

sarian atmosphere of heaven pervaded by the personality of God the Father.
A Trinity about to assume the emblematic "up-so-doun" position
of ironic inversion, these three men are nevertheless at the literal
level simply shepherds.

Yet notable in the Chester cycle is the fact

that, different from their counterparts in the Wakefield cycle, they
never complain about local social evils or the rawness of the weather.
Local allusions, such as "Comelie Conway" (5), "Hal ton" (117), and
"Lancashyre" (120), abound; yet the Chester shepherds remain concerned
solely with faithfulness to their craft, their calling--the healing of
sheep--and not with natural hardships or social oppression.

A rustic,

genial, harmonious trio, they embody in slightly skewed and whimsical
fashion the actual Trinitarian harmony of heaven.
"Gartius," or Trowle, now a=ives.
point, a Devil-figure,

1
2

He is clearly, at this

His first claim is the unpleasantly surly one

Kolve, p. 170.

Gold, pp. 110-11; see also p. 112, n. 1, above.

2
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that he does the master shepherds' job better than they do, but with
less reward (lines 173-84).

He feels himself abused: "on this would

walk we, /are no men here that me wald haue" (175-76).

He is proud,

defiant, self-sufficient, completely misanthropic; he also detests hierarchy ( 189-96):
if any man come me by,
and wold wit which way best were,
my leg I lift up, where I lie,
and wish him the way by east- and west-where.
and I rose when I lay,
me wold thinke that traveyle lost were:
for King nor Duke, by this daye,
rise I will not but take my rest here.
Sitting down, he determines to drink alone, declaring his darkly symbelie intention: "At me all men lerne mon, /this Golgatha grimly to
grope, /no man here drink mon /save myself, the dyvill of the sope"
(201-4).

The words "Golgatha," "drink," and "dyvill" suggest the cor-

rect interpretation of Trowle's enigmatic words: Trowle, whose name
means "troll" (or "trollish" trickster), 1 is pre-empting Christ's position, as Lucifer had; he is also cursing the Eucharist. 2 He scornfully
rejects Hankin's friendly offer of a sumptuous meal, item by item (lines
213-15).

Evidently deaf to Hankin's melodious voice and the singing of

the shepherds, Trowle derides the three for "sitting without any songes"
(216).

This insensitivity to music is characteristic of the Devil, to

whom the New Song of spiritual harmony and grace is alien.3

On the hill

1

Niva, p. 34.

2In view of this clear pattern it seems
difficult to see Trowle,
with Paul Strohm, as possibly "acting out .
Christ's conquest of
Satan at the real Golgotha"; see Strohm, p. ?0.
3The concept of the "Old Song" and "New Song" corresponding to
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with the others, he determines to defy them for it, to scorn their fare,
to assert himself as master shepherd: "on this hill I hold me here, /No
hap to your hoote meat have I, /but flyte with my fellowes in feare,
/and your sheepe full sickerlie save I" (217-20).

The hill where the

contestants are sitting clearly symbolizes the mountain coveted by
usurping Lucifer: "I will sit in the mountain of the covenant, in the
sides of the north" (Isa. 14: 13b).
Considering all these indices of Trowle's true character, it
would be a mistake to read him merely as an impudent underling.

The

tightly woven, repeatedly stressed theological import of his words is
unmistakable.

Once again, Trowle refuses food, this time from the sec-

and shepherd, deeming it full of "dirte" and "grubbs" (lines 225-28).
When he complains that he wants his "wage" (lines 229-36), Trowle does
not speak as a representative of the socially oppressed (as do the Wakefield shepherds) .

1

feeling is enough.

Like Lucifer, he simply feels cheated, and this
Significantly, it is the third shepherd (the "Holy

Spirit") whose temper first frays: "
this would" ( 239-40) .

. . then wrastle will we /here on

Trowle fiercely accepts: "That will I never flee,

Saint Paul's "old man" and "new man" (Eph. 4:22-24; Col. 3:9-10) derives
from Saint Augustine's sermon De cantico novo; D. W. Robertson, Jr.,
A Preface to Chaucer (1962; rpt. Princeton University Press, 1970),
p. 127, n. 142.
1

The master shepherds do not "[withhold] their surplus from
trowle-Gartius," as Lawrence Clopper states (rather they repeatedly
offer him food, which he refuses); see Lawrence Mason Clopper, "The
Structure of the Chester Cycle: Text, Theme and Theatre" (unpublished
Doctoral dissertation, Ohio State University, 1969), p. 145; nor does
the wrestling match itself show "the unscrupulousness of [the] world";
see Murry Roston, Biblical Drama in England (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press, 1968), p. 41; the social malaise stressed by
the Wakefield Shepherds is simply not anYJ'rhere in the Shepherds' play of
the Chester cycle.
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/though it were with you all three [italics not in the original]" (24142).

Trowle's demonic obscenity further identifies him, as he warns:

"but ware lest your Golians glente! [testicles burst] /that were lyttle
dole to your dame" (258-59).
An exasperated outburst from "Primus Pastor," notably patient up
to this point, brings all this theology into focus: "Falce lad, fie on
thy face! [italics not in the original] /on this ground thou shalt haue
a fall!" (261-62).

God, Who "charg[ed] the ground of grace" (Chester I,

93), will not endure Lucifer's rebellion.

Trowle's "face" merges sym-

bolically with that of "Primus Demon," which provided such "foul fare"
for fallen Lightborne.

Lucifer is to have his "fall."

But instead of "Lucifer" falling, the first shepherd himself
gets ludicrously thrown.

The second threatens Trowle--"Boy, lest I

break there thy bones" (269)--in a wry inverted echo of the fulfilled
prophecy about Christ that "not a bone of him [would be] broken" (Exod.
12:46; Jn. 19:36).

But he, too, gets thrown.

Trowle's insulting

rejoinder "lyther tyke" (276) (close to "lurdan," or bastard) could be
a slur on Christ's Virgin Birth.

Before the third gets thrown, he cries

of Trowle, "he lyes on his loynes" (277) (he swears by the very seat of
life), possibly an allusion to the unpardonable sin against the Holy
Ghost (Mt. 12:31; Mk. 3:29; Lk. 12:10).
sions, Trowle savors his triumph.

In a foul spate of anal allu-

He shouts, finally, "Lye there,

lydder, in the lake" (291), an ironic reference to the "pool of fire" in
which the Devil himself is to end (Apoc. 20:9-10).

"[T]o the devill,"

Trowle adds, "I all you betake" (295).
The defeated Three sit weary, dispirited, "cast of a knave"
(300).

Hierarchy is thoroughly subverted.

Still, the third shepherd
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expresses hope that God will yet restore all: "ofte we maye be in
thoughte, we be nowe under, /god amend it with his making!" (309-10).
When the angel sings, 1 the shepherds revert to being simply men representative of converted mankind.
emblematic roles remain.

Yet traces of their former "up-so-doun"

The second shepherd suggests, significantly,

that they all now bow "to the trew [italics not in the original] Trynitie" (348).

Introducing their jointly comical exposition of angelic

Latin, the third shepherd (as the interpretive "Holy Ghost") announces
solemnly that "expownded shall i t be" (389).

The tone-deaf Trowle

becomes keenly alert to heavenly music: "for musig_ue of me learne you
may" (438), 2

The "merry song" that they sing is now clearly the "New

Song" of spiritual man. 3

The fact that it is a vernacular song (the

words--"troly loly troly loe"--appear in the WBh MSS.) functionally
reinforces the shepherds' comically distorted exegesis of angelic
Latin.

4

It epitomizes the crude, yet sincere efforts of newly converted

men to express spiritual joy and to gain more light.

The shepherds pro-

ceed to the humble stable to kneel before the heavenly Babe.
Critics have dismissed the outline of this carefully wrought

1
Nan Cooke Carpenter interestingly explicates the Shepherds'
comical musical debate over the meaning of the Angel's Gloria in excelsis, which is the first respond at Matins on Christmas Day; Carpenter,
"Music in the Chester Plays," pp. 199-203.
2Katherine Bates notes the "extreme" character of Trowle's conversion--from violent rebel to anchorite; Bates, p. 112.
3see p. 116, n. 3, above.

4
Seen. 1 above. Regarding the Shepherds' burlesque of the
angel's Latin, F. M. Salter writes that "for breath-taking, colossal
impudence the scene is without rival in drama," adding that "in the Middle Ages God himself had a sense of humour and fully appreciated the
absurd and ridiculous"; Salter, p. 104.
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ironic burlesque in the Chester Shepherds' play.

Characteristic objec-

tions charging "crudeness" and lack of dramatic action appear in the
work of the older and newer critics alike.

Gayley complains that "the

comic bustle of this pastoral is action without progress; the Wakefield
.,1

Secunda, on the other hand, is plot within plot

Margery Mor-

gan, more recently, while admitting that the "Iak Garcia" of the Wakefield Primus Pastorum is not dramatically functional,

2

sees little point

in Trowle's wrestling either: "The wrestling bouts, like the fights in
the mumming plays, are not properly dramatic at all, and are certainly
not here part of a coherent drama tic action . .,3

The trouble with such

views is the familiar one of trying to find "plot" and "action" in the
Chester plays when precisely these elements would disrupt the playwright's intention.

As in Chester Play I, where all is emblem, stasis,

tableau; so here, in an ironic burlesque of these motifs, all is emblem,
tableau.

At one point, however, Margery Morgan hits upon the Chester

playwright's method when she acknowledges his penchant for mystical number symbolism.

Ignoring Trowle, she sees inside the humble Nativity

stable the triple-triad of the Chester God.

In the WBh MSS. three shep-

herd boys join the shepherds; and so in the Holy Family (3), the shepherds

(3), and the shepherd boys (3), she sees the mystic "nine" accomplished.4
The materials for such an interpretation as offered here have,
however, always been clear.

Karl Young points out in the Benediktbeuren

Shepherds' Play the presence of a diabolus among the shepherds to cor-

1

Gayley, p. 182.

~organ, p. 680.
Jibid. , p. 684.

4

Ibid. , pp. 684-85.
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rupt good.

1

The "shepherd" motif, as pertaining to God, is familiar

from Ps. 22 ("The Lord is my shepherd"), from New Testament references
to Christ as the Good Shepherd (Jn. 10:14 ff.), and from the liturgy.

2

Medieval sermonizing judged mere physical wrestling negatively; as a
vice, not just as an idle sport.3

But wrestling itself, while a famil-

iar sport in the English Middle Ages,

4

also had spiritual significance.

It is known from the Bible from Jacob's wrestling with the Angel (Gen.
32:24-31).

Saint Paul employs it in a famous passage: "For our wrest-

ling is not against flesh and blood, but against the Principalities and
the Powers, against the world-rulers of this darkness, against the spiritual forces of wickedness on high" (Eph. 6:12).

The Fathers recurred

constantly to Saint Paul's "spiritual"-wrestling motif

.5

The wealth of

these inferences in medieval religious life makes the view of Chester's
wrestling shepherds as ironic theological

burles~ue

almost inevitable.

Yet, as with certain other scenes in the Chester plays, this carefully
wrought symbolic theological pattern has seemed to some critics curiously lifeless, plotless, static.
1

Karl Young, The Drama of the Medieval Church, II (1933; rpt.
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1951), 193.

~anielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 186-90.
3Medieval preachers admonished the lower classes for "ydel tales
and ~apes, smytyng, snarlynge . . . [and for engagingl in wrastlynge,
[and_l in other dedes of strength doynge"; Owst, p. 362.
4
At one of the first recorded performances of mystery plays, at
Skinners' Well, in 1300, "the Abbess of Clerkenwell complained to the
king of the damage done to her fields and crops by the crowds who
attended the 'miracles,' as well as the wrestling bouts which the citizens were accustomed to hold in the same locality"; E. K. Chambers, English Literature at the Close of the Middle A es (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1945 , pp. 16-17; see alsop. 9, n. 1, above.

~or patristic treatment of this "wrestling" motif see, as a
tYPical example, the homily of Saint Chrysostom, "To Those Who Had Not
Attended the Assembly," trans. W. R. W. Stephens, PNF(1), IX, 228.
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SUBVERSION ON EARTH
The severely conservative, formal design of the Chester cycle,
as manifested in its Old Testament paradigm of salvation-history,
becomes increasingly plain in Chester Play II: "The Creation."
Play II human action begins.

In

What Play I, "The Fall of Lucifer," has

adumbrated in various emblematic and structural ways begins here to be
fulfilled.

The parallel between Lucifer's fall and Adam's is, of

course, a commonplace not only in the cycle drama but in other kinds of
medieval literature.

As George Pace has noted, the opening two trage-

dies of Chaucer's Monk's Tale are those of Lucifer and Adam.

1

But in

dealing with the events immediately subsequent to Lucifer's fall (Gen.
1-4), the Chester cycle is unusual in its organization of the material:
it treats the Creation of the world, the Fall of Adam and Eve, and the
murder of Abel by Cain as one discrete play.
In the York cycle, these events are dramatized in seven short
plays that show little evidence of deliberate structural grouping.

2

The

Wakefield cycle combines the events of Lucifer's fall and the fall of
Adam and Eve as one play, but then it devotes a completely separate play
to Cain and Abel.

Cain's impudent helper, Pickharnes, helps to enliven

the action in the latter play, as does also the York play's Brewbarrett
in the few lines assigned to him.

The manuscript of the Ludus Coven-

triae does not show clearly whether the Cain and Abel play is separate
from the preceding dramatic events.3

The likelihood is that all the

1

George B. Pace, "Adam's Hell," PMLA, LXXVIII (March, 1963) , 25.
2
In the unique York MS. the Cain and Abel play is incomplete;
see Lucy Toulmin Smith, York Plays, p. 37, n. 1.

~. T. Davies (ed.), The Corpus Christi Play of the English Mid-
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events in this cycle from Lucifer's fall through Abel's murder are
grouped as one play; for the events of the Creation and Lucifer's fall
having received only summary attention, the emphasis then shifts heavily
to the Fall of Man and Abel's death.

The first unequivocal division in

the Ludus Coventriae manuscript comes just before the play of Noah.

1

The structural advantage of the Chester cycle's arrangement of
these events is fourfold.

First of all, the devoting of one full play

to the events of the Lucifer-Lightborne fall, and a separate full play
to the successive Adam-Eve and Cain-Abel conflicts, clarifies the
emblematic duadic parallelism of these events.

The successive conflicts

between these three pairs 2--one angelic and two human--underscore the
progressive quality of infernal duadic deterioration as implied in the
"Principatus's" original words to Lucifer about his "wicked fall and
• . . ofspringe" (I, 130-31).

Secondly, the dramatic device of split-

ting the comprehensive Fall sharply into two parts--the one heavenly,
the other earthly--strongly emphasizes the second part as being the
reflection and consequence of the first.

Lucifer's post-Fall squabble

with Lightborne in Play I is paralleled in Play II by Adam's post-Fall
contention with Eve.
Thirdly, the division underscores the two-phased subversion of
God's hierarchy.

Even as God's primal heavenly family (the angelic

host) has been subverted, so His primal earthly family is now subverted

dle Ages (Totowa, N.J.: Rowman and Littlefield, 1972), p. 448, n.
1
2

5.

Ibid., pp. 448-49, n. 9.

One good example of the methodical perception of "pairs" in
patristic thought is in the pseudo-Clementine literature: Saint Clement,
"Homily II," trans. Thomas Smith, ANF, VIII, 235.
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--not only the parents but the children, the human family having originally been ordained by God as the most basic unit of His government upon
earth.

1

Rosemary Woolf has recognized not only the theological inter-

relatedness of events in the Fall of God's earthly family but the logically dramatic advantages inherent in the Chester cycle's arrangement of
these actions:
• . . Tertullian makes a comparison between Eve the mother of
the first murderer and Mary the mother of the Redeemer. This extension of the Fall to include the murder of Abel is sometimes reflected in iconographic schemes, as, for instance, on the eleventhcentury bronze doors of Hildesheim, where eight scenes of the Fall
are adjoined to eight scenes of the Redemption, the last two scenes
of the Fall being taken from the story of Cain and Abel . . . . In
terms of ordinary reckoning man has obviously still a long way to
fall, and the Fall is therefore in a sense not complete until Cain
has slain his brother Abel.
It is, however, in the Chester plays that the management
of the episodes is self-evidently organized to display this pattern.
The Chester author firmly embeds the murder of Abel in the life-history of Adam and Eve, the Fall and the murder in fact forming one
play • . . ,2
Also, by treating the Adam-Eve Fall and Cain-Abel events in such a
tightly interconnected dramatic way, the Chester playwright brings Fall
and Redemption into close typological juxtaposition.

Adam, since he is

a perfect man created to rule, is a type of Christ; yet he loses his
original blessedness and brings death upon the human race (Rom. 5:12-14),
a fact repeatedly stressed by the Fathers.J

Abel, as the first innocent

victim of an evil murderer, is also a type of Christ: foreshadowing the

1

See Eph. 5:22-29; I Tim. 3:5; see also, as an example of
patristic thought on the "family" motif, Saint Chrysostom, "Homily IV,"
Oxford Translation, PNF(1), XIII, 534-35.
2woolf, English Mystery Plays, pp. 124-25.
3An early Fathe~ such as Irenaeus already develops the motif
thoroughly; Danielou, Shadows, pp. J0-48.
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Crucifixion, his death typifies Christ's central act of redemption (Heb.
12:24), a fact also stressed by the Fathers.

1

Hierarchy Established
"The Creation" begins, as does "The Fall of Lucifer," with a
four-line statement by God concerning His infinite Being (1-4):
I God, most in maiestye,
in whom beginning none may be,
endles alsoe, most of postye,
I am and haue bene ever.
Again, these words encapsulize time.

They emphasize the fact that God

is still the "Alpha and Omega" that He has proclaimed Himself to be at
the outset.

Though God now sets about creating a physical universe, He

Himself has no beginning.

He simply is, and "[has] bene ever."

The next line, "Now heaven and earth is made through me" (5),
serves with the first four to underscore an important Christian doctrine: God is distinct from His Creation yet actively involved in the
events transpiring in it. God is personal, yet unique in His Being; immanent, yet transcendent.

He is neither the totally immanent cosmic soul

of the Stoics nor the totally separate "pure" Spirit of the Gnostics.
The first four lines of dialogue in "The Creation" explicitly
remind the spectators of these orthodox beliefs; for God is about to
enter upon the first of His celebrated "three Advents."

Actually, the

true agent of Creation was held to be Christ the Son, not God the Father.
This belief, which appears in Scripture (Col. 1 :15-16), was thoughtfully

1

"Abel, the younger brother, is killed by the elder brother;
Christ, the head of the younger people, is killed by the elder people of
the Jews. Abel dies in the field; Christ dies on Calvary"; Saint Augustine, "Reply to Faustus the Manichaean," trans. R. Stothert, PNF(1), IV,
186.
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explicated by the Fathers: in discussing the Trinity's role in Creation,
for example, Tertullian seems to have viewed God the Father as giving
orders and the Son as executing them.

1

Yet this subtle theological con-

ception, despite its familiarity, could not have been staged without
duadic suggestions of heresy.

These first four lines of dialogue must

in themselves create for God the proper aura of distance and of unique
integrity.
first play.

They parallel the "Alpha and Omega" lines beginning the
2

They help to sustain in these first two plays the perva-

sive impression of God as the sovereign Creator first of heavenly
things, then of earthly things.
The account of Creation that follows (lines 5-160) is perhaps as
literal a paraphrase of the events of Gen. 1-2 as occurs anywhere in
medieval Biblical drama.

In the relentlessly regular tail-rime (a-a-a-

b-c-c-c-b) in which this play and most of the rest of the cycle is written, the six days of Creation, then God's commands to Adam and His creation of Eve, then His intention to rest on the seventh day are covered.
The playwright subordinates his personal dramatic conceptions almost
completely to the pattern of Scripture.

His severely orthodox Scrip-

tural delineation of the first events of earthly history is characteristic of the Chester cycle's sober tone and didactic purpose.
Only in minor yet significant ways do certain familiar patristic
conceptions influence the playwright's poetic paraphrase.

These slight,

1
Tertullian, "Against Praxeas," trans. Dr. Holmes, ANF, III,
607-9.
2

In the BWh MSS. the words "Ego
simus" are actually superscribed at the
Deimling (ed.), The Chester Plays, Part
London: Oxford University Press, 1968),

sum alpha et 0, primus et novisbeginning of the play; Hermann
I, EETS, ES 62 (1892; rpt.
p. 20, n.
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studied nuances helped, no doubt, to mould audience awareness.

Deliber-

ately, God repeats, "twynned shalbe throughe my mighte /the lighte from
Thesternes. /Light daye, I will, be called aye, /and thesternes night,
as I say" (11-14).

These words seem at first but a redundant echo of

God's closing words in "The Fall of Lucifer": "lightenes, darkenes, I
byd yow twyn, /the darke to the night, the light to the day" (I, 271-72).
The thematic and verbal parallelism of these lines helps to link the
heavenly Fall dramatically with the events of the impending earthly
Fall.

But in addition the Chester playwright is formally emphasizing

the orthodox teaching about the Creation and Fall of angels.

Augustine,

whose views on this matter had become normative, held that the angels
had been created at the "beginning," before the earthly firmament, which
appeared on the second day; and that God's separation of the light from
the darkness was synonymous with the Fall of angels:
, Where Scripture speaks of the world's creation, it is not
plainly said whether or when the angels were created; but if mention
of them is made, it is implicitly under the name "heaven," when it
is said, "In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth,"
or perhaps rather under the name of "light" . . , . For when God
said, "Let there be light, and there was light," if we are justified
in understanding in this light the creation of the angels, then certainly they were created partakers of the eternal li~ht which is the
unchangeable Wisdom of God, . . , "The true Light" LChrist; Jn.1:9]
••• lighteth also every pure angel, that he may be light not in
himself, but in God; from whom if [the angels] turn away, [they]
become impure . . . and are no longer light in the Lord, but darkness in themselves, being deprived of . . . Light eternal •. , ,1
By thus dividing the first "Day" between the ending of Play I and the
beginning of Play II, the Chester playwright reinforces both the theological and the structural impact,

Using parallel structures, he moulds

his materials into a homogeneous dramatic unity.

1
saint Augustine, "The. City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1),
II, 209-10; De Civitate Dei xi.9.
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In other ways certain patristic conceptions woven into thephrasing strengthen the texture of the cycle and help to shape audienceawareness,

The waters, for example, are not spoken of as "made" (see lines

18-32), an omission reflecting the patristic belief that water had been
a primal element, always present and always blessed by God's Spirit.

1

The phrasal change after the third day that reads" . . . even of dayes
three [italics not in the original] /is bothe comen and gone" (39-40)
marks off the first three days of Creation as symbolic of the Trinity,
the events of which precede the Creation of the sun and the moon:
On the fourth day the luminaries were made . . . . And as the
sun remains ever full . . . so does God always abide perfect . . .
But the moon wanes monthly, and in a manner dies, being a type of
man . . , . In like manner also the three days which were before the
luminaries, are types of the Trinity, of God, and His Word, and His
wisdom. And the fourth is the type of man, who needs light . . . . 2
Having carried His Creation through the fifth day, God proposes to make
man.

Here a stage direction appears: "Tunc recedet de illo loco ad

locum, vbi creavit Adamum et faciet signum, quasi faceret ipsum [Then he
goes from that place to the place where he has created Adam, and makes a
sign as if he had made him]."

After signifying Adam' s Creation, God' s

repetition of the plural first-person pronoun closely follows Scripture:
"make we man to our lyckenes [italics not in the original]" (82), God
says; He then repeats, "To our shape now make I thee" (85), 3

This echo,

stressed in a Latin quotation from Scripture--"faciamus hominem ad
nostram similitudinem, Genes. 1°" (84)--reflects the belief of the
1
saint Basil, "The Hexaemeron," trans. Blomfield Jackson,
PNF(2), VIII, 60; see alsop. 89, n. 1 on Tertullian, above.
2
Theophilus of Antioch, "Theophilus to Autolycus," trans. Marcus
Dods, ANF, II, 100-101.

3Gen, 1:26.
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Fathers that in the plural pronoun "our" already lay the active presence
of the Holy Trinity in Creation.

1

Announcing that Adam is to have

dominion over all other living creatures (lines 89-96), God sums up His
Creation on the sixth day: "Now this is done, I see aright, /and all
thinges made through my might, /the sixte daye here, in my sight, /is
made all of the beste" (9?-100).
Only then does the Chester playwright treat in detail the Creation of the first human pair as recorded in Genesis 2.

Having accounted

for the events of Creation, the playwright seems to present Adam as
being completely created but not yet as living.

Having briefly antici-

pated His "rest" on the seventh day (lines 101-4), God proceeds to
breathe into Adam the breath of life, a fact stressed by a Scriptural
gloss in Latin.

The playwright thus turns the division between what is

often called the "two Creation accounts" in Genesis 1 and Genesis 2 to
dramatic advantage.

Formal explication now becomes vibrant life; solemn

Scripture becomes human dramatic potential: "ryse vp, Adame, rise vp
rade" (107), commands God; then with the restraint characteristic of the
Chester cycle, God describes Paradise in six words only: "a place of
daynty and delice" (110).

Lacking are the luxuriant details of the

locus amoenus that are dwelt upon in at least one cycle

2

and wrought

with such loving care in other pieces of medieval literature.)

1

Sensuous

Tertullian, "Against Praxeas," trans. Dr. Holmes, ANF, III,

6o6-?.
2

The Ludus Coventriae; see Block, pp. 19-21, lines 96-168.

3Ernst Curtius summarizes the long tradition of the locus
amoenus in Western literature from classical Greek poetry through
Goethe; Ernst Robert Curtius, Euro ean Literature and the Latin Middle
Ages, trans. Willard R. Trask
York: Harper Torchbooks, 1963 ,
pp. 185-202.
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detail, pleasant in itself, remains sternly subordinated to the vigorous progressive acts of the historical Chester God, Who now places the
primal ruler of His earthly counter-kingdom in a Garden of real matter
in order to test his will to obey.

1

In swift successive acts, God gives Adam the Garden (lines 11316), forbids him to eat of the forbidden tree (lines 117-24), and tells
him that all the animals will obey him (125-28) .

2

Putting Adam to

sleep, God then takes his rib and creates Eve (129-36),3

At this point

the Chester playwright's concern with salvation-history produces a significant innovation, a departure from the exact text of Scripture.

Adam

awakens from his sleep, and his first words foreshadow the long prophetic discourse (lines 441-72) that he is later to deliver to his two sons
about the coming pattern of salvation-history in a fallen world(137-40):
0 lorde, where have I lange bene?
for, sithe I slepte, much have I seene
wonders that, withoutten wene,
hereafter shall be wiste.

1
Saint Gregory Nazianzen explains that God, even while placing
Adam in Paradise, nevertheless bestowed upon Adam free will "in order
that God might belong to him as the result of his choice, no less than
to Him who had implanted the seeds of it [Adam's free will]"; Gregory
Nazianzen, "On the Theophany, or Birthday of Christ," trans. Gordon
Browne and Edward Swallow, PNF(2), VII, 348.
2
The obedience of animals to man as a sign of Divine power and
favor, besides appearing in millennial prophecies, became a tradition
extending from Adam through Noah and Daniel to Jesus; for the Apocryphal
account of lions, leopards, and wolves adoring the infant Jesus, see
"The Gospel of Pseudo-Matthew" in Edgar Hennecke (ed.), New Testament
Apocrypha, trans. and re-ed. by Wilhelm Schneemelcher, I (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1963) 410-11. The tradition manifests itself
later in legends of the Fathers of the Desert.
3Theophilus of Antioch taught that God chose this mode of creating Eve to prevent any possible heretical notion of there being two
Creator-Gods; Theophilus of Antioch, "Theophilus to Autolycus," trans.
Marcus Dods, ANF, II, 105.
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This is the well-known "ecstatic sleep" of Adam,
of Christ's death and the birth of the Church.

1

to the Fathers a type

2

Yet the emphasis in the Chester cycle at this point is not yet
upon presenting the Church in type but rather upon foreshadowing the
imminent Fall and the progressive series of God's saving acts to follow.
The first two Chester Old Testament plays rigorously limn the double
Fall--of angels and of men.

The emphasis in them is not upon the typi-

fied Church but upon Adam's prophetic office, as he foresees in his
ecstatic vision the entire course of salvation-history.

Erich Auerbach

expresses the idea thus: "In diesem System wird sogar Adam nicht nur zur
Figur Christi, also zur realprophetischen Figur, sondern auch zum Propheten im eigentlichen Sinne . .
besitzt Adam prophetischen Geist

Auch im altfranzosischen Adamsspiel

,3 Among the four English Cre-

ation plays, the Chester cycle is the only one that exploits this prophetic motif at all,

4

and it does so in a deliberately structured way.

(

In one sense the Chester "Creation" keeps the emphasis upon harmonious, godly hierarchy, a spiritual sense of whose structure it is

1Erich Auerbach, T olo ische Motive in der mittelalterlichen
Literatur (2d ed.; Krefeld: Scherpe Verlag, 19 4 , pp. 17-25.
2

"For that sleep of the man was the death of Christ, whose side,
as He hung lifeless upon the cross, was pierced with a spear, and there
flowed from it blood and water, and these we know to be the sacraments
by which the Church is 'built up. ' . . , The woman, therefore, is a creature of God even as the man; but by her creation from man unity is commended; and the manner of her creation prefigured , , , Christ and the
Church"; Saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1),
II, 496; De Ci vita te Dei xxii.1 7.
3Auerbach, Typologische Motive, pp. 17-18.

4None of the other three cycles (York, Wakefield, Ludus
Coventriae) is so sharply and obviously shaped as is the Chester cycle
by the larger historical covenant concepts,
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clearly the purpose of the first section of the play to create,

Adam

dutifully says, "I see well, Lord, through thy grace, /bone of my bone
thou her mase, /and fleshe of my flesh she hase" (145-47).

The accent

is upon the divinely ordained union of man and wife--upon the unfallen
earthly family, soon to be subverted,

This emphasis is confirmed by

references in Latin to "Math. 19; Marc. 10; Ephes, 5; 1 cor." (160), all
citations emphasizing the sacred ideality of the marriage bond.

1

But that the primary reference here to marriage is not to the
Church in type is apparent from the play's larger context.

For Adam

continues: "and my shape through thy [God's] saw. /Therfore shall she be
called, I wis, /virago [italics not in the original], nothing amisse,
/for out of man taken she is, /and to man shall she draw" (148-52).
"Virago" (manlike woman), the Latin Vulgate word for "woman" (Gen. 2•23),
means of course in one sense merely "woman."

In fact, the. Oxford Eng-

lish Dictionary cites precisely this passage in the Chester plays as
illustrating this meaning of the word.

"Virago," however, could mean "a

bold, impudent (or wicked) woman; a termagant; a scold," (OED), as shown
by a quotation from Chaucer.

2

That Adam, unconsciously at first,

intends the word partly in this pejorative sense is clear from his angry
words to Eve after their Fall: "Yea, soothe said I in prophesie, /when
thou wast taken of my body, /mans woe thou woldest be witlie, /therfore
thou wast so named [italics not in the original]" (269-'72).
ter pun upon

11

Adam's bit-

mans woe" and "woman" fixes the primary meaning of "virago"

1only in Saint Paul's epistles, of course, and not in the Gospels, does marriage figure the Church explicitly as Bride and Christ as
Bridegroom.
2
The OED cites the "Man of Law's Tale" (A.D. 1386): "0 Sowdanesse, roote of Iniquitee, Virago, thou Semyrame the secounde."
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in this play.

For thematic and structural reasons, Eve's significance

as a type of the Church is at this point suppressed.

Eve, here, or

"Virago," is not the "Church" and not merely "woman"; she is plainly
"bold, impudent" woman.

The QED's citation of the Chester line must

therefore be regarded as having only partial validity.
Hierarchy Defied
As with God's Creation of the world, the actual Fall of God's
earthly family is told in terms so near the actual Biblical account as
to seem a paraphrase.

Heinrich Ungemach notes, "Wie in allen F!Lllen,

die bereits in der Bibel dramatische Form zeigen, folgt auch hier das Ch.
Pl. [Chester Playl genau dieser Vorlage, die es . . . beinahe wortlich
wiedergibt." 1

Berthold Cron also notes how closely the dialogue follows

the Scriptural text, contrasting it with the freer, somewhat livelier
dramatic renditions in the York cycle and particularly the Ludus
Coventriae. 2
Between Adam's paraphrase of Gen. 2:22-24 (lines 153-60) and the
temptation of Eve, however, comes the long, non-canonical soliloquy of
the "Demon," who declares his intention to subvert the earthly family.
Actually, this soliloquy is but one of three that form the major seams,
or partitions, of this long, carefully wrought play.

The first solil-

oquy is God's account of His Creation of the world, of living forms, and
of man (lines 1-136).

It declares God's purpose and formalizes His

activity in establishing His earthly hierarchy.

The second soliloquy,

of fallen Lucifer, in which the demon declares his intention to defy and
destroy God's earthly hierarchy, parallels God's soliloquy.
1

Ungemach, p. 61.

2

Cron, pp.

54-55.

These two
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extended speeches echo similarly contrasting monologues in Play I and
thus clearly stress the parallel structures of the first two plays.
The third soliloquy is Adam's later speech to his two sons
(lines 425-96), delivered after his exclusion from Eden.
as dramatic prologue to fallen humanity's first murder.

It functions
In it, Adam

relates the contents of his earlier dream-vision at the time of Eve's
creation, a dream-vision prophetically revealing both Redemption and
Judgment.
Within Chester Play II these three soliloquies--God's, Lucifer's, Adam's--limn the phases of earthly history from the standpoint of
man's salvation: Creation, Fall, Redemption.

The reestablishment of

hierarchy which is to precede Adam's speech and Abel's murder will conelude the first "spiral" in the progressive movement of God's grace in
history.

Yet this "spiral" will have supplied the context for all the

events to follow until the cycle's very end.

Adam's prophetic soliloquy

is a device unique among the English mystery plays and perfectly suited
to the Chester cycle's rigorously historical structure and emphasis.
The parallel-linking function of the "Demon's" monologue at this
point is strengthened by deftly wrought allusions and verbal echoes.
Lamenting his Fall from heaven, the Demon focuses his attention quickly
upon the possibility of earthly revenge (169-76):
Ghostelie paradice I was In,
but thence I fell through my sinne;
of earthelie paradice now, as I myn,
a man is geven mastrye.
By Belzabub! shall
tyll I may make him
from that place for
and trespace as did

I never blyn
by some synne
to twyn,
I.

The juxtaposition of "Ghostelie paradice" and "earthelie paradice"
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stresses the ironically counterfaced double Fall, heavenly and earthly.
The words "a man is geven mastrye" emphasize the counter-kingdom destiny
of God's "man" as established in counter-rule, a typological hint gaining a measure of inverse strength from the reference to "Belzabub": this
demonic name is the one by which Christ, according to accusations by the
Pharisees, allegedly cast out the demons (Mt. 12:24).

The Demon's

intention to cause man "from that place for to twyn, /and trespace as
did I" recalls his dark "twynning" capacities woven into the dialogue of
the cycle's dramatic movement from the very outset, beginning with Lucifer and Lightborne.

The Demon's admission of envy and his statement of

intended vengeance, coupled with his strategy of working through the
weaker woman--"And of that tree of Paradice /she shall eate through my
coyntice; /for women are full liccoris, /that she will not forsake"
(197-200)--are also in exact accord with normative Augustinian teaching
about the Fall:
. • . But after that proud and therefore envious angel . • . fell
from the spiritual Paradise, and essaying to insinuate his persuasive guile into the mind of man, whose unfallen condition provoked
him to envy now that himself was fallen, he chose the serpent as his
mouthpiece . . • • And this animal . • • tried his deceit upon the
woman, making his assault upon the weaker part of that human alliance, that he might gradually gain the whole .
1
This passage in Augustine's works was important in confirming
the already conventional theological identification of fallen Lucifer
2
with the serpent in the Garden.
The fallen Demon's choice of disguise-"A manner of an Adder is in this place, /that wynges like a byrd she
hase, /feete as an Adder, a maydens face; /her kinde I will take" (1931saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1),
II, 272; De Civitate Dei xiv.11.
2

Kolve, p. 61.

1:36
96)--appears to have been traditional.

Thomas Wright, early nineteenth-

century editor of the Chester plays, notes that the poet of "Piers Plowman" describes Satan as half-lizard and part woman.

1

Depictions of the

Tempter as part-reptile, part-human are common enough in the art of
medieval English church windows.

2

The "wynges" of the disguise may

originally have been suggested by Ezekiel's description of the "four
living creatures" (see Ezek. 1:15-25), and so perhaps Eve believed herself to be conversing with a heavenly being (see II Cor. 11:2-4, 1:3-14;
GaL 1:8).

The seduction of Eve, which follows, constitutes almost a paraphrase of Scripture (see lines 209-48; Gen. ):1-6).

The serpent

stresses the succulency of the fruit and promises, "like goddes yow
shall be, /And knowe both good and evill also" (228-29).

The serpent

repeats and emphasizes the promise of divine knowledge, sharply stressing the dual participation of husband and wife in the Fall (2:37-40):
Eate thou on apple and no moe,
and yow shall knew both wayle and woe,
and be lyke to Goddes, both twoo,
thou and thy housband also.
·The Demon's express mention, here, of Eve's "housband also," for which
the Scriptural text affords no authority, underscores the pervasive
motif of demonic "duality" present in these first two plays in so many
ways, beginning with the demonic duad Lucifer and Lightborne.

The

emphasis throughout is upon Scriptural literalness and thematic and verbal parallelism.

Missing is the serpent's delightful psychological

"toying" with Eve which is so entertaining in, say, the Norman-French

1
Wright, I, 2)8.

2

Anderson, p. 211.
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play Le Mystere d'Adam.

1

Rosemary Woolf remarks, instead, the bluntness

of the Demon's lying to Eve: "yow may well wythe [God] was your foe"
(231),

2

another of the rare details for which the Chester playwright

has no Biblical authority.
Eve's words to her husband are also extracanonical.

Remarking

the relatively formal treatment that the York and Chester playwrights
also give this scene, Rosemary Woolf comments, "[W]here they [the playwrights] have no source, as for the nature of Eve's persuasions of Adam,
they are brief. ,3

Adam succumbs to temptation in exactly four lines of

dialogue--a stark contrast, for example, to the Mystere d'Adam, in which
Adam resists stoutly and at length before eating of the forbiddenfruit.

4

The Chester Adam's earthly Fall is characteristically abrupt,
unmotivated, iconographic, just as the Fall of his heavenly predecessor,
Lucifer.

The only motive suggested for Adam is the traditional one of

gluttony5 (253-56):
That is sooth, Eve, without weere,
the fruite is sweete and fayre in feere,
therfore I will doe thy prayer,
one morsell I will take.
1
Grace Frank remarks, "Note especially the subtlety of Diabolus's language, for example, his use of the diminutive fieblette
in the charming lines: 'Tu es fieblette e tendre chose, /E-es plus
fresche que n'est rose; /Tu es plus blanche que cristal, /Que neif que
chiet sor glace en val'"; Grace Frank, The Medieval French Drama
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954), p. 77, n. 1; see also Richard Axton,
and John Stevens (eds. and trans.), Medieval French Plays (New York:
Barnes and Noble, 1971), pp. 19-21.
2woolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 116.

4Axton and Stevens, pp. 13-18.
5Saint Chrysostom, among others, suggests that in this point
Satan tempts Adam as he later tempts Adam's antitype, Christ, to turn
stones into bread; Saint Chrysostom, "Homily XIII, The Gospel of St.
Matthew," trans. George Prevost, PNF(1), X, 81-82.
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In Chester Play XII, "The Temptation," Christ's reply to Satan's invitation to turn stones into bread recalls the gluttonous sin of His forebear in the Garden

1

(XII, 65-68):

Therfore thou pynes thee, Satanas,
to supplant me of my place
by meat, as Adam sometyme was,
of blisse when he was brought.
Rosemary Woolf notes, "The Chester author, who is particularly inter··
alone in making Christ

ested in typological correspondences, is

expressly draw a parallel between his own temptation and that of Adam."
Nevertheless, she adds, "There is

2

nothing in the play of the Fall

to indicate that at this point [in Play II] he already had the parallelism in mind and was laying the foundations for

subse~uent

recapitu-

lation • .,3
This observation has general validity for Play II of the Chester
cycle.

As interested in typology as the Chester playwright later mani-

_fests himself 9-s :Qeing, he nE:)Ve:t:'theJess in this play s11ppresse1> or_ subordinates a number of
many.

well~known

typological parallels--not all, but

Satan's temptation of Eve, for example, was a familiar antetype

of the Annunciation, 4 but the playwright does not exploit such a typecorrespondence.

Neither in Play I do many real "typologies" point to

the coming period of God's redemptive activity in earthly history.
Despite the web of subtle verbal and theological ironies in Lucifer's
vaunting words, Lucifer himself is a true "type" only of the Antichrist,

1
saint Chrysostom, "Homily XIII, The Gospel of St. Matthew,"
trans. George Prevost, PNF(1), X, 82-83.

~oolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 122.
4

Anderson, p. 209.
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whose final recapitulative defiance of God rounds off the cycle.

The

cause of the Chester playwrights's deemphasis of strict typological parallels in these first two plays lies in his paradigmatic concern,

Here,

types must be subordinated to formal structure along numerical-theological lines.

The playwright's purpose in these first two plays is to

establish the duadic-demonic context of life in a fallen world,

So, in

formal outline he limns the dual Fall both in event and in implication.
Systematic typological prefiguration of the redemptive Christian Church
appears first in the second three-play segment of the Chester Old Testament five-play block.
The earthly Fall becomes complete in Adam and Eve's realization
that, having disobeyed God's command, they are now naked (see lines 25768), a recognition made poignant by Eve's sad lament: "naked we bene
bathe for thye, /and of our shape ashamed" (267-68).

In her words lies

a sour, ironic echo of God's glad announcement at Creation when He had
spoken as the creating Trinity: "To our shape now make I
woman I will ther be" (85-86).
"mans woe" (271),

1

thee, }man and

Adam's outburst against Eve, calling her

underscores with bitter finality the completed sub-

version of God's earthly family.

Thus Eve's typological possibilities

are subordinated to a heavy, repeated emphasis upon the "woe" she has
caused,

This emphasis is so heavy that Eve herself is the one--again

without Scriptural warrant--who suggests that she and Adam don the
"clothing" symbolizing their alienation from God (273-76):
Adam, husband, I red
thes figg-leaves for
and to our members a
of them for thee and

1
see pp. 132-33 above,

we take
shame sake,
hillinge make
me.
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The "hillinge," or covering, which connotes a mound and is redolent of a
grave, symbolizes the spiritual death that the pair have incurred by
their act.
Hierarchy Reestablished
Beginning with God's words "Adam, Adam, where art thou?" (281),

1

and extending through God's posting of the cherubims to guard Eden (see
lines 385-92), the play's dialogue--with the exception of Adam's outburst against Womankind (lines 345-60)--continues almost as a paraphrase
of Gen. 3:9-24.

As in God's sad heavenly re-encounter with the rebel-

lious Lucifer, words of reproof and judgment mark God's restoration of
divine hierarchy at this point.

Here, God's ordered, Scriptural,

sequential utterances of judicial sentence upon the serpent, upon Eve,
upon Adam, in turn, restore the former atmosphere of stable, solemn
hierarchy.
Yet, different-from God's punishment-of Lucifer, this earthly
banishment includes grace.

Adam and Eve's expulsion from the Garden,

when properly viewed, must be grasped as an act of mercy (see lines 37780), for had the pair remained in the Garden and had they, as fallen
beings, eaten of the Tree of Life, they would have remained forever
damned--or at least so the Fathers understood these words of God in the
Bible: "lest perhaps he [Adam] put forth his hand, and take also of the
2
tree of life, and eat, and live for ever" (Gen. 3:22b).

1
These words appear among the responsories in the liturgy of the
Septuagesimal-Quadragesimal season; Downing, p. 149.

~he early Father Irenaeus clearly explicates this motif;
Danielou, Shadows, p. 35.
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In the Chester plays, the sense of reestablished harmony is
strengthened--in the BWh manuscripts--by the use of instrumental music.
Precisely when God comes seeking Adam, and also at the point of His
expelling the Edenic pair from the Garden, stage directions mention
"mynstrelles playinge" (see nn. on lines 279 and 383).

The effect of

God's dramatic reappearance, accompanied by the mellifluous strains of
heaven's harmonies, lends contrapuntal emphasis to heaven's virgin penetration of earth's newly developed dissonance, even under the shadow of
Divine sentence.

Nan Carpenter remarks, "it is perfectly obvious from

these early scenes, which are so filled with musical directions, that
one dramatic function of the music--vocal and instrumental--is to indicate the presence, power, and glory of God and to symbolize the idea of
heaven. "

1
Having paraphrased God's pointedly brief questioning of Adam and

Eve, as the two cower before God in their fig leaves, the Chester playwright stresses the enormity and manifold consequences of Man's Fall.
He adheres in regular stanzas of rime couee to the lucidly simple pattern of Scripture (Gen. 3:14-19).

God tells the serpent that henceforth

he shall crawl upon his belly and shall merit the enmity of woman (lines
297-312); He tells Eve that henceforth she shall bear children in pain
and shall be subject to her husband (lines 313-20); He tells Adam that,
since he has listened to his "wifes counsell" (323), he shall be forced
to till the soil, which is now to sprout thorns and thistles, and that,
still worse, he shall one day die and shall return to dust (lines 321-44).
God's curse upon the serpent merits notice, since the enmity

1

carpenter, "Music in the Chester Plays," p. 197.
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between the serpent and the "woman's seed" (Gen. 3:15) was widely held
to be an early prophecy of Christ (301-8):
Vpon thy breast thou shalt goe,
and eate the earth, to and froe,
and enmytie betwixt yow twoo
hence forth I will make.
Betwixt thy seade and hers also
I shall excyte sorrow and woe;
to breake thy heade and be thy foe
she shall have maystry aye.
In other mediaval mystery plays, in the Mystere d'Adam, for example,

1

the prophetic significance of these words--that Christ will be the
woman's "seade" Who at the Cross will crush the serpent's head--seems
emphasized.

In the Ludus Coventriae, also, the dialogue seems to stress

the passage's prophetic meaning.

2

That the Chester playwright--at least

in the H manuscript--is fully aware of the curse's prophetic implications seems probable from his transcribing the entire verse in the
margin: "Inter te et mulierem interque Semen tuum et eius, vt id conteret tibi caput, tu autem ei calcem Genes. 3" (308).
The patristic parallels between Eve and Mary were, of course,
many, were early in origin (from Irenaeus onward), and extended far
beyond the implications of Gen. 3:15. 3
however, is stressed.

Not one of these parallels, here,

Intent upon the paradigmatic purpose of his

cycle's five Old Testament plays, the Chester playwright deemphasizes
all the familiar prophetic and typological modes of thought that connect

1

Axton and Stevens, pp. 27-30.

2

"Thou wyckyd worm ffull of pryde /ffowle envye syt be pi syde
/Vpon pi gutt pou xalt glyde /As werm wyckyd in kende /tyl a mayden in
medyl-erth be born /pou ffende I warn pe be-forn /thorwe here pi hed xal
be to-torn /On wombe a-wey pou wende"; Block, pp. 26-27, lines 341-48.
3Danielou, Shadows, pp. 43-47.
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Eve with Mary.

For him Eve remains Fallen Woman, prototypical.

The playwright's dramatic intent and emphasis become unmistakable in the extra-Biblical passage, a diatribe against women delivered by
Adam, which immediately follows God's completed pronouncement of judicial sentence (345-60):
Alas! in languor now I am lent!
alas, now shamfullie I am shente!
for I was inobedyente,
of wayle now I am wayved.
Now all my kinde by me is kent,
to flee womans intisement;
whoe trustes them in anye intent,
truly he is decayved.
My licorous wife hath bene my foe,
the devilles envye shent me also,
they twayne together well may goe,
the sister and the brother!
His
her
god
the

wrath hath done me much woe,
glottony greved me alsoe;
let never man trust them twoo,
one more than the other!

In view of this prototypical expression of medieval antifeminism, it
seems gratuitous to add, as one critic has, that it "is fairly obvious
that this play was written by a man for a masculine society." 1

This

play was, in fact, written for everyone, women included, and merely
expressed the prevailing, orthodox patristic conception of women, especially of a woman who presumed to teach a man. 2

The ominous duadic

emphasis again appears: "they twayne [italics not in the original]

1

Clopper, p. 104.

2

"For I do not allow a woman to teach, or to exercise authority
over men; but she is to keep g_uiet"; I Tim. 2:12; Saint Chrysostom, in
commenting upon this passage, writes succinctly, "The woman [Eve J taught
once, and ruined all"; Saint Chrysostom, "Homilies on Timothy, Homily
IX," Oxford Translation rev. by Gross Alexander, PNF(l), XIII, 4)6.
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together well may goe, /the sister and the brother!" (355-56).

Far from

prefiguring the Church, at this point--or, even more flattering, being
the antetype of Mary--Eve is called in this play the sister of the
Devil!

"[G]od let never man trust them twoo [italics not in the origi-

nal] /the one more than the other!" (359-60).
The only traditional patristic symbol stressed at this point is
the one concerning the dead skins of beasts, with which God now clothes
Adam and Eve (361-68):
Now shall ye parte from this lee.
hilled yow behoves to be,
dead beastes skinnes, as thinketh me,
is best yow on yow beare.
For deadlie bothe nowe bene yee,
and death no way may you flee;
such clothes are best for your degree,
and such now ye shall weare.
The Fathers agreed almost unanimously that these dead skins symbolized
the fallen nature of Adam and Eve,

1

even their "beastliness,"

2

and so

here the dramatic import depends upon an explicit patristic symbolic
interpretation.

Saint Gregory Nazianzen expressly associates the dead

skins with God's banishment of Adam and Eve so that the pair will not
eat of the Tree of Life (becoming thereby immortally damned) and with
the spiritual benefit resulting from their banishment:
he [Adam] yielded to the baleful fruit; and for his sin he
was banished, at once from the Tree of Life, and from Paradise, and
from God; and put on the coats of skins , . . that is, perhaps, the
coarser flesh, both mortal and contradictory. This was the first
thing that he learnt--his own shame , . . . Yet here too he makes a

1
see Methodius, "From the Discourse on the Resurrection," trans.
William R. Clark, ANF, VI, 370; see also Saint Augustine, "The Confessions of Saint Augustine," trans. J. G. Pilkington, PNF(1), I, 112, n. 8.
2

Owst, pp. 404-5, 411.
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gain, namely death, and the cutting off of sin, in order that evil
may not be immortal. Thus his punishment is changed into a mercy·
for it is in mercy, I am persuaded, that God inflicts punishment.i
The emphasis up to this point, the crucial climax of Man's completed Fall, remains, as in Play I, consistently upon sin, judgment,
death.

Redemption, however, appears dimly in the offing, grace opera-

tive, even in Adam and Eve's Expulsion from Eden.

Yet the Redemption is

still not clearly prefigured as coming through the Church.

Typologies

suggesting the Church, such as Eve's coming from Adam's side,
everywhere rigorously suppressed.

2

are

It is fitting that this section of

the play should round off, as it does, with the emphasis still upon
judgment.

In an appropriate extra-Biblical passage, an exception in

this strongly Scripture-patterned play, the Chester playwright expands
Gen. 3:24 into a series of four set eight-line monologues delivered by
the four Cherubim--the earthly, judgmental, double-duad--posted to guard
Eden (lines 393-424).
The language of the Cherubim abounds in references to "sword,"
"fyre," "swordes of fyre"--fire being a functionally ambivalent symbol
of judgment yet of purification;3 likewise water, in Noah's Flood, later
becomes a symbol--yet one sacramental in its connotations--of judgment
yet of purification.

Mingled with the "judgment" metaphors, however,

are already faint imagistic hints of the Christian cyclic-return con-

1Saint Gregory Nazianzen, "On the Theophany, or Birthday of
Christ, " trans . Gordon Browne and Edward Swallow, PNF ( 2) , VII, 348 .
2

See p. 131, n. 2, above.

3"The fire will assay the g_uality of everyone's work: if his
work abides which he has built thereon, he will receive rewards; if his
work burns he will lose his reward, but himself will be saved, yet so as
through fire"; I Cor. 3:13b-15.
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ception of history as not being solely linear in its thrust but as being
really a journey from Paradise back to Paradise.

1

Eden begins to verge

very slightly, even at this early stage, yet only in sea ttered verbal
echoes, upon becoming a type of Heaven,

The "Secundus Angelus," for

example, speaks of Eden as "this place of great price" (402), evoking
awareness of "the pearl of great price" (Mt, 1):46) in Jesus' parable of
the Kingdom of Heaven.

And the "Tertius Angelus," in assuming his post,

states that his task is "to oversee, /that no man come in this Cyttie"
(410-11), symbolic phrasing that suggests the "holy city, New Jerusalem"
(Apoc, 21:2) which at the final climax of eschatological events will
descend from heaven as a bride adorned for her wedding.
Abel's Murder Ironically Recapitulated
in the Murder of the Innocents
These slight hints in the speeches of the four angels are immediately expanded by Adam as he tells his sons about his earlier dreamvision concerning God's future acts in history (lines 441-72).

As

Thomas Wright, the early-nineteenth-century editor_of the Chester cycle,
notes, not another English mystery-cycle playwright makes use of this
device--though (as Wright also observes) John Milton later utilizes it
in "Paradise Lost."

2

Adam's revealing the dream-vision received during

his "sleep" at Eve's creation is more than merely a "foreshadowing," or
something the Expositor might have accomplished just as well.3

Adam is

1
Danielou, Shadows, pp. 22-29.
2wright, I, 239.
3Marilyn Malina ho.lds to this view; Marilyn Joan Malina, "The
Middle English Cycle Play: A Preface" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Virginia, 1967), pp. 108-9.
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at this point not stressed primarily as a type of Christ.

He speaks

rather as a prophetic figure, 1 the first of the prophets.

As Tertullian

notes, Adam's vision inaugurates the whole march of salvation-history, a
scheme implicit in Christ's Incarnation from the beginning:
, . . He [God the Son] it was who at all times came down to hold
converse with men, from Adam on to the patriarchs and the prophets,
in vision, in dream, in mirror, in dark saying; ever from the beginning laying the foundation of the course of His dispensations, which
He meant to follow out to the very last • . . ,2
Saint Hilary shows a similar awareness of how the vision-filled sleep of
Adam contained in seed-form all the covenants and dispensations to follow, "by true authentic prefigurations through the whole course of this
world's history: in the sleep of Adam [italics not in the original], in
the flood of Noah, in the blessing of Melchisedech and the justification
of Abraham."3

"Everything," Saint Hilary declares, "which Christ would

fulfil had then been prefigured since the beginning of the world."

4

Dramatically, Adam's prophetic discourse, then his instructions

to his sons (lines 473-96), coupled with Eve's (lines 497-512), form one
end of a framing device, the purpose of which is to set off and emphasize Abel's murder at the hands of Cain.
of deep import.

The first homicide is an event

Dramatically, Abel's murder assumes threefold meaning:

(1) as "completing" the Fall of the first human family; (2) as sealing
the Satanic alienation of the earthly kingdom, or "city," as Saint

1Lawrence Clopper thinks, too, that Adam is not at this point a
figura of Christ; Paul Strohm, also, stresses Adam's prophetic function;
see Clopper, p. 90; Strohm, pp. 34-35.
2
Tertullian, "Against Praxeas, " trans . Dr, Holmes, ANF ,
III, 612.
3Danielou, Shadows, p. 11.
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Augustine was to call it;

1

(3) as prefiguring the coming death of Christ.

The Chester playwrights's paradigmatic purpose in his block of
Old Testament plays results in his heavily emphasizing the first two
meanings but allowing bare events to suggest the third.

In order prop-

erly to "frame" these materials and so to weld them together with the
significant actions of Adam and Eve, thus accentuating the "lostness" of
the human race, the Chester playwright shows how Cain returns to his
parents with these mournful words (677-80):
But yet I will, or I goe,
speake with my sire and Dam also,
and their malison [curse] both two
I wot well I must have.
Adam's words upon hearing of Abel's death--"no more ioye is to me ledd
/save onely Eve, my wife" ( 687-88) --keeps the focus upon earthly sadness, pervasive, irrevocable.

Adam's words are perhaps even grimly

'

ironic in the light of his expressed view of Eve as "mans woe."

Eve's

words are equally desolate: "Well I watt and know, I wis, /verey vengeance that it is, /for to god did I so amisse, /that I shall never haue
gladinge" (693-96).

Cain's concluding words, as he prepares to wander,

2

give final dismal emphasis to the concern of this play with the earthly
Fall: "For so God hath toulde yt me, /that I shold never thryve ne thee
[italics not in the original]" (701-2).

Unique, in fact, to the Chester

cycle among English Corpus Christi plays is this entire desolate final
1

"Thus the founder of the earthly city was a fratricide. Overcome with envy, he slew his own brother, a citizen of the eternal city,
and a sojourner on earth"; Saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans.
Marcus Dads, PNF(1), II, 289; De Civitate Dei xv.5.

~aul Strohm notes correctly that Cain's wanderings, here,
though considered in the Glossa ordinaria as a type of the dispersion of
the Jews, do not receive any special iconographic emphasis; Strohm,
pp. 23-24.
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confrontation between the first human parents and their murderer-son.
Its dramatic framing-function helps to mark the definitive end of the
two-act Fall of the first earthly family.
Considering the dramatic and theological significance of Adam's
discourse, 1 several things about it merit attention.

Omitting any men-

tion of Israel, Adam stresses chiefly the "second" Advent of God,
Christ's Incarnation--"that god will come from heaven hie, /to overcome
the devill so slie" (450-51)--and the "third" Advent of God, His coming
in judgment: "that god will come the last day, /to deme mankind in flesh
veray /and flame of fyre burning" (466-68).

He briefly mentions the new

covenant--"a new law then shall begin" (455)--and shows an awareness of
the two modes of coming universal judgment: "Water or fire as witterlie
/all this world shall destroy" (457-58).

2

Neither the Christian Church

nor even Israel is as yet specifically in foreview.

The Church appears

first in true type in the trio of Old Testament plays to follow.

Adam's

purpose, in broadly limning the course of salvation-history, is to prepare the human race for realistic life and work in its fallen condition.
Accordingly, he appoints Cain a husbandman and Abel a shepherd respectively (lines 473-76), giving each directions for his task.

He himself

takes a spade (lines 493-96), Eve a distaff (lines 503-4),3 two imple1
The whole "vision" concept seems derived from the darkly revelatory vision of the Apostle Paul reported by the Apostle himself; see
II Cor. 12:1-7.
2
The distinction between judgment by water and judgment by fire
is clearly drawn in the New Testament; II Pet. 3:2-13.
3The stage direction following line 496 reads: "Tunc Adam fodiet
terram et docebit filios et Eva Colum habebit [Then Adam tills the
ground and teaches his sons, and Eve has a distaff]"; says Eve,
"I suffer on earth for my misdeede, /and of this wool spin threde by
threde" (502-3).
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ments which in medieval art often iconographically identify them.

1

The actual murder of Abel includes a number of motifs that
appear in the other English cycle plays upon the subject.

Cain quickly

reveals himself as the perverse person he is, a traditional pulpit type
of the "bad husbandman." 2

As with his spiritual forerunner Lucifer, his

first words reveal that he is out to wrest more from God than God has
yet been pleased to give him: "of come I have great plentye /sacrafice
to god--sone yow shall see-- /I will make to looke if he /will send me
any more" (517-20).

His profanity not only advertises his anti-God

spirit but foreshadows the fate of Judas: "therfore the divill hang me
than" (539).

Subsequently, in his remorseful mood, he expresses desnair

of forgiveness, the arch-sin of Judas: "For my syone so ho=ible is,
/and I have done so much amisse, /that vnworthy I am, I wis, /forgevenes
to attayoe" (641-44).3

But when compared with the obscene, pertly men-

dacious Cain of the Wakefield cycle,
indeed.

4

the Chester Cain seems mild

Abel, for his part, is throughout the traditional, meek, obedi-

ent victim--godly and submissive.
It is Abel who first introduces into the Chester cycle the
highly charged, significant concept of the "crown": "And I will with
devotion /to my sacrafice make me bowne; /the loueliest beast, by my

1
Anderson, p. 176.

2
Owst, pp. 491-92.

3According to legend both Cain and Judas despaired of being
saved, and Chaucer's Parson considered Cain forever lost; Oliver F.
Emerson, "Legends of Cain, Especially in Old and Middle English," PMLA,
XXI, 4 (1906), 862.
-4John Bernbrock considers Cain's actions in the Wakefield cycle
a structured parody of Saint Jerome's admonitions in his fourth-century
De Cain et Abel on prayer, tithing, and penance; John E. Bernbrock,
"Notes on the Towneley Cycle 'Slaying of Abel,"' JEGP, LXII (April,
1963). 317-22.
----
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crowne! /to thee, my lord, I will chose" (521-24).

This common idiom-

atic phrase, which is to carry so many nuances of ironic meaning
throughout the cycle, derives from the Biblical concept of rewards: "And
when the Prince of the shepherds appears, you will receive the unfading
crown of glory" (I Pet. 5:4). 1

The important "crown" motif is immedi-

ately challenged, subverted, by the enraged Cain, who, frantic with
envy,

2

screams at Abel: "thou shalt fayle, by my crowne! /of maystry, if

I maye" (603-4).

Thus, the "crown," the mark of ultimate spiritual

precedence, is usurped.

Cain wrests "maystry" to himself through vio-

lence.
But in several important ways the Chester Cain and Abel episode
is different from the episode as treated in the other cycles.

For one

thing, the emphasis in the Chester play remains upon proper hierarchy,
in this case between two brothers.
rior in precedence.

Cain, being the elder, is the supe-

Preparing to sacrifice his corn, Cain says, "I am

the elder of vs two, /therefore first I will goe" (529-30).

To Cain God

says explicitly: "Thy brother buxom aye shall be /and fullye vnder thy
postye" (589-90).

Abel, ominously ordered by the angry Cain to go with

him into the field, replies, "for thou art elder then am I, /thy will I
will doe aye" (599-600).

This precedence of age, no emphasis upon which

is warranted by Gen. 4:1-16, serves further to impress the audience with

1
The spiritual signification of the "crown" motif appears in
many passages in both the Old and the New Testament; as instances, see
Ezek, 16:12; Prov. 12:4; Isa. 28:1; Jn. 19:5; I Cor. 9:25; II Tim. 4:8;
Jas. 1:12; Apoc. 3:11.

~nvy was generally considered Cain's cardinal sin, the one
leading to Abel's murder; see, for example, Saint Chrysostom, "Homilies
on Second Corinthians," Oxford Translation rev, by Talbot W. Chambers,
PNF(1), XII, 393.
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a sense of the earthly hierarchy that, already subverted, is now being
abused.
Another way in which the Chester Cain and Abel episode is
is in its neglecting any mention of the tithe,

uni~ue

In all the other cycles,

Abel instructs Cain--indeed, admonishes him repeatedly--to tithe; but
Cain scornfully refuses.

The Chester play emphasizes only that one

should offer God the best of one's flock or produce.

This concept of

sacrifice is expressed literally in the Biblical text being dramatized,
which records that after Cain's sacrifice "Abel also offered of the
firstlings of his flock" (Gen. 4:4a).

Adam's instructions to Abel to

offer "to god the first-borne beast" (483) probably reflect, also, on
the playwright's part, an awareness of the Levitical law of sacrifice.

1

Influenced by this example from the old Law, the Church taught from its
earliest days that the law of the Old Covenant laid an obligation upon
truly free spiritual men to give the first and best of their possessions
to God also as an oblation: "We are bound, therefore, to offer to God
the first-fruits of His creation, as Moses also says, 'Thou shalt not
appear in the presence of the Lord thy God empty . , , , "'

2

Saint

Ambrose, in De Cain et Abel, emphasizes that Cain did not give the
"first fruit," and therefore the tithing stressed in the other mystery
plays may have arisen out of such a line of thought.3
Chester playwright is

uni~ue

In any case, the

in this play in avoiding the traditional

1

Lev. 27:26; Num. 18:12; Deut. 15:19-23, 18:4.

2

Irenaeus, "Irenaeus Against Heresies," Edinburgh Edition, ANF,

I, 484.
3Emerson, pp, 849, 859; Peter Comestor writes that Cain separated out the best grain for himself, then sacrificed the rest before
God; Creizenach, I, 131, n, 1.
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"tithing" motif,

This fact is further evidence that here he does not

yet want the Church to become (beyond the merest hints) too prominent in
type or figure •

1

The spectacle of murdered innocence, so suggestive of Christ,
that Abel's murder offers is savagely mirrored in Herod's murder of the
children of Bethlehem (Chester Play X).

As Cain kills his brother to

insure his~ "maystry" (604), so Herod seeks to murder Christ, the
royal young rival to his power.

And as Cain is a spiteful, ranting fig-

ure, comical yet fearsome, so also is Herod.

Just as Cain is torn by

envy and by a perverted hatred of innocence, so also is Herod.
as Cain wanders off under a Divine curse,

2

And just

so also Herod finally is

dragged down to Hell by a gleeful demon.
Nevertheless, if the Herod episode in the Chester cycle had only
these features, it could be dismissed as commonplace--as simply having
tonal and thematic

~ualities

in common with a whole series of familiar

"devil" figures and tyrants punctuating the sin-judgment-grace "spirals"
of salvation-history.

Yet, going further, the Chester playwright con-

structs out of his "Herod" materials a striking "up-so-doun" caricature
of Adam's sad loss of Abel and of God's redemptive gift of Christ.
Adam has lost Abel, so God will lose His own Son.

As

Just so, Herod, in

his evil ecstasy, inadvertently loses his own kingly son in the Bethlehem massacre.

The episode has no parallel in the other English mystery

1

Appropriately, "tithing" is treated in the Chester Abraham and
Isaac play, which depicts in type the sacramental Church in operation.
2

The legendary death of Cain was a popular subject in medieval
art and drama, but the Chester playwright ends his play with emphasis
upon Cain's wandering--thus stressing the profound, inconclusive "lostness" of the living human race.
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plays--indeed, in any of the other mystery plays of the Middle Ages.
The impotent fury of Herod's antics capped by the irony of his fate
helps to maintain the tonal and thematic balance characteristic of the
Chester cycle.

(Herod's role extends, actually, over three plays [VIII,

IX, X], though in "The Magi's Oblation" [Play IX] Herod does not appear.)
Herod's ironic loss serves to complete a catharsis of demonic
fury at the very end of the five plays covering the events of Christ's
Nativity and early childhood,

The succeeding five-play se~uence (XI-XV)

dramatizing Christ's Life and Ministry begins on a note of victory and
serenity.

This tone, evenly sustained, characterizes the action through

Christ's Triumphal Entry and the Lord's Supper.

Structurally, Cain's

desolate, cursed departure in the Old Testament plays immediately precedes God's first covenantal act to redeem the human race: Noah's salvation in the Flood.

In the New Testament plays Herod's desolate,

cursed departure for Hell immediately precedes the triumphant ministry
of the Son of God.

These structural and thematic parallels are empha-

sized by Cain's last words--"for out of the land I will flee; /A lurrell
alway I must be" (II, 698-99)--and by Herod's: "I dye, I dye, alas!
alas! /I may no longer dwell!" (X, 431-32).

The rebellious demonic

powers bow in final defeat before the sovereign acts of the Chester God
of history.
As a "devil" figure, Herod in fact is special ih several ways.
He is the first New Testament unbeliever in the Chester cycle to remain
unrepentant.

The Roman Octavian (Play VI, "The Nativity") is at the

outset a proud, vaunting ruler; but, admonished by the Sibyl's prophecies, he humbles himself before the newborn King at Bethlehem,

Gartius,

or Trowle, as nasty as he might be (Play VII, "Adoration of the Shep-
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herds"), remains after all only a shepherd's apprentice; he vows upon
his conversion to become an anchorite.

But Herod has an unrestrained,

passionate quality of evil, one that led Shakespeare's Hamlet to scoin
the actor who "out-herods Herod" (Hamlet, III. ii.15) .

Herod has lived

in dramatic memory most typically as the tyrant "raging in the pageant
and in the street. " 1 Robert Weimann has defined the peculiar quality of
Herod's appeal as something between the frightful and the comical.

2

Karl Young, describing Herod's popularity as royal villain, traces the
king's early development even in the Latin liturgical drama into a violent comic figure akin to the Spirit of Misrule.3

Herod shares pecu-

liarly with Cain the violent, anarchic gusto of all quintessentially
evil figures in the mystery plays.
as well known as Cain.

In folk-legend, Herod became almost

Thus partly by virtue of their lurid reputations,

these, two unrestrained rebels become sui table mi=or-images of each other.
Like Cain's spiritual model Lucifer, Herod claims ultimate
power.

4

The fact that he occasionally speaks Latin and French makes him

1The original stage direction in "The Pageant of the Shearrnen
and Taylors": "Here Erode ragis in the pagond and in the strete also";
Hardin Craig (ed.), Two Coventry Corpus Christi Plays, EETS, ES 87
(2d ed. 1957; rpt. London: Oxford University Press, 1967), p. 27.
2

"NatUrlich ist Heredes dUster und prahlerisch, furchtbar und
komisch, aber die Dramatik seiner Gestalt liegt gerade in dem spannungsvollen Nebeneinander dieser ZUge, Eben hierin nistet ihre eigenartige
und starke Wirkung! Diese Wirkung aber entspringt einem Theater, in dem
sich uralte kultische und liturgische Traditionen der Verkorperung mit
einem modernen empirischen Impuls der kritisch beobachtenden Nachahmung
verbinden"; Robert.Weimann, "Die furchtbare Komik des Heredes: Dramaturgie und Figurenaufbau des vorshakespearschen Schurken," Archiv fUr
das Studium der neueren Sprachen und Literaturen, CCIV (1967-68), 118.

3Young, II, 53-56, 67-100.
4
Actually, in the Bible three "Herods" are distinguished: (1)
Herod "the Great," of child-massacre notoriety (Mt. 2); (2) Herod Anti-
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seem quasi-divine, connoting not merely an impressive regality but echoing in spirit God's "Alpha and Omega" words at the cycle's outset,
Latin speech being a device used later by the Antichrist himself.

1

Herod

claims absolute temporal power: "I king of kinges, none so keene, /I
soveraigne Syre, as well is seene" (VIII, 161-62).

His "king of kinges"

allusion (I Tim. 6:15) signals his claim to spiritual power, a claim he
unreservedly affirms: "I dryue the Deville all be deene /deepe in hell
a-downe" (VIII, 167-68).

"I byd, I beat, I loose, I bynde" (VIII, 170),

Herod shouts, parodying the spiritual authority conferred by Christ on
Saint Peter, on the disciples, but retained in some sense by Christ Himself.

2

If anyone dares to challenge his authority, Herod announces, he

"shall cracke his Crowne" (VIII, 180) .

Herod even claims power over

Nature--"I maister the Moone; take this in mynde /that I am most of
mighte" (VIII, 171-72).
Hearing the Messianic prophecies of Christ expounded for him by
his own "Doctor" (VIII, lines 221-349), 3 Herod, accompanied by the court
scholar, begins at the height of his blasphemy to speak in especially
long lines exhibiting a distinctive rhyme pattern (VIII, lines 261-337),
a dramatic device reminiscent of God's affirmation of His own Being in

pas, beheader of John the Baptist, called "fox" by Jesus (Mk. 6; Lk. 13:
32); (3) Herod Agrippa, beheader of Saint James and imprisoner of Saint
Peter, who dies "eaten of worms" (Acts 12); the Chester playwright seems
to conflate the three, perhaps consciously for greater dramatic effect;
S. S. Hussey, "How many Herods in the Middle English Drama?" Neophilologus, XLVIII (August, 1964), 252-58.
1
Brother Linus Urban Lucken, An~t i~ch~r~~~·s~t~a~n~d~t~h~e~P~r~o~p~h~e~t~s~o;:cf
Antichrist in the Chester Cycle (Washington, D. C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1940), p. 48.

7 7

2

Mt. 16:19, 18:18; Apoc. 1:18.

3see Mt. 2:3-6 for the basis of this long scene.
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Chester Play I.

In resisting the threat to his power by the newborn

King, Herod flatly declares his murderous "twynning" intention (VIII,
278-81)

I

of Romans hie conquest which to me in heritage
is fallen for ever, as.a prince of highe parage.
if any other king or Messy intend it for to wyn,
his head from his body with this sharpe swoard I shall twyn.
Declaring in his dark intent that he sets no limit upon the amount of
blood he will shed (VIII, lines 317-23), Herod as child~murderer places
himself squarely in the Biblical line of the bloody queen Athalia "which
made slaie all men children that of kinges blood were borne, /when her

~[italics not in the original] was dead" (VIII, 326-27) . 1 After
this portentous remark, Herod's oblique allusion to a son of his own
blood foreshadows the ironic loss of his son which he himself is to
cause: "For euery man may say well this /that I maynteyne my Realme
amisse, /to let a boy inherit my blisse /that never was of my blood"
(VIII, 378-81),

Swearing by "Mahound" (VIII, 398) to destroy that

"rocked Ribald" (VIII, 396), Herod, in conclusion, extends his hand in
an unconsciously ironic gesture for his wine glass.

"[H]aue done and

fill the wyne in hye! /I dye but I haue drinke" (VIII, 408-9), he exclaims, his comment recalling the Scriptural words about the cup of
God's wrath in Ps. 74:8-9.

2

In the "Slaying of the Innocents" (Play X), the "son" caricature
is further developed, sometimes in oblique verbal ways that subtly
1see IV Kings 11:1 (Douay).
2
"[F]or God is the judge. One he putteth down, and another he
lifteth up: for in the hand of the Lord there is a cup of strong wine
full of mixture. And he hath poured it out from this to that: but the
dregs thereof are not emptied: all the sinners of the earth shall drink";
see also Jer. 51:7.
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enrich tone and meaning.

Ranting again, Herod reaffirms his implacable

intention to kill the newborn rival king (X, 13-16):
For leeves all this, without let,
that I will doe as I haue het:
mar that misbegotten marmoset,
that thinkes to mar me.
"Misbegotten marmoset" seems at first a strange epithet for Christ.

Yet

a "marmoset" is a monkey; in English the word has been used since earliest times to signify "monkey" (OED).

To medieval man, a monkey, or

ape (L. simia), not only seemed a distorted image of reasoning man but
was associated with the Devil.

Apes, it was thought, had lost their

tails as a sign that all of the Devil would perish in the end.

1

Used as

a "term of abuse or contempt"--the OED cites the "misbegotten marmoset"
line from this Chester play to illustrate the term's use--the word "mar-

moset" (simia) calls to mind the Devil not only as a grotesque manlike
personage but as a gross imitator of God.
christ.

2

It evokes awareness of Anti-

The literally devilish implications of the "ape" metaphor in

English sermons can be demonstrated by many citations.3

Thus Herod,

himself the bogus devil-monarch, names Christ as the imitation heir of
power, the word "misbegotten" being perhaps a slur upon Christ's Virgin
Birth.

All these connotations heightened, for the medieval spectator,

the ironic contrast between Herod's pretensions and the fate which befalls him--to slay, by the hands of his own assassins, his own regal heir
instead of the "false gedlinge" (237) 4 that his soldiers are looking for.
1
T. H. White (ed. and trans.), The Bestiary: A Book of Beasts
(1954; rpt. New York; Capricorn Books, 1960), pp. 34-55; Ernst Curtius
demonstrates the degree to which the "ape metaphor" won new popularity
in twelfth- and thirteenth-century rhetoric through the revival of
Sidonius as a model of style; Curtius, pp. 538-39.
2

4

Lucken, pp. 16-17.

3Owst, pp. 112, 169, 313, 328.

Interestingly, Rossell H. Robbins notes that in a fragment of a
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As Paul Strohm notes, the death of Herod's son in the otherwi.se
sober, conventional Chester plays is one of the cycle's "few total surprises, " 1

The early scholar Katherine Bates sees it as simply a device

of the Chester playwright himself.

2

But the tradition that Herod had

somehow lost his own son in the general massacre was apparently quite
familiar.3

Whatever the tradition behind the episode, the Chester play-

wright is the only writer of mystery plays to exploit the incident in a
structural sense, or indeed to exploit it at all.
The device is not merely a vulgar attempt to "satisfy the audience's taste for realism," as Donald Savage believes.

4

Rather it has

the "humor of inversion"5 that Edith Gold attributes to it, but not just
in the sense of general parodic irony or poetic justice.

Its point is

theological--namely, that the worst that evil, anarchic man can do nevertheless precisely executes the sovereign will of God.

The series of

events encompassing Herod's first knowledge of Christ's birth, Herod's

comparable, lost.Caesar-Augustus "tyrant" play, the words "ffrensche
dedling" replace "false gedlinge"; Rossell Hope Robbins, "A. Dramatic
Fragment from a Caesar Augustus Play," Anglia, LXXII, 1 (1954-55), 32.
1
Strohm, p. 97.

2

Bates, p. 115.

3"The circumstance of Herod having lost his own son in this massacre is told on the authority ·of Macrobius, Satu.rnal., lib. ii., c. 4;
Cum audisset [Augustus] inter pueros quos in Syria Herodes rex Judaeorum intra bimatum iussit interfici, filium quoque eius occisum, ait,
Melius est Herodis porcum esse quam filium [When Augustus heard that
among the boys ;rhom Herod, King of the Jews in Syria, had ordered
destroyed--i.e., those under two--also Herod's own son had been killed,
he said, 'It is better to be Herod's pig than his son']"; Wright, I, 261;
also "in the York Lady Chapel there is a detail which seems to hint that
the glazier knew of Herod's infant son being among the slaughtered Innocents ••• for one of the mothers stoops over an ornate cradle, corresponding to the [Chester] playwright's description of the baby's rich
attire"; Anderson, p. 137.

4savage, pp. 26-27.

5Gold, pp. 26-27.
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massacre of the Innocents, Herod's son's death, and finally Herod's own
death is an extended metaphor articulated, focused, and enriched by verbal ironies,

It is designed to mirror, to explain, to illuminate

through final grotesque inversion the drama and significance of Christ's
death, a death foreshadowed by innocent Abel's,
The element of burlesque plays an important role.

1

The two sol-

dier assassins (among the recurring devilish duads of the Chester
cycle), "Sir Grimbalde and Sir Launcher depe" (58), are, as G, R, Owst
2
notes, pulpit parodies of "carpet knights" --typical mili tes gloriosi.
Their madly ridiculous pretensions, coupled with their obscene language,
mark them, together with Herod, as spiritual counterparts of Cain.

"[A]

vyllany it were, I-wisse," protests the "Primus Miles" deprecatingly,
"for my fellow and me, /to slay a shitten-arsed shrew; /a lad might his
head of hew" (155-58),

The "Secundus Miles" alludes explicitly to Samp-

son1 "My leefe lord of great renowne, /we shall wreake you if we moue,
/whether he be knight or Champion, /stiffer then euer Sampson was" (161-

64).

Significantly, both "Primus Miles" and Herod also allude to "Samp-

son," for Sampson was a familiar type of Christ,3

"I wold I might finde

in my way /Sampson in his best aray" (245-46), says the "Primus Miles."
To this Herod replies (249-52)=
Nay, nay, I knowe well, or thou sweare,
that thou art a doughty man of war,
and though Sampson were here,
right sone he shall be slayne.
The following scenes of raucous blasphemy, comic depravity, and

1
Gayley, pp. 145, 207.

2
Owst, pp. 331-38.

3Emile Male, The Gothic Image, trans. Dora Nussey from 3d Fr.
ed. (New York1 Harper Torchbooks, 1958), p. 146,
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horribly realistic stage action,

1

in which soldiers rant and mothers

curse, dramatically parallel the monologue of godless Cain before he
kills Abel.

By being rendered comic in a burlesque way, the slaughter

of the children is made less painful.

The flight of the Holy Family

into Egypt takes place amid a hushed serenity that constitutes effective
thematic and tonal contrast.

This chaotic catharsis of demonic power

reaches its abrupt climax in the death of Herod's son.

The "Secunda

Mulier" cries out: "Loe! lord, loke and see! /the child that thou toke
to me, /men of thy owne meny /haue slayn it, here the bene" (393-96).
Herod's reply repeats his ironic words from Play VIII ("Adoration of the
Magi") 2--for now he is consciously drinking the wine of God's vengeance
(397-400):
fye, hore, fye! god geue thee pyne!
why didst thou not say that Child was myne?
but it is vengeanc, as drink I wyne,
and that is now well sene,
His description of his slain son echoes the words of "Primus Miles"
about "Sampson [Christ] in his best aray" (246) (409-12):
He was right sicker in silk aray,
in gould, and pyrrye that was so gay,
they might well know by his aray,
he was a kinges sonne.
The royal finery of the slaughtered heir evokes ironic awareness of the
gold, frankincense, and myrrh, with their rich symbolic meanings, that
in Play IX ("The Magi's Oblation"), just prior to this play, had been
given to the true Heavenly "kinges sonne" in a stable, who now is safe
in Egypt.

Wicked Herod dies screaming, "My legges rotten and my armes;

1
small dummies were spitted on spear ends; Anderson, p. 136.
2

See p. 157, n. 2, above,
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/I haue done so many harmes, /that now I see of feendes swarmes /from
hell cominge for me" (421-24).

The rough, chaotic, hellish "w's" of the

Demon who takes him off--")!a=,

~arr!

for now

un~arly ~akes

you

~oe!"

(433)--add one final flamboyant flourish to the "furchtbare Komik" of
King Herod.
As Cain wanders off into desolation, so Herod is taken off to
Hell.

Yet in these final explosions of demonic power, the door opens to

the spiritual salvation of the human race: after Cain, in the purging
waters of Noah's Flood; after Herod, in the victorious ministry of the
redeeming Christ.

Chapter 4
THE CHURCH IN DRAMATIC PARADIGM
The Chester playwright, having dramatized the Fall in heaven
("The Fall of Lucifer," I) and on earth ("The Creation," II), now turns
to the grand theme which is to occupy him in all the remaining plays of
the cycle: the Redemption of the human race.

The fundamental propo-

sition of this study is that in symbolic-expressionistic pattern and
prefiguration1 the five-play Old Testament segment comprises completely
the key events of salvation-history,

The first two plays dramatize the

duadic Fall; the last three limn God's blessed triadic (three-phase)
Redemptive activity: Baptismal promise, Eucharistic participation, and
final Judgment,

"The Deluge" (III) prefigures Baptismal grace; "The

Sacrifice of Isaac" (IV), Christ's death, and the institution of the
Eucharist; "Balaam and Balak" (V), the final Judgment, or the end of
redemptive activity and the vindication of God's righteousness. The midpoint of these three plays--appropriately for a Corpus Christi cycle-is the Eucharist.

2

Expressed another way, "The Deluge" shows the Church

1

See p. 28, n. 1, above.

2

Jerome Taylor contends that the Eucharist itself subsumes and
evokes awareness of all the saving acts of God in history from Creation
to Judgment, thus giving rise to the cycle drama on the Day of Corpus
Christi, the Feast established solely to celebrate the Host; Jerome
Taylor, "The Dramatic Structure of the Middle English Corpus Christi, or
Cycle, Plays," in Medieval En lish Drama: Essa s Critical and Contextual,
eds, Jerome Taylor and Alan H. Nelson University of Chicago Press,
1972), pp. 149-51.
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in preparation; "The Sacrifice of Isaac," the Church in operation; and
"Balaam and Balak," the Church in culmination.
The action of each of these plays follows the "spiral" rhythm of
sin-judgment-grace cha.racteristic of salvation-history.

Complementing

their "spiral" dramatic structure, these three plays also contain, as do
the first two, motifs which later receive ironic recapitulation in New
Testament scenes.

They employ the linked stanzas (rime couee) which are

the basic metrical form of the cycle.

They show the Chester play-

wright's preoccupation with the major "covenants" made by God with the
human race.

They manifest, also, in large measure, the playwright's

characteristically close adherence to the Scriptural text--with, of
course, the striking exception of Noah's wife.

As V. A. Kolve notes,

however, not only Noah's irascible spouse but the comic matter in the
Shepherds' plays were traditional motifs in the English mystery cycles
and are the only truly "original" matter in them--original in the sense
that the episodes are not found or even hinted at in the Bible or in the
Christian apocrypha. 1

In the Chester cycle, these materials, togeth9r

with the other coarse, low, comic elements, are subordinated to doctrinal truth and made dramatically functional.

Erich Auerbach sue-

cinctly states the basic rationale for the inclusion of such elements in
his discussion of the Mystere d'Adam:
. • . Everything in the dramatic play which grew out of the liturgy during the Middle Ages is part of one--and always of the same-context: of one great drama whose beginning is God's creation of the
world, whose climax is Christ's Incarnation and Passion, and whose
expected conclusion will be Christ's second coming and the LastJudgment . • • . In principle, this great drama contains everything that

1
V. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford University Press, 1966), p. 145.
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occurs in world history. In it all the heights and depths of human
conduct and all the heights and depths of stylistic expression fJ.nd
their morally or aesthetically established right to exist . • • •
The everyday and real is thus an essential element of medieval
art and especially of the Chri.stian drama. • • 1
Together with the emphasis upon the covenants, typology--which
the playwright deemphasizes in the double Fall in order to stress the
"lostness" of God's lapsed creation--now takes on important dramatic
meaning.

In "The Deluge" (III) the Ark itself dominates the stage; the

Ark's typological function in prefiguring the Church is emphasized
through a series of structural and verbal devices.

In "The Sacrifice of

Isaac" (IV) and in "Balaam and Balak" (V) an "Expositor" appears, to
underscore even familiar meanings.
According to Jerome Taylor, the spiral course of salvation-history offers a unity of events which are not only causally related but
exemplary of faith and obedience (or their opposites) and "figural" in
adumbrating events to come.

2

Professor Taylor therefore sees the unity

of the Corpus Christi cycle drama in a Christian understanding of salvation-history.

"[H]aving seen how the history of these wonders [the

acts of God in salvation-history] can be considered as the unifying
action of the Middle English cycle plays," he writes, "we are perhaps
entitled to urge that this hypothesis deserves testing in futuredetailed
analyses of the separate plays, ,3

Professor Taylor thus echoes a thought

partly expressed by V. A. Kolve4 and by other modern students of the

1

Erich Auerbach, Mimesis, trans. Willard R. Trask (Princeton
University Press, 1953), p. 158.
2
3
.
Taylor, p. 154.
Ibid., p. 156.

4
Kolve, p. 100; see p. v above.
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medieval dramal namely, the desire to see new, detailed studies interpreting the action of individual plays to reveal the distinctive way in
which a particular cycle celebrates Christian history.

The present

study of the five Chester Old Testament plays is motivated by the spirit
of Professor Taylor's appeal.
THE DELUGEl THE CHURCH IN PREPARATION
The typologies perceived by the Fathers in the Flood, the Ark,
and the Ark's eight surviving human beings are very rich, complex, and
suggestive.

The Flood is viewed in Scripture itself as a type of final

Judgment (Mt. 24l37-39), yet also as a type of Salvation (I Pet. )l2021).

In the course of the centuries the Fathers repeatedly expounded

traditional parallels between the Ark and the Church.
In all four English cycles, the Noah story immediately follows
the story of Cain and Abel, a
of the liturgy.

se~uence

strongly reflecting the influence

In the Sarum Breviary, while the responsories for the

week of Septuagesima are devoted to the Creation and the Fall of Man,
those of the Sexagesima week cover Noah and the Flood; and the final
responsory in Matins of Sexagesima Sunday in the Liber Responsalis also
mentions the story of Cain and Abel. 1 God's saving act in preserving
Noah's family through the Flood was therefore linked directly in the
public mind with the "completed" Fall of the first earthly family in
Cain's murder of his brother.

It is Noah who is to be the "new" man of

God's Creation after the punishing, purging waters have passed from the
~,....,,_.,-~'-'"'''~·-·'<

••

,,., .,-

...-

no"~"·•·--- -~··;···-•c~

·---·• """' • """' .,

'···~

•

1
Marjorie D. Downing, "The Influence of the Liturgy on the English Cycle Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Yale University,
1942), pp. 137-39.
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earth.

It is Noah with whom God makes his first postlapsarian covenant.

.......___.~, _ _ _ ,,.......-"_,~-..,.-•~" •-·~---..,....._.-,,,,,..,,~•• ,,,,_,_ "~••'""''" ••'""""'"'~.-,-,~- •'•~···~··· _,.~ •w•"- -,, ~~ •. .-·e••-·•"•~-~~.-0'"'

The man Noah is definitely a new beginning.

,-:>-•, •.~' -•>""->~, ,•,.><'"_,., .•,,."'<.•·~···-·',•'"'·"""'"'' ;·,,~m·-.-···

Jean Danielou stresses an

interpretation of the significance of Noah which worked powerfully upon
the imaginations of the Fathers: "Philo, echoing a Jewish tradition,
puts , . . the ,

idea [thus]: 'God has judged Noah worthy to be the

beginning and end of our race, end •

of all things before the flood,

beginning , , . of all that follows'

, , Noah is thus the 'hinge' of

two worlds,"

1

Hierarchy Established
"The Deluge" begins with a soliloquy by God (lines 1-4o),

God

declares Himself angry with the sinning human race; commanding Noah to
build the Ark, He gives the directions for its construction that appear
in Gen. 6; He declares His intention to destroy all humanity,

As in the

two preceding plays, God's introductory soliloquy establishes a solenm
sense of Divine presence, of the hierarchy which God's sovereignty in
goal-directed history presupposes.

Berthold Cron aptly observes: "Diese

erste Rede Gottes gibt sozusagen die Exposition und verleiht dem ganzen
Spiel eine gewisse Abrundung."

2

This dramatic sense of Divine control, of stasis, of

meaning~

yet of portending action was evidently intensified in performance by a
striking staging technique.

A stage direction reads: "Et prima in ali-

quo supremo loco sive in nubibus, si fieri poterit, loquatur Deus ad Noe

1Jean Danielou, From Shadows to Reality, trans. Dam Wulstan
Hibberd (London: Burns and Oates Ltd, 1960), p. 76.
2

Berthold Cron, Zur Entwicklun s eschichte der en lischen
Misterien Alten Testaments Marburg: Buchdruckerei Robert Noske, 1913),
p. 81.
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extra Archam existentem cum tota familia sua [And at first in some high
place or in the clouds, if that can be done, God speaks to Noah who is
1
outside the Ark with his whole family J. " One would like to know how
the "clouds" might have been simulated.
It is interesting that in this Noah play the reported worsening
wickedness of the world does not become part of the action as it does in
the French Misters du Viel Testament.

2

God's first words--"I god that

all the world have wrought, /heaven and earth, and all of nought, /I see
my people, in deeds and thought, /are sett fowls in sinne" (1-4)--identify God anew as Creator ex nihilo and as Judge.

His next words (lines

5-16) before He addresses Noah are a paraphrase of selected verses:
Gen. 6:3, 7, 6 (in this order).

God says that He will still give man

six score more years to repent, that He intends to destroy man, that, He
even regrets having made man at all.

He makes no mention of the nota-

rious "sons of God" (Gen. 6:2) that ma=ied mortal women nor of the mysterious "giants" on the earth (Gen. 6:4), both of which are implied by
the Biblical text to be significant in the monstrously growing evil pervading the antediluvian age.

Nor, on the other hand, does God make

mention of Enoch, the only notable righteous man between Seth and Noah
(Gen. 5:6-29, esp. vss, 21-24: "And he [Enoch] walked with God . . . • "
[ v. 24]). 3

1This stage direction appears in the H MS. between the guild
name and the first line of the play. Gertrud Adrian notes that in the
Chester Noah and Abraham plays, the stage directions governing actors'
entrances are especially numerous; Gertrud Adrian, Die Blihnenanweisungen
in den englischen Mysterien (Bochum-Langendreer: Heinrich Poppinghaus,
1931)' p. 35.

~osemary Woolf, The English Mystery Plays (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1972), p. 132.
3"Let us take (for instance) Enoch, who, being found righteous

For greater dramatic unity and emphasis the Chester playwright
passes over these materials and focuses squarely upon Noah, God's first
post-Fall covenant-partner.
the Redemptive process.

With Noah man becomes a true participant in

For Noah is commanded to work--to work, not as

~piii'llshm~n't, but''rathe~ as an active expression of faith in what God has
said.

Like prelapsarian Lucifer and Adam, Noah, too, marks a "beginning:•

Y'et unlike Lucifer and Adam, Noah has as his duty more than mere passive
obedience.

Consequently, he works.

Almost the entire first section of

this play, in which hierarchy is established, records a building process,
The Ark of Salvation, like the later Church it typifies, requires, first,
a methodical building-plan, then harmonious collective effort so that
the Divinely wrought blueprint can be realized.
First come the directions (lines 17-40), which except for a
detail or two (possibly copyist's errors) conform to those given in
Gen. 6.

The Ark is to be 300x50x50 cubits in size, the last "50" being

actually "30" in the Bible and in the writings of the Fathers.

1

The

"one wyndow" of "one cubyte of length and breadeth" (29, 30) appears in
the Biblical instructions.
(Gen. 8:8),
head.

Through it Noah later releases the dove

Its "one cubyte" symbolizes perhaps the unity of the God,-

The "three roofed chambers, one or two" (34) 2 are suggestive of

in obedience, was translated, and death was never known to happen to
him"; Saint Clement, "First Epistle to the Corinthians," trans, A,
Cleveland Coxe, The Ante-Nicene Fathers, eds, Alexander Roberts and
James Donaldson (1884-1887; rpt. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans
Publishing Co., 1969-1973), I, 7; hereafter referred to as ANF.
1
The B MS. reads "sixtie" at this point; Hermann Deimling (ed,),
The Chester Plays, Part I, EETS, ES 62 (1892; rpt. London: Oxford University Press, 1968), p. 49, n.
2

Instead of "one or two" the h MS. reads "one A roe"; Deimling,
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the Trinity and of other triads congenial to the numero-mystical medieval mind.
The words "vpon the side adore shall sit" (31) reflect literal
instructions in the Bible.

This "dore" the Fathers regarded, for exam-

ple, as a type of the hole in Christ's side:
, , And its [the Ark's] having a door made in the side of it
certainly signified the wound which was made when the side of the
Crucified was pierced with the spear; for by this those who come to
Him enter; for thence flowed the sacraments by which those who
believe are initiated. , , ,1
This confident, almost casual interpretation on the part of Saint Augustine is typical of many

s~ch

among the patristic writings.

From earli-

est times and continuing through the Middle Ages the Ark (and all events
connected with it) was the object of precise exegetical attention.

The

traditional interpretation of the Ark's form, construction, and dimensions derived from Origen's homilies on Genesis.

Despite minor differ-

ences of opinion among later exegetes, Origen's views retained considerable authority throughout the Latin Middle Ages.

2

Genuinely new inter-

p. 49, n. Professor Pollard concurs, reading "on a row," an idea to him
more in harmony with the context and more logically suggestive of the
Trinity; Alfred W, Pollard ( ed.), En lish Miracle Pla s Moralities and
Interludes (8th ed. rev.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927 , p. 182.
P. E. Dustoor agrees with Pollard's reading; P. E. Dustoor, "Textual
Notes on the Chester Old Testament Plays," Anglia, LII (June, 1928), 103.
1Saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans, Marcus Dods, !:.
Select Librar of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers of. the Christian
Church, First Series, ed. Philip Schaff 188 -1889; rpt. Grand Rapids,
Mich.: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1956-1971), II, 306; hereafter
referred to as PNF(1). See De Civitate Dei xv.26.
2origen exercised a pervasive influence over exegesis generally
as well as for this particular passage: "To write a history of Origenist
influence on the west would be tantamount to writing a history of
western exegesis"; Beryl Smalley, The Stud of the Bible in the Middle
Ages (2d ed., 1951; rpt. University of Notre Dame Press, 1970 , p. 1 ,
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preta tions were rare,
Beryl Smalley, it is true, affects to see a new precisely "scientific" spirit in the treatises De Area Noe Morali and De Area Noe Mystica by the twelfth-century Hugh of Saint Victor:
. We smile when Hugh, with the gravity of one in the forefront of a scientific movement, rejects Origen's figure of the ark
as top-heavy , . , , Our smile is mistaken: a scientific movement is
really afoot. Hugh is doing, for biblical history, what St. Anselm
of Bee and Master Anselm had done for theology in their different
ways. , , , He had that curiosity which set explorers in quest of El
Dorado and led to the discovery of a continent,!
Hugh of Saint Victor is, of course, not a "Father"; he is a very late
exegete.

Miss Smalley is motivated partly by her conviction that there

are "new" views among the men of St. Victor in the twelfth century.

At

least, commenting upon Miss Smalley's observation, Professor Henri de
Lubac seems to imply as much.

He notes drily that historians of Bibli-

cal exegesis need to be cautious with their smiles: "A notre tour, peutetre, de sourire.

Ce nouveau sourire est-il une meprise?

Voyons plu-

tot."2 Pointing out that Hugh and Origen had the same order, or kind,
of allegorical and typological interest in the Ark, Professor de Lubac
stresses the traditional thrust of Hugh's work:
. Il n'y a rien la qui marque, ou seulement qui presage le
moindre changement dans les principes de l'exegese ou dans ses methodes, rien assurement qui ressemble a la naissance de quelque nouveau "mouvement scientifique." La curiosite manifestee par le Victorin n'est pas celle d'un explorateur de continents vierges •. , ,3
He maintains that Origen's views had been transmitted relatively
unchanged through a long line of exegetes, that they were transmitted
1

Smalley, pp. 96-97.
2
Henri de Lubac, Exegese Medievale (Aubier: Editions Montaigne,
1959-1964), I, Seconde Partie, 321.
3Ibid.
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also in the Glossa ordinaria, that Hugh's contributions--however precise
their

~uality--constituted

nothing new:

, , , Au surplus, grace a la traduction de Rufin, les explications d'Origene etaient connues depuis des siecles. Plusieurs, a
commencer par saint Augustin, les avaient reproduites ou resumees,
Exegetes et historians avaient coutume de les rappeler. Ainsi faisait "l'Augustin irlandais" duDe mirabilibus sacrae Scripturae.
Ainsi Bede, qui dans son Hexaemeron ne citait la celebre homelie
origenienne que pour ses precisions d'ordre materiel. Ainsi encore
Beatus, Alcuin, Claude de Turin, Freculphe de Lisieux, Raban Maur,
Remi d'Auxerre, Angelome de Luxeuil. L'essentiel en etait unanimement retenu, et sera transmis par la Glose ordinaire, Lorsqu'il s'y
rallie, Hugues parle de la "solution de docteurs," Sur ~uelques
details de l'amenagement, les avis s'etaient partages: c'est encore
Hugues lui-meme qui nous l'apprend, Un tel genre d'exegese n'avait
done rien d'inedit, et les explications auxquelles s'arrete l'auteur
duDe area ne semblent meme pas etre toutes de son invention,1
In any case, the dimensions of the Ark appear also in the Wakefield and York Noah plays.
upon building.

There, too, the major emphasis is upon work,

None of these plays explicitly stress the exegesis of

the Ark's dimensions or its form.

Yet, as Rosemary Woolf notes, the

careful inclusion of directions about the Ark's dimensions and shape as
part of the dramatic structure of these cycles is probably owing not to
the Biblical record but to the mystical meanings derived from traditional exegesis and latent in the awareness of the playwrights. 2
In the Chester play, the stress is primarily structural rather
than explicitly exegetical, and it falls upon the cooperating family.
Thanking God for His instructions, for "[sparing] me and my house to
spill" (43), and for "suche grace [God has] sent me till" (47), Noah
turns to his family and gives them a businesslike order (49-52):
haue done, yow men and women all!
helpe for ought that may befall
to worke this shipp, chamber and hall,
as God hath bydden vs doe.

1de Lubac, I, Seconde Partie, 321-22,
Zwoolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 136.
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In robust four-line speeches, Noah's three sons, "Sem," "Ham," and
"Iaphet," heartily concur (lines 53-64).
mer, respectively, they set to work.

Taking axe, hatchet, and ham-

Worth noting, here, too, is the

fact that "Sem" emphasizes his readiness to cooperate by the forceful
asseveration "by my crowne" (54), a device subtly announcing his identity as the ancestor of Abraham and thus father of the Messianic line
(see Gen. 11:10-26).

1

The reluctance evinced by Noah's wife in her first (four-line)
speech at this point hints of trouble to come: "And we [women] shall
bring tymber to, /for wee men nothing els doe; /women be weake to vnderfoe /any great travayle" (65-68).

Nevertheless, her weak concurrence is

immediately covered by the vigorous four-line responses from the wives
of Shem, Ham, and Japheth (lines 69-80).

Respectively these three labor

with "hackstock," "anoynt" the Ark with "sliche," and gather "chippes"
for a cooking fire.

Here the play's relentless rime couee emphasizes

the rhythmic will with which all set about their tasks.
In no other English cycle is there such a heavy, almost ritelike emphasis upon the idea that the whole family builds the Ark
together.

In fact, the other cycles, technically literal on this point,
2
give the impression that Noah builds the Ark all by himself. The struc-

1rn the Ludus Coventriae Shem's words also seem to emphasize his
future genealogical pre-eminence: "my name is Shem 3our son of prise";
K. S. Block (ed.), Ludus Coventriae or The Plaie called Co us Christi,
EETS, ES 120 (1922; rpt. London: Oxford University Press, 19 0 , p. 37,
line 57.

~ouis Reau's words reflect the tradition of medieval art:
"Genese, 6, 14-22. Nee se met a !'oeuvre avec ses fils [italics not in
the original] et construit • • . la maison flottante" ;. Louis Reau, leonora hie de L'Art Chretien, II, Ancien Testament (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 195 , 107. The Bible itself, however, makes no
mention of Noah's sons or their wives helping (see esp. Gen. 6:22).
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tural intent of the Chester playwright is clear: Adam's family has
fallen, father, mother, son.

But Noah's family, starting afresh, will

not fall but will rather work to fulfill its God-appointed destiny.

1

The ironic contrast between these two "first" earthly families in their
covenantal relationship with God is the main pivot of the Old-Testament
segment's two-part infrastructure.

Even the test of obedience now com-

ing--Noah's wife's famous outburst--is functional in the family context.
Noah's wife is a comically ironic recapitulation of Eve.

She is, in a

word, a new "Eve" who tries to subvert family hierarchy and fails.
Hierarchy Defied
All this wholesome family-work harmony is underscored at this
point by an interesting miming device described in a stage direction:
"Tunc faciunt signa, quasi laborarent cum diversis Instrumentis [Then
they make motions as if they were working with various tools]" (80).
Noah's family working busily, the assembly of the vessel is now summed
up by Noah (81-88):
Now in the name of God I will begin
to make the shippe that we shall In,
that we be ready for to swym
at the cominge of the flood.
These bordes I ioyne here together,
to kepe vs safe from the wedder,
that we may row both hither and thider,
and safe be from this floode,
Continuing, Noah methodically names off in a single stanza of rime couee
the various parts of the Ark (89-96):

1
The family as the ideal test model of Divine hierarchy is
stressed in I. Tim, 3:5. D. W. Hobertson stresses the family's importance to hierarchy-minded medieval man; D. W, Robertson, Jr., A Preface to
Chaucer (1962; rpt. Princeton University Press, 1970), p. 8.
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of this tree will I make the mast
tyde with gables that will last,
with a sayle-yarde for each blast,
and each thinge in ther kinde.
With topcastle and bewsprytt,
with coardes and ropes I haue all meete,
to sayle forth at the next weete;
this shipp is at an ende.1
To the Fathers the taut rigging, sails, and solid fixtures of the Ark
symbolized collectively God's firm, harmonious, saving order. Noah's
phrase "and each thinge in ther kinde" even recalls God's imposition of
order upon all creation; the animal world, created to multiply "according to their kinds" (see Gen. 1:20-25), will soon be preserved in Noah's
Ark "according to their kind" (see Gen. 6:19-20).

Following Noah's

words comes a second stage direction: "Tunc Noe Iterum cum tota familia
faciunt signa laborandi cum diversis Instrumentis [Then again Noah and
his whole family make motions as if working with various tools]."
The dramatic significance of Noah's speech, "framed" as it is by
the two flurries of work-simulating motion, is great: (1) it reemphasizes the collective effort of the family, providing ironically contrastive background for the imminent rebellion of Noah's wife; (2) it
creates an awareness of the saving Ark's complexity and solidity, completing the sense of Divine hierarchy which has been forming up to this
point. 2

1A "gable" was "a heavy rope or cable used on a ship," and a
"bewsprytt" was simply "bowsprit" (MED).
2
The meaning and all-pervasive importance of the "ship" image
very early in the patristic consciousness is admirably illustrated from
the writings of Hippolytus (A.D. 170-236): "But we who hope for the Son
of God are persecuted and trodden down by those unbelievers. For the
win s of the vessels [an allusion to Isa. 18:1, 2, the passage under
discussion_ are the churches; and the sea is the world, in which the
Church is set, like a ship tossed in the deep, but not destroyed; for
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The famous refusal of Noah's wife to enter this Ark of Salvation
comes with abrupt comicality: "Wife," barks Noah, "in this Castle we
shall be keped, /my childer and thou, I wold, in leaped" (97-98). Noah's
spirited spouse responds testily: "In faith, noe, I had as lief thou
sleppi t; /for all thy frankish fare /I will not doe after thy red" ( 99101).1 Rosemary Woolf sees in Noah's wife not merely the stock figure
of the shrewish wife familiar from sermon exempla but a character who is
thematically functional as a recapitulative Eve.

2

Noah's remonstrance

(lines 105-12) not only contains the familiar medieval prejudice against
women--"Lord , , . women be crabbed aye" (105)--but also raises the
important theme of "maystry": "Good wife, let be all this beere /that
thou makes in this place here; /for all they wene thou art master, /and
so thou art by St. John" (109-12).
The first short phase of Noah's wife's rebellion against family

she has with her the skilled Pilot, Christ. And she bears in her midst
, , . the cross of the Lord, For her prow is the east, and her stern is
is the west, and her.hold is the south, and her tillers are the Two Testaments; and the ropes that stretch around her are the love of Christ,
which bind the Church • , . , As the wind the Spirit from heaven is present . . . , The ladder in her leading up to the sailyard is an emblem
of the passion of Christ, which brings the faithful to the ascent of
heaven. And the top-sails aloft upon the yard are the company of
prophets, martyrs, and apostles, who have entered into their rest in the
kingdom of Christ"; Saint Hippolytus, "Treatise on Christ and Antichrist," trans. S. D. F. Salmond, ANF, V, 216-17.
1 "Frankish" possibly means "frantic"; Dr. Matthews (ed.), The
Chester Plays, Part II, EETS, ES 115 (1916; rpt. London: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 455. Noah's wife seems to view Noah as being normally a sleepy, phlegmatic person. Weldon Niva notes that in the Wakefield Noah play Noah's wife calls Noah "Wat Wynk" (napping man) and
"Nicholl Nedy" (fool); Weldon N. Niva, "Significant Character Names in
English Drama to 1603" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of
Pennsylvania, 1959), p. 25.
Zwoolf, English Mystery Plays, pp. 138, 143-44; cf, G. R. Owst,
Literature a.nd Pul it in Medieval En land (1933; 2d rev. ed, 1961; rpt.
Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1966 , pp. 376-90.
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(hence Divine) hierarchy ends here.

The climax of her rebellion (see

lines 193-242) is delayed until all the animals have been directed into
the Ark and the first rains have begun.

These two separated scenes of

domestic conflict thus "frame" the peaceful action of the animals entering the Ark, helping to fix attention upon Noah's wife, who is likely to
rebel afresh.

The conjunctive countertension achieved through this

framing device charges even the ritual animal-naming scene with dramatic
expectation.
Significantly, exclamations appear in the dialogue at this point
which contain the Chester cycle's first explicit mention of New Testament names.

"By Christ!" Noah's wife angrily answers Noah's reg_uest to

enter, "not or I see more neede, /though thou [Noah] stand all the day
and stare" (103-4).

Her "By Christ" and Noah's "by St. John"--though

evidence in the opinion of at least one critic of a "new play" inter1
polated into an "old" one --are dramatic signals.

These oaths seem not

to be differentiated according to any theological principle, since
Noah's wife swears later by both Christ and Saint John (lines 201-8).
Still, Noah invokes Christ's name but a single time, and then only to
ask for true blessing (line 222).

In any case, the explicit mention of

these names creates a fresh consciousness of the "new law" prophesied
earlier by Adam (see II, lines 455-56) which, typologically, is now
beginning to have its fulfillment.

The sacred names effectively evoke a

strong "New Testament" awareness among the spectators.
God's command to Noah to bring animals into the Ark, His warning
of the forty-day deluge to come (lines 113-44), and Noah's response
1oscar L. Brownstein, "Revision in the 'Deluge' of the Chester
Cycle," Speech Monographs, XXXVI (March, 1969), 63-64.
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(lines 145-60) constitute a fairly lucid rime couee dramatic paraphrase
of Gen. 7:1-10.

1

The animals that enter the Ark are not only repre-

sented in words (lines 161-92)--that is, in six four-line speeches plus
one eight-line speech (four complete stanzas of rime couee)--but are, as
the stage directions indicate, 2 also depicted upon placards held by the
speakers.

Here again the pervasive "building" effect of orderly hierar-

chy, despite the defiant note already sounded by Noah's wife, is unmistakable,

The regular meter and. also the sense of orderly detail created

by the animals' obedient march aboard the Ark are in the structured,
iconographic dramatic mode characteristic of the Chester cycle.
Collectively, of course, the animals dramatize afresh man's
...

dominion over the natural order.

~-

The ritual "naming" act engaged in

here by Shem, Ham, Japheth, and their wives--plus Noah's wife in the middle--reinvokes the ritual-celebratory spirit of God's words to Adam:
"Beastes and fowles that thou may see /to thee obedyent aye shall be;
/what name they be geven by thee, /that name the shall hould" (II, 12528).

Jean Danielou states the meaning of the recurring "animal" motif

succinctly: "The first man had control over animals (Gen. 2:20) and in

1

Noah remarks, however, that he (not God) "taried" one hundred
twenty years "if through amendment any mercye /wolde fall vnto mankinde"
(lines 149-52). As V. A, Kolve points out, this thought may have come
from II Pet. 3:4-9, "where [instead] God is credited with a similar
slowness"; Kolve, p. 314, n. 43.
2

"Tunc Noe introibit archam, et familia sua dabit et recitabit
omnia animalia depicta in cartis et, post~uam vnus~uis~ue suam locutus
est partem, ibit in archam, vxore Noe excepta, et animalia depicta cum
verbis concordare debent, et sic incipiet primus filius [Then Noah will
enter the ark, and will give and read aloud all the animals depicted on
cards, and after each has said his part, he will go into the ark, except
Noah's wife, and the depicted animals have to agree with the words, and
thus begins the first son]"; Deimling, p. 54.
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the Messianic era [which Christ, then the Church, adumbrates] he will
have such dominion again (Elzech. 34:28) ."

1

Thus, in this sense also, the

Ark is the pivot between Adam's lost Paradise and the coming Kingdom.
Beyond such dramatic-theological meaning, one is inclined to see
specific kinds of influences from the bestiaries.

Though encyclopedic

"cataloguing" is common enough in medieval literature, the Chester Noah
play is the only one among the English Corpus Christi cycles that lists
the entering animals in this formal, detailed way. 2

A review of the

animals' names reveals no intricate, all-embracing iconographic pattern,
but at least two significant facts emerge:
First, "Sem," the lineal ancestor of Abraham (Gen. 11:10-26) and
therefore of Christ, the Messiah, names "lyons" (161) as the first
beasts to enter, a detail in accord with conventional art-iconography.3
Further, Shem's wife is the one who stresses the restored harmony among
the animals, a harmony prophesied concerning the Messianic kingdom in
which the "calf and the bear shall feed [and] their young ones shall
rest together" (Isa. 11:7a): "Yet more' beastes," she says, "are in this
howse: /here cattis [cats] maken it full crowse, /here a rotten [rat],

1
nanielou, Shadows, p. 13.
2G. R. Owst thinks that this Chester Noah play simply provided
a good opportunity for the playwright to enumerate "some of the favourite beasts of the Bestiaries"; Owst, p. 490.
3"Cet embarguement, fort bien regle, se fait dans un ordre parfait. Noe rassemble les animaux devant l'Arche, puis il les fait passer
par couples bien alignes sur une passerelle en plan incline. Le lion et
la lionne, rois des animaux, ont droit de priorite"; Reau, II, Ancien
Testament, 108, In the bestiaries the lion is heavily symbolic of
Christ; see T. H. White (ed, and trans.), The Bestiary: A Book of Beasts
(1954; rpt. New York; Capricorn Books, 1960), p. 8. Biblically, of
course, Christ is the' "lion of the tribe of Judah" (Apoc. 5:5),
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here a mowse, /they stand nye together" (177-80).
Secondly, all the larger animals named first by Noah's wife (at
the exact midpoint of the animal "catalogue") are charged with negative
iconographic connotations: "And here are Beares, wolfes sett, /Apes,
owles, marmoset, /weesells, squirrels, and firret; /here they eaten
their meate" (173-76).

1

The mere fact that Noah's wife cooperates at

all, apparently peaceably, has seemed to some critics, in the light of
her earlier outburst, dramatically inconsistent or even as evidencing
poorly integrated interpolated matter.

2

Still, since she remains "out-

side" the Ark--Noah's wife alone does not go in after she has spoken her
lines3--her action could, iconographically, well suit the kinds of animals she names.

That is, such animal "types" to her mind really belong

outside the Ark with her--"here they eaten their meate" (176): which is
to say, outside the Ark.

Given her isolated position outside, one can

imagine her words being delivered in a suitable tone and with angry gestures and a contorted expression as the animals "go aboard" anyway.

The

lines of Shem's wife, which immediately follow, and which stress the
mutual harmony of "cattis . , . rotten . , . and mowse," would thus
1The bear was symbolic of cruelty and evil, of wicked kings and
kingdoms (IV Kings 2:24 [Douay]; Prov. 28:15; Dan. 7:5; Apoc, 13:2); see
George Ferguson, Si ns and S mbols in Christian Art (1954; rpt, New York:
Oxford University Press, 19
, p. 12; see also Walter I,ewis Wilson,
Wilson's Dictionar of Bible T es (1957; rpt. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm.
B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1972, p. 51. The wolf stood for the Devil,
and the darkness-loving owl symbolized the Jews who had repulsed Jesus;
White, pp. 59, 134. The ape also symbolized the Devil; White, pp. 34-.35;
see also Ferguson, p. 11; see alsop. 158, n. 1, above.
:S:.awrence Mason Clopper, "The Structure of the Chester Cycle:
Text, Theme and Theatre" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Ohio State
University, 1969), pp. 110-12; see also Woolf, English Mystery Plays,
pp. 140-41.

3See p. 178, n. 2, above.
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afford especially pithy contrastive irony.
Noah's wife's renewed defiance after the animals are aboard echoes her first outburst, exploits and balances it, and then rounds off
the ominous "rebellion" motif before order is restored.

Her curses, as

she refuses to enter without her "gossips" (lines 197-208) inversely
underscore the theological issue: "by St. John" (203), she cries; "by
christ; /but thou wilt let them in thy chist, /els rowe forth, Noe,
whether thou list, /and get thee a new wife" (205-8).

1

This "new wife"

threat has a grotesque connotation in view of the meaning of marriage,
. 2
which serves as an emblem of the union of Christ with His Church.
Significantly, Noah looks helplessly to Shem, the father of the Messianic
line, for help (lines 209-10), who says, "Father, I shall fett her in, I
trow, /without any fayle" (211-12).
The preceding references to "sayle" and to "wynde" are also significant.

Sails and wind symbolize the action of the Holy Spirit, which

as the "divine wind," or breath of God's grace, supplies the Ark-Church
its motive power,3

"Yea, Sir," says Noah's wife, "set vp your sayle

1Medieval theologians composed a syllogism for use against
schismatics: "L'Arche est la figure de l'Eglise. /Or Noe n'a construit
qu'une seule Arche. /Done il n'y a qu'une seule Eglise"; Reau, II,
Ancien Testament, 105. Saint Cyprian, in De unitate Ecclesiae, first
gave impetus to the aphorism "Outside the Church there is no salvation";
Jean Danielou, The Bible and the Liturgy, trans. from orig. Fr. 1951 ed.
(1956; rpt, University of Notre Dame Press, 1966), p. 83.
2

See Eph. 5:22-32.

3Gr. pneuma (•r:w3Jf<oc) means both "wind" and "spirit," See Saint John
Chrysostom's explication of Jn. 3:8, where Jesus uses the word in both
senses, in "Homilies on St. John," Oxford Translation, PNF(1), XIV, 91.
From Saint Chrysostom too comes a striking nautical simile further clarifying the "wind-spirit" analogy: "For as a ship sailing with favorable
winds is neither to be hindered nor sunk , , , so too a soul strengthened by the Divine Spirit , , , cuts the way bearing on to Heaven, since
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/and rowe forth with evill heale!" (197-98) .

1

"Reale" (A.S. hael) meant

"spiritual health," "salvation"; "evil heale" meant "disaster, harm"
(OED).

The wife's words border upon being what Jesus called the "unfor-

giveable sin" of speaking against the Holy Spirit (Mt. 12:31); therefore
Shem's warning, delivered as it is by the progenitor of the Messianic
line, comes with ominous doctrinal finality: "Mother, my father after
thee send, /and bydds the into yonder ship wend. /lake vp and se the
wynde, /for we be readye to sayle" (313-16).
The spiritual, "New Covenant" import of all this dialogue
receives continual explicit reinforcement of the kind introduced into
the Chester cycle with this play, further developing a "New Testament"
awareness among the spectators.

"[Y]ea, . . • in Christs blessinge and

myne" (222), Noah replies to Ham's question "shall we all fet her in?"
(221).

Japheth, pleading with his mother, urges "for his love that you

boughte" (236).

Noah's and then Japheth's explicit references to Christ

form a "frame" around the drinking song of "the Good gossopes" (225-32):
The flood comes in, full fleetinge fast,
On every side it spredeth full fare;
for feare of drowning I am agast,
good gossip, let us draw neare.

it is not sent along by wind, but has all the pure sails filled by the
Paraclete Himself . . • . For as the wind if it fall upon a slackened
sail, would have no effect; so neither does the Spirit endure to continue in a slack soul; but there is need of much tension, of much vehemence, so that our mind may be . . . under all circumstances on the
stretch, and braced up. For instance when we pray, we ought to do it
with much intentness, stretching forth the soul toward Heaven, not with
cords, but with great earnestness"; Saint Chrysostom, "Homilies on
Hebrews," Oxford Translation, PNF(1), XIV, 521.
1
Her further words "I will not out of this towne" (200) link
her with Lot's wife, who with similar reluctance left Sodom, a city to
be destroyed by Divine fire (Gen. 19:12-26).
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and
for
for
and

let vs drinke or we depart,
often tymes we have done soe;
at a draught thou drinke~ a quarte,
so will I doe, or I goe,

Oscar Brownstein, admitting that the ballad-form of the Gossips' song
(alternating rime replacing rime couee) could have lain within the art
of the writer, still prefers to regard it as an interpolation.

2

Nan

Cooke Carpenter comes nearer to the correct understanding of this vernacular song when she sees it as paralleling the "me=y song" of the
Shepherds in Chester Play VII:3
Although solo and choral music in the cycle is preponderantly
sacred, two vernacular songs are specified in the manuscript. Both
of these occur at places of comic relief: the drinking song of the
Good Gossips in the Noah play and the "Hey troly loly loe" of the
shepherds after their clowning on the moor and before they have tmrshiped the Bethlehem Babe (after which their attitude becomes
serious and subdued, owing largely to the powerful effects of the
angelic music.) Just as the sacred music enhances the religious
effect, then, so the vernaaular songs heighten the human or everyday
aspect of the drama. , , .
The "Gossopes" drinking song, however, is the "Old Song" of unconverted
mankind.

Heedless, carnal, the words of this final drinking ditty,

unlike the Shepherds' merry song, contain no hint of heavenly grace.
Sung even as "the flood comes in, full fleetinge fast," the words clearly

1
The BWh MSS. continue the song: "here is a pottell of malmesy,
good and strange, /it will reioye both hart and tong; /though noy thinke
vs neuer so long /yet we will drinke alyke"; Deimling, p. 57, n.
V. A. Kolve cites a particular early good-humored English carol that is
very similar in spirit; Kolve, p. 315, n. 71.
2
Brownstein, pp. 55-56.

~or the song under discussion see Deimling, p. 151, n.
4
Nan Cooke Carpenter, "Music in the Chester Plays," Papers on
English Language and Literature, I, 3 (1965), 210. Also, besides accentuating the "human," the Gossips' song provides delicious functional contrast on another level to the Eucharist, which the Fathers considered a
"sober inebriation"; see Danielou, Bible and Llturgy, pp. 184-85.
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reflect the spirit of unbelieving fatalism condemned by the prophet
Isaiah and deplored also, in Isaiah's own words, by Saint Paul: "let us
eat and drink for tomorrow we shall die" (I Cor. 15:32; Isa. 22:13).
The gluttony, or intemperance in wine, embodied here was referred
to often in medieval sermons as a vice characteristic of women, and taverns were denounced as places which kept people from church services.

1

The grim circumstances under which this particular heedless drinking song
is sung are even dimly evocative of the three drunken "realist" revellers
in Chaucer's Pardoner's Tale who look for Death and find Death in an
abruptly literal and unexpected fashion. 2

In the DWhB MSS. the drunken-

ness syndrome in women finds an echo in Chester Play XVII, "Christ's
Descent into Hell, ,3 in which a woman "tapster," or brewer, or ale-wife,
is left in Hell with "Sathanas" and two fellow demons while other souls
are being led out of Hell by Christ. 4

There, too, as R. M. Lumiansky

shows, the episode is not simply an arbitrary "comic" interpolation but
is, as are Noah's wife and her "good gossips," thematically functional. 5

1
owst, pp. 118-20, 434-35, 437.
2
Arnold Williams, "The English Moral Play Before 1500," Annuale
Medievale, IV (1963), 12.
3Matthews, pp. 329-31.

4The dealings of the brewers, tapsters, and ale-wives of Chester
seem to have been especially notorious, often requiring corrective regulations, fines, and censure; Rupert H. Morris, Chester in the Plantagenet and Tudor Reigns (Printed at Chester for the Author [1895?]),
pp. 186, 424-29; see also George Clune, The Medieval Gild System
(Dublin: Brown and Nolan Ltd, 1942), p. 26.
5Professor Lumiansky points out that the reason offered by the
ale-wife for her own damnation illustrates precisely the doctrinal point
made by Christ to Satan earlier in the play--namely, that a righteous
life is necessary to merit heaven; R. M. Lumiansky, "Comedy and Theme in
the Chester 'Harrowing of Hell,'" Tulane Studies in English, X (1960),
5-12.
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The restoration of hierarchy, as embodied in the God-ordained
human family, actually begins when Shem forcibly carries his mother
aboard, separating her from her worldly gossips.

"In feith, mother," he

says, "yet you shall [enter], /whether you will or not" (239-40).
stage direction at this point reads "tunc ibit [Then he goes]."

The
The

implication is that Shem alone carries her aboard and not all three sons
together.

1

Shem' s words "in fei th" thus emphasize an action symboli-

cally appropriate for the father of the Messianic line.
lent gesture follows.
(241).

One more via-

"Welcome, wife," says Noah, "into this boate"

She answers: "And haue thou that for thy mote!" (242), the stage

direction here being "Et dat alapam vita
orous box on the ear]."

[And she gives (him) a vig-

Then, presumably, her turbulent spirit rests.

Preparing now for his long voyage upon the waters, Noah (whose

very~ means "rest" or "he who rests") 2 gives a sigh of relief: "A!
ha! mary, this is hate, /it is good to be still" (243-44)--words that
reflect the sentiment of Ps. 45:11a: "Be still and see that I am God."
As the Ark'begins to move upon the flood, Noah reiterates the madness of
anyone who persists in defying the will of the Creator-God: "Ah! great
God that art so good! /that worchis not thie will is wood [mad]" (24950).

Then he shuts the window upon the watery waste outside.
'At this point the dramatic action is again punctuated by music:

"Tunc Noe claudet fenestram Archae et per modicum spatium infra tectum
cantent psalmum 'Save mee o God' et aperiens fenestram et respiciens
[Then Noah closes the window of the Ark, and through a small spacebeneath

1

"We are to understand that Shem has carried his mother by force
into the boat"; Pollard, p. 183, n.

~eau, II, Ancien Testament, 104.
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the roof they sing the Psalm 'Save me, o God' while he opens the window
and looks around J."

This is the "New Song" of spiritual man . 1

Its dra-

matic effect in contrast with that of the Gossips' song is clear.

The

"Good gossopes," drowned in the rising waters, had sung a final desperate song of fleshly despair and defiance.

These eight persons saved

from judgment now sing a spiritual song of thanksgiving. 2

The two songs

"frame" the events that send the Ark-Church out upon the Flood, which
itself typifies the waters of baptism and the sacred ma=iage of Christ
and His Church.3
Hierarchy Enforced
In subtle ways, Noah's family is contrasted with Adam's, each
family being the "first" of its dispensation.

After Adam's Fall, God

had established Adam's diet: "Hearbes and rootes thou shalt eate" (II,
333).

But God tells Noah, "Thereas you have eaten before /grasse and

rootes, sith you were bore, /of cleane beastes now, les and more, /I
geve you leave to eate" (329-32) .

4

Taken literally from the Bible (see

1
see Ps. 95:1; !sa. 42:10; Apoc. 5:9, 14:3; see also Saint
Augustine's explication of the "New Song" as related to the song of the
Old Testament and "the old [unregenerate] man" in "On the Psalms,"
Oxford Translation, PNF(1), VIII, 677.
2

The number "eight" symbolized Resurrection; see p, 190 below,

3The description of the Bride, for example, in the Canticle of
Canticles--"Thy teeth [are] as flocks of sheep, that are shorn, which
come upon from the washing" (Cant. 4:2a)--caused Ambrose and Augustine
to think of the waters of Baptism as a kind of nuptial bath purifying
the believer as he is married to the Bridegroom; Daniiilou, Bible and
Liturgy, pp. 196-97.
4

rt should be noted that for the medieval Christian Saint
Peter's housetop vision (Acts 10:9-15) parallels Noah's experience, for
it similarly eases dietary restrictions under the New Covenant, even
abolishing the distinction between "clean" and "unclean."
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Gen. 3:17-18, 9:3), such details evoke a strong awareness of dispensational similarities and differences.
had suffered exile for his sin.

Cain had killed his brother and

But God now tells Noah, "Manslaughter

also you shall flee" (337) and "that blood foule sheede shalbe /and vengence have, that men shall se" (341-42).

These facts from Scripture

(see Gen. 9:5-6) point up parallels and distinctions between Adam's family and Noah's, stressing Noah's new dispensation under conscience, in
which murder merits capital punishment.

The Biblical record implies a

strong separation between the evil line of Cain and the spiritual line
of Seth, Adam's third son.

Noah, of course, was in the line of Seth.

God had warned Cain that his descendants would "vnto the seaventh generation /great pennance • . . thole" (II, 659-60) .

1

A tradition obtained

(depending upon how one counts generations) that Noah was in the eighth
generation from Adam,

2

a number according nicely with the "eight" per-

sons surviving the Flood, as well as contrasting with the seven cursed
generations of Cain's line.

With Noah a new era clearly begins.

To the Fathers the Ark upon the waters typified Baptism as the
initial phase of the new Redemptive era.

In explicating Saint Peter's

view of the Flood as a type of Baptism (I Pet. 3:18-21), Saint Justin
sees Noah in the Ark as typifying Christ on the Cross, that emblem of
the truly pivotal "new" beginning in history:
. • . For Christ, being the first-born of every creature [Col.
1:18], became again the chief [arche] of another race regenerated by

~or the seven cursed generations, see Gen. 4:17-24, especially
the self-accusation of Lamech. Otherwise, the fourth generation marked
the Biblical limit of Divine vengeance (Exod. 20:5, 34:7; Num. 14:18;
Deut. 5:9).
~anielou, Bible and Liturgy, p. So.
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Himself through water, and faith, and wood, containing the mystery
of the cross; even as Noah was saved by wood when he rode over the
1
waters with his household,
Therefore Noah in the Ark is, like Christ on the Cross, the arche of a
new race.
It is interesting to notice at this point that the Chester cycle
includes no play setting forth the Baptism of Jesus,

This is an odd

lack, unique in fact among the four English cycles.

A possible reason

for such an unusual omission might well be the cycle's heavy emphasis
upon the broad structure of salvation-history.
Ark-Church is kept in the foreground.

In the Noah play the

The Flood has prefigurative mean-

ing solely and appropriately for the corporate Church in typifying the
waters of Baptismal grace offered to all men who will accept it.

With

precise concern for typological structure, the Chester playwright omits
Jesus' Baptism, for, however familiar it might have been from lore and
liturgy, it would itself have seemed an unsuitable antitype of theFlood.
The only corresponding detail in Jesus' Baptism is the descending Dove.

2

The Flood itself, being judgment as well as salvation, does not logically typify Jesus' Baptism in salvation-history, for Jesus personally
required neither judgment nor salvation.

Jesus' answer to John the Bap-

tist's puzzled question as to why He allowed Himself to be baptized at
all--"Let it be so now, for so it becomes us to fulfill all justice"

1Saint Justin Martyr, "Dialogue With Trypho," trans, Alexander
Roberts and James Donaldson, ANF, I, 268.
2

In Christian exegesis the returning Dove prefigures the descent
of the Holy Spirit upon the Apostles at Pentecost, the departing raven
the Jews abandoning the Ark of the Church; Reau, II, Ancien Testament,
110. In the Chester "Deluge" the Dove's meaning is stressed through
words like "comfort," "peace," "grace" (see lines 274, 279, 280),
whereas the raven receives no emphasis.
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(Mt. 3:15)--is at best ambiguous, vague in import.

Therefore the Bap-

tism of Jesus is not represented and is thus not evoked as an antitype
to the Noah play, for the Chester cycle dwells upon pivotal acts and
promises in the corporate sweep of human events, not simply upon events
leading up to and including the life of Jesus.
The Fathers after Justin came to see the Ark not merely as
Cross but as a type of the entire Church.

th~

In the course of time the

waters of the Flood gradually generated many complex new associations
linked not only with Baptism's "bath of regeneration" (Tit. 3:5) but
1
with the primal waters of Creation and also with Final Judgment.

Con-

cerning Baptism's eschatological significance, Saint Augustine's exegesis is representative of patristic thought.

Referring to Jesus'

citation of Noah's case as illustrating the Parousia--"And as it was in

.

the days of Noe, even so will be the coming of the Son of Man

(Mt. 24:37-39)--Augustine observes that "that transaction [Noah's experience] was also a type of a future event, that flood was a type both of
baptism to believers and of destruction to unbelievers," 2
By prefiguring Baptism, the Flood actually had a tripartite
function linking (1) primal Creation, (2) the New Creation (Noah-Christ),
and (3) Final Re-Creation (Judgment, New Heavens and Earth).

The Holy

Spirit had brooded over the primal waters (Gen. 1:2b), had been symbolized by the Dove coming back to Noah (Gen. 8:11), and had descended as a
Dove upon Jesus at His Baptism (Mt. 3:13-17).

Flood-Baptism developed

additional complex meanings in the light of John the Baptist's words

1
Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 71-75.
2
Saint Augustine, "Letters of Saint Augustine" (Letter to
Evodius, A.D. 414), trans. J. G. Cunningham, PNF(1), I, 520.
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"I indeed baptize you with water, for repentance. . . . He [Christ] vrill
baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire" (Mt. 3:11).

The Flood

thus came to typify Baptism in all these eschatological, world-historical, and soteriological ways.

Further, it was itself a picture of death

and resurrection: "For you were buried together with him in Baptism, and
in him also rose again through faith in the working of God who raised
him from the dead" (Col. 2:12).

In a symbolic movement resembling that

of Jonah, a figure cited by Christ as picturing His own death and resurrection (Mt. 12:40), Noah had descended into the Ark as into a tomb and
had emerged to head a renewed Creation.

Further, the eight persons

saved in the Flood mysteriously came to symbolize the "eighth day,"
namely Sunday, the Lord's Day--the day of Christ's resurrection.

Thus

the ogdoad, or octagon, determined the shape of baptismal fonts in
churches.

The web of associations became manifold, complex, ingenious.

1

So pervasive did such associations become that to stage a Noah
play in medieval times without evoking them would have been difficult,
considering catechetical practice and the liturgical tradition behind
the drama.

As Jean Danielou remarks, "The Deluge is one of the types of

Baptism most frequently cited by the Fathers and , , • one of the most
obvious. "

2

In dramatic structure and emphasis, the five extant English Noah
plays3 manifest important differences,

In respect of structure the

1
Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp.
Shadows, pp. 69-102,

70-85; see also Danielou,

~anielou, Bible and Liturgy, p. 75. Some other familiar types
were Israel's Crossing of the Red Sea, Naaman's cleansing in the Jordan
by Elisha, Joshua's crossing of the Jordan to enter Canaan.
3A Newcastle Noah play also survives; see Norman Davis (ed.),
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Chester play's emphasis after Noah's leaving the Ark is all upon the new
covenantal relationship between God and the human race through Noah.
Like Adam's prophecy, the end of the Chester Noah play points forcefully
to events in future salvation-history.

Its key words are "sacrifice"

and in various contrastive ways "vengeance."

The point is that Noah

acknowledges by obedient sacrifice the grace accorded him and that God
promises not to revisit the human race with such a vengeance.

God gives

Noah new commands setting forth altered conditions of life under the new
dispensation.

He announces His covenant, mentions descendants, gives

Noah the rainbow as proof-sign of His promise.
All this is a precisely ordered rendering of the material in
Gen. 8:1 to 9:17. ·The

uni~ue ~uality

of the Chester play's Biblical

emphasis becomes apparent only when one considers the structure of the
other Noah plays.

In the Chester play the post-Flood material is pre-

sented largely through dialogue between Noah and God,

But in no other

English play does God speak at all after the eight persons have emerged
from the Ark; the survivors converse solely with one another.

Neither

does any other English play record Noah's thankful sacrifice.

The rain-

bow itself appears in but a single other play, in the York cycle,

1

where

it assumes a merely conventional significance in a long monologue of
Noah's.

It gets neither the emphasis nor the colorful metaphoric exege-

sis that the Chester playwright devotes to it (see lines 353-68).
All of God's long closing solilo~uy (see lines 313-72), spoken

SS 1 (London: Oxford University
1Lucy Toulmin Smith (ed.), York Plays (1885; rpt. New York:
Russell and Russell, 1963), p. 54, lines 283-302.
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to Noah--the unique force of which must be judged partly in light of
God's not speaking a single word after the Flood in the other cycles--is
devoted to the future.

First God accepts Noah's sacrifice: "Noe, to me

thou arte full able, /and thy sacrifice acceptable; /for I have fownd
thee trew and stable, /on the now must I myn [italics not in the original ]" (313-16),

Noah has overcome the instability of mind character-

izing Lucifer and his progeny.
In a sense, Noah's sacrifice seems a recapitulation of righteous
Abel's (see II, lines 609-10).

Yet art historian Louis Reau points out

that Noah's sacrifice is the first of its kind, employing the first
altar in fact.

He suggests that it was thus understood as the first

true sacrifice to God: "Noe offre en action de graces un holocauste a
Dieu; c'est le premier autel dent la Bible fasse mention." 1

The Chester

playwright has Cain and Abel use the terms "sacrafice" (II, lines 518,
522, 554, 563, 573) and "offringe" (lines 572, 609).
tion of an altar in text or stage directions,

There is no men-

Reau regards the sacrifice

of Cain and Abel as a "first-fruits" offering, a tithe, not the burntoffering sacrifice of one entering into a full covenant-relationship
with God: "Il n'est pas dit, en effet, que Ca:Ln et Abel offrentun sacrifice aDieu.

Il s'agit simplement de l'offrande ou oblation des pre-

mices de la moisson et du troupeau: c'est un dime plutot qu'un sacrifice."2

Be that as it may, the stage directions (III, line 304) stipu-

1R,eau, II, Ancien Testament, 111.

For Noah's altar, see

Gen. 8:20.

~eau, II, Ancien Testament, 111, n. 1. Note, however, Cain's
words: "Hit were pittye, by my penne! /this eared corne for to bren
[italics not in the original]" (II, 537-38). Still, the tithe is not
explicitly mentioned, In the Chester cycle the tithing motif appears
first explicitly in the Abraham play.
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late that Noah offers his sacrifice with his family,

1

keeping emphasis

upon the parallel between the two "first families" --Adam's and Noah's.
God then tells Noah that he must "grow and multeply, /and earth
. edefie" (321-22).

againe

Having given dietary and moral c.ommand-

ments, God makes His formal covenant with Noah, promising never again to
destroy the world by water: 2 "a forwarde 3 now with thie I make" (345).
He then sets forth the rainbow.

God's soliloquy (lines 313-60) consti-

tutes an almost point-for-point paraphrase of God's words in Gen. 8:21
to 9:17.

But in describing the rainbow the Chester playwright adds a

startling twist that can only be explained by the "bow's" symbolic
thrust in salvation-history (361-68):
Where cloudes in the welkin bene,
that ilke bowe shall be sene
In tokeninge that my wrath and tene
shall never this wroken be.
The stringe is turned toward you
and toward me is bent the bowe
that such wedder shall never showe, ·
and this behett I thee.
The image of God's "bow" being bent--in anger and judgment--is derived
from Scripture: "Nisi conversi fueritis, gladium suum vibrabit; Arcum
suum tetendit, et paravit illum [Except you will be converted, he (God)
will brandish his sword: he hath bent his bow, and made it ready]" (Ps.
7:13).

4 What is not scriptural is that the bow should be turned toward

1
"Tunc egrediens archam cum tota familia sua accipiet animalia
sua et volucres et offeret ea et mactabit [Then he goes out of the Ark
with his whole family and takes his animals and the birds and offers
them and kills them]."

~erhaps it is important to recall at this point that unlike
Holy Communion, the sacrament of Baptism could not be repeated,

3Anglo-Saxon foreweard: "an agreement, compact, covenant" (OED).
4

The image seems to have been vividly operative in the rhetoric
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God Himself .
Linked with Baptism, the rainbow appears in the Bible in scenes
of eschatological judgment.

In the Apocalypse Christ sits upon a "rain-

bow" throne: "And he [Christ] who sat was in appearance like to a jasper-stone and a sardius, and there was a rainbow round about the throne,
in appearance like to an emerald" (Apoc. 4: 3) •1

Concerning this "bow,"

the early Church Father Victorinus, in his "Commentary on the Apocalypse," writes interestingly:
. . • The jasper [-stone J is of the colour of water, the sardine
[sardius] of fire. These two are thence manifested to be placed as
judgments upon God's tribunal until the consummation of the world,
of which judgments one is already completed in the deluge of water,
and the other shall be completed by fire.
, The rainbow is called a bow from what the Lord spake to
Noah and to his sons ,
, For thus He says: I will place my bow
in the clouds, that ye may now no longer fear water, but fire.2
While the "bow" developed these complex eschatological associations, becoming in .this respect a symbol of judgment, the rainbow's primary significance still lay in its being a symbol of

me~cy.

Saint

of medieval clerics. Abbot Fulchered of Shrewsbury, for example,
preaching in Gloucester Abbey on August 1, 1100, voiced a premonition of
the death of William Rufus: "The bow of divine vengeance is bent on the
sinner, and the swift arrow is out of its quiver, ready to wound, The
blow will quickly be struck"; C. Warren Hollister, "The Strange Death of
William Rufus," Speculum, XLVIII (October, 1973), 641.
1
The west wall of the church at Trotton (Sussex) has a fourteenth-century painting depicting Christ seated on such a throne of
judgment; M. D. Anderson, Drama and Ima er in En lish Medieval Churches
(Cambridge University Press, 1963 , p. 4 see Plate 4b . The emerald,
to which the rainbow is compared, is also the fourth stone in the High
Priest's breastplate (see Exod. 39:6-14), which had carved upon it the
name of Christ's tribe, Judah, meaning "Praise"--Judah having been in
order of birth the fourth son of Jacob (see Gen. 29:35); Wilson, p. 160.
The emerald also comprised the fourth foundation of the New Jerusalem
(Apoc. 21:19; Tobit 13:16).
Zvictorinus, "Commentary on the Apocalypse," trans. Robert
Ernest Wallis, ANF, VII, 348.
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Augustine notes that only when the sun is out (to him a symbol of
Christ) can the rainbow be seen,

1

and Saint Basil the Great sees the

rainbow's colors as reflecting the Persons of the Trinity:
• . You have before now, in springtime, beheld the brightness
of the bow in the cloud; the bow, I mean, which, in our common parlance, is called Iris • • • . I pray you, that you reason concerning
the divine dogmas; that the peculiar properties of the hypostases,
like colours seen in the Iris, flash their brightness on each of the
Persons Whom we believe to exist in the Holy Trinity . . • 2
The Chester playwright has turned the judgment-mercy

~ualities

of the

"bow"-in-the-clouds image to dramatic advantage by reversing it.

He

emphasizes not merely the fact that man is spared judgment, but that God
is now set to bear the judgment Himself in

conse~uence

of His judicial

holiness: "The strings is turned toward you /and toward me [italics not
in the original] is bent the bows" (365-66).
clearly foreshadowed by this inversion.

Christ's Passion is

The "reversed bow" (and its

implied arrows)) may even allude subtly to various "piercing" passages

1see Saint Augustine, "Reply to Faustus the Manichaean," trans-.
R. Stothert, PNF(1), IV, 190.
2Saint Basil the Great, "Letters" (Letter XXXVIII, to Brother
Gregory), trans. Blomfield Jackson, A Select Library ofNicene and
Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church, Second Series, eds. Philip
Schaff and Henry Wace (1890-1899; rpt. Grand Rapids, Mich.: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1952-1972), VIII, 139-40; hereafter referred to
as PNF(2).
3Ps. 7:14 continues the thought of Ps. 7:13: "Et~ eo paravit
vasa mortis, Sagi ttas suas ardentibus effeci t [And in it he hath pre-pared the instruments of death, he hath made ready his arrows for them
that burn]." Construing the last clause as "burning arrows," Saint
Augustine took a mild view of the bow and its arrows: "That bow then I
would readily take to be the Holy Scripture, in which by the strength of
the New Testament, as by a sort of string, the hardness of the Old has
been bent and subdued. From thence the Apostles are sent forth like
arrows, or divine preachings are shot. Which arrows 'He has wrought for
the burning,' arrows, that is, whereby being stricken they might be
inflamed with heavenly love"; Saint Augustine, "On the Psalms," Oxford
Translation, PNF(1), VIII, 25.
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in the Old Testament that have prophetic Messianic significance--such as
Ps. 21:17b ("They have dug [pierced] my hands and feet") and Zech. 12:10
("they shall look upon me, whom they have pierced: and they shall mourn
for him as one mourneth for an only son").

1

With the clear implication

that He will bear future judgments in His own Person (see I Pet, 2:24),
God repeatedly assures Noah that "suche vengeance [will] slake" (347);
"such vengeance shall cease" (356); and, finally, "for vengeance shall
no more appeare; /and now fare well, my darling deere" (371-72).
The Church "gets under way" in "The Deluge" as the Ark-Church
floating upon the waters of baptismal grace.

The Passion of Jesus

Christ is clearly foreshadowed in the play's closing image.

God's first

covenant, established with Noah, constitutes the first phase of the
three-phase redemptive process prefigured in the Old Testament plays.
In the agony of Abraham and Isaac, the death of Jesus Christ is typologically dramatized and the Eucharist itself prefigured.

In the victory

of Moses' God over Balaam and Balak, the redemptive cycle reaches its
completion in judgment,

Noah's initial covenant is reconfirmed and its

implications for mankind's "heale" expanded in the two succeeding plays.
Louis Reau thus expresses the manner in which these stories are related
in the mind of the medieval Christian:
L'arc-en-ciel est considers par les theologiens comme le signe
de la premiere alliance conclue par Dieu avec son peuple, Cette
ancienne alliance sera plus tard renouvelee et confirmee avec
Abraham et MoYse; elle s'etendra alors au peuple hebreu tout
entier . . , ,2

1

See Apoc. 1:7-8 for Saint John's citation of Zech, 12:10.

~eau, II, Ancien Testament, 112.
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Christ's Cross as the Ironically
Erected Mast of the Ark-Church
The early Fathers did not fail to notice that Jesus was by trade
a carpenter.

In discussing Christ's own Baptism, Saint Justin Martyr

emphasizes the significance of His carpenterhood:
. • . And when Jesus came to the Jordan, He was considered to be
the son of Joseph the carpenter . • . ; and He was deemed a carpenter (for He was in the habit of working as a carpenter when among
men, making ploughs and yokes; by which He taught the symbols of
righteousness and an active life) .
1
Noah was also viewed in the Middle Ages as a carpenter, or at least as
the patron of shipwrights and carpenters.

2

The intense building carried

on by Noah's sons in "The Deluge" (lines 53-96) becomes iconographically
meaningful in this light.

Noah, by obeying God and building the Ark,

also "taught the symbols of righteousness and an active life."

The "car-

penterhood" of Noah and Jesus reinforced the spectators' awareness of
Noah as a type of Christ and the building of the Ark as a symbolic as
well as actual spiritual task.

It is also important to recall that

Hippolytus regarded the mast of the Ark-Church as the Cross: "And she
[the Ark-Church J bears in her midst . . . the cross of the Lord ... 3
Saint Augustine's exegesis is probably not contradictory, although he
seems to be identifying the Ark-Church with its Cross-mast:
• Under the sacramental sign of the Flood . • • , in which
the righteous were rescued by the wood, there was also a foreannouncement of the Church which was to be, which Christ, its King
and God, has raised on high, by the mystery of His cross, in safety

1
saint Justin Martyr, "Dialogue With Trypho," trans. Alexander
Roberts and James Donaldson, ANF, I, 244.

~eau, II, Ancien Testament, 104.
3See n. 2, pp. 175-76, above; also see the citation from Saint
Justin, pp. 187-88 above.
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from the submersion of this world . .

1

In discussing the iconographic treatment in art of the Ark's landing
upon Mount Ararat, Louis Reau asserts that "dans la litterature typologiq_ue, le mat de l'Arche est compare ala croix du Christ plantee sur le
Golgotha." 2

Thus, the Cross of Christ in Chester Play XVI, "Christ's

Passion," functions as the ironic counterpart and antitype of the ArkChurch.

In this Passion play the divine "bow" releases its arrows into

the God-Man Himself: evil, "up-so-doun" human nature itself ironically
prepares the cruel instrument of reconciliation. 3
The actual erection of Christ's Cross is carefully staged so as
to create vivid associations with the building of the Ark.

The hearty,

grisly, no-nonsense speeches of the four tortUrers form a striking parallel to those of Shem, Ham, and Japheth.

The job of carpentering is

carried out in a similar methodical, rhythmic, rite-like fashion.

The

four evil "torturer-carpenters" who work busily on the Cross form ironic
mirror images of the divinely favored Noah and his three "sailor-soncarpenters" working busily on the Ark. 4 Paired excerpts from these two
plays' "work" dialogues reveal something of the common thematic intent
and dramatic impact:

1Saint Augustine, "On the Catechising of the Uninstructed,"
trans. S.D. F. Salmond, PNF(1), III, 303.
2aeau, II, Ancien Testament, 111.
3see pp. 72-75 above for exposition of "up-so-doun" irony.

4Cayphas sounds almost like a choleric sea captain or first mate
ordering lazing sailor-artisans to work: "Men, for Cockes face! /how
lange shall poydrace /stand naked in this place? /goe, neyles him to the
Tree!" (XVI, 533-36).
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"The Deluge," (III, 57-64)
Ham.
I haue a hatchet wonder-kene
to byte well, as may be seene,
a better grownden, as I weene,
is not in all this towne.
And
and
goe
and

Iaphet.
I can well make a pyn,
with this hammer knock yt in;
and worche without more dynne,
I am ready bowne.

"Christ's Passion," (XVI, 537-44)
Second. [Torturer]
anon, maister, anon;
a hammer haue I one,
as farr as I haue gone,
ther is not such an other.
Third. [Torturer]
and here are, by my pon!
neiles, very good wane,
to neyle thervpon,
though he were my Brother.

The jagged two-stress line in the "Crucifixion" quatrains of rime couee
speed up the action, lend grim intensity, and thus contrast with the more
leisurely four-stress lines of men engaged in a carpentering tasklasting
"six score" years.

Yet in image, theme, tone, and spirit, the dialogues

are strongly comparable, the second being a reflection of the first.
In the medieval visual arts two traditions obtained concerning
the actual nailing of Christ to the Cross: in the one the Cross already
stood erect; in the other it lay flat while Christ was nailed to it,
after which it was raised by cords and placed in a prepared hole..

This

"flat-cross" tradition antedated the fourteenth century by three hundred
years. 1

It is the tradition followed by the Chester playwright.

2

Only

within the "flat-cross" tradition could the notion of building or carpentry in fact have been introduced, since an erect cross is already
"done."

The actual nailing of Christ and raising of the Cross (lines

537-600) seem a strange mixture of hard work and barbarous glee.

The

torturers cruelly stretch Christ's arms and legs with ropes to fit the

1R,eau, II, Nouveau Testament, 473-74.
2
Ibid. , p. 474. Presumptive evidence of the "flat-cross" tradition in the action of the Chester "Passion" lies in the torturers'
raising the Cross up only after Christ's hands and feet have been nailed
fast (see XVI, lines 577-600, esp. lines 597-600).
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Cross prepared for Him.
sure.

Then they drive in the nails with furious plea-

They compete with one another, boast of their skill, exult in

their expertise. 1

This gleeful grotesquerie at Christ's Crucifixion

appears in all the four English cycles.

The York scene is the longest

and cruelest, the Wakefield play being a close second.

In the Ludus

Coventriae and the Chester cycle the scene is much shorter.
What distinguishes the Chester scene is the structured parallel
between the Cross and the mast of the Ark-Church of salvation.

This

typological dimension clarifies the purpose of the demonic sadism, a
sadism which Thomas Jambeck sees correctly as not consisting simply of
"popular interpolations" but rather as being a contrastive device "to
reinforce the doctrinal appeal."

2

As with so much else in the Chester

cycle, the scene does not function affectively, or "psychologically,"
but typologically, iconographically.

Tradition held that holes had been

1This sadistic melange has puzzled critics. John B. Moore could
but recoil in uncomprehending horror: "And how human, but at the same
time horrible, is the glee with which . . . they stretch his limbs and
body to fit the Cross which is not just the right size"; John B. Moore,
The Comic and the Realistic in En lish Drama (University of Chicago
Press, 1925 , p. 36. Others see in the lurid details an expression of
the "humanized" Christ of the twelfth-century mystical emotionalism of
Saint Bernard, of Anselm, of Saint Bonaventura, J. Huizinga has well
summarized the characteristics of this late-medieval inclination to
pathos and the pathetic; see J. Huizinga, The Waning of the Middle Ages
(1924; rpt. Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday Anchor Books, 1954), pp. 190200. Thomas Jambeck has more recently reviewed the devotional literature underlying and stimulating this sensibility; see Thomas John Jambeck, "The Elements of Grotesque Humor in the Passion Sequences of the
English Medieval Cycle Drama" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Colorado, 1969), pp. 22-80. G. R. Owst has recorded its manifestations in the sermons of the period; Owst, pp. 507-11. V. A. Kolve
has examined the fierce "play" element in the action, believing that the
double-barreled dramatic dilemma of miming ugly pain with sustained
pathos was partially solved by this objectifying "game" device; Kolve,
PP • 175-205.
2

Jambeck, p. iii.
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pre-bored in the Cross for nails but that Christ's arms and legs were
too short to reach them and had thus to be tautly stretched with cords.
Early mention of this tradition in England appears in the Northern Passian.

1

drama.

Evidently the tradition was common to all European medieval
Creizenach links it with the new twelfth-century "pathetic" sen-

sibility: "Ein grauenhafter Zug ist es, daB Christi Leib auf dem Kreuze
erst gewaltsam mit Stricken auseinander gezerrt wird und dann erst die
Nagel eingeschlagen werden, ein Zug, der seit Bonaventura auch in den
Passionspredigten fast regelmaBig wiederkehrt." 2

The impact of the

stage convention became then so strong that depictions of these ropes
appeared everywhere in the visual arts.3
Its effect, however, in the Chester play is distinctly that of a
sail being spread across mast and spar, stretched taut, fastened to
catch the wind (XVI, 549-52):
First. [Torturer]
here is a rope will last
for to draw a maste. [itals. added]
this Poplard neuer past
so perilous a play.
"[S]hort Armed is he; /to bringe to this tree" (566-67),
first torturer.

4

complains the

"Ropes must be brought," replies the second, "to strean

1
Lawrence J. Ross, "Art and the Study of Early English Drama,"
Renaissance Drama: A Report on Research Opportunities, VI (1963), 36.
Professor Ross suggests that the motif in the visual arts themselves was
suggested as much by the stage directly as by the passage in the Northern Passion.
Zwilhelm Creizenach, Geschichte des neueren Dramas, I (1893;
rev. ed, 1911; rpt. New York: Benjamin Blom, Inc., 1965), 190.
3Anderson, pp. 148, 215; see also Creizenach, I, 216.
4
Arnold Williams has incidentally observed that the "Tree"
appears in three great crises--(1) the Fall, (2) the Flood, (3) the Crucifixion; Arnold Williams, "Moral Play," p. 10.
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him with strength" (571-72).

The third tugs on a rope, then the fourth,

who cries, "Draws, for your father kynne! /whyle that I dryve in /this
ilke Iron pinne" (577-79),

The difficult arm-pinning process completed,

the first torturer remarks contemptuously, "his Arme is but a fynne"

(582). 1
Christ's feet must now be nailed.

"[F]fellows, by this light!"

cries the second torturer, "now if his feet were pight, /this Gommon
went aright, /and vp he should be raysed" (585-88).
here to concepts like

11

raised 11 and "height. 11

"That shall be done in

height [with speed?]'' (589), the third answers.
says, "I deserve to be praysed" (592).

The emphasis shi:fts

He nails the feet and

The fourth, too, chortles over a

clean task well done: "fellows, will ye see, /how I haue stretcht his
knee? /why prayse you not me /that haue so well done?" (593-96),

The

"game" element implied by the words "so perilous a play" (552) is intensified by the devilish energy pervading these blithe, calloused remarks.
The "game," as V. A. Kolve observes, has larger ramifications which
touch the heart of the Divine purpose itself: "The tortores play with
Christ, but we must not forget that Christ is playing too--that He is in
the game, by His own choice, to serve His larger purposes,
must go as God intends."

2

And the game

It is the same "game" alluded to by Tud, the

1

The "fynne"-arm also evokes awareness of Jesus Christ as IX6Yl:
(Gr. "a fish"), an acronym formed by early Christians from the first
letters of five words meaning "Jesus Christ the Son of God, the Savioilr,"
the five words themselves being an acrostic derived from a prophecy of
the Erythraean sibyl; see ANF, III, 669, n. 3; see also De Civitate Dei
xviii. 23, Referring to Baptism, Tertullian wrote: "But we, little
fishes, after the example of our IX6IT Jesus Christ, are born in water";
Tertullian, "On Baptism," trans, S, Thelwall, ANF, III, 669,

~olve, p. 200. A parallel may also be seen in Ernst Curtius'
epitomizing of the element of jes_t in hagiography: "The pagans, the
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Third Shepherd of Chester Play VII, when he observes that "this game may
no way be lost" (VII, 156; see alsop. 114 above).
The first torturer gives the final order to raise the Cross-nmst
to its vertical position (XVI, 597-600):
First. [Torturer]
yea, help now that hee
on height raysed he;
for, as mott I thee,
almost it is none.
The emphasis on "height" and being "raised" re-echoes Jesus' significant
words in the fourth Gospel: "And I, i f I be lifted up from the earth,
will draw all things to myself" ( Jn. 12: 32),

1

The Cross-mast is now

upright in the Ark-Church of salvation; its Divine sail is spread under
the Wind of Divine grace,

2

a hope for sinking worldlings.

has its instrument of motive power.

The Church

The demonic grotesquerie of the

dialogue lends intense ironic edge to the words of Jesus (XVI, 697-700;
cf, Lk •. 23:34):
ffather of heaven, if thy will be,
forgeue them this they done to me!
they be blynd, and may not see,
how fowle the do amisse.
Indeed, they do not know what they do,

Sa tan's agents in an "up-so-

doun" world have unwittingly up-righted God's mast-instrument of man's
Redemption in the Ark-Church of Grace,

devils, the men of evil may behave as savagely as they will--they are
the fools, and the saint reduces them ad absurdum, unmasks them, dupes
them"; Ernst Robert Curtius, Euro ean Literature and the Latin Middle
Ages, trans. Willard R, Trask New York: Harper Torchbooks, 19 3, p.428.
1
The "raising" motif recalls also Moses' healing serpent of
brass lifted up in the wilderness. (Num. 21 :6-9), a Biblical type of
Christ's Crucifixion (Jn. 3:14, 8:28); see Reau, II, Ancien Testament,
208-10.
2

See n. 3, pp. 181-82, above.
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THE SACRIFICE OF ISAAC: THE CHURCH IN OPERATION

Chester Play IV stands, like the middle panel of a triptych, at
the center of the Old Testament figural paradigm of the Church.

Its

main purpose is to celebrate and explain the mystery of the Eucharist.
Typological emphasis is thus very explicit in it.

For the first time in

the cycle an "Expositor" appears who not only explains points of doctrine
but by his presence and manner also conveys the familiar atmosphere of
the clarifying, teaching, guiding, sacramental Church.

It is he who

explains that present in the story of Abraham is a type of the Host,
embodying the obedient immolation of Jesus Christ. 1
To construct a clear figural pattern focusing on the Eucharist,
the Chester playwright radically narrows his choice of Biblical materials.

Avoiding

apocr>~hal

stories and legends completely, he chooses

to dramatize from Abraham's long life (Gen. 11:27 to 25:8) only three
sharply defined episodes: (1) Abraham's meeting with Melchisedek (Gen.
14:17-20); (2) God's covenantal promise and command of circumcision
(Gen. 15:1-6, 17:1-19); (3) Abraham's obedient "offering" of Isaac and
God's prompt reconfirmation of His promises (Gen. 22:1-18).

All other

events in the rich, crowded life of Abraham, the most venerated of the
patriarchs, are omitted.
In a significant article, Joseph A. Bryant has pointed out that
1
Karl Young notes that in the Latin liturgical drama the Host,
while absent from the Depositio, was emphasized in the procession at the
Elevatio; he adds, "During the later Middle Ages the prominence given to
the Eucharist in this ceremony was sometimes, no doubt, a reflection
from the splendour of the procession of Corpus Christi Day"; Karl Young,
The Drama of the Medieval Church, I (1933; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1951), 132.
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the Chester play is unique in combining with the sacrifice of Isaac the
episode of Melchisedek, which prefigures the Eucharist, and the institution of circumcision, which prefigures Baptism.
shows, is conventionally didactic,

1

The Chester play, he

It stages what Saint Ambrose calls

in his treatise De Abraham--written possibly for the instruction of a
fourth-century confirmation class--the "three blessings of Abraham":
these are (1) the meeting with Melchisedek and the covenant promise;
(2) circumcision as sign and seal; and (3) the offering of Isaac and
reconfirmation of the covenant promises.

He notes that the Chester play

treats these three events in precisely the order given by Ambrose,

2

Professor Bryant closes with an observation about the didactic elements
in the Chester cycle which anticipates so fully the major argument of
the present thesis that quoting it is irresistible:
, , . Any educated playwright of the fourteenth century, however, could have written the fourth Chester pageant without referring to St. Ambrose, All he needed was a knowledge of the commonplaces of allegorical exegesis and a conviction that universal history is a progressive revelation of a single divine pattern. In his
time such things were common enough,3
The present study has insisted that the Chester plays are concerned above all with dramatizing "universal history [as] a progressive
revelation of a single divine pattern."

It now remains to examine the

details of how the "Sacrifice of Isaac" prefigures the Church in operation, fulfilling its sacramental and pedagogic mission upon earth.

1

Joseph A. Bryant, Jr., "Chester's Sermon for Catechumens,"
JEGP, LIII (July, 1954), 399. For patristic thought on these particular
types of the Eucharist and Baptism, see Danielou, Bible and Liturgy,
pp. 142-46, 165, 274.
2
Bryant, p. 402.
3Ibid,
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Hierarchy Established
This play is the only one in the Chester cycle to have a special
nuntius (messenger) to introduce it.

The nuntius quiets the spectators,

announces the play's theme, then dismisses himself (lines 1-16).
could say that he mediates between the action and the audience.
nuntius calls himself "Gobet on the grene" (13).
"Go bet" means "gobbet," or animal droppings •

1

One
The

Weldon Niva thinks

More likely it means

merely "go better," for as the following scene reveals, the characters
appear on horseback, and horseback-riding would "go better on the green"
--that is, in an open space--than on a pageant wagon; and so it was
probably done there.

This view comports better with the seriousness of

the play "Gobet" is introducing.

Dramatically, the nuntius assists in

the transition of mood from the Noah play with its occasional raucous
humor to the high, serious celebration of the main theme of the Feast of
Corpus Christi: Christ's death on Calvary as commemorated in the Sacred
Host.

He subtly prepares for the shift in covenantal relationship: "Now

Noe away from vs is went /and all his Companye; /And Abraham through
Gods grace, /he is comen into this place" (3-6).

Abraham, the special

"father" of God's faithful, is to be the chief figure in enacting the
highest mystery: "this playe, forsooth, begin shall he /In worship of
the Trynitie" (9-10).
The introductory dialogue--featuring Abraham, "Lothe" (Lot), and
"Armiger" (armor-bearer) (lines 17-56)--creates the impression of hierarchy recently established.

Abraham is just returning from a victory

over four pagan kings, a battle during which he has succeeded in rescu-

1

Niva, pp. 32-33.
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ing his nephew Lot.

1

Characteristically, his first words are designed

to recall God's Alpha and Omega essence: "a! Thou high God, graunter of

grace, /that ending ne beginning hase, /I thank thee, lord, that to me
hase /to daye geven victorye" (17-20).

Acknowledging that only God's

"might and maystrye" (24) have caused him to prevail and rescue Lot,
Abraham forthwith anticipates rendering grateful tribute.
respect he parallels Noah emerging from the Ark.

In this

The presence of Lot

(Abraham's "Brother" [21]) and later of Isaac keeps the emphasis on the
"family" as the Divine microcosm experiencing the stresses of active
obedience to God.

As the nuntius has announced, however, Abraham's

testing, his "storye," is to be of a different dimension and g_uality
than Noah's,

It will not abide boisterous farce.

The Chester play is unig_ue in England not only for dramatizing
the meeting with Melchisedek but also, as Thomas Wright notes, for mentioning the four pagan kings.

2

In this the Chester playwright is again

emphasizing the "spiral" pulse of salvation-history,

Abraham has just

emerged from victorious battle; but, like spiritual men before and after
him, he is headed for new testing,

The four kings participate in the

number symbolism discussed previously.

The ominous double-duadic "4" of

Abraham's recent crisis is opposed by a holy "Trinity": Abraham, Lot1
and "Armiger."

"4 [K]inges of vncouth land" (26), Abraham calls his

enemies; "God . . . hase send me victorye /of 4 kinges graciouslie"

(37-38),

"Abraham," the armor-bearer tells Melchisedek, "hath slayne in

fighte /4 kinges, sith he went" (51-52).

The uncouth, the pagan, the

1Gen. 14:1-17.
2
Thomas Wright (ed,), The Chester Plays, I (London: Printed for
the Shakespeare Society, 1843), 244.
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rebellious--these elements are patterned in 2's and 4's;

1

the pure, the

believing, the obedient--these tend to appear in "9's," "7's," "J's," or
"1's."

"Ah!" exclaims Melchisedek in his first speech, "blessed be God

that is but one!" (57).
A further unusual feature of this Chester play is the prominence
i t gives to "tithing."

The Chester playwright is uniq_ue in assigning

the important tithing motif to the Melchisedek meeting and not to the
Cain and Abel play, where all the other English cycle playwrights have
it.

Not only is his emphasis more faithful to the Scriptural record--

the Bible's first mention of the tithe is in Gen. 14:20--but it is a
further sign that here the functioning Church is being prefigured.
Varied repetition of the tithing idea underscores the point: "Therefore
of all that I can wyn /to geve thee [God
Abraham asserts.

J tyth

I will begin" ( 29- JO) ,

In recognition of God's anointed priesthood, he con-

tinueso "Melchisadech, that here kinge is /and Gods preist also, I wis,
/the tyth I will geue him of this" (33-35).
1

2

Not only Abraham but Lot

The "8" persons saved in the Ark would appear to be an exception, but their salvation occurs in the midst of mighty judgment. The
"4" Cherubims that guard Eden in Chester Play II and the "4" Evangelists
that appear at the cycle's end are also instruments of God's judgment
and expositors of it.
2
It should be noted that in the Mass according to the Sarum
rite, in the offering after the consecration, the priest says: "Supra
q_ue propicio ac sereno uultu respicere digneris. et accepta habere
sicuti accepta habere dignatus es munera pueri tui iusti abel. et sacrificium patriarche nostri [fo. 154] abrahe. et q_uod tibi optulit summus
sacerdos tuus melchisedech sanctum sacrificium immaculatam hostiam [Be
pleased to look upon these offerings with a gracious and kindly countenance, and accept them as it pleased you to accept the offerings of your
just servant Abel, and the sacrifice of our father Abraham, and that
which your great priest Melchisedech offered to you, a holy sacrifice
and a spotless victim]"; J. Wickham Legg (ed.), The Sarum Missal (1916;
rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), p. 223. Thus it was precisely in
the liturgy of the Eucharist that the medieval Christian met Melchisedek--in the Canon, during the Great Offering, to which all other offerings are subordinate.
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also expresses eagerness to give the tithe.

He acknowledges that his

salvation lies in Abraham: "Abraham, brother, I thank it thee, /that
this daye hast delyvered me" (41-42),

Accordingly he cooperates in the

act of tithing: "Therefore I will geue tithinge" (45), he says; and
again, "tythe I will geue also" (48).

Lot's tithe, not mentioned in the

Bible, strengthens the sense of corporate worship within the family of
Abraham.

The Church is a body, a family, a vital organism.

and their wives had helped prepare the Ark-Church.

Noah's sons

Now Abraham's family

anticipates celebration of the Host by their tithing-support of the
priesthood. 1
The mysterious Melchisedek was an exceedingly important Biblical
type of Christ;

2

as such he received considerable attention from the

Fathers of the Church.3

Saint Ambrose stresses Melchisedek's celebrated

"endless" priesthood:
, . , for even that Melchizedek, by whose office Abraham offered
sacrifice, the Church [holds] to be , . . a holy man and priest of
God, who, prefiguring our Lord, is described as "without father or
mother, without history of his descent, without beginning and without end," in order to show befarehand the coming into this world of
the eternal Son of God . .

1

In his discussion of the Chester Abraham-Isaac play Raymond
Williams deftly defines its celebratory character: "Of all the elements
in mediaeval drama, this capacity for concentration on a pattern is, I
think, the most important. , . , The physical representation of the
known figures and images of a faith has a clear intensity, in direct
relation to the nature of the audience. The whole motive of such drama
is, essentially, celebration"; Raymond Williams, Drama in Performance
([rpt.?]; Chester Springs: Dufour Editions, 1954), pp. 44-45.
2

Ps. 109:4; Heb. 5:1-10, 6:19 to 7:28.

3see Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 143-47.
4

saint Ambrose, "Of the Christian Faith," trans. H. De Romestin,
PNF(2), X, 255.
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Saint Cyprian emphasizes the essence of the bread-and-wine offering as
being a vivid symbol of corporate Christian faith:
For who is more a priest of the most high God than our
Lord Jesus Christ, who offered , . . that very same thing which Melchizedek had offered, that is, bread and wine, to wit, His body and
blood? And with respect to Abraham, that blessing going before
belonged to our people [the Church].
Ye know, then, that they
which are of faith, these are the children of Abraham . • . ,1
Saint Clement of Alexandria, noting that Melchisedek is "king of Salem"
(Jerusalem), dwells upon the meaning of names:
. . , For Salem is, by interpretation, peace; of which our
Saviour is enrolled King . . . , Melchizedek king of Salem, priest
of the most high God, who gave bread and wine, furnishing consecrated food for a type of the Eucharist. And Melchized~k is interpreted "righteous king;" and the name is a synonym for righteousness
and peace . . . . 2
The typal significance of Melchisedek's Salem and its successor,
Jerusalem, explains the frequent references in the Chester Abraham play
to the "Cyttie."

"[T]he Cyttie sane when I come in" (31), "the Cittye

when I come to" (40), intones Abraham repeatedly, indicating the
expected reward of his actions.

The image is not merely that of a vic-

torious medieval knight being received at the gates of a city by a
priest holding the sacraments,3 though such a familiar custom no doubt
helped to shape audience awareness.

After a lengthy passage in which

Lot and Abraham tithe and receive bread and wine (lines 57-112), Melchisedek says, "goe wee together to my Cyttie" (109).

Typologically, he

1Saint Cyprian, "The Epistles of Cyprian" (Epistle LXII, to
Caecilius), Edinburgh Edition, ANF, V, 359; see also Gal. 3:7.
2
Saint Clement of Alexandria, "The Stromata, or Miscellanies,"
Edinburgh Edition, ANF, II, 4J9.
3In medieval depictions of this scene Abraham appeared dressed
as a knight in armor; Reau, II, Ancien Testament, 127; see also Clopper,
pp. 119-20.
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is Christ extending an invitation to mankind through His Church.

Abra-

ham, prototype of the man of faith, 1 is to accompany Christ in the
Church into the "heavenly Jerusalem" (Apoc. 21:2 to 22:5).

2

Mingled throughout the long Eucharistic passage (lines 57-112)
are references to "tithe" and "offering."

With the bread and wine, these

references create a tight cluster of imagery pertaining to that part of
the liturgy of the Eucharist which is called the "preparation of the
gifts."

"I haue brought, as you may see, /bread and wyne for thy degree"

(77-78), Melchisedek intones.

Receiving Abraham's offering, he says,

"the tythe of yt I take of thee, /and receave thy offringe" (95-96), The
only passage that might seem to raise a difficulty is Lot's offering of
bread and wine to Melchisedek, who receives these gifts much as he has
received Abraham's (lines 97-104).3

This action appears to break the

carefully wrought typological pattern of Church-Priest-Communicant.
P. E. Dustoor regards Lot's gift merely as part of the tithing action,
followed as had been Abraham's tithe by Melchisedek's acceptance: "Syr,
4
your offringe welcome is" (105).

A more satisfactory explanation, how-

1
see Rom. 4:1-25; Gal. 3:5-29.

~elchisedek's being a type of the ordinary priest administering
the Blessed Sacrament but also a prefiguration of Jesus Christ in His
Church does not imply a contradiction. The writer of the book of
Hebrews sharply contrasts the Levitical (or Aaronic) priesthood, which
is earthly, with the heavenly priesthood that is "according to the order
of Melchisedek" (see Heb. 7: 17b, Ps. 109:4) . Melchisedek' s priesthood,
which antedated the Levitical priesthood, is eternal; and Christ is High
Priest according to this superior order (see Reb. 7:1-28 for full development), Seep. 209 above for Saint Ambrose's corresponding view.
3The stage direction at this point reads: "Tunc Loth offeret
Cuppam cum vino et pane et recipiet Melchisadech [Then Lot offers the
cup with wine and bread, and. Melchisedek receives it]"; Deimling, p. 67.

4

Dustoor, "Notes," p. 106.
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ever, may lie in the structure of the Mass.

The instructional and devo-

tional part preceding the offertorywascalled the Missa Catechumenorum
(Mass of the Catechumens), after which candidates for baptism were dismissed in the early days of the Church and the Missa Fidelium (Mass of
the Faithful), nowadays called the liturgy of the Eucharist, was performed.

This part of the Mass begins with the offering of (unconse-

crated) bread and wine to God.

Karl Young describes a custom observed

at this point which seems a strong parallel to Lot's offering to Melchisedek; "From early times until about the eleventh century there
occurred at the offertory a procession, in which those who were later to
partake at the communion brought to the altar offerings of bread and wine
for the consecration to follow." 1

The custom has been revived and is

often followed today in Roman Catholic churches.

It emphasizes that the

bread and wine upon which the miracle of consecration will be performed
is as much the offering of the people of God as their monetaryofferings,
The typological, sacramental, and doctrinal meanings of Melchisedek are manifold, complex.

They create symbolic density as do the ram-

ifications of Baptism in the Noah play.

While the Ark-Church of sal-

vation has a richly suggestive theological structure in the Noah play,
the theological significance of the liturgy of the Eucharist weighs
heavy in this play,

Even the stage directions dictate a pattern of

mimetic action designed to intensify the impression of ecclesiastical
rite and practice.
1

2

Heavy emphasis upon the significance and history

Young, I, 29. If Lot's action recalls such a practice, then
Lot typifies the new convert or perhaps the restored believer--a view
consistent with his having earlier chosen Sodom as his residence (Gen.
13:10-1J).
2
Adrian, p, 59,
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of the Eucharist, very appropriate of course to Corpus Christi Day
itself, had already appeared in late liturgical drama and become common
in mystery plays on the Continent.

1

The Expositor's lengthy, seemingly superfluous explanation of
these types of tithing and Holy Communion (lines 113-44) for the "lewed
[common folk], standing hereby" (115) does not by its unusual prominence
tend to diminish the importance of typological meaning in plays lacking
an Expositor, as some critics have felt.

2

It is part of the argument of

this thesis that typological awareness is present throughout the cycle.
The important matter here is the overt way in which the Expositor
becomes a spokesman for the teaching Church.

The Expositor's presence

bears witness to the Church's consciousness of its responsibility for
communicating typal meanings explicitly.

His contribution, then, is

symbolic, tonal, dramatic--not informational.

His words by their very

familiarity from catechism and sermon emphasize the idea that the Church
itself is teaching here (117-20):
This offring, I saie verament,
signifieth the new Testament,
that now is vsed with good intent
througheout all Christiani tye.
"[A]nd tythes-makinge, as you se here, /of Abraham begunnen were" (13334), he continues.

He emphasizes tithing in its corporate, communal

aspect: "therfore he we.s to God full deare, /and so were they both t>roo
[i.e., Lot also]" ( 135~ 36) •

He repeats the widely taught significance

1
In a parallel scene from a play in Low German by Arnoldus
Immessen, Melchisedek appears, offers bread and wine upon an altar, and
then delivers a fairly lengthy sermon on the Mass; Creizenach, I, 235;
see also n. 1, p. 204, above.
2

See, for example, Clopper, p. 120.
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of the types (137-44):
By Abraham vnderstand I may
the father of heaven in good faye,
Melchisadech a preist to his paye
to minister that sacrament
that Christ ordayned on Sherethursday
in bread and wyne, to honur him aye;
this signifieth, the south to saye,
Melchisadechs present.
It seems incongruous at this point to think of Abraham as "the father of
heaven" (138),

Yet he is shortly to be agonizing over Isaac, who lies

as a type of Christ meekly under his sword.
suggestive,

His role is rich, doubly

He embodies the Church, yet he represents God the Father.

Now God speaks (Gen. 15:1-6), promising Abraham "helpe and
succour" (146).

Abraham replies by asking for a legitimate heir:

"graunt me, lord, through thy postye: /somefruyte of my bodye!" (151-52),
Thereupon God promises him "one sonne" (159), then "seede" more numerous
than the stars in the sky (lines 161-68).

Shifting the Biblical focus

abruptly to Gen. 17:1-19, the Chester playwright records at this point
the Abrahamic covenant (169-76):
Wherfore, Abraham, servant free,
loke that thou be trewe to me,
and forward here I make with the1
thy seede to multeplie.
So much more further shalt thou be,
Kingis of thie seed men shall see,
And one Child of great degree
all mankind shall forbye,
God gives the command regarding circumcision, which Abraham gladly
accepts (lines 177-92),

The Expositor's explanation of circumcision's

typal meaning, namely as Baptism, is cursory and entirely commonplace

1

For the meaning of "forward," seen. 3, p. 193, above,
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(193-200). 1 What is striking about his further· exposition is his stress
upon the "one seede" of Abraham: "and one seede, mankinde to forby.
/that was Ihesus Christ witterlye" (205-6)--this emphasis being the precise teaching of Gal. 3: 16.

2

The hierarchy established thus has two aspects: (1) the sacramental Church and (2) its relationship to the chosen people.

Signifi-

cant is the fact that the land promised Abraham (Gen. 13:14-17) is
nowhere mentioned.

The entire emphasis rests upon the children of

Israel, Abraham's "seede," who prefigure the Christian Church: "for of
his [Abraham's] kinde was our Lady [Mary], /and so also was he [Christ]"
(207-8).3

The land of Canaan itself, later viewed as a type of Heaven,

is not yet within the Chester playwrights's purview.

In this play dra-

matic focus remains upon the people of God, upon the sacramental structure of their worship, upon their covenant relationship with the Deity.
In the filial bond between Isaac and Abraham, this hierarchy is soon to
be tested,
Hierarchy Tested
With dramatically abrupt appropriateness, the emphasis uponAbraham's "seed" is followed by God's command to sacrifice Isaac (211-14):

1Gregory of Nyssa, for example, links Baptism with circumcision;
for both occurred on the eighth day of human life, both were performed
upon unresponsible infants, and both symbolized a return to purity by
stripping away the old, dead nature; Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp.
165, 272-74.
2

"The promises were made to Abraham and to his offspring. He
does not say, 'And to his offsprings,' as of many; but as of one, 'And
to thy offspring,' who is Christ" (Gal. 3:16).
3These words of the Expositor echo the thought of Gen. 3:15,
which prophesies the "seed of the woman"; see p. 142 above.
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Deus.
Take Isaack, thy sonne by name
that thou lovest best of all
and in sacrafice offer him to me
vpon that hill, besyde thee.
The peripety is swift.

As prefiguration, the ultimate Divine paradox is

about to occur: God's Son, typified by Isaac, is going to be offered by
His father.

Incredibly, the "seed" just promised--the seed in its imme-

diate incarnation--is going to be sacrificed.

In Jean Danielou's words,

" . • • Isaac being the fruit of God's promise, God appears thus to
destroy his promise . .

, Abraham offers his son, thus destroying the

promise, which is a type of the Passion, and an apparent defeat .

.,1

The mysterious essence of this "destroyed" promise--that out of
2
defeat comes victory --is at the heart of the Christian faith and hence
of the medieval mystery plays: the Abraham play presents in the Chester
Old Testament paradigm of salvation-history a type of the supreme act
whereby the Creator yields Himself to be crucified by His own Creation.
For Noah God has already created a new world and initiated Redemption.
To Moses He will return again in Judgment.

It is thus in the Isaac

scene that the Chester salvation paradigm has its crucial pivot.
The test of Divine hierarchy is now to be undergone by the Son
Himself.

Abraham's looming act of violence proceeds tragically from a

heart of sorrowing love, and Isaac's meek act of filial obedience also
from a heart of sorrowing love.

Medieval dramatic awareness of Abraham,

1
Danielou, Shadows, p. 123.
2
The writings of Saint Paul, for example, fre~uently contain
expressions such as "[my] strength is made perfect in weakness" and
"when I am weak, then I am strong" (II Cor. 12:9, 10).
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as of Noah and of Adam, had its background in the liturgy; 1 yet apart
from liturgical echoes, critics have remarked in these English Abraham
plays a dramatic quality peculiarly different from that of other mysicery
plays.

Rosemary Woolf describes this quality thus:

The plays of Abraham and Isaac are the most moving and compact
of all those in the cycles and, unlike any others, their dramatic
impressiveness does not derive from a contrast between the serenity
of good and the harshness of evil. Other plays, such as the Annunciation, that similarly celebrate only goodness, could not be ~raised
for dramatic power outside their context in the cycles. , , .
In the tense confrontation between sorrowing Abraham and his
fear-stricken, meek little son lies a terrible awareness of something
inexorable, something which is essentially Greek.3

Yet at the point of

supreme tension, God intervenes, and the terror turns to joy,
ends on a note of exultation--comic in the Dantean sense,

The play

The Dantean

sense of comedy is important to a balanced appreciation of the English
mystery plays; for like the Divine Comedy, these plays too--in all their
components, comic or serious--press towards joyous cyclic completion,
John Elliot succinctly expresses this truth: "Where the modern critic
sees a 'serious' tragic drama into which a few shrewish wives and thieving shepherds have blasphemously intruded, the medieval critic would
have seen a divine comedy that embraced and transcended the tragedies of
the Fall of Man and the Sacrifice of Christ," 4
Typologically, Isaac stands at the crux of the Chester Old Tes1The responsories for Quinquagesima concerned Abraham; Downing,
pp, 139-40. See also p. 208, n. 2, above.

~oolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 152.
3John R. Elliot, Jr., "The Sacrifice of Isaac as Comedy and
Tragedy," Studies in Philology, LXVI (January, 1969), 44-46.
4
Ibid., p. 39.
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tament salvation paradigm.

In him are embodied all the suffering, the

hopes, the spiritual promises to be fulfilled in the Christian Church.
The writings of the Fathers abound in references to the established
iconographic details of Isaac's prefiguration of Christ.

1

Saint John

Chrysostom regards Isaac's miraculous birth from the body of aged Sarah
as typical of Christ's: "Isaac also was a type of this [Christ's]
Birth • • • • For, because no one would easily have believed that a virgin could bear a child, barren women first did so, then such as were not
only barren, but aged also."

2

In the ram to be offered in Isaac's stead

--in symbolic completion of the ritual act almost performed upon Isaac-Chrysostom sees the key to understanding Jesus' odd statement "Abraham
••• rejoiced that he was to see my day" (Jn. 8:56a): "'My day,"'
writes Chrysostom, "seems to me to mean the day of the Crucifixion,
which Abraham foreshadowed typically by the offering of the ram and of
Isaac. ,3

Saint Augustine is writing in the common tradition when he

finds typological meaning in the firewood carried by Isaac, in the ram's
shed blood, and even in the thicket entangling the ram:
• And on this account Isaac also himself carried to the
place of sacrifice the wood on which he was to be offered up, just
as the Lord Himself carried His own cross. Finally, since Isaac was
not to be slain, after his father was forbidden to smite him, who
was that ram by the offering of which that sacrifice was completed
with typical blood? For when Abraham saw him, he was caught by the
horns in a thicket. What, then, did he represent but Jesus, who,
before He was offered up, was crowned with thorns by the Jews?4
1
see Danielou, Shadows, pp. 115-30.
2
saint John Chrysostom, "Homilies on St. John" (Homily XXVI),
Oxford Translation, PNF(1), XIV, 92.
3Ibid. (Homily LV), p. 198.
4
saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dads, PNF(1),
II, 329; De Civitate Dei xvi.32.
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Upon receiving God's command, Abraham assents without protest or
display of emotion: "My lord, to thee is my entent /ever to be obedyent"
(217-18). 1

His almost laconic response calls obviously for an icono-

graphic interpretation of what follows.
intense pathos.

Abraham's offering of Isaac has

Yet the pathos develops intensity within a solidly con-

structed typological framework.

It would be almost as inadvisable in

this play to look solely for "human" motives or emotions in Abraham and
Isaac as it would be to seek them in Lucifer, or Eve, or Noah's wife.
Whether spiritually good or evil, the characters' behavior in the Chester plays conforms consistently to a conventional and typological pattern.

Therefore, pathos notwithstanding, the Isaac scene, though

humanly very touching, remains transcendent in its signification.

Abra-

ham is God the Father grieving over His only Son, and Isaac is Christ
agonizing in the Garden of Gethsemane.
Abraham's first words to Isaac seem to have a tender, obliquely
charming quality: "Make thee ready, my Derling, /for we must doe a
lyttle thing" (229-30) .

2

Though the Expositor does not later explicitly

state as much in his rather general explication (lines 461-76), the
"Cross"--the wood on Isaac's back--receives emphasis through incremental
repetitions that trace a clear rising curve of profound emotion. "[Tlhis
wood vpon thy back thou bring" (231), commands Abraham.
1

Isaac declares

In contrast, the Abraham in Theodore de Beze's Protestant play
Abraham Sacrifiant (1550) appears to John Elliot as an outraged rationalistic humanist who regards God as incomprehensible; Elliot, pp. 53-59.
2
on the phrase "doe a lyttle thing" (230) Pollard has this note:
"i.e., 'go about a little piece of business,' but the phrase seems to
have had some liturgical associations; cp. Chaucer's Knightes Tale,
1435, of Emily's sacrifice to Diana--'Two fyres on the auter gan sche
beete, /And dide hire thinges, as men may biholde'; and in the same way,
'said his thinges' is used for 'said his prayers'"; Pollard, p. 185.
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his obedience: "to beare this wood full bowne am I, /as you comaunde me"
(239-40).

Blessing Isaac, Abraham repeats the command: "take vp this

fagot with good cheare" (243).
shoulders the firewood.

1

Isaac reaffirms his willingness and

Ascending the mountain with his submissive

son, Abraham groans: "0! my hart will break in three" (253).

Abraham

repeats these curious words evoking the Trinity several times (see lines
282, 405, 413). 2

Finally, he commands, "lay downe thy fagot, my owne

sonne deere!" (257).

This rhythm of painful command and verbalized com-

pliance dramatizes the steady physical effort and growing emotional
strain.

Like Christ's walk to Calvary, it is action both vigorous and

laborious.
The "sword and fire" (233) borne by Abraham are judgment symbols
familiar from the Cherubim at Eden.

The judgment befalling the "first

Adam" is about to befall Isaac, the meek prefiguration of the "second
Adam" (I Cor. 15:45-47).

Isaac's increasing apprehension about his

father's sword accentuates this truth: "Father, I am full sore afraide
/to see you beare this drawen sworde" (265-66); "Father, tell me of this
case, /why you your sword drawen hase" (277-78).

Abraham blurts out the

truth: "O Isaac, Isaac, I must thee kill" (285).

When Isaac cries "put

vp your sword i f your will be" (291), his plea anticipates Jesus' words:
"Father, if thou art willing, remove this cup from me; yet not my will
but thine be done" (Lk. 22:42).

Isaac's terror finally makes him cry:

1
The stage direction here reads: "Tunc Isaak accipiet lignum
super tergum et ad montem pariter !bunt [Then Isaac puts the wood on his
back, and together they go to the mountain]"; Deimling, p. 73.
2
The Isaac play in the Brome MS. also contains the expression
"in three" but mingles it at random with the more common expression "in
twain"; see Davis, pp. 43-57, lines 127, 152, 156, 311.
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"Father, I pray you, hyde myne eyne /that I se not your sword so kene"
(337-38).

His crescendo of fear reaches its climax in his wild plea: "A

mercye, father! why tary you so? /smyte of my head, and let me goe!"
(409-10).

Emotionally an anguished reproach, these words anticipate

Jesus' cry: "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" (Ps. 21:2;
Mt. 27:46).

Abraham's last despairing outburst--"Ah, sonne, my harte

will breake in three /to heare thee speake such wordes to me. /Ihesu, on
me thou have pittie /that I haue most in mynde!" (413-16)--is followed
by a sudden calm in Isaac (417-20):
nowe, father I se that I shall die,
almightie God in maiestie,
My soule I offer vnto thee:
lord, to yt be kinde,
These final words of Isaac--Isaac speaks no more in this play--clearly
echo Christ's final words from the Cross: "Father, into thy hands I commend my spirit" (Lk. 23:46).

Abraham has of course already said explic-

1-tly -that he -has "Ihesu • -, • most in mynde."
Supporting details strengthen this stern prefiguration of the
Crucifixion in several ways,

Isaac's being "bounden, hand and feete"

(358) and his being blindfolded--"about my heade a kercher bynde" (386),
says Isaac--adumbrate Christ's being bound, blindfolded, buffeted.
Sarah does not appear, 1 not even in name, though she is much in Isaac's
mind and in Abraham's.
cries Isaac.

"Wold God, my mother were here with me!" (297),

Wringing his hands, Abraham replies, "thy mother I cannot

please" (324), presaging the angel's warning to Mary: "And thy own soul

1

In the Northampton, or Dublin, Isaac play Sarah appears both
before and after the "sacrifice" experience, contributing much to the
dialogue and becoming a realistically worried and shocked person; in the
Chester cycle Sarah is kept a mere concept--the "ideal" godly mother.
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a sword shall pierce" (Lk. 2:35a).

Again Isaac cries out, "Mary" (315),

and then tells his father, "doe your offringe" (316).

Asking Abraham to

greet his mother, Isaac sighs, "I come no more vnder her winge" (371).
As a type of Mary Sarah shares with Mary symbolic value as Sion, the
Holy City, the Mother of Israel.

Explaining how the Messiah came from

out of Sion, Saint Augustine writes:
, , , For thence came the Virgin Mary, in whom Christ assumed
flesh that He might be man. Of which city another psalm says,
"Mother Sion, shall a man say, and the man is made in her, and the
Highest Himself hath founded her" [Ps. 87:5]. Who is this Highest,
save God? And thus Christ, who is God, before He became man through
Mary in that city, Himself founded it by the patriarchs and
prophets . . . ,1
Isaac's words also anticipate Jesus' lament over the city of Jerusalem:
"Jerusalem, Jerusalem ,

How often would I have gathered thy chil-

dren together, as a hen gathers her young under her wings, but thou
wouldst not!

Behold, your house is left to you desolate" (Mt. 23:37-38).

Isaac's plaintive words "I come no more vnder her winge" thus

compleY~y

adumbrate historical Sian's rejection and Crucifixion of her own Messiah.
Hierarchy Reaffirmed
While certainly the most striking Old Testament type of Christ
in His Crucifixion, Isaac is also, along with Jonah, a striking type of
Christ in His Resurrection.

Like Jonah, Isaac is explicitly emphasized

as a Resurrection-type in the New Testament.

Stressing the quality of

Abraham's faith, the writer of the book of Hebrews develops the type
succinctly:
By faith Abrahe,m, when he was put to the test, offered Isaac;

1saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1),
II, 354; De Civitate Dei xvii.16.
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and he who had received the promises (to whom it had been said "In
Isaac thy seed shall be called") was about to offer up his onlybegotten son, reasoning that God has power to raise up even from the
dead; whence also he received him back as a type (Heb. 11:17-19).
Also commenting upon Abraham's faith, Saint Augustine writes, "Therefore
the father [Abraham], holding fast from the first the promise which
behoved to be fulfilled through this son , . . did not doubt that he
. . . would be res to red to him when he had offered him up."

1

Elaborating

further upon Isaac's significance as a type, Saint Clement of Alexandria
writes:

, . , Isaac did everything but suffer, as was right, yielding
the precedence in suffering to the Word·, Furthermore, there is an
intimation of the divinity of the Lord in His not being slain. For
Jesus rose again after His burial, having suffered no harm, like
Isaac released from sacrifice. , . 2
Isaac's significance as a type of the Resurrected Christ probably explains the intervention of the two angels (lines 421-36), if one
supposes that the Chester playwright is influenced by the account of the
Resurrection as given in the Gospel of Luke.

The women bringing spices

to Jesus' tomb on the first day of the week see the stone rolled aside;
they enter, to find Christ's body gone.

"And [then] it came to pass,

while they were wondering what to make of this, that, behold, two men
stood by them in dazzling raiment" (Lk. 24:4).

In Isaac's case the

Bible tells of only one angel, who does not appear on earth but who
speaks twice from heaven (Gen. 22:11, 15).

The two angels in the Ches-

ter play may best be accounted for by reference to the two heavenly messages of Genesis 22, which adumbrate the angelic pair announcing
1
Saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1),
II, 329; De Civitate Dei xvi,J2.
2

Saint Clement of Alexandria, "The Instructor," Edinburgh
Edition, ANF, II, 215.
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Christ's Resurrection in the Gospel of Luke (Lk. 24:6).
The Chester cycle's frequent adherence to the literal text of
Scripture manifests itself again at this point: the first angel's sudden
call, Abraham's short response, and then the angel's command not to hurt
Isaac (lines 421-28) constitute a close paraphrase of Gen. 22:11-12.

In

the angels' climactic appearing, one angel dramatically grasps the tip
of Abraham's sword as it is about to descend.

1

The second angel's

announcement of "a [substitute] lambe that is both good and gaie" (see
lines 429-36)

2

forms no part of the Biblical record.

As for the ram in

the thicket, Abraham says: "a horned wedder [wether] here I se, /among
the breeres tyed is he" (441-42).

The reference to the "wedder" as

"horned,"3 which is true to the Biblical text (Gen. 22:13), no doubt
recalled also the typological significance of the "breeres" [thicket] as
the crown of thorns on Christ's brow.

This type is not stressed, how-

ever, for the emphasis has shifted to the Resurrection.
Saint Gregory of Nyssa thus smoothly summarizes the traditional
Crucifixion-Resurrection exegesis bearing upon Isaac's sacrifice,
Isaac's deliverance, and Isaac's lamb-substitute:

1The stage direction at this point: "Tunc accipiet Gladium,
faciens occidendi signum, et Angelus veniens capiet punctum Gladii
illius, ac postea dicat Angelus [Then he .takes the sword, and makes a
motion as if to kill, and an angel who arrives grabs the tip of his
sword, and afterwards the angel says]"; Deimling, p. 81.
2
John Elliot's observation that a lamb is substituted for a
"ram" to emphasize Isaac's childlike innocence ignores the fact that the
"lamb" is shortly identified as a "horned wedder" (441); see Elliot,

P· 50.
3Fr. Hugo Rahner has shown that Tertullian's view of these horns
as the transverse bar of Christ's Cross has a connection even with the
idea of the Cross seen as "the mast of the barque of the Church" ;
Danielou, Shadows, pp, 126-27, n. 1.
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, . . The whole mystery of faith can be seen in the story of
Isaac. The lamb is fixed to the tree, suspended by its horns: the
first-born carries upon him the wood for the sacrifice. He, then,
who upholds the universe by the word of his power, is the same who
bears the burden of our wood, and is hung up on the wood, upholding
as God, and carried as the lamb, the Holy Spirit having in figure
divided the mystery between the two, the only son and the lamb who
appears at his side, In the lamb is revealed the mystery of death
and in the only son the life which will never be cut short by
death. , , ,1
In Genesis the angel prefaces his second message from heaven
(Gen. 22:15-18) with the words "saith the Lord" (Gen. 22:16),
God's words.

He speaks

In the Chester play God delivers this speech Himself

(lines 445-60).

The speech is a careful paraphrase of the Biblical

reconfirmation of the promises to Abraham.

God praises Abraham for his

faithfulness: "Abraham, by my selfe I sweare" (445; cf. Heb, 6:13), He
begins, "for thou hast bene obedyent ever, /and spared not thy sonne so
deare" (446-47; cf. Rom. 8:32; Jn, 3:16),

God promises Abraham as many

progeny as there are stars in the sky and sands in the sea and also victory over all his enemies.

Characteristically for the Chester cycle,

God's words end with a promise that fits the entire action directly into
the succession of God's redeeming acts in salvation-history (457-60):
And all nations, leeve thou me,
blessed evermore shal be
through fruyt that shall come of thee,
and saved throughe thy seede,
The implications for "all nations" receive explicit stress in
Gen. 22:18, but the "fruyt" allusion is the addition of the Chester
playwright.

A verbal signal, it creates awareness of the the fact that

in other, related ways "fruyt," though linked symbolically with the Crucifixion, is linked similarly with the Resurrection.

For Christ is not

1
Quoted from Saint Gregory's homilies by Danielou, Shadows,
p. 129.
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merely the "fruit" on the "Tree" at Calvary in His redemptive death.

1

In the Old Testament sense of the "first fruits" offering (Lev, 2:12-16);
Christ is in His Resurrection "the first-fruits of those who have fallen
asleep" (I Cor, 15:20); He is the One in Whose Resurrection believers
"might [become

J,

as it were, the first-fruits of his creatures" .( Jas.

1:18), the One by Whom the 144,000 of the Apocalypse "were purchased
from among men, [as] first-fruits unto God and unto the Lamb" (Apoc.
14:4).
The impact of such "fruyt" upon the nations is profound in its
depth and scope.

The Expositor's words as they conclude the play in the

H MS. emphasize above all the formal, objective, businesslike meaning of
these events in salvation-history (465-76):
This deed you se done in this place,
In example of Ihesu done yt was,
that for to wyn mankinde grace
was sacrifised on the rode.
By Abraham I may vnderstand
the father of heaven that can fand
with his sonnes blood to break that band
the Devil had brought vs too.
By Isaac vnderstand I may
Ihesu that was obedyent aye,
his fathers will to worke alway,
his death to vnderfonge.
The Devil 's rights to mankind--"that band the Devil had brought vs too'!...are broken, nullified by the Blood of Christ.
adumbrates the coming obedient Son.

"fruit"
dealing
Epistle

PNF(1),

Isaac, the obedient son,

Here, as everywhere in the Chester

1
Saint John Chrysostom seems to view Christ as the life-giving
on the "Tree" of Calvary, as contrasted with Adam's deathfruit on the Tree of Knowledge; Saint John Chrysostom, "The
to the Romans" (Homily X), trans. J, B, Mo=is and W. H. Simcox,
XI, 402.
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plays, the emphasis remains formal, austere.

1

This heavy stress in the Chester Abraham play upon objective
typological and doctrinal awareness--upon the Host, upon the teaching
Church, upon the stern price of human salvation--becomes especially
striking in view of the more humanized, "realistic," or merely devotional emphases in the other five English Abraham plays.

The most

impressive difference lies in the fact that all the other versions, especially the ones from York and Dublin, dramatize the joy of Isaac's
deliverance after the angels have appeared,

2

In the Brome play Isaac is

humanized to the point where he even helps Abraham sacrifice the ram;
yet he still eyes his father's sword nervously, swearing that he will
never again come back to the hill.

In the same play a "Doctor" also

expounds the purely moral, devotional ideal that godly parents should
not begrudge the dying of their children.

The York play even ends with

strong emphasis upon Isaac's coming marriage with Rebecca, the daughter
of "Batwell" (Bethuel), and thus upon the immediate human means of continuing the Messianic line.

In the Ludus Coventriae, Abraham and Isaac,

ecstatic with joy, join in rejoicing, praying, and thanking God.

In the

Dublin, or Northampton, play, Sarah participates in the action both
before and after Abraham's testing, at first doubtful, fearful, then
later wildly reproachful of the returning Abraham, who confesses to her

1The sober transactional thrust of this ending is sharpened by
the H redactor's omission of sixteen lines appearing in the BWh MSS.
These lines include a devotional plea, from the now kneeling Expositor,
for obedience and meekness in the spectators; and an announcement by the
"Messenger" of the next play that in no way prepares for the coming covenantal shift or clarifies the transition between plays; Deimling,
pp. 83-84, n.
2
Elliot, p. 53.
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what he has almost done.

Though the Towneley manuscript breaks off,

1

its surviving material includes a short, tender reconciliation between
father and son, which in the original version was probably much extended,
For all such scenes the Chester play substitutes a brief, almost
literal paraphrase of the Biblical reconfirmation of God's covenant
promises to Abraham and, in addition, the Expositor's concise, objective
explanation of the play's types and their meanings in salvation-histor~

2

The hierarchy of values being justified in this play is the most fundamental and important one possible--namely, the preeminence of Life over
Death,

In the Resurrection the Adamic LIFE--;>-Death pattern is--as the

Expositor points out--forever changed, reversed.

In the Christian

Church Christ's new Death--;>-LIFE pattern prevails: "For since by a man
came death, by a man also comes resurrection of the dead,
Adam all die, so in Christ all will be made to live.

For as in

But each in his

own turn, Christ as first-fruits, then they who are Christ's, who have
believed, at his coming" (I Cor, 15:21-23).
Aside from the traditional pathos in the offering up of Isaac, a
pathos that becomes functional in prefiguring Christ's agony in the Garden of Gethsemane, no material in the Chester play can be regarded as
purely subjective or devotional or as being a concession to any human-

1
Two leaves containing the end of the Abraham play and evidently
almost all of an Isaac and Esau play are gone; George England and Alfred
W. Pollard (eds,), The Towneley Plays, EETS, ES 71 (1897; rpt, London:
Oxford University Press, 1952), p. 49.

~ailing to perceive the play's doctrinal-typological structure,
Pollard thinks that the Chester playwright "shewed poor taste in omitting the charming scene between the Father and the Son after their agony
[omitting it, that is, from a supposed common source used by both the
'Brome' and the Chester playwrights]"; he even conjectu:ces that the
Chester play has come down in mutilated form; Pollard, ?• 185.
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izing, "realistic" dramatic impulse.

Isaac's "meaning" as a character

is iconographic--relentlessly so; when his meaning has become clear,
Isaac speaks not a further word,

The emphasis remains upon Abraham,

God's covenant partner, the man who in Isaac's birth and near-death has
exercised Biblical faith in the God Who gives Life.

1

Thus in Abraham, prototype of the man of faith, Divine hierarchy
receives in the Chester Old Testament paradigm its sacramental-historical justification.

Its ultimate justification will come only in judg-

ment, the next step beyond Resurrection: "Then comes the end, when he
[Christ] delivers the kingdom to God the Father, when he does away with
all sovereignty, authority and power" (I Cor. 15:24).

Saint Paul thus

sees Resurrection as issuing inevitably in eschatological judgment.
The Antichrist as Mockery
of the Chur.ch in Operation
The necessity of physical resurrection as prologue to eschatological judgment is not only taught as a fixed prophetic sequence in the
Bible (cf. Apoc. 20:4-15) but stressed as a logical necessity by the
Fathers.

Tertullian, for example, writes:

•. Inasmuch, then, as it is most suitable for the great Being
who is God, and Lord, and Creator to summon man to a judgment on this
very question, whether he has taken care or not to acknowledge and
honour his Lord and Creator, this is just such a judgment as theresurrection shall achieve. The entire cause, then, or rathernecessity
of the resurrection, will be this, namely, that arrangement of the
final judgment which shall be most suitable to God. , . ,2
In treating this great theme, the Chester plays characteristically manifest their predominant concern with salvation-history, with the sequence

1
cf. Rom. 4:19-24; Heb. 11:17-19.
2
Tertullian, "On the Resurrection of the Flesh," trans, Dr.
Holmes, ANF, III, 554.
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of key events in God's total plan of revealing Himself upon earth and
redeeming fallen Man to his primal heavenly destiny.

All four English

cycles conclude with a Judgment play coupling Resurrection with Judgment
in a broad eschatological sense; but the Chester cycle is unique in having two plays (XXII, XXIII) immediately preceding the Final Judgment
play that prophesy and then depict in a fully developed dramatic pattern
the demonic activity of the Antichrist.

The Chester cycle is in fact

the only one of the four English cycles that contains any material at
all about the Antichrist.

In Chester Play XXIII Satan's activity upon

earth reaches its climax in the "man of sin" (II Thess, 2:3), who claims
to be Christ himself and who deceives men by apparently duplicating
Christ's life-giving miracles.

1

The legend of the Antichrist was widely known and popular in the
Middle Ages.

As expressed in the Orologium Sapientiae, "per be]:> so

manye bakes and tretees of Antichrist, pat pis schort lyfe schalle
raj:>ere have anende of anye manne, ]:>anne he may owj:>ere studye hem or rede
hem. " 2

Though various Church Fathers had commented extensively upon the

Antichrist, the medieval legend assumed what came to be its most influential form in the materials compiled by a tenth-century monk, Adso of
Toul, summarized by Adso in a letter to Queen Gerberga of France.3 Among
others, Brother Linus Urban Lucken has summarized Adso's comments on the

1 "And his coming is according to the working of Satan with all
power and signs and lying wonders"; II Thess, 2:9,
2

Quoted by Brother Linus Urban Lucken, Antichrist and .the
Pro hets of Antichrist in the Chester C cle (Washington, D. C.: The
Catholic University of America Press, 1940 , p. viii.
3 Young, II, 370.
496-500.

For the letter's Latin text, see Young, II,
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Antichrist's legendary origins, character, and behavior; 1 Lucken coneludes that the Chester Antichrist is in "the Adso tradition," adding
that no other analogue can be pinpointed as a direct "source" to account
for certain special features of the Chester Antichrist play.

2

Despite the legend's popularity, plays about the Antichrist seem
to have been rare in the early medieval drama.

There are extant in man-

uscript only four Antichrist plays whose origins antedate the fifteenth
century, the Chester play being one.3

Antichrist plays were apparently

not strikingly popular in France, but they evidently came to be so in
Germany. 4 The famous early German Antichrist play in Latin--the one at
Tegernsee--abounded in topical references to .institutions and events of
the Middle Ages,5

In later German plays of this kind the Antichrist

usually was incorporated somehow into the Final Judgment scene, becoming
in time a laughable, carnival-like figure as well as the object of much
anti-Semitic scorn and violence.

6

Against this background, the two

Chester plays dealing with the Antichrist seem distinctive in several
1
see Lucken, pp. 13-14; see also Charles Mills Gayley, Plays of
Our Forefathers (1907; rpt. New York: Biblo and Tannen, 1968), pp. 27278; see also Creizenach, I, 72-73.

~ucken, p. 46.
3The other three are the Tegernsee Antichristus (1160 A.D.); the
French Jour du Jugement, of the fourteenth century; and the Italian
Lauda Drammatica dell' Antichristo, also of the fourteenth century;
Lucken, p. 19. A separate copy of the Chester Antichrist play also survives outside the five Chester cycle MSS. in the Hengwrt-Peniarth MSS
collection in Wales; Hardin Craig, English Religious Drama of the Middle
Ages (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1955), p. 179.
4
creizenach, I, 274-75.

~or text and comment see Young, II, 371-93.
6

creizenach, I, 237-38; in the NUrnberg Antichrist play, for
example, Antichrist and his Jewish helpers had to eat pig droppings,
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ways.

Besides being

uni~ue

in the English cycle drama, they are free of

overt anti-Semitism and topical allusions of any kind; also, they
embrace a complete, self-contained pattern of dramatic action: the Antichrist is prophesied, then he appears, acts, dies, and goes off to Hell
before the beginning of the Final Judgment.
are seriously religious throughout.

1

Moreover, in tone the plays

The Chester playwright is clearly

being guided by an individual conception of his cycle's overall purpose
and structure.
In the several plays that immediately precede the two-play
"Antichrist" block, the Chester playwright obviously structures his
materials so as to emphasize afresh the sacred motifs soon to reappear
in ironic demonic inversion.

In Play XX, "Christ's Ascension," Christ

Himself, Whose Resurrection has been demonstrated in Plays XVIII andXIX,
now eats to prove His corporeal reality.

"[S]peaking, eatinge and

drinking," says Iohannes, after the Ascension, "he proued his Dei tie"
(XX, 179-80),

In Play XXI, "The Sending of the Holy Ghost," God reviews

His acts in salvation-history and promises to send down the Holy Ghost
upon the Apostles waiting in Jerusalem (XXI, lines 159-238),

The twelve

Apostles marvel over their own wisdom and ability to speak in foreign
languages (XXI, lines 255-310); two foreigners marvel also, naming various countries and tongues (XXI, lines 367-90).

Marking off and punctu-

ating these events occur rite-like, measured recitations of creeds,
prayers, and exhortations that gradually build a solid, almost emblem-

1
Provisionally classifying treatments of the Antichrist legend
as political, grotes~uely monstrous, or purely religious, Brother Lucken
notes that "the Chester Coming of Antichrist is without doubt simply a
religious portrayal of the subject, without political implications or
any evident Jewish influence"; Lucken, p. 10.
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atic impression of the newly forming, Divinely commissioned, hierarchical Church.

1

Then in Play XXII, "The Prophets and Antichrist," four prophets
appear to announce the coming of Antichrist: Ezekiel, Zechariah, Daniel,
and John the Evangelist.

Each man's prophecy, which derives from a pro-

phetic passage in the Bible, is duly interpreted by the "Expositor."
Ezekiel, referring to his "dry bones" vision of Ezekiel 37, prophesies
the general resurrection of the dead,

The remaining three prophesy the

advent of Antichrist, the appearing of Enoch and Elijah, God's "two witnesses," and the climactic events in Jerusalem.

After interpreting

Saint John's prophecy, the Expositor rounds off the play by recounting
in a solemn, measured manner the traditional Fifteen Signs of Doom
(XXII, lines 261-332).

2

The Chester play "The Prophets and Antichrist" depends far more
directly upon the Vulgate than upon the liturgy. 3 The "dry bones" prophecy of Ezekiel, coming first and dealing directly with the general
physical resurrection, is the sole prophecy of the four that has any
place in the liturgy.

4

Though the Expositor's interpretation of Ezek-

iel's prophecy cannot reasonably be derived from the Biblical text--

1
For example, re-enacting an old tradition, the Twelve Apostles
repeat the articles of the Apostles' Creed, each Apostle paraphrasing in
four lines a single article (XXI, lines 311-58), so that the entire
twelve-article Creed forms six firm stanzas of rime couee (with the
newly elected "Mathias" [see Acts 1:15-26] duly filling Judas's place).

~or discussion of various versions of the signs, see Lucken,
PP• 110-35.

3Ibid., PP· 96-97.
4
Ibid., p. 98; it is represented in the York Breviary in the
first seven lessons for Dominica Quinta Novembris.
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which treats not primarily of physical resurrection but rather of
Israel's regathering and the reunifying of the Northern and Southern
kingdoms--Tertullian does give an interpretation of the passage (namely,
as referring not to Israel but to the general resurrection) that accords
with the Chester cycle's dramatization of the resurrection motif.

1

ther does the Antichrist play itself have its source in the liturgy

Nei2

but

rather, as noted above, in the influential "Adso" version of the legend.
Beyond the Adso version the Chester Antichrist play has certain feat1rres
peculiar to itself.3
Chester Play XXIII, "The Coming of Antichrist," besides covering
an integral prophetic segment of salvation-history in its own right,
serves as an instructive "up-so-doun" mockery of the Christian Church.
In fulfillment of prophecy the Antichrist comes, declaring himself to be
God.

The play's ensuing action includes (1) a sham resurrection, (2) a

sham Pentecost, and (3) an abortive Eucharist.

The action reaches its

1

Lucken, p. 98; see Tertullian, "On the Resurrection of the
Flesh," trans. Dr. Holmes, ANF, III, 565-67.
2
Brother Lucken disagrees with Cayley's view that the play's
sources are the Legenda Aurea, Cursor Mundi, and Tegernsee Antichristus.
He thinks that the play could have been influenced by Advent and related
eschatological themes (Mt. 24:15-35 being the Gospel for the twentyfourth Sunday after Pentecost and Lk. 21:25-34 for the first Sunday of
Advent); he finds no discussion of Antichrist in the Breviary but points
out that the name of Antichrist does appear in the Gemma Animae of
Honorius of Autun (period of active influence 1106-1135) as an explanation of certain parts of the canonical hours; Lucken, pp. 70-75.
3Brother Lucken lists thirteen special features not paralleled
in Adso's letter, among them the Antichrist's attributing definite prophecies to himself, his denying Christ's divinity, his turning trees
upside down, his sending his "holy ghost," his distributing countries as
gifts; and in addition to these important "Church-mockery" elements, two
others reflecting motifs in the Abraham play: the role of the four kings
and Elijah's blessing of the bread and the ensuing abortive "Eucharist";
Lucken, p. 68.
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climax in the Antichrist's denial of the Trinity.

Thus, as the Abraham

play prefigures the sacramental Church before its actual founding, so
Play XXIII mockingly postfigures and mirrors the sacramental Church
before the end of all things.
The play opens with the Antichrist's vaunting Latin announcement
(XXIII, lines 1-8) that he is Christ come to judge and subdue: "Princeps
eternus vocor, Christus, vester saluator [I am called eternal Prince,
Christ, your savior]" (8).

Claiming to be "forebyar of Israell" (20),

he calls Jesus an imposter: "But one hath ligged me here in land, /Iesu
he height, I vnderstand; /to further falcehood he can fonde, /and fared
with fantasy" (25-28),

Despite specifically Jewish claims made by the

Antichrist throughout this play,

1

all the references to "Israel" must be

understood--as must parallel references in the Abraham play--iconographically: as signifying "God's people" under the New Covenant.

Church

tradition contained no explicit expectation of a separate kingdom or
historic future reserved solely to the remaining earthly Jews.

The

Expositor's explanation of Ezekiel's prophecy in "The Prophets and Antichrist" (XXII, lines 25-48) indicates this fact.

The "Jews," then, in

this Chester play are emblematic of Christendom in the end times being
deceived by the Devil's last and most successfully deceitful emissary
(cf. Mt. 24:23-24; II Thess. 2:8-9).

2

1
Though the Chester cycle makes no mention of certain points in
the Antichrist legend--the Antichrist's being born in Babylon of Jewish
parents, of the tribe of Dan, and being educated by demons in Bethsaida
and Corozaim, etc. (see Lucken, pp. 13-14)--it do.es show the usurper
doing something specifically prophetic and Jewish: taking his seat to be
worshipped in the Temple at Jerusalem (XXIII, lines 61-64, 169-92; cf.
II Thess. 2:4).
2For Israel as a type of the Church see, for example, Saint
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As his first step in e>stablishing his "up-so-doun Church," the
Antichrist claims Christ's life-giving power--the power to resurrect
others from the dead (77-80):
That I am Christ and Christ will be,
by very signes sane shall you see,
for dead men through my pasty
shall ryse from death to lyfe.
Forthwith, however, he betrays his "up-so-doun" intentions in announcing
his second species of miracle: "Now will I turne, all throughe my might,
/Trees down, the Rootes vpright;-- /that is marvayle to your sight!-/and fruit growing vppon" (81-84) .

1

Continuing, he grandly predicts his

own coming resurrection (93-96):
forsooth then after will I dye,
and Ryse agayne through my pasty;
If I may doe this marvelously,
I redd you on me leeve,
The four kings who have elicited these predictions by asking for "a
Signe that [they] maye see" (68; see lines 61-76) and who later temporarily believe in the Antichrist have ironic, mystical-numeric affinity
with the "4 kings" whom Abraham had cong_uered just before meeting Melchisedek.2

The two dead men whom the Antichrist now resurrects (lines

Augustine's commentary on the fourth Gospel: "The fathers three [ Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob], as it were in the beginning of the people; three
fathers in whom the people was figured: and the former people itself the
present people. For in the Jewish people was figured the Christian people"; Saint Augustine, "On the Gospel of St. John," trans. John Gibb and
James Innes, PNF(1), VII, 77.
1This episode occurs in no other play, although it is mentioned
in an Irish version of the Antichrist legend; Lucken, pp. 44, 68. The
"up-so-doun fruit" episode invokes awareness of Jesus' warning against
false prophets as wolves in sheep's clothing: "By their fruits you will
know them" (Mt. 7: 16a).
2
In Adso's letter the Antichrist's first converts are kings and
princes (see Lucken, pp. 13-14);. but these "four kings," later converted
back from their initial belief in Antichrist by Enoch and Elijah, are
not stipulated by Adso.
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97-112)--in mockery, presumably, of Christ's miraculous resurrection of
Lazarus--have the demonic-duadic implications already familiar from earlier plays,

Citing Zeph. 3:8a as a prophecy of his own resurrection

(lines 113-20), 1 the Antichrist, aping Christ's words (cf. Jn, 14:16-19,
15:26), promises to send the Holy Spirit after he has returned from the
dead: "And after my Resurrection, /then will I sitt in great renoune,
/and my ghost send to you downe. /I dye, I dye, now am I dead" (129-32),
He dies; the four kings, carrying him to his tomb (lines 133-64), hope
for his resurrection.

He does not disappoint them (165-68):

I Ryse! now Reuerence dose to me!
god glorified, greatest of degree!
if I be Christ, now leues ye me,
and werch after my wyse,
Adso of Toul mentions the Antichrist's raising others from the dead, but
he does not mention the Antichrist's own resurrection; the Chester playwright here apparently freely adapts patristic commentary on Apoc. 13:3. 2
In an "up-so-doun" parody of the sacrifice following Isaac's symbolic
"resurrection," the convinced four kings sacrifice a lamb to Antichrist
(lines 169-88) and worship him as he proceeds to his "chair," or throne,3
Turning, the Antichrist says: "I lord, I god, I heighe Iustice, /I
Christ, that made the dead to ryse, /here I receaue your Sachrifice,
/and blesse you, flesh and fell" (189-92).

Thus, having imitated Christ,

1

"Expecta me in die Resurrectionis meae in futurum quia Iudicium,
vt congregem Gentes et colligam regna [Expect me in the day of my resurrection that is to come, for my judgment is to assemble the Gentiles,
and to gather the kingdoms]."

~ucken, p. 55.
3stage direction: "Tunc Ascendet Antechristus ad Cathedram [Then
Antichrist goes to his chair]"; Matthews, p, 406, The action recapi tulates Lucifer's (I, lines 189-92, 133-36); see pp. 96-98 above,
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Antichrist apes God, recapitulating Lucifer's blasphemous act, yet he
functions simultaneously as a mock mirror-image of Melchisedek accepting
Abraham's offering.
The second step in the Antichrist's Church-mockery is to send
the "Holy Spirit" that he had promised (193-96) :

1

You kinges, I tell withouten bast,
I will now send my holy ghost,
to know me lord of might most,
of heauen, earth and Hell.
The words of "Quartus Rex"--"A! god! a! lord! micle of might, /this holy
ghost is in me pight; /me thinks my hart is very light, /sithe it came
2
into me" (197-200) --echo the astounded earlier words of the Twelve
Apostles (XXI, lines 255-302) who had exulted in their real Spiritinspired gifts.

The Old Testament motifs of Noah's descending dove and

Melchisedek's recognizing in Abraham a Spirit-filled soul--"Abraham,
welcome must thou be, /Gods grace is fullie in the" (IV, 73-74 )~--here
receive their final, vividly grotesque legitimation.

The materialistic,

supracultural ramifications of this "spiritual" gift for the Antichrist's "Church" are now ironically embodied in his gifts of wealth and
lands (see lines 205-44)--the traditional "Riches, land, and fee" (54)
prescribed by legend,3 The promise of wealth and power is epitomized in

1
stage direction: "Tunc emittet Spiritum, dicens: Dabo vobis Cor
novum et Spiri tum novum in media vestri [Then he sends the Spirit, saying: I will give you a new heart and a new spirit in the midst of you
(Ezek. )6:26a)]"; Matthews, p. 407.
2
This "holy ghost" motif appears in no Antichrist analogue
except possibly in the Fricke of Conscience; Lucken, p. )6.
3MS. notation: "Dabit eis ;potestatem et multis terram dividet
gratuito. Danielis Decima tertia. LHe will give them power and divide
the land gratis for many (Dan. 11:39b)]"; Matthews, p. 402; see also
lines 207-8 (in XXIII).
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Antichrist's concluding words (241-44):
To thee I geeue Lumbardy,
and to the Denmark and Hungary,
and take thou Pathmos and Italy,
and Roome it shall be thyne.
These words parallel in theme the geographical catalogue provided by the
earlier two foreigners ("Alienigenae") who were marvelling over the gift
of "tongues" in the Apostles (XXI, lines 367-90).

Yet the boastful

ostentation of the Antichrist contrasts sharply with the spiritual
interest of the earlier foreigners, who had said: "Yea, also men of
Arabye, /And of Greece, that is therby, /hard them prayse full tenderly
/God of his great grace" (XXI, 383-86).
Seemingly in recapitulation of the two angels at Christ's Resurrection, God's "two witnesses," Enoch and "Helias" (Elijah), initiate
the divine reversal by which God's hierarchy displaces Antichrist!.s,
Here especially, following a sham resurrection and Pentecost, the outline of the mocking "Church" paradigm becomes unmistakably clear.
Enoch's reference to "gods folke" (276; the Church) and the "Champion
, /that now in werld walketh wyde" (281-82; Satan, cf. Job 1:7, 2:2;
Jn. 16:11) prepare for Helias's flat indictment: "He is the Deuyll, you
to anoy, /and for none other him knowes" (299-300).
Impressed by the coming of Enoch and Helias, the four kings
agree that if these two prophets can prove their case by both works and
arguments the kings will believe them even if belief costs them their
lives (lines 301-8, 317-24),

The second king speaks (321-24):

And if your skylls may doe him downe,
to dye with you we will bowne,
in hope of Saluation,
what so euer betyde.
In the following tense confrontation, the two prophets' words are filled
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with strongly ironic verbal echoes from the Bible.

To Antichrist Enoch

cries, "from him [the Devil] thou came and shalt to him" (343), echoing
Jesus' words about His own origin in God the Father.

1

Countering Anti-

christ's insulting epithets--"hipocrytes," "lozells," "Lordans" (357,
358)--Enoch retorts in the phraseology of Saint Paul: "Thy So=ow and
care come on thy head!" (365).

2

Helias's warning to Antichrist--"And as

the flowrs now springes, /falleth, fadeth, and hings, /so thy ioy now it
raignes, /that shall from thee be rafte" (414-17)--is not merely ubi
sunt poetry lamenting life's evanescence.3

Rather it is a careful para-

phrase of a familiar Old Testament passage quoted in the New.

4

The

Antichrist's reference to his two opponents as "Loullords" (430), con-sidered by Professor Greg to be a late interpolation, 5 sounds biza=e
but is a dramatically functional device.

Embodying "official" church-

dom, the Antichrist can strike a pose of superior gravity in condemning
the two as unseemly religious enthusiasts and heretics.

The presence of

the official theologian, the "Doctor" (lines 422, 434-41), helps also to
1 "I know where I came from and where I go. But you do not know
where I came from or where I go" ( Jn, 8: 14b) .
2 "Your blood be upon your own heads; I am innocent of it. Henceforth I will go [from the Corinthian Jews] to the Gentiles" (Acts 18:6b).
3Arnold Williams considers it no more than such; Arnold
Williams, The Drama of Medieval England (1961; rpt. [East Lansing,
Mich.]: Michigan State University Press, 1963), p. 14o; for a similar
view see also Paul Holzworth Strohm, "The Dramatic and Rhetorical Technique of the Chester Mystery Plays" (unpublished Doctoral dissertation,
Berkeley, 1966), p. 166.
4 "All flesh is grass, and all the glory thereof as the flower of
the field, The grass is withered, and the flower is fallen, because the
spirit of the Lord hath blown upon it"; Isa. 40:6b-7a; see also Jas.
1:10-11, I Pet. 1:24.
5Brother Lucken cites W. W. Greg's The Play of Antichrist from
the Chester Cycle (Oxford, 1935); Lucken, p. 62.
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evoke the atmosphere of official "churchdom."
All these Biblical and ecclesiastical impressions build density
into two matters of prime importance, matters also at the heart of the
Abraham play: the doctrine of the Trinity and the sacramental power of
the Eucharist.

In the Abraham play, .the nuntius had announced: "this

playe, forsooth, begin shall he [Abraham] /In worship of the Trynitie"
(IV, 9-10),

Abraham's heart thrice threatens to break "in three" (see

lines 253, 282, 413), recalling again the Triune God.

In the midst of

his agony, Abraham says to Isaac, "the blessing of the Trynitie, /my
deare sonne, on the lighte!" (IV, 335-36).

In the Antichrist's mocking

Church-paradigm the "Trinity" motif again moves to the forefront. "Yes!"
cries Enoch at Antichrist, "Christ, God in Trinity, /thou false feature
attaynt" (487-88).

The Antichrist responds heatedly, "Ribbaldes ruled

out of raye, /what is the Trinitie for to say?" (493-94).

Helias

responds, "Three Persons, as thou 1eeve may, /in one godhead in feere"

(495-96).

"Out on you, Theeves! what say yee? /will you haue one god

and three?" (501-2), cries Antichrist.

"Madmen, madmen! therfore leeve

on me, /that am one god, so is not he" (505-6).
As in the Abraham play, this emphasis upon the Trinity is accompanied by a "Eucharist."

In this case the Eucharist is abortive, for

the Antichrist's demonically resurrected duo--in ironic contrast to the
communicant Abraham--cannot eat the blessed bread.

The test of true

Resurrection seems to have been, as in Christ's case, whether one could
eat and drink (cf. XX, lines 179-80).

1

1 Enoch lays down the challenge

"It was not then for want that He both ate and drank.after the
resurrection , . . but for the full assurance of His resurrection";
Saint John Chrysostom, "Homilies on the Gospel of St, Matthew " (Homily
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(549-52):
Bringe forth thos men here in our sight,
that thou hast raysed agaynst the right,
if thou be so mickle of might,
to make [them] eate and drinke!
The Antichrist responds: "You Dead men, ryse, through my pasty! /come!
eate and drinke that men may see, /and proue me worthy of Dei tie!" (56163). In blessing the bread, Helias solemnly invokes the Trinity(577-80):
"In
"Et
"Et
One

nomine patris" that all hath wrought,
filii virginis" that deare vs bought,
spiritus sancti" is all my thought:
God and Persons three.
1

The two demonically resurrected men of course cannot eat the bread nor
can they even look at it because of its blinding brightness, the "Secundus Mortuus" thus expressing his abhorrence: "To looke on it I am not
light, /that Bread to me it is so bright, /and is my foe, both day and
night, /and putts me to great deere" (585-88).

The four kings declare

their belief in Christ because of these proofs (lines 593-620); and
though the Antichrist now kills them together with Enoch and Elijah,'·"' he

LXXXII), trans. George Prevost, PNF(1), X, 492. For Chrysostom's view
that Lazarus ate and drank for the same reason (cf. Jn. 12:1-2), see his
"Homilies on St. John" (Homily LXV), Oxford Translation, PNF(1), XIV, 242.
1 "Die Art, wie Elias in unserem StUck die Nichtigkei t der Wunder
des Antichrist erweist, findet sich sonst nirgends. Es mag dies wohl
ein frei erfundener Zug des Verfassers sein, der ausgeht von dem Glauben, daB geweihte Gegenst~nde Teufelsklinsten widerstehen"; Hans Utesch,
Die uellen der Chester-Pla s (Kiel: Druck der Kieler Tagespost,
G.m.b.H., 1909, p. 84, n.; concurring on this point, Lucken cites
Utesch; Lucken, pp. 6)-64. The motif, however, has symbolic meaning in
the Chester cycle as the demonic counterpart of the Eucharist in the
Abraham play.
2

Stage direction: "Tunc Antechristus Occidet Enochum et Heliam,
omnes que [sic J Reges cum gladio, postea vera redibi t ad Ca thedram [Then
Antichrist kills Enoch and Elijah and all the kings with the sword, but
afterwards goes back to the chair]"; Matthews, p. 422 (cf. Apoc. 11:7-8),
God's two witnesses of course soon rise again from the dead; see
Matthews, pp. 425-27 (cf. Apoc. 11:11).
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immediately faces his own executioner, the Archangel Michae1.

1

Michael's

words to him ominously mimic Helias's triadic blessing (637-40):
In Sinne ingendered first thou was,
In Sinne ledd thy lyfe thou hase;
In Sinne now an ende thou mase,
that marred hast many one.
Thus a number of New Testament events prefigured in the Abraham
play and fulfilled in the cycle's middle section are recapitulated in
the Antichrist's "up-so-doun" Church-mockery.

The beginning, middle,

and end of salvation-history have a structurally balanced counterpart in
the three-phased earthly life of Christ.

2

The Antichrist's career, as

summarized by Michael (see above, lines 637-40), appears appropriately
as a triadic inversion.

Within the larger limits of the entire cycle as

well as within certain shorter internal segments of it the Chester playwright "frames" events and motifs in blocked-out patterns that echo and
reinforce one another and thus strengthen doctrinal-dramatic impact.

At

the cycle's beginning occur the heavenly Fall and Judgment (of Lucifer)
and the earthly Fall and Judgment (of Adam),

At the cycle's end occur

the earthly Resurrection and Judgment (of Antichrist) and, in the last
play, the heavenly Resurrection and Judgment (of all men),

The cycle's

last play terminates the SIN-JUDGMENT-GRACE "spirals" of salvation-history and completes God's earthly redemptive program,

As the last com-

plete "spiral" along the linear time-continuum of man's repeated rebellion and God's progressive saving acts, the Antichrist's deadly Churchparody has the same dramatic purpose as have all other ironic "mirror"
scenes and images preceding it,

It emphasizes again, one last time on

~ichael's killing Antichrist is in Adso's letter; Lucken, p. 14.
2

See pp. 27, 29, above.
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earth, the insane absurdity of either demon or man attempting to foresee
or forestall even one of God's sovereign acts of saving Grace.
MOSES, BALAAM AND BALAK: THE CHURCH IN CULMINATION
The theme of the Life-giving Host and Christ's redemptive death
dramatized typologically in the Abraham-Isaac play prepares the way for
the action in Play V in which figurally salvation-history ends.

The

play about Moses, Balaam and Balak adumbrates God's Final Judgment of
mankind in the cycle's closing play.
in culmination.

Figurally, it depicts the Church

In it the triple rhythm of God's three "Advents" in

human history--Creation, Incarnation, and Judgment--pulses one last
time.

Having created a world that falls into sin, God renews His cre-

ation through Baptismal grace in Noah's flood; He redeems it through
sacrificial blood in His promise to Abraham; now He judges it through
sovereign righteousness in His Law-covenant with Moses.
Bearing this figural significance, Chester Play V mirrors above
all God's judicial holiness: God's severity becomes clear in the rigid
admonitions of Moses' Law; His sovereign power manifests itself against
helpless Balaam and Balak; His eternal justice receives its vindication
from chosen prophets who predict in formal procession the coming successive phases of God's triumphant work in Christ.

Thus the familiar

"spiral" of SIN-JUDGMENT-GRACE, or hierarchy-disorder-hierarchy--as it
emerges in Moses, in Balaam and Balak, and in the Prophets--follows a
strikingly clear arc.

In this closing play of the Chester Old Testament

paradigm of salvation-history, as in no other play in the cycle, the
"spiral" appears in clear, iconographic outline.
forces the impression of Divine finality.

Its very clarity rein-
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Critical analysis of Chester Play V is complicated, however, by
striking differences between the two main versions of the play, which
1
appear in the H MS. and in the DWhB manuscript-group respectively.
Though minor differences appear among all these manuscripts, the H MS.
reflects far more clearly than the DWhB group the Chester cycle's primary concern with the outline of objective salvation-history,
Broadly speaking, four major differences obtain between the two
versions: (1) The DWhB group omits the two speeches of the "Princeps
Sinagogae" (lines H25-32, 41-48), and as a result the meaning of Moses'
mediatorship between God and Israel is wholly lost.

(2) Between lines

H116 and H117, the DWhB group inserts thirty-nine lines spoken by Balak.
As a typical "raging tyrant," Balak curses Israel and invokes the aid of
his pagan gods.

Though an exaggerated stereotype at times serves a pur-

pose in the cycle drama, its effect at this point seems unfortunate.
Adding nothing essential, Balak's florid monologue blurs the structure
of a play which must function both as a

self~contained

dramatic unit and

also as the transition between the Old Covenant and the New in a cycle
concerned chiefly with the objective progressive phases of salvationhistory.

(3) The DWhB group omits the entire "procession of the pro-

phets" appearing in the H MS. (see lines H297-432), which in H not only
restores godly hierarchy but gives Balak' s final despairing words (l:lnes
H433-40) their full appropriate ironic force.

(4) Between Balak's last

speech and the "Expositor's" closing words (lines H441-48) the DWhB
group adds another one hundred four lines, in the first fifty-two of
which Balaam suggests to Balak that he send lovely pagan women among the

1

See pp. 18-20 above.
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Israelites to involve them in idolatry; and in the last fifty-two of
which a "Doctor" describes the subseg_uent success of Balaam's plan, the
bloody revenge taken by Phineas upon idolators (Num. 25), and the later
death of Balaam at the hands of the invading Israelites (Num. 31:8).
Dramatically this long inserted passage weakens unity in two ways:
first, it suggests an unnecessary contradiction in the character of
Balaam, who, until now a fairly neutral figure, has just blessed Israel
three times; secondly, it radically and incomprehensibly separates
Balaam's key-transitional Orietur Stella prophecy (lines H289-96) from
the Expositor's closing words (lines H445-48) that link the prophecy
with the Magi in Play VIII, who speak much of Balaam and who wait for
and respond to the prophetic star's appearing (VIII, lines 1-88 ff.). 1
Hierarchy Established
In Chester Play V, as in the cycle's other Old Testament plays
except in the one about Abraham,

2

God personally establishes hierarchy

at the outset by speaking to initiate a new covenant,

God's covenant

with Moses and through him with Israel was made at Mount Sinai (Exod.
19:3-8),3

In Chester Play V God solemnly addresses His servant Moses

and His Covenant people (1-4):

1
Among the differing critical oplnlons of these textual variations offered by Dr. Deimling, Lawrence Clopper, and Paul Strohm, Professor Strohm alone justifies the "procession of prophets" in the H MS.
as thematically functional; see Stroh~, pp. 34-43.
2
.
The "earthbound" beginning of the Abraham play, instead of a
heavenly prologue, is appropriate in a play prefiguring the functioning
priesthood.
3The responsories during the fourth week of Quadragesima, which
deal with Moses, culminate in references to the giving of the Law at
Sinai; Downing, pp. 142-43.
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Moyses, my servaunte life and dere,
and all the people that be here,
you wott in Egipte when you were,
out of thralldome I you broughte.
By thus invoking the Exodus experience (cf. Exod. 20:2), God recalls His
archetypal redemptive act in the life of the children of Israel.

In

times of declension and doubt in Biblical salvation-history, God or His
prophets repeatedly remind Israel of God's prototypical saving miracle
in leading them out of their Egyptian bondage.

1

As Balak's words later

indicate (see lines 89 ff.), Israel is presumed at the beginning of
Play V to be encamped in Moab, at the Jordan (Num. 22:1), poised after
forty years of wilderness wandering to claim the land promised to their
father Abraham. 2
At this point God repeats the Ten Commandments as received by
Moses at Mount Sinai (lines 5-24; Exod. 20:3-17), a seeming anachronism
resulting from an apparently illogical transposition of Biblical materials,

P. E. Dustoor holds that the Mosaic-code material combined thus

with the Balaam-Balak story in one play is simply an interpolation, an
adaptation to some exigency of production, nothing more.3 Rosemary
Woolf, too, sees Chester Play V as "[falling] into two disconnected
parts, the divine delivery of the Ten Commandments to Moses on Mount
Sinai, a difficult subject rather cursorily treated, and the more elabo1
see Judg. 2:1; Hos. 11:1; Hag, 2:5. In evaluating Moses' faith
the writer of Hebrews praises Moses' abandoning the "treasures of the
Egyptians," which typify the values of the unbelieving world, to bear
"the reproach of Christ"; Heb. 11:26.
2
But for their lack of courage in failing to heed Caleb and
Joshua, Israel could have entered .the land forty years earlier at
Kadesh-Barnea (see Num. 13:1 to 14:39), a fact which helps to explain
the degree of Moses' determined grimness at this point.

3p. E, Dus to or, "The Origin of the Play of 'Moses and the Table
of the Law, '" Modern Language Review, XIX (October, 1924) , 460-62.
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rate episode of Balaam and Balak. "

1

Neither critic considers the possi-

bility of solid doctrinal-dramatic unity of the kind achieved through a
deliberate melding of disparate Biblical materials for symbolic-expressionistic effect.
ActUally, if viewed in the light of its function in the Chester
Old Testament salvation paradigm, Play V manifests a firm, logical
unity. 'Its unity is of the typological kind achieved in the Abraham
play through a similar melding of apparently disparate materials, an
insight into which Joseph Bryant has given in his essay on that play.

2

In Melchisedek's bringing out bread and wine, the Eucharist is celebra ted in type before Isaac is "sacrificed," a sequence perhaps reflecting the fact that Christ actually instituted the Eucharist (see Mt. 26:
26-29) before His Passion in which He bore God's judgment upon man's sin
(cf. II Cor. 5:21).

Similarly in this play, the culmination of Redemp-

tion is first richly celebrated in anticipatory type.

But then, in

stark contrast to Christ's saving Death, God renders implicit final condemnatory judgment upon the obdurate sinner Balak.

Implied in the sal-

vation of the just is always the condemnation of the unjust.

Precisely

this order is the one observed later in the Chester "Last Judgment."
Christ first rewards the just (see XXIV, lines 437-500; cf. Mt. 25:33-

4o); then, acknowledging the pleas of the eager demons, He duly condemns
the unjust (see XXIV, lines 605-44; cf, Mt. 25:41-45).
thus rewarded, yet Balak and his kind are doomed.

The faithful are

Christ's vicarious

Atonement, effectual only through the Church, does not avail them.

1
woolf, English Mystery Plays, p. 155.
2

See pp. 204-5 above.
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In the thinking of the Fathers, the history of Israel, especially at this point, clearly prefigured the faith-life of the Church.
To them Israel typified Christian communicants; Moses prefigured Christ
Himself; the Decalogue, the Christian Gospel; and the promised land
across the Jordan, Heaven.

Succinctly teaching the Church's prefigu-

ration, Saint Augustine writes, "Of him [Abraham] was born a people, by
whom the one true God who made heaven and earth should be worshipped
when all other nations did service to idols and evil spirits.

In that

(

people, plainly, the future Church was .

prefigured. " 1 Seeing Moses

as a prefiguration of Christ, the bishop Archelaus (late third century),
following the common patristic view, compares Christ's life point for
point to Moses'; this comparison includes both men's wonderful protection in infancy--from Pharaoh and Herod respectively--and goes on to
include the Crucifixion itself: Moses praying with outstretched arms on
a mountain against Amalek (Exod. 17:8-13) reminds Archelaus of Christ on
the Cross.

2

Seeing the Decalogue as prefiguring the Christian Gospel,

Saint Augustine writes, "The same things are commanded [in it] as we
[Christians] are commanded to observe";) then he distinguishes: "but the
same promises are not made as to us,
eternal."

4

What is promised to us?

Life

Developing a related thought, yet interpreting Moses' Law on

1
saint Augustine, "On the Catechising of the Uninstructed,"
trans. S.D. F. Salmond, PNF(1), III, )04.
2
Archelaus, "The Disputation With Manes," trans, S, D. F,
Salmond, ANF, VI, 219-20. Among others, Origen, too, develops Moses'
prayer-posture against Amalek as a type of Christ crucified; see
Danielou, Shadows, pp. 222, 225,
3saint Augustine, "On the Gospel of St. John," trans. John Gibb
and James Innes, PNF(1), VII, 24.
4
Ibid,
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a broader figural basis, Origen discerns in the Deuteronomic Code as a
whole not only Christ's Gospel in its First-Advent form but Gospel principles that remain to be realized fully at Christ's Second Advent:

"

and as in His coming now He fulfilled that law [in Deuteronomy]

which has a shadow of good things to come, so also by that (future) glorious advent will be fulfilled and brought to perfection the shadows of
the present advent."

1

Given this line of thinking, it is very under-

standable that the Fathers developed the habit of viewing the promised
land of Canaan typologically as heaven, and thus as concomitantly foreshadowing the eschatological termination of earthly salvation-history.
Of that promised land Origen writes: ".

both Judea and Jerusalem

were the shadow and figure of that pure land, goodly and large, in the
pure region of heaven, in which is the heavenly Jerusalem."

2

In the

Banquet, Methodius uses the metaphor of Israel's pilgrimage to describe
a phase of his own spiritual journey to the "land": "Then, following
Jesus Who has crossed the heavens, I start on my journey again, as they
[Israel], after the rest of the Feast of Tabernacles, journeyed toward
the land of promise, the heavens . , , ,"3 The importance of a spiritual
life in the light of the final reward accompanied by final condemnaU.on
which is to be rendered at the end of the earthly life of the human race
--the sense of eschatological closure embodied in the "land"--is well
expressed in these exhortative words of Saint John Chrysostom:

1
0rigen, "Origen de Principiis," trans. Frederick Crombie, ANF,
IV, 375.
2
0rigen, "Origen Against Celsus," trans. Frederick Crombie, ANF,
IV, 622; cf. Heb. 11:8-10; 12:22-24.
3Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, p. 337.
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, , , They [the children of Israel] murmured, they were ungrateful; let us therefore not cherish these passions, How was it that
they fell all of them? "They despised the pleasant land." (Ps.
cvi. 24,) "How 'despised' it? Surely they prized it highly." By
becoming indolent and cowardly, and not choosing to undergo any
labors to obtain it. Let us not then "despise" Heaven! This is
what is meant by "despising,", , ,1
The typological picture outlined in Chester Play V
clear: under the guidance of the mediator Moses (Christ),

2

i~

thus

and living

under God's Law (the Gospel), Israel (the Church) is preparing to enter
the promised land (Heaven).

Their long spiritual pilgrimage is over;

the culmination of all things is at hand.

The Covenant people are to

enter the land and be rewarded; all men outside the Covenant, men like
Balaam and Balak, are to be judged.

Thus regarded, God's repetition of

the Sinaitic Decalogue at this point, followed by the commentary on it
by Moses and the Expositor (lines 49-88),3 accomplishes an essential
purpose: it dramatizes the sovereign holiness of God and thus makes thematic and tonal preparation for the final confrontation with the Devil's
dark power as that power is embodied in Balak.
Functioning in the symbolic-expressionistic mode, the passage
giving the Decalogue (lines 5-24)

4

is not anachronistic.

Against men

1saint John Chrysostom, "Homilies on Ephesians" (Homily XXIII),
Oxford Translation Revised, PNF(1), XIII, 165-66.

~or striking the rock at Meribah (Num. 20:2-12), Moses is forbidden by God to enter the land; then Joshua, who actually leads the
people in, becomes himself a major type of Christ; for the typologies of
Joshua and his campaigns see Danielou, Shadows, pp. 229-86.
3G, R. Owst, stressing the "pulpit" flavor of such a device,
notes that "in the Towneley Cycle, and again in the Sixth Play of the
Ludus Coventriae, Moses gives in epitome the regular pulpit exposition
of the Decalogue"; Owst, p. 486.

4
The Decalogue was a fairly common subject in English church art,
a good example of symbolic-expressionistic treatment of it being "the
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like Balak God has spoken irrevokably from Sinai.
Decalogue is therefore not a disconnected fragment.

The repetition of the
It symbolizes God's

continual exhortation of His covenant people to live in holy obedience-in the obedience that animates wayfaring Christians forging on to
heaven.

The words of Moses and the "Princeps Sinagogae" (leader of the

synagogue) vividly evoke the mood of reverential fear created at Sinai
by the Biblical trumpet blasts, fire, and smoke upon "the mount [that]
was terrible" (Exod. 19:18b).

In stressing Moses' role as mediator---

"God is so grym with us to deale, /but Moyses, master, with us thou
mele; /els we dyen many and feele" (29-31)--the "Princeps Sinagogae"
paraphrases Exod. 20:19.

In replying to the "Princeps Sinagogae"--"Gods

folke, drede you noughte, /to prove you with God hath this wrought, /to
make you afrayd in deede and thoughte /aye for to avoyde synne" (33-36)
--Moses closely paraphrases Exod. 20:20.

Moses' point is that knowledge

of the Law heightens personal consciousness of sin and thus increases
responsibility to obey God.

In the teaching of Saint Paul, "

•. the

Law intervened that [man's] offense might abound" (Rom. 5:20), "that sin
by reason of the commandment might become immeasurably sinful" (Rom. 7:
13b).

Yet "the Law," precisely in its disciplining power, as Paul

emphasizes, "has been our tutor unto Christ, that we might be justified
by faith" (Gal. 3:24).

Pervading God's fearful commandments and ordi-

nances is always God's overriding concern: the redemption of man.
Warned by Moses that God is "pereles of postye" (38), the "Princeps Sinagogae" now recoils in awe at the effulgent glory radiating from

Decalogue Windo.w at Ludlow (Salop.) in which each light shows Moses displaying one of the Commandments, writ large across the Tables of Stone,
to a group of people who are most occupied in breaking it"; Anderson,
p. 65.
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God's prophet in blinding light: "Ah! highe lord, god almighte, /that
Moyses shynes wondrous bright! /I may no way for great lighte /now looke
upon hym" (41-44).

These words, expressing the people's fear of Moses'

glowing appearance (Exod. 29-35),

1

are vibrant with typological meaning.

In the New Testament Christ's face and body also glow during His mountaintop Transfiguration (Lk. 9:28-29).

To Saint Paul, the shining face

of Moses, which men could not endure to look upon (and which for that
reason had to be veiled [Exod. 34:33-35]), contrasts significantly with
the shining face of Jesus Christ.

Paul writes: "We do not act as Moses

did, who used to put a veil over his face that the Israelites might not
observe the glory of his countenance, which was to pass away" (II Cor.
3:13).

The reason, he subsequently writes, is that "God, who commanded

light to shine out of darkness, has shone in our hearts, to give
enlightenme~t

concerning the knowledge of the glory of God, shining on

the face of Christ Jeses" (II Cor. 4:6).

The Old Covenant and the New

Covenant are thus contrasted in the Bible: the Old glory fades, giving
way to the New glory that never fades.

By thus interpreting the "shin-

ing face" motif, observes Tertullian, Saint Paul "testifies that the
whole Mosaic system was a figure of Christ, of whom the Jews indeed were
ignorant, but who is known to us Christians. ,Z
Characteristic of the Chester H redactor's method (contrastive
effects and typological images in the DWhB group being less sharply
1
The peculiar view of Moses as "horned" (line 45), a view arising out of a misconstruction of L. cornutam ("shining") as the adjective
form of~ (cornutus, "horned"), persisted despite Saint Thomas
Aquinas's efforts to correct this mistranslation of Jerome's Latin text;
Reau, II, Ancien Testament, 177; see also Clopper, p. 52, n. 4J.
2
Tertullian, "Tertullian Against Marcion," Edinburgh Edition,
ANF I III, 453.

delineated) is the technique of juxtaposing brief metrical paraphrases
of widely separated Bible passages to achieve unity of effect.

The

idolatrous worship of the golden calf, for example--Moses' fury, his
breaking the first set of stone tables, his making a second set (Exod.

32-34) --appears only in brief summary (lines 73-84) 1 among the Expositor's remarks concluding the play's initial establishment of hierarchy.
Mere narrative event is glossed over; the emphasis remains solely upon
the awesome clarity and unity of God's holy Law.

Moses' final admo-

nition to his people (lines 49-64) is a close paraphrase of Exod. 35•

2-6, a passage quite far removed in narrative sequence from Exod. 19-20.
In these lines Moses emphasizes (1) the Sabbath-day observance and (2)
the people's offering of materials for the Tabernacle.

Sabbath-day wor-

ship epitomizes the main thrust of salvation-history as being steadily
in the direction of "Sabbath rest" for God's people at the end of
earthly time (53-56; cf. Exod. 35:2-3):
Six dayes boldelye worches all,
the seaventh Sabaoth you shall call,
that daye for ought that may befall
hallowed shalbe aye.
Saint John Chrysostom's understanding of the Sabbath concept seems to
depend on the model of the "three Advents" of God.

Noting that Sabbath

connotes "rest," Chrysostom seems to regard Israel's first refusal to
enter Canaan at the urging of Caleb and Joshua (Num. 13-14; of. Heb.

4:6), and to rest in the land, as an action foreshadowing the Jews'
rejection of proper "rest" under Christ their King:

1
The Chester play, unique among the four English cycles in mentioning these events, still keeps them adroitly subordinated, leaving to
God's awesome Law its full unitary impact.
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He [Saint Paul] says that there are "three" rests: one, that of
the Sabbath, in which God rested from His works; the second, that of
Palestine, into which when the Jews had entered they would be at
rest from their hardships and labors; the third, that which is Rest
indeed, the kingdom of Heaven; which those who obtain, do indeed
rest from their labors and troubles . . • • 1
Typologically, therefore, Canaan prefigures "rest" in the sense of
eschatological culmination, a final reward for the faithful yet an aminous end for the godless.

"Let us therefore hasten to enter into that

Rest," writes the author of Hebrews, "lest anyone fall by following the
same example of unbelief [Israel's (Num. 13-14)]" (Heb. 4:11).

The com-

mand by Moses that immediately follows--"first fruytes to God offer yee,
/for so hym selfe bade. /Gould and silver offers also, /purple, bisse,
and other moe" (59-62)--is a paraphrase of Exod. 35:4-6.

In this pas-

sage Moses solicits materials for the building of the Tabernacle, the
actual construction of which (Exod. 35:10 ff.) is described in the last
five chapters of Exodus.

The Tabernacle, a rich type, prefigures the

spiritual significance of the New Covenant.

The Tabernacle's Holy of

Holies, for example, which contains the mercy-seat, represents heaven.
Jesus, as High Priest, has entered heaven's Holy of Holies to present
His own blood to God the Father.

2

Thus in the first scene of Chester Play V, the playwright juxtaposes--largely in Biblical paraphrase--the Decalogue, Sabbath "rest,"
and the Tabernacle, before Balak appears.

This structured type-pict\rre

provides functional contrastive background for the coming of the devil-

1
Saint John Chrysostom, "Homilies on Hebrews" (Homily VI),
Oxford Translation Revised, PNF(1), XIV, 393; for the passage explicated
see Heb, 4:1-11.
2
See Heb. 8:1 to 9:28. For Saint Chrysostom's detailed interpretation of the articles in the Tabernacle see ibid. (Homily XV), pp.
438-42.
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ish Moabite king: it generates awareness of God's "grym" holiness, of
eschatological closure, and of the Redemption from which Balak is
excluded,

The implication for Christian conduct is explicitly stressed

by the Expositor (65-68):
Lordinges, this Comaundment
was of the old Testaments,
and yet is used with good entent
with all that good bene.
The Expositor's subsequent reference to the wealth of the Biblical materials and the necessity of editing them for dramatic effect--"wherfore
most frutefull there amonge /we taken, as shall be sene" (71-72)--is a
hint of the playwright's method; here, just prior to Balak's appearance,
Moses' anger over the golden calf and his breaking of the first tables
of the Law are concisely summarized: "but when men honoured Mawmentry,
/he brake them in anger hastelye" (78-79).

The Expositor tells how

Moses inscribed the commandments upon new tables (lines 81-84), "The
which Tables shryned were /after as God can Moyses leare; /and that
shryne to them was deare /thereafter evermore" (85-88).

The "shryne"

referred to is no doubt the Ark of the Covenant, which held the tables
of the Law (Exod. 25:16, 21; Heb. 9:4) and was always borne by the Israelites as a holy relic.

In this ominous reference to "men [who honor]

Mawmentry" (78), the Expositor stresses the holy character of God's justice in salvation-history,

Typologically, tonally, the elaborate judi-

cial type-pattern introducing Chester Play V prepares well for the coming of devilish Balak and his bizarre prophet, Balaam.
Hierarchy Defied
King Balak's introduction of himself as "I, Balaack, king of
Moab land" (89) strikes a contrastive infernal note immediately follow-
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ing the Expositor's reference to God's Law as being "shryned."

His name

suggests "black," the color of the fallen angels in Chester Play I.
is a Moabite, closely related to Israel, yet monstrous.

He

While drunken,

Lot had fathered Moab upon his elder daughter; upon his younger daughter
he had fathered Ammon, Moab's half-brother (Gen. 19:33-38).

Drawing a

distinction between "Hebrews" and "Israelites," Saint Chrysostom remarks
by way of illustration that the Moabites and Ammonites, while not Israelites, were nevertheless "Hebrews."

1

Balak's kinship status and evil

character place him in the Cain-Herod-Judas tradition of devilish renegades.

Balak instinctively hates the true children of the Covenant:

"all Israell I had it in my hand; /I am so wroth, I wold not wand /to
slaye them, ech wighte" (90-92).
He recognizes, however, that God is guarding the children of
Israel, and "that it is bootles wi tterlie /against them for to fighte"
(95-96),

"What nation soever dose them noye," Balak mutters, "Moyses

prayes anone in hye; /therefore haue they sone the victoria, /and other
men they haue the worse" (97-100),

As mentioned earlier, the Fathers

understood that Moses erect on a hill with arms stretched wide and praying for victory over the Amalekites (Exod. 17:8-16) was an ancient type
of Christ on the Cross.

2

As Satan in Christ's Crucifixion meets defeat,

so by Moses' symbolic posture Balak is foredoomed,

In Balak's long

first monologue (lines 89-120), the theme of grim judgment raised so
1
Saint John Chrysostom, "Homilies on Second Corinthians" (Homily
XXV), Oxford Translation, PNF(1), XII, 394; Chrysostom is commenting
here on Saint Paul's use of the terms "Hebrews" and "Israelites" in
II Cor, 11: 22,
2
See Danielou, Shadows, p. 169; see also Erich Auerbach, Typoloische Motive in der mittelalterlichen Literatur (2d ed.; Krefeld:
Scherpe Verlag, 19 4 , p. 8.
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emphatically by God in His commands from Mount Sinai finds its infernal
reflection.

Hotly longing for personal vengeance against Israel--"Ther-

fore how will I wroken be, /I am bethought, as mot I the!" (101-2)-Balak desires to usurp the Biblical prerogative of God.

Vengeance and

judgment, these are prerogatives that must always remain God's: "Revenge
is mine, and I will repay them in due time
his people" (Deut. 32:35-J6a),

, The Lord will judge

In his arranging for Balaam to curse

Israel, Balak recapitulates the abortive attempt of Lucifer to usurp
God's authorized throne of Judgment.
Balak's paraphrase of Num. 22:4, which appears in all the five
MSS., foreshadows the king's own doom (109-12):
All nations they doe any,
and my selfe they can destroie,
as Ox that gnawes biselie
the grasse right to the roote.
The image of an ox gnawing grass has a meaning beyond the bare paraphrase of a Biblical text.

Studying Ezekiel's strange vision of the

four-faced Cherubim (Ezek. 1:10), the Fathers had concluded that the
four faces--man, ox, lion, and eagle--symbolized not only the Four Evangelists but also the four great mysteries of the life of Christ: His
Incarnation, Crucifixion, Resurrection, and Ascension.
rifice, signifies Christ's Passion.

1

The~· as sac-

The "ox" of Israel, glumly feared

by Balak, will in fact "gnawe" Balak and all idolators down. 2

"Grasse,"

1
Emile Male, The Gothic Image, trans. Dora Nussey from Jd Fr.
ed, (New York: Harper Torchbooks, 1958), p. 36.
2
Citing I Cor, 9:9-10 (cf. Deut. 25:4) in his commentary on the
fourth Gospel, Saint Augustine extends the general symbolic signification of "ox" to include God's chosen spokesmen in both the Old Testament and the New: "The apostles were oxen, the prophets were oxen, When
the apostle [Paul] says: 'Thou shalt not muzzle the mouth of the ox that
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here, is mortal, sinful flesh, as the prophet Isaiah writes: "All fl9sh
is grass, and all the glory thereof as the flower of the field" (Isa,
40:6b),

Such "grasse" connotes the "wood, hay, and straw" of fruitless

mortal works, which will be judged by fire (I Cor. 3:12-13).
The prophet Balaam, who appears at this point, is an ambiguous
figure.

1

He actually blesses Israel three times and utters the key

Orietur Stella prophecy which causes the Magi later to watch for the
star (Num. 24:17).

Yet Moses refers to him once as the one who sent the

foreign women among the Israelites, causing them to commit idolatry and
thus to incur judgment (see Num. 25 and 31:14-20; also Apoc. 2:14),
the New Testament Balaam receives only negative mention.

2

In

In one general

description of rootless, sensual men, Balaam is cited as a man "who
loved the wages of wrongdoing" (see II Pet. 2:12-19).

In a very similar

passage Saint Jude pronounces woe upon men of godless outlook who have
"rushed on thoughtlessly in the error of Balaam for the sake of gain"
(see Jude 10-13).

Balaam's fated end in the Old Testament was in fact

to be slain by the Israelites as they invaded and occupied Canaan
(Josh. 13:22).

Significantly, he was probably an Ammonite,3 descended

treadeth out the corn, , , , Yea, for our sakes He sai th it: that he who
ploweth should plow in hope; and he that thresheth, in hope of partaking.' Those oxen, then, have left to us the narration of the Scriptures"; Saint Augustine, "On the Gospel of St. John," trans. John Gibb
and James Innes, PNF(1), VII, 71.
1
For a summary of the debate among Christians and Jews concerning Balaam's status as true prophet or as pagan enchanter see material
in "The Legend of the Three Kings of Cologne" (MS, Harl., 1704, fol. 49,
vo.), in Wright, I, 266-67.
2
'
The early Father Irenaeus asserts that when Balaam does this'he
surely no longer speaks in the Spirit of God and is now nothing but a
soothsayer; Irenaeus, "Fragments From the Lost Writings of Irenaeus,"
Edinburgh Edition, ANF, I, 572.
3"He [Balak] sent therefore messengers to Balaam the son of Beor,
a soothsayer, who dwelt by the river of the land of Ammon" (Num, 22:5a).
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from Moab's half-brother, issue of the incestuous union between Lot and
his younger daughter.

The "near kin" relation of Balaam and Balak to

the Israelites and to each other suggests their subtle symbolic duality
as "renegades" in the fashion of Lightborne and Lucifer.
The Fathers, influenced by the unfavorable New Testament allusions to Balaam, stress Balaam's negative side, notably his avarice.
Saint Ambrose writes, "On account of love of money Balak thought Balaam
could be tempted by rewards to curse the people of our fathers.

Love of

money would have won the day too, had not God bidden him hold back from
cursing. "

1

Though Num. 22-24 offers little support for an attitude of

extreme greed on Balaam's part (see esp. Num. 24:13), the Chester play,
in all the five MSS., stresses the traditionally covetous nature of
Balaam.

To the "Miles" (soldier) whom he sends to bribe Balaam, Balak

says, "yea, looke, thou het hym gold great wane [dwelling], /and riches
for to lyve upon" (125-26),
(lines 133-36).

Receiving the offer, Balaam piously demurs

God explicitly forbids Balaam to curse Israel; yet

still, God then allows him to go if he will obey God's will (lines 13740, 145-48).

Balaam smoothly complies, but adds frankly, "thoughe it be

to me unlykeing, /for truly much wynninge /I might haue had to daye"
(142-44).

Setting out on his ass, Balaam then slyly voices his actual

intent to deceive: "Now by the law I leve upon, /sith I haue leaue for
to gone, /they shalbe cursed every one, /and I ought wyn maye" (153-56).
"Gods hest," he muses, "I set at light, /warryed they shalbe this night"
(158-59).

2

The law that Balaam "leve[s] upon" is simply opportunistic

1
Saint Ambrose, "Duties of the Clergy," trans. H. De Romestin,
PNF(2), X, 63.
2
In the Biblical record God's sudden anger over Balaam's going
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self-interest as opposed to God's revealed law at Mount Sinai.

Covet-

ing, he breaks the Tenth Commandment.
In Balaam's ironic encounter with the angel, God's inexorable
sovereignty prevails.

Riding off on his ass, Balaam learns the lesson

that every avaricious hypocrite has to learn in the course of salvationhistory: namely, the fruitlessness of materialistic values.

1

His beast,

the ass, famous from the Bible and Church lore and practice, 2 had a rich
tradition, almost a genealogy, extending from Balaam's ass to the familiar ox and ass in· Christ's stable and to the colt, the foal of an ass,
ridden by Christ into Jerusalem.3
Irenaeus even sees Balaam's ass as a type of Christ: "'And he
[Balaam] mounted upon his ass' [Num. 22:21-22].

The ass was the type of

the body of Christ, upon whom all men, resting from their labours, are
borne as in a chariot.
sins. "

4

For the Saviour has taken up the burden of our

Viewed thus, Balaam' s meeting with the angel and his being

(Num. 22:22) seems paradoxical in the light of the Divine permission
just granted him to go (Num. 22:20). To explain this contradiction, the
Chester playwright at this point makes explicit Balaam' s presumed knavery.
1At this point in the [D]WhB MSS. Balaam says, "I have godis
wonderfell, /both ruffin and ragnell"; )Jeimling, p. 91, n. These words,
which make Balaam seem merely a lurid minor sorcerer, obscure the clear
conflict of values occurring in the H MS.

~or the ass's place in the "procession of the prophets" of the
liturgy, the liturgical drama, and the Festwn Asinorum, see Gayley,
PP• 33-47; see also Young, II, 167-70, for kindred developments in the
Ordo Prophetarum of Rauen.
3In the apocryphal "Acts of Thomas," the Apostle Thomas even
meets a talking ass on the highway before an Indian city that declares,
"I am of the race that served Balaam, and thy Lord and teacher also sat
upon one that belonged to me by race" ; Edgar Hennecke ( ed, ) , New Testament Apocrypha, trans. and re-ed. by Wilhelm Schneemelcher, II (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1963), 465.

4

Irenaeus, "Fragments From the Lost Writings of Irenaeus,"
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"rebuked for his madness [by] a dumb beast of burden" (II Pet. 2:16) has
rich paradigmatic meaning.

Before Balaam rides off, he says to God,

"Lord, it shall be done in height, /this asse shall beare me aright"
(149-50),

The unwitting irony of these words anticipates Balaam's

deserved spiritual correction by the beast.

Bent on winning the "gold

great wone" (125) offered by Balak, Balaam curses the ass when it balks:
"what the dyvell!" he cries, "my Asse will not goe" (162).
clearly is the author of Balaam's conduct.

1

The Devil

If one adopts Irenaeus's

view of the ass, Balaam's continuing angry words can then even be read
as a comically inverse allusion to Christ's work of salvation (165-68):
Rise up, Burnell! 2 make thee bowne,
and helpe to beare me out the towne;
or as brok I my crowne,
thou shalt full sore abye!
"Rise, Christ's body," Balaam appears to be saying, "and be obedient
[bowne]!"

Yet Christ has already been "obedient to death" (Phil. 2:8)

and has already risen.

Balaam's appeal to the ass to "helpe to beare me

out the towne" evokes the experience of Lot, a man also admonished by
angelic visitation, who escaped the judgment visited upon Sodom.3
Balaam's words "or as brok I my crowne" suggest more than a cranial

Edinburgh Edition, ANF, I, 572. Origen puts a similar interpretation on
the Samaritan's beast of burden in the story of the Good Samaritan (Lk.
10:30-35); Danielou, Shadows, p. 276.
1The play's frequent "Devil" curses, especially from Balak
(lines 233, 257, 263, 274, 281), identify the person making them as
infernal. Such utterances, Tertullian believed, stand as oblique evidence of the unseen reality they invoke; Tertullian, "The Soul's Testimony," trans. S. Thelwall, ANF, III, 176-77.
2
The name is the same as borne by the ass in Nigel Wireker's
satirical poem Burnellus seu Speculum Stultorum.

3Noah's stubborn wife uses almost the same expression; see Chester Play III, "The Deluge," Deimling, p. 56, line 200.
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injury; they strongly suggest Balaam's "crown of life" (see II Tim, 4i8;
Apoc. 2:10, 3:11), which the scheming prophet stands in danger of breaking forever.

Balaam's angry shout--"Burnell, whye begiles thou me,

/when I haue most mede to the?" (173-74)--receives a meek reproof from
the ass: "thou haddest never Ass like to me" (182).

Then the angel

reminds the frightened prophet gravely: "And the Ass had not downe gone,
/I wold haue slayne the here anone" (193-94),

The angel confronting

Balaam is, as Irenaeus believed, no mere envoy: "Now the angel .who appeared to Balaam was the Word Himself; and in His hand He held a sword,
to indicate the power which He had from above. "

1

In one sense the play's reaffirmation of God's hierarchy begins
with Balaam's three prophetic blessings upon Israel.

But with Balaam's

"black" fuming Moabitish kinsman's curses following each blessing, the
atmosphere of devilish rebellion persists also in the action.

The m'a-

matic seg_uence of Balaam's three blessings and his final "star" prophecy, Orietur Stella, is faithful to the narrative seg_uence in Num. 22:36
·to 24:19.

The hills mounted by Balaam and Balak are, as described in

the Bible, "the high places of Baal" (Num. 22:41).

Though the Bible

identifies the second and third mountain (Mt, Phasga, Num. 23:14; Mt.
Phogor, Num. 23:28), it stipulates nothing about directions.

For the

first three blessings, the stage directions in the H MS. stipulate
south, north, and west, respectively,

The Orietur Stella prophecy then

comes with Balaam presumably facing east, looking back at the heavens.
In patristic exegesis as in the Bible, mountains often symbolize
spiritual powers.
1

Commenting upon a metaphor in the Psalms, Saint

Irenaeus, "Fragments From the Lost Writings of Irenaeus,"
Edinburgh Edition, ANF, I, 572.
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Augustine writes: "For shaken were the mountains, that is, the powers of
this world.

For one thing are the mountains of God, another the moun-

tains of the world: the mountains of the world, they whose head is the
devil, the mountains of God, they whose Head is Christ."

1

Symbolically,

therefore, on the "high places of Baal" Balaam and Balak render infernal
resistance to Moses on Mount Sinai.

The divisive "law" of materialism

and pagan rebellion dramatically confronts the Decalogue and God's sovereign Being.

The "four" pattern of Balaam's prophecies, emphasized by

the directional movement on stage, symbolizes "earth"; for, as Saint
Augustine writes, ". . • this body of the world • • . has, so to say,
four principal parts, which even Holy Scripture is constantly making
mention of, East, and West, and North, and South."

2

The earthly realm,

which "4" symbolizes, is nevertheless God's rightful domain, not Satan's.
The symbolic "fourfold" movement of Balak's abortive usurpation becomes
to the chagrin of the Moabitish king simply fourfold prophetic blessing.
For, as expressed in Ps. 23: 1, "The earth is the Lord's and the fulness
thereof: the world, and all they that dwell therein."

Concerning God's

rightful earthly hegemony, Saint Augustine writes: "And [God's] Law
itself throughout the whole world, it is evident, hath four quarters,

1Saint Augustine, "On the Psalms," Oxford Translation, PNF(1),
VIII, 157.
2Saint Augustine, "Sermons on New-Testament Lessons," trans.
R. G. MacMullen, PNF(1), VI, 258. Augustine even saw the four letters
of the name "Adam" as forming a mysterious .acrostic signifying the
earth's four cardinal regions or directions: "For Adam himself . . . signifieth in Greek the whole world; for there are four letters, A, D, A,
and M. But as the Greeks speak, the four quarters of the world have
these initial letters, 'Avoo:roil.>?, they call the East; t:,.u.,-q, the West;
"As~<'t"os, the North; M&<l"'?fJ.~SLOI., the South: thou hast the word Adam";
Saint Augustine, "On the Psalms," Oxford Translation, PNF(1), VIII, 474.
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the East, and West, South, and North, as the Scripture sai th. "

1

According to the Latin stage direction in the H MS., Balaam's
first prophecy (lines 217-32; see Num. 23:1-12) is delivered on a southern mountain. 2

It contains a double entendre and for Balaam himself a

grim foreshadowing.

Prophesying that Israel will prevail over other

nations, Balaam states: "the goodnes that they shall fulfill /nombred
may not be" (227-28).

In a spiritual sense the goodness "that [Israel]

shall fulfill," as it is embodied in Israel's Messiah, will not ever be
fully measured.

Balaam then prays an ironic prayer: "but such death as

they shall haue, /I praye God send me" (231-32).

Christ, the "ox" of

spiritual Israel, will die in ritual sacrifice, yet His death will not
avail Balaam.

As deceitful soothsayer and go-between, Balaam will iron-

ically be killed by this people (Num. 31r8), not redeemed by their Messiah's death.
Spluttering in obscene surprise, Balak exclaims, "What the
· Devilles! eylesthe poplart?/thy speach is not worth a fart" (233~34) .3
The Moabite king then leads Balaam to a mountain in a northern direction: "to this North syde thou shalt anon, /for here thy deed is nought"

1Saint Augustine, "Sermons on New-Testament Lessons," trans.
R. G. MacMullen, PNF(1), VI, 480.
2The stage direction: "Tunc adducens secum Balaam in montem et
ad Australem partem respiciens dicat, ut sequitur [Then, leading Balaam
with him on the mountain and looking back at the southern part, he
should speak as follows]"; Deimling, p. 94. Between lines 216 and 217,
the BWh MSS. add "Tunc Balaam versus austrum dicat
• [Then Balaam
should speak towards the south]"; Deimling, p. 94, n.
3Balak's anal obscenity, together with his "Devil" curses, which
occur in every speech remaining to him except his last, is in the familiar medieval mode of comic depravity.
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(239-40).

1

Balaam's prophecy from this height (lines 241-56; see Num.

23:13-24) stresses the fact that Israel abjures idolatry: "therfore I
saie, as I am kent /that in this land verament /is used no Mawmentry"
(246-48).

It alludes to Christ as "lion": "To Iacobs blood and Israell

/God shall send ioy and heale; /and as a lyon in his weale, /Christ
shalbe haunsed hye" (249-52).

The lion, traditionally connoting regal-

ity--"as a prynce to wyn great paye" (254)--was also a familiar medieval
symbol of the Resurrection.

2

Balak's distraught reaction--"What the Devill! is this thou
cursest them naught, /nor blessest them nether as me thought?" (257-58;
cf. Num. 23:25)--signifies his comic spiritual blindness.

Balaam is

blessing Israel profoundly, for Christ will "bowndly bye" (256; readily
redeem) Israel.

Balak of course fails to see this point.

As a Satanic

figure, he is even less able than "sensual" man to grasp spiritual
truths (I Cor. 2:14).

Balak's further words are significant, for he now

leads Balaam to- a western eminence. 3 --In so doing, he says, "yet shalt
thou to an other place, /ther Gods power for to embrace. /the Dyvell
geve the hard grace /but thou doe my prayer" (261-64).

For the medieval

Christian the West as a direction was strongly symbolic of Judgment.

4

1
The stage direction: "Tunc adducet eum ad Borealem partem [Then
he leads him to the northern part]"; Deimling, p. 95.
2

It was believed that after birth the cubs of the lioness lay
lifeless for three days but that then they were brought to life by the
breath of the lion, and therefore in medieval art a lion is sometimes
depicted near the tomb of the risen Christ; Male, pp. 15, )6; see also
White, p. 8.
3The stage direction: "Ad occidentalem partem [To the western
part]"; Deimling, p. 96.
4
Remarking the fact that medieval cathedrals are orientedaccord-
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Therefore Balak's urging of Balaam "Gods power • , , to embrace" and his
desire that the "Dyvell" give Balaam "hard grace" assume peculiar meaning.

The purpose of infernal revolt, wherever it occurs, as first with

Lucifer and Lightborne, is to usurp God's power; specifically, God's
power to exercise judgment.
climax at this point.
judged.

The spiritual confrontation reaches its

For Balaam and Balak must now either judge or be

Yet in his third blessing (lines 265-72; see Num. 23:27 to .24:

11) Balaam can utter only praise of the beautiful land of Canaan (26568; see also Num. 24:2, 5-8):
Ah! Lord, that here is fayre Wenning,
halls, chambers of great lyking,
valleyes, woodes, grass springing,
fayre yordes, and eke river.
This land, typologically Heaven, is about to be entered by the true Covenant people.

Here, if interpreted in terms of Ezekiel's four-faced

Cherubim, the "eagle" finally ascends to his rightful home.

Israel's

entranGe into Canaan, .Christ's AsGension into glory---these events prefigure the Church's admission into Heaven.

The Church's entering into

the rewards of heaven, however, must also imply God's Final Judgment
upon all the ungodly ones remaining outside,

Therefore, Balaam's bless-

ing elicits from Balak a wild outburst: "Popelard! thou preachest as a
pie. /the deuill of hell thee destroy!" (273-74).

In a further outburst

(lines 281-88), omitted in the DWhB MSS., Balak vents his anger in a
single last defiant but despairing shout: "Out! alas! what Dyvell ayles

ing to the four. cardinal points of the compass, Emile Male observes:
"The western fas;ade--where the setting sun lights up the great scene of
the evening of the world's history--is almost invariably reserved for a
representation of the Last Judgment, The mediaeval doctors, with their
curiously bad etymology, connected occidens with the verb occidere, and
the west became for them the region of death"; Male, pp. 5-6.

!
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thee?" (281), he cries,

Beginning to subside in defeat, Balak lamely

adds, just before Balaam's "star" prophecy, "Mahound geue thee mischance!" (288).
Thus, while remaining quite faithful to Biblical sequence and
phrasing, the three blessing of Balaam comprise a clear pattern of symbolic meaning.

Saint Ambrose explicitly emphasizes Balaam's deep knowl-

edge of such things: " . . , for as he [Balaam] saw the rising of Christ,
so also he saw His triumph[;] he saw His death, but saw also in Him the
everlasting resurrection of men . .

,1

Introduced by a subtly sug-

gestive.paradigm of Christ's death, resurrection, and triumph--a paradigm formed by the falling, rising, and vindication of Balaam's ass-Balaam's three symbolic blessings upon Israel more completely limn
Christ's death, resurrection, and triumph.

As

~.

Israel; as lion, He will rise from the dead; as

Christ will die for

~.

He will ascend

into Heaven, and there He will one day gather His entire Church.
as~·

Christ

in His Incarnation, now appears in Balaam's prophecy of the star

that one day is to lead the Magi to the manger at Bethlehem.
Hierarchy Vindicated
The full vindication of God's sovereignty--of His

~

order of

blessing and cursing as forever victorious over Balak's Satanic order-begins with Balaam's Orietur Stella prophecy,

As Balaam makes this

prophecy, he presumably stands facing in an eastern direction, or upon
an eastern eminence. 2 As West stood for judgment in medieval iconogra--~

1
SaintAmbrose, "On Belief in the Resurrection," trans. H. De
Romestin, PNF(2), X, 180.
2

The H MS. stage direction: "Tunc Balaam ad Caelum respiciens

phy, so the East stood for salvation, spiritual longing, expectation;

1
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1

thus, as Scripture itself records (Mt. 2:1-2), the star which was to
lead the Magi to Christ's birthplace

2

had to appear in the East.

Balaam

stresses the universal power of the Messianic ruler presaged by the star
(289-96):
Now one thinge I will tell you all,
hereafter what shall befall:
a starre of Iacob springe shall,
A man of Israell.
He shall overcome and haue in band
all kinges, dukes of strang land,
and all the world haue in his hand,
as lord to dight and deale.
The four lines (lines 293-96) following the "star of Jacob" prophecy
(Num. 24:17a) strongly emphasize the "man of Israell's" sovereign rule
over "kinges, dukes," and "all the world."

Actually a condensed para-

phrase of Balaam's Biblical prediction of Israel's future hegemony over
certain ancient tribes and kingdoms (Num. 24:17b-22), the lines serve in
the Chester play to link Balaam' s Messianic "star" prophecy with the
Messiah's future reign over all the earth.

The prophets who now file by

in solemn procession--Isaiah, Ezekiel, Jeremiah, Jonah, David, Joel, and

Micah--prophesy, as explicated by the "Expositor" (lines 297-432}, the
ordered consequences of that star's appearing for salvation-history.

prophetando [Then Balaam, looking back at the heaven, prophesying]";
Deimling, p. 97. In the B MS. appears a similar stage direction beginning "Tunc balaam vertit se ad orientalem [Then Balaam turns to the
east]"; Deimling, p. 97, n.
1
Danielou, Bible and Liturgy, pp. 30-34; see also Danielou,
Shadows, pp. 29, 59.

~arjorie Downing notes the use of Balaam's Orietur Stella ex
Jacob prophecy in the liturgy for the third and fourth weeks of Advent;
Downing, p. 89, n. 2. Note, in this connection, the lengthy exposition
of Balaam's prophecy by the Chester Magi; Deimling, pp. 160-64, lines
1-100.
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This "procession of prophets," a passage contained solely in the
H MS., has its antecedents in the preaching tradition, liturgy, and
liturgical drama.

Originally, the procession appeared in a spurious

work long attributed to Saint Augustine, a homiletic piece called Contra
Judaeos, Paganos, et Arianos Sermo de Symbolo.

1

This sermon, twenty-two

chapters in length, contained eight middle chapters (xi-xviii) devoted
to persuading the Jews of their errors by citing predictions of their
own prophets and even of certain pagan prophets; this middle section
became so famous that it then found its way into the liturgy, appearing
in the Middle Ages as a separate lectio during the Christmas season,
often in Matins of Christmas. 2

In the lectio thirteen prophets were

represented--six from the Old Testament, four from the New, and three
from the pagan world.J Emile Male stresses the profound influence of
this pseudo-Augustinian sermon even upon cathedral art.

He calls atten-

tion to the scrolls held by statues of the prophets at the cathedral
Notre Dame-la-Grande at Poi tiers and the scrolls held by the prophetstatues along the facades of the cathedrals of Ferrara and Cremona,
pointing out that the scrolls bear the identical verses assigned to the
individual prophets by this famous sermon. 4 Also, he notes that either
at Christmas time or at the feast of the Epiphany, the procession was
acted out yearly in various cathedrals, eventually enabling even the
illiterate to identify the verses on the scrolls. 5 Genera ted by this

J

-j

1

Young, II, 125.

)They are Isaiah, Jeremiah, Daniel, Moses, David, Habakkuk,
Simeon, Zacharias, Elizabeth, John the Baptist, Virgil, Nebuchadnezzar,
and Sibyl; ibid., p. 14).

4Male, p. 162,
A

5Ibid., p. 169.
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rich tradition, a species of liturgical play appeared called the Ordo
Prophetarum.

The prophetic processions as they appear in the various

extant MS versions of plays of this kind are sometimes abbreviated in
number, sometimes rearranged in order, and sometimes also augmented by
new prophets.

In one thirteenth-century MS. from Laon, for example,

Balaam riding on his ass appears as one of the prophets.

1

In a similar

Ordo Prophetarum from Rouen, Balaam also appears, briefly reenacting his
trip on the ass, his well-known crisis meeting with the angel, and his
Orietur Stella prophecy.

2

Brother Linus Lucken has pointed out that the pseudo-Augustinian
sermo giving rise to the Ordo Prophetarum was well known in England and
that it appeared in the Sarum Breviary:
• . • That the Sermo was known and used in England appears from
the fact that it is found complete with the Sibylline verses on the
Signs of Judgment and the initial Greek letters forming the Acrostic
in the Sarum Breviary, where it constitutes the fourth, fifth, and
sixth lessons for the fourth Sunday of Advent. Since the Sarum Use
was widespread in pre-Reformation England and Scotland, it is probable that the Sermo as found in it, was generally known, at least
among the clerics. The history of its development on the continent,
therefore, as presented in the work of Sepet and Young, is not foreign to a study of the Prophetae theme in English drama • • • • 3
Each of the four English cycles does have a series of transitional pro4
phetic utterances between the Old Testament material and the New.
The
Ludus Coventriae has a "tree of Jesse" play with twenty-six prophets and
1

Young, II, 145-53.
2
Ibid., pp. 154-70. Though conceding the influence of the
Festum Asinorum upon the name given the Rouen MS., Young stresses the
essential seriousness of the "ass" scene in the liturgl.cal play itself;
ibid., pp. 169-70.
\ucken, p. 79.
4Brother Lucken notes that this chronological position is in any
case the one occupied by the prophets in sacred history; ibid., p. 90.
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prophesying kings--thirteen of each in alternating order of appearance-whose prophecies bridge the gap between the cycle's Moses play and the
first of its six sequential "Mary" plays.

Though the York cycle has no

separate "prophet" play, its Annunciation play begins with a "Doctor"
who recites prophecies concerning Mary, Jesus, and John the Baptist.

1

The Wakefield cycle contains a separate procession of the prophets; yet,
curiously, as a play it precedes the Pharaoh play in the cycle's unique
MS. rather than more logically succeeding it as a prologue to the Caesar
Augustus play and Annunciation.

2

The Wakefield procession includes but

four prophets--Moses, David, Sibyl, and Daniel.
Against this background, the procession in the H MS. of Chester
Play V seems distinctive in two ways: (1) Its prophecies are deliberately chosen and laid out to cover Christ's birth, death, resurrection,
and ascension, and also the coming of the Holy Spirit; also (2) the procession is in a "frame" formed by Balaam's Orietur Stella prophecy and
Balak's concluding words of despair.

In this "framed" prophetic pas-

sage, the H redactor's dominant concern with the formal march of salvation-history is perhaps more evident than at any other point in the
Chester cycle.

This short passage, following close upon Balaam's sig-

nificant triple blessing upon Israel, presents Christ's entire redemptive work in prophetic Old Testament miniature.

Concluding the Old Tes-

1E:dith Gold points out that the York shepherds also cite much prophetic Scripture, thus helping to supply the conventional transition;
Edith Zubrin Gold, "Comedy and Theology in the Medieval Mystery Plays"
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Michigan,1966), p. 114.

~artial Rose, in his modern translation and edition of the
cycle, has arbitrarily but logically repositioned the prophet play
between the Pharaoh and the Caesar Augustus plays;. see Martial Rose (ed.
and trans.), The Wakefield Mystery Plays (New York: W. W. Norton and
Co., 1961), pp. 138-44.
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tament paradigm of salvation-history, it constitutes the perfect restoration of hierarchy: It epitomizes God's triumph over the pagan Gentile
world; it summarizes His accomplishment of man's salvation through
Christ; and it dramatizes His pronouncement of de facto judgment upon
hardened men like Balak.
Therefore, Lawrence Clopper's opinion that the procession in the
H MS. is undramatic, that it obscures unity of theme and narrative, and
that it fails to form an integral part of the play

1

is not justified.

Nor is Dr. Deimling's opinion that the procession is a "long, undramatic
insertion [that] interrupts the scene too inharmoniously."

2

In this

play as in others the Chester cycle does not depend upon strict continuity of narrative for dramatic coherence but rather upon carefully contoured type configurations and intensifying repetitions of the major
motifs of salvation-history.
this fact.

Some recent critics have been cognizant of

Paul Strohm, for example, has remarked the important impact

of the ordered series of formal prophetic discourses interspersed
throughout the Chester cycle culminating in the prophets of the Antichrist in Play XXIII.3

V. A, Kolve, too, elucidating the "game" element

in the cycle drama, expresses a very similar view of the function of the
prophetic element in the cycles, citing Chester as a prime example:
Prophecy is constantly referred to in these cycles, and in the
sources they draw upon, not merely because it proves Christ to be a
Messiah but because it foretells the whole game, laying down its
method and procedures in order that we, as audience, may understand
that nothing crucial in importance here happens by caprice or accident. , . , Chester, for example, includes very full prophecies, and
an exposition of each in turn; they are carefully selected so that
the Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, Ascension, and Sending of
the Holy Ghost, are all prophesied and explained in advance, just as

1

Clopper, pp. 61-63.

~eimling, p. xxi.

3Strohm, pp. 34-52.
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the Three Kinfs in presenting their gifts foretell the Babe's full
career. . . .
The prophecy of Isaiah (lines 297-304), a paraphrase of Isa.7:
14-15, stresses Christ's Virgin Birth yet also His identity as mighty
Redeemer.

Christ will "wyn mankinde to wayle" (300); His Life will

prove effectual "our soules out of hell to get" (303).

Half apologetic

for dwelling on so obvious a point, the Expositor explains that
"Emanuell" means "God with us" (lines 304, 305-12),
Ezekiel's prophecy, however, has a less obvious import.

Ezekiel,

too, speaks of the Virgin Birth, yet under the mysterious figure of the
sealed Temple gate of Ezek. 44:1-3 (313-20):

2

I, Ezechiell, sothlie see
a gate in Gods house on hye,
closed it was, no man came nye.
then told an Angell me:
This Gate shall no man open, I wis,
for God will come and goe by this,
for him self it reserved is,
none shall come there but hee,
As the Expositor explains (lines 321-28), the sealed "Gate" is the Virgin Mary; she is "that way the holy ghost in went, /when God tooke flesh
and bloode" (323-24).
patristic type.

The sealed "Gate" as figuring Mary was a familiar

As Saint Jerome writes, "She [Mary J is the east gate,

spoken of by the prophet Ezekiel, always shut and always shining
and through her 'the Sun of Righteousness,' our 'high priest after the
1

Kolve, pp. 203-4.
2
The verse g_uoted in the H. MS,: "Vidi portam in domo Domini
clausam et dixit Angelus ad me 'porta haec non aperietur, sed clausa
erit' et ct. Ezechiel Capitulo 2 [I have seen the door in the house of
God closed, and the angel said to me: this door shall not be opened, but
shall be closed]"; Deimling, p. 98. The reference to "Capitulo 2" is .in
error. The "closed gate" type occurs also in the Rauen Ordo; Young, II,
162.
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order of Melchizedek,' goes in and out. "

1

Jerome reveals the latent

density of such types in thus linking the ideas "East," Mary's Virginity
(the closed gate), Christ as righteous Son ("Sun"; cf. Mal. 4:2), and
Christ as High Priest (cf. Heb. 5:10).

All these allusions together

suggest much more than merely the Virgin Birth.

They combine to invoke

the whole sweep of Messianic activity as centered in spiritual Jerusalem
at the heavenly Temple.
Similarly, Jeremiah's prophecy deals with the Passion, yet the
prophet's words also have reference to "Jerusalem" in its broader figural aspect.

Elucidating Jer. 14:17, the prophet weeps: "for mydaughter,

soth to saye, /shall suffer great anye" (331-32).

By "my daughter" Jer-

emiah clearly means Mary, for he continues: "And my folke shall doe, in
faye, /thinges that they ne know may /to that mayden, by many waye, /and
her sonne, sickerlie" (333-36).

Jeremiah's lament anticipates the

planctus Mariae in Chester Play XVI, "Christ's Passion. "

2

Yet, charac-

teristically for the Chester cycle, this strong emotional element3
remains subordinated to the cycle's theme of salvation-history.

Histor-

ically, Jeremiah is not weeping for Mary, directly, but for Jerusalem,
the Holy City,

Jeremiah's city awaited destruction at the hand of Nebu-

chadnezzar; Jeremiah's people were about to be carried captive, their

1saint Jerome, "The Letters of St. Jerome" (Letter XLVIII, to
Pammachius), trans. W. H. Fremantle, PNF(2), VI, 78.

~atthews, pp. 306-8, lines 625-64. The Lamentations of Jeremiah influenced the content and form of the planctus Mariae in the Latin
Passion plays; see, for example, Young, I, 500-503.
3concerning the Christ-story in the cycle drama, Charles Mills
Gayley notes that in it "the Virgin remains the lode-star of emotion,"
Jesus tending to present a more objective theological aspect; Gayley,
p. 198.
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young virgins ravished (see Jer. 52:1-30),

Later Jesus also prophesied

destruction upon Jerusalem because of the Jews' crucifixion of their
King and lamented the city's coming fate, 1 But always the sinful, suffering, earthly Jerusalem suggests its spiritual counter-image--the Biblical "heavenly Jerusalem" (see Apoc. 21:1 to 22:7).

Therefore, in

Chester Play V, especially after Ezekiel's prophecy, the Mary-Jerusalem
lamented by Jeremiah connotes not merely Christ's Passion but the spiritual Jerusalem itself with its holy Temple.

This spiritual city, known

in its most comprehensive aspect as '.'Sion," embraces all Israel, the
Virgin Mary.serving as its spiritual embodiment.
ops this complex

figu~9

Saint Augustine devel-

thus:

, , . This peop~ e, I say
is the city of God, which has
brought forth Christ Himself according to the flesh, since He was in
these Israelites only. For thence came the Virgin Mary, in whom
Christ assumed flesh that He might be man. Of which city another
psalm says, "Mother Sion, shall a man say, and the man is made in
her, and the Highest Himself hath founded her" [Ps. 87:5]. Who is
this Highest, save God? And thus Christ, who is God, before He
became man through Mary in that city, Himself founded it by the
patriarchs and prophets, , , 2
In the Virgin's womb Augustine's "city of God" already miraculously triumphs.

Unredeemed men like Balak can well be left to their cursing, for

their curses remain impotent.

"But that Jerusalem which is above is

free, which is our mother" (Gal. 4:26), writes Saint Paul.

Against the

Jerusalem "above" Balak's curses can never prevail.
Following Jeremiah's words, Jonah (lines 345-52), David (lines
361-68), and Joel (lines 377-84) deliver three further prophecies that
deal with the Resurrection, the Ascension, and Pentecost--each prophecy

1

See Mt. 2J:J7 to 24:2.
2
Saint Augustine, "The City of God," trans. Marcus Dods, PNF(1),
II, 354; De Civitate Dei xvii,16. For previous citation of this passage seep. 222 above.
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receiving its due explanation by the Expositor.

Jonah's prophecy (Jonah

2:2), the Expositor links with Christ's own reference to Jonah (Mt. 12:
40) as a type of Christ's Resurrection (lines 353-60).

David prophesies

the Ascension (Ps. 18:7), and significantly he stresses Christ not only
1
as ascending but also as returning one day in judgment (361-68):

I, Davyd, saie that God almighte
from the highest heaven to earth will light,
and thidder againe with full might,
both God and man in feare,
And after come to deeme the righte;
may no man shape them of his sight,
ne deeme that to mankind is dighte,
but all then must apeare.
Joel's prophecy of Pentecost (lines 377-84) derives from Saint Peter's
quotation of Joel 2:28 (see Acts 2:15-18); the prophecy in Joel refers
to the charismatic gifts bestowed on the Apostles at the descent of the

Holy Spirit, a point that the Expositor makes duly clear (lines 385-92).

2

Finally, Micah prophesies that Christ will be born in Bethlehem

(Mic. 5:2), reemphasizing also Balaam's initial prophecy that the coming
Messiah will exercise universal rule.

He stresses Christ's dual role as

Judge and as Redeemer (393-400):
I, Micheal, through my mynde
will saye that man shall sothlie finde
that a Childe of kinges kinde
in Bethlem shall be borne,

1

Quoting the Psalms, Saint Peter explicitly declares David to be
a prophet of Christ (Acts 2:22-31). The Davidic psalms have an important place in the liturgy of the Ascension; Danielou, Bible and Liturgy,
PP• 303-18.
2
The Expositor's mention of "whitson-day" (390) before Micah's
final prophecy is a reminder that the Chester plays were performed over
a three-day period at Whitsuntide; see p. 17 above; see also the Chester
Banns, Deimling, p. 3, lines 29-35.
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That shall be Duke to dight and deale,
and rule the folke of Israell,
also wyn againe mankindes heale,
that through Adam was lorne.
In summarizing these prophecies (401-32), the Expositor points out that
though more prophets could have been summoned, six have prophesied specific things (lines 409-28): the Incarnation (Isaiah, Ezekiel); the Passion (Jeremiah); the Resurrection (Jonah); the Ascension (David); and
the coming of the Holy Spirit (Joel).

Some critics have wondered why

the Expositor mentions only six prophets, when clearly eight--counting
Balaam--have spoken,

The reason seems twofold: (1) The middle six cover

the full span of Christ's ministry from His Birth through His Second
Advent, including the spiritual ,empowering of the Church--David appropriately prophesying Christ's return from Heaven to judge and rule; for
David's "seed" is appointed to occupy the throne of David forever (see
II Sam. 7:4-17, esp. v. 16; see also Lk. 2:11).

(2) Micah's prophecy

recapitulates the motif of Christ's auspicious Birth and links it with
His final role as Ruler,

The Chester playwright thus repeatedly inter-

locks key motifs that force constant awareness of the full span of God's
redemptive program.

Of course, in addition, Balaam's "star" prophecy at

the beginning of the prophetic process·ion and Micah's "Bethlehem" prophecy at the end of it, besides forming a symbolic "frame" for the passage, provide also a double link with the Gospel of Matthew.

Only in

Matthew, the first Gospel, does the citation of Micah's prophecy about
Bethlehem have a place in the Nativity story (Mt. 2:5-6); and only in
Matthew do the Magi arrive in obedient response to the appearing of
Balaam's "star" (Mt, 2:1 ff.).
Appropriately, in these closing lines of the Chester Old Testa-
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ment Church paradigm, the final emphasis remains upon Judgment.

1

Fol-

lowing Balaam, the ambiguous early seer, God's later chosen prophets
have spoken; God's complete plan is now clear.
so for Balak no hope remains.

Balak has heard it, and

Precisely because he has listened to

God's prophets, Balak's last words have tragic force (433-40):
Goe we forth! it is no boote
longer with this man to moote;
for God of !ewes is Crop and roote
and lord of heaven and hell.
Now see I well no man on lyue
gaynes with him for to stryve,
therefore here, as mot I thryue!
I will no longer dwell.
The God-Man, Who is the "Ox that gnawes biselie /the grasse right to the
roote" (111-12), has done what Balak feared,

Christ, in completing the

work of man's redemption, has shown that He ·is the "roote" of all things,
He is, in fact, "the root and the offspring of David, the bright morning
star" (Apoc. 22:16),

And Balaam's star, a sign to the three kings of

the East, presages Christ's coming to redeem and His coming to judge.
Last Judgment
The Chester Old Testament paradigm of salvation-history thus
ends with implicit final judgment pronounced against men like Balak,
the Chester cycle's last play the judgment becomes explicit.

In

The mood

of despair pervading Balak's final words does not offer suitable matter
for ironic inversion.

God's hierarchy is eternally restored.

Concern-

1
coming just prior to the cycle's celebration of Christ's Nativity, this emphasis upon judgment has a striking parallel in the liturgy.
In the Advent season references to Christ's first Advent to redeem man
and His second Advent to judge man were closely connected. Therefore,
as Marjorie Downing notes, "The pervading spirit of Advent is one of
penance and expectation chiefly of the Day of Judgment"; Downing, pi 66.
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ing Chester Play XXIV, "The Last Judgment," Donald Savage correctly
observes that it is "more closely akin to serious satire than to comic
irony," 1

Its damned Pope, Emperor, King, Queen, Judge, and Merchant are

Balak's spiritual kin; for them there remains no more grace.
The play's carefully patterned, parallel scenes have the quality
of inexorability characterizing the "ox" that "gnawes" Balak down to the
very "roote,"

The Chester Last Judgment is the longest Judgment play

among the four English cycles,

Its scenes have the dignified, ritualis-

tic solemnity of a slowly moving tableau.

2

Their gradual unfolding and

air of inevitability serve an important dramatic purpose.

The scenes

are leisurely symbolic emblems of the cycle's unremitting stress upon
the progress of God's sovereign judgment and mercy during the long
"spirals" of salvation-history.

History now ended, the delicious, slow

cathartic of these scenes is deliberately savored, paced, extended,

The

"procession of prophets" preceding Balak's doom even has its parallel in
the prophets of Antichrist that precede the doom visited by God upon
evil men in the last two Chester plays.3

The recapitulation of the pro-

phetic motif prior to the perverse acts of the Antichrist--a recapitu1
Donald James Savage, "An Analysis of the Comic Element in the
Chester, York, Coventry and Towneley Mystery Cycles" ( 1mpublished Doctoral dissertation, University of Minnesota, 1955), p. 148,
2The York judgment play is half the length of the Chester
cycle's, The Ludus Coventriae has a judgment play of only 130 lines,
preceded by a long "Assumption of the Virgin" play, The Wakefield judgment play is quite long; its dialogue, however, consists mainly of the
boisterous commentary of Tutivillus and his japing fellow demons. All
the plays record the resurrection of the dead for judgment and God's
judging the dead according to the acts of mercy as given in Mt.25:31-46.
3Brother Linus Lucken has noted the likelihood of deliberate
structural parallelism between these two "prophet" passages; Lucken, pp.
?6, 93. Paul Strohm, too, sees deliberate intent in the parallelism;
Strohm, pp. 42, 146-4?.
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lation

uni~ue

to the Chester cycle among English mystery plays--occurs

in a formal rite-like spirit that anticipates the ritual movement of the
cycle's closing scenes.

Concerning the acts of the Antichrist himself,

Lawrence Clopper aptly observes that "the imitation of Christ in such
detail and for such perverted purposes leaves no other action available;
its utter blasphemy exhausts history."

1

Under the MS. rubric "Ego Sum Alpha et 0, Primus et Novissimus,',2
God delivers a brief monologue (lines 1-24) similar in purpose to Hi.s
long speech at the outset of Chester Play I.
eignty, His Trinitarian Being.
man's completed redemption.

He reemphasizes His saver-

In this play, however, He celebrates

Telling His angels to resurrect the dead

for judgment, He adds (17-24):
Shew you my Crosse apertly here,
Crown of Thomes, S[p]onge and Spear,
and Neiles, to them that wanted neuer
to come to this anye,
And what Weed for them I weare,
vpon my Body now I bear;
the most Stoutest this sight shall stear,
that standeth by Street or Stye.
The dead having been resurrected, a saved Pope, Emperor, King, and
Queen, fresh from Purgatory, confess their sins, yet claim last-minute
contrition and beg mercy (lines 41-172).

Then a damned Pope, Emperor,

King, and Queen also admit their sins and lament their fate (lines 173292);3 in addition a damned Judge.and Merchant appear who similarly

1

Clopper, p. 233.

~atthews, p. 427; cf. Isa. 41:4, Apoc. 1:17.
3see G. R. Owst, pp. 299-301, 518-19, for excerpts from and commentary upon John Bromyard's powerful sermon about God's final judgment
against the high and powerful for not performing the acts of mercy, also
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lament their misdeeds, especially the sins peculiar to their vocation
(239-356),

The dialogue of these damned souls abounds in rueful com-

ments that, though their bodies and souls have been rejoined, the sole
purpose now of such reunion is judgment.
image,

2

1

The pervasive "fading flower"

a continually recurring symbol of transient, mortal life, forms

the imagistic counterpart of Balak's persistent "gnawing" premonition in
Chester Play V.

The effect of these long, slow-moving parallel scenes

is that of a Danse Macabre, or Totentanz, a tradition which appears to
have influenced the structure of the Chester Judgment Play,3
At Jesus' appearance, the H MS. contains an elaborate Latin
stage direction which in its details reveals much about the formal
"showcase" atmosphere of this final play,

For the effect of a play like

this must lie chiefly in its structure and atmosphere.
over, what remains is epilogue.

The "game" is

No longer do action, symbol, and type-

cluster point forward to further spirals of sin, judgment, grace.

The

sole task remaining is to display and celebrate what has been accomplished, and the Chester cycle carries out the display in characteristically formal, businesslike terms.

First, the weapons and relics of

God's successful warfare against the Devil are put on exhibition:

for Owst' s exposition of the Chester "Last Judgment" in the light of this
sermon tradition. Similar motifs appear in Langland's Piers Plowman.
1
see lines 47-48, 101-2, 123-24, 125-28, 129-32, 175-80, 339-40,
503, 506; cf. Mt. 16:27, Jn. 5:26-29.
2
See lines 85-86, 145-46, 205-6, 295-96; cf, Isa, 40:6-7,
Jas. 1:10-11, I Pet, 1:24.
3The "Dance of Death" tradition finds its reflection also in the
paintings, windows, and misericord carvings of old English churches, in
which are depicted the highly placed personages and even the "Works of
Mercy"; Anderson, pp. 75-78.
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Finitis Lamentationibus mortuorum, descendet Iesus quasi in nube, si
fieri poterit; Quia secundum Doctorum Opiniones in Aere prope terram
iudicabit filius Dei. Stabunt Angeli cum Cruce, Corona Spinea,
lancea, aliisque Instrumentis, omnia demonstrantes [After the lamentations of the dead, Jesus descends as if in a cloud, if this can be
done; because according to the opinions of the doctors the Son of
God will render judgment in the air near the earth. Angels stand
with a cross, a crown of thorns, a spear, and other instruments,
showing all these].1
Announcing that His purpose is to judge, Jesus calls upon His faithful
patriarchs and prophets--who thematically parallel the. prophets in the
"procession" speaking before anguished Balak--to bear witness to the
justice of His judgment (361-64):
Butt all myne, as I haue ment,
Prophetts, Patriarches here present,
must know my Dome with good entent,
therfore I am now here,
The unhurried, didactic quality of these scenes is strongly reminiscent
of the closing passage of Chester Play V.

Even as the prophets of

Play V step before Balak to foretell God's successive saving acts in the
unfolding drama of man's redemption, so Jesus, in the presence of His
prophets and patriarchs, reviews in formal, didactic terms the fact of
man's fall and the sanguinary terms of his ransom (lines 365-88):
But you shall heare and see expresse,
I doe to you all Righteousnes;
lovesome Deedes, more and lesse,
I will rehearce now heere.
Of earth throughe me made man thow was,
and putt in place of great cleannes,
from which thou fast through wikkednes
away thou waved were.
When thou had done this Trespace,
yet wayted I which way best was,
thee to recouer in this Case
into my Companye.

1

Matthews, p. 440.
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How might
then that
take here
appeareth

I doe thee more grace
selfe kynd, that thou hase,
now, as in this place
apertely?

After dyed on the rood tree,
and my blood Shedd, as thou may se,
to prive the Devyll of his posty,
and winne that was away.
The which Blood, behoulds ye,
fresh houlden till .now I would should be,
for certayne poyntes that lyked me,
of which I will now say.
Christ lists three reasons for saving His Blood "fresh houlden" until
the present moment (lines 389-412): (1) that He might present it to His
Father as the formal price of man's salvation; (2) that the Jews might
now finally perceive their wickedness and Christ's divinity; (3) and
that, in seeing the Blood, the good might be happy and the wicked sad.
Having delivered this explanation, Christ pours out His Blood
(421-28):
Now that you shall apertly se,
fresh Blood bleed, man, for thee,
good to ioy and full great Lee,
the evill to Damnation;
Behould now all men on me,
and se my Blood fresh out flee,
that I bledd on rode tree
for your Saluation.
The stage direction at this point is "Tunc emittet Sanguinem de Latere
suo [Then he emits blood from his side]. "
Proceeding to judge the saved by the works of mercy listed in
Mt. 25:34-36, Jesus finds them worthy (lines 437-92).

Judging the

damned also by the standards of these same works of mercy, He sentences
them to Hell (lines 493-676) •

1

During this long last scene, "Demon Pri-

1One of the acts of mercy was to welcome and feed the hungry,
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mus" and "Demon Secundus" are allowed their pleasure in tantalizing the
damned and jostling them off to Hell.

Their fun, however, compared with

the antics of Tutivillus and his cohorts in the Wakefield cycle judgment
play, remains quite restrained.

1

At the cycle's end speak the four Evangelists, who declare God's
judgment just (lines 677-708).

As the prophets before them, they have

faithfully communicated God's truth to men.
justly condemned,

Whoever has not listened is

The four Evangelists again evoke awareness of Ezek-

iel's fourfold cherubim.

The cherubim reappears in Apoc. 4:7 before

God's throne at heaven's court as the "four living creatures": "And the
first living creature is like a lion and the second like a calf and the
third has the face, as it were, of a man, and the fourth is like an
eagle flying."

The Fathers agree upon the general signification of

these beings: they are the four Evangelists.

2

In the Chester cycle, at

and Jesus condemns the damned for neglecting to do it: "for I was hungry
and you gave me no food, I was thirsty and you gave mo no drink" (Mt.
25:42, RSV; cf. XXIV, line 621). A thematically parallel passage in
Nehemiah interestingly links such condemnation with the final exclusion
of Ammonite and Moabite from God's mercy: ". . . in [the book of the
law] was found written that no Ammonite or Moabite should ever enter the
assembly of God; for they did not meet the children of Israel with bread
and water, but hired Balaam against them to curse them--yet our God
turned the curse into a blessing" (Neh. 13:1-2, RSV).
1
Sister Mary Margaret Walsh comments, "To such sentiments [the
caustic talk of the Wakefield Tutivillus] are sacrificed . , , the dignity, balance, and elevated tone to be seen, for example, in the York or
Chester 'Judgments"'; Sister Mary Margaret Walsh, "The Judgment Plays of
the English Cycles," The American Benedictine Review, XX (September,
1969), 388.

~or Saint Augustine's interpretation of each beast, see his
"Harmony of the Gospels," trans. S, D. F. Salmond, PNF(1), VI, 80;
note 13 on the same page gives the somewhat different interpretations of
Irenaeus and Jerome, Jerome's being the one prevalent in medieval art.
Concerning the four Evangelists at the end of the Chester cycle, Sister
Mary Margaret Walsh notes, "The Parousia theme that found its expression
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man's Fall, four cherubim take up their posts at Eden with flaming
swords (see Chester Play II, lines 393-424) to execute judgment aga~nst
unrighteous entrants,

As in the earthly Fall, so in the culmination of

the Church's ministry on earth: the four Evangelists sternly stand symbelie guard.

in the 'Prophets' [of Antichrist] is climaxed here by depicting the
Evangelists commenting on the Second Coming as a fait accompli";
Walsh, p. 392.

CONCLUSION
As mentioned in this study's Introduction and at the outset of
Chapter 4, V. A. Kolve and Jerome Taylor have called for increased critical attention to the English Corpus Christi cycles as coherent works of
religious art.

Both these men have emphasized the need especially for

detailed critical studies to illuminate the special kinds of structure
and unity found in individual plays and cycles,

In his appeal Professor

Taylor urged the centrality of Eucharistic themes in the Corpus Christi
cycle drama; similarly Professor Kolve insisted upon the importance of
typology as a component of dramatic meaning, noting that "no one has
ever explored the range of this typological meaning episode by episode,
or its effect on action and speech and cycle form," 1

The present study

of the Chester cycle's five Old Testament plays is written in a spirit
sympathetic to Professor Taylor's thematic emphasis and in response to
Professor Kolve's invitation for critics to identify and interpret components of typological meaning.
By way of summarizing the Chester cycle's characteristic features, it can be said that the cycle has the tightest unity and firmest
structure of the four sets of English Corpus Christi plays, its closest
competitor in these matters being the cycle at York,
dominantly sober and didactic,

Its tone is pre-

In outline it traces with striking

clarity the phases of salvation-history determined by God's covenants

1

v. A. Kolve, The Play Called Corpus Christi (Stanford University Press, 1966), p. 100; seep. v, nn. 1 and 2, above.
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and according to the historical ages as interpreted by the Fathers.
metrical pattern of rime couee is stark and unswerving.

Its

Its twenty-five

plays are distributed so that each period of salvation-history receives
the degree of attention commensurate with its importance, five covering
the Old Testament, fifteen the life of Christ, five the eschatological
events,
Yet, as occasionally noted in the course of this study, critics
generally have not found these qualities sufficient reason for judging
the cycle favorably.
ing.

Some have found its sober, didactic tone unappeal-

Others have called its Expositor obtrusive, its doctrinal emphases

plodding and unimaginative.

Still others have regarded the unvarying

simplicity of its rime as merely crude, monotonous.

Judging the cycle

as unpromising by the standards of modern dramatic sensibility, critics
have also deplored its alleged inattention to character motivation and
dramatic action and its resulting lack of interesting "tensions."

They

have felt that certain of its plays are little more than haphazard mixtures containing inept interpolations or are merely accidental juxtapositions of oddly disparate Biblical materials which glaringly lack
obviously needed thematic transitions.
The proposition developed in this study, however, has been that
the Chester playwrights and redactors were fully aware of their goals
and agreed on their purpose in composing the Chester cycle,

Their

special concern seems clearly to have been to depict in lucid dramatic
outline the objective truths of salvation-history; their special emphasis in the cycle therefore makes their choice of a sober tone, their use
of an Expositor, their frequent doctrinal emphases, and their adherence
to a starkly regular metrical pattern matters of deliberate and logical
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preference.

Beyond these basic decisions, the Chester playwrights made

conscious use of parallel thematic and structural devices which manifest
themselves in two ways:

(1) in paradigmatic foreshadowing, and (2) in

ironic reca,pi tula tions,
Not only do the Old Testament plays provide a narrative prologue
to the events of the New Testament.

As paradigmatic foreshadowing, they

prefigure the entire span of salvation-history from Lucifer's fall in
heaven and Adam's fall on earth to Christ's Second Advent and His final
judgment of the entire human race,

After Lucifer's and Adam's fall, God

makes a covenant with Noah, then one with Abraham, then one with Moses.
These three covenants adumbrate three phases of man's salvation through
the Christian Church: the Church in preparation, the Church in operation, the Church in culmination.

Noah's Flood, bringing judgment upon

the world yet salvation to Noah and his family, prefigures Christian
baptism.

Coupled with Melchisedek's offering, Abraham's near-sacrifice

of Isaac, enacting both a judgment borne vicariously by an innocent victim and also salvation through God's intervention, prefigures the Eucharist, Christ's Passion, and His Resurrection.

Moses' exposition of the

Sinaitic Decalogue, symbolizing judgment upon the heathen yet salvation
for the Covenant people, prefigures the Last Judgment when Christ will
separate the sheep from the goats.
The New Testament plays of the Chester cycle contain a series of
ironic recapitulations of elements in the Old Testament paradigm of salvation-history.

These elements embody rebellion or testing,

Shepherds' play, the rebellion of Lucifer is
wrestling bout,

burles~ued

In the

in a rustic

In the Herod plays, a savage parody of Abel's death

occurs in the inadvertant killing of Herod's own son in the Bethlehem
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massacre.

In the Passion play, the raising of Christ's Cross ironically

recapitulates the erection of the mast in Noah's ark.

In the play of

Antichrist, the death and resurrection of the Antichrist himself mirror
in demonic mockery the experience of Isaac under his father's knife.
And in the Final Judgment, the condemnation of the rich and powerful
becomes a serious ironic satire on the materialism of Moses' enemies.
Proper critical evaluation of any work of art depends heavily
upon an understanding of the work's genre and cultural origins.

Fruit-

ful criticism of the Corpus Christi cycles therefore presupposes a sympathetic understanding of the didactic aims of the cycle drama and an
acceptance of the medieval Christian's habit of portraying and perceiving his beliefs in conventional iconographic patterns.

Drama of the

kind at Chester does not depend for the effectiveness of its impact
either on psychological realism or on plot-oriented action.

Rather, it

depends on the clear structure of tableaux which have iconographic meaning and which, while seeming oddly "static" for modern taste, subsume
and repeatedly reemphasize the doctrinally orthodox Catholic deposit of
faith.

Fruitful explication of the "action" in the Chester cycle should

therefore derive, first, from an in-depth awareness of the typological
and symbolic materials employed by the cycle playwrights in creating
their dramatic scenes; and, secondly, from a knowledge of the principle
according to which these scenes themselves have been structured and
arranged.
The fact should nevertheless be acknowledged that developing an
awareness of such things does not in itself solve the problem of value
for the modern reader.

A reader might in a measure gain such a "sympa-

thetic understanding" as that outlined above and might still find the
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Chester cycle unstimulating as drama.

Awareness of ancient principles

does not automatically guarantee aesthetic satisfaction from a genre of
literature that is remote from the reader in time and culture.

How does

the modern reader go about finding satisfaction, aesthetic or otherwise,
in the Chester plays?
A complete

~nswer

to this difficult question lies beyond the

limits of the present study, the primary purpose of which has been to
reconstitute a medieval reading of the plays.

Yet a provisional hint

concerning method might serve as a suitable conclusion to the view of
the Chester cycle developed in the foregoing pages.
The reader could start by recognizing that present in the medieval cycle drama are strong elements of Brechtian "alienation" and even
of the '"absurd" in the manner of Ionesco and Beckett,

1

Like the modern

"absurd" theater, the cycle drama does not strive to create either in
character or situation the illusion of "reality,"

In common with the

"absurd" theater, medieval English cycle drama is pervaded by a good
deal of surreal exaggeration; it employs disconcerting transitions, time
warps; it features stark, iconographic stage devices; it includes a good
deal of simple physical violence, crude farce; it contains frequent symbolic recapitulations of thematic motifs; its action proceeds in patterns of wry pathos, reverential joy and fear, ironically comic bafflement, extravagant sorrow, being frequently tragi-comic in its effect,
In its entirety it constitutes a direct, naively powerful questioning of
life's meaning at the primal level of wonder and fear; and it shows,
above all, a formal awareness of life's rules, of ritual recurrences--in

1
Professor Kolve makes this interesting comparison; Kolve, p. 23.
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short, of life's "game" element.
In both the modern theater of the absurd and the medieval drama
the "game" element is especially significant.
lies in the nature of the "game."

1

The difference of course

The protagonist in the theater of the

absurd finds himself caught in an idiot repetition of the game of life,
the essential meaning of which eludes him.

In Beckett's Waiting for

Godot, Estragon and Vladimir seem trapped into "waiting" for someone who
never comes, whose identity is unsure.

In Tom Stoppard's comedy Rosen-

crantz and Guildenstern Are Dead, Stoppard's two delightful dupes are
charged with "delving" into the mystery of Hamlet,
dimmest idea of how to delve.

Yet neither has the

Such men become absurd, comic,

They

spend their time in fact largely in meaningless question-and-answer
games and in pointless coin-flipping exercises.

They never begin to

succeed in "delving."
In contrast, the medieval Christian knew precisely the nature of
the "game" in which he was a participant, and which the Corpus Christi
plays dramatized.
ingless catechism.

He knew its rules.

He was never entrapped in a mean-

He knew the identity of the game's Initiator, Who

had appeared and Who surely would be returning, and Who would then be
the Winner of the game.

The formal, iconographic didacticism of the

Chester plays precisely reflects the "game."
"Godot" had come.

If

For the medieval Christian

life still manifested strong elements of the

absurd, they were to be observed in the Devil and in the behavior of
those who violently denied or ignored the central fact of "Godot's" hav-

1

Professor Kolve explicitly isolates the "game" element as the
leitmotif of his examination of the Corpus Christi cycles; Kolve, pp.
23 ff.
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ing come.

The formal patterns of symbolic action in the Chester cycle

lend themselves better than those in any other cycle to highlighting and
exposing delicious moments of absurd denial.

For the reader who cares

to work out the matter himself, the Chester cycle's iconographic tableaux, ironic echoes, imagistic densities, and symbolic patterns of
action contain fruitful possibilities for an interesting dramatic aesthetic.

Knowing the Chester cycle's underlying principles of. theme,

tone, and action, the critic is

e~uipped

to distinguish the ways in

which dramatic absurdities create various interesting kinds of ironic
tension in the formal progression of the divine interventions in salvation-history.

Future studies of the English cycle drama might address

themselves to working out the details of such an aesthetic, all of which
would be of great intrinsic interest to readers of the English Corpus
Christi plays.
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